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fieldwork between 1988 and 1996, as well as studies of literature and archival material.
To understand processes of peace and justice in dispute settlement, the study provides
detailed accounts of internal socio-political and cultural dynamics within and between
the main groups of actors as well as an ethnography of two cases of violent conflict.
The main argument is that dispute settlement prevails in a social field of relations and
rights. It is, on the one hand, a matter of mobilising key social relations in order to pro¬
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look for their rights in practice. Disputes are thus located between peace and justice, but
in the shadow of violent conflict. The study concludes that dispute settlement between
Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists should not only be understood as
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A Note on Or

In this study I have tried to combine correct linguistic principles with pragmatic
modifications to facilitate the reading. All terms in Dyula are transcribed ac¬
cording to the most common rules, some of which are worth mentioning:

'j'=jamana (country) should be read dyamana as 'j' in the English 'jungle'.
'u'= dugu (village) should be read dougou as 'o' in the English 'two'.
'g'= tigi (owner, chief) should be read tigui as 'g' in the English 'gun'.
'c'= ce (man) should be read che 'ch' in the English 'choke'.

However, toponyms, patronyms and other well-established labels do not neces¬
sarily follow these common rules. Sideradougou (Sidaridugu) is an official
name which represents an administrative unit in Burkina Faso. Ouattara
(Watara) is a common patronym today.

For the plural forms I have chosen to sacrifice linguistic performance for
making the study more accessible. I therefore only occasionally add the plural
form in Dyula. I say two dugukolotigi rather than dugukolotigiw, which would
be the correct Dyula transcription (sing, tigi, plur. tigiw). For pragmatic rea¬
sons, 1 have adopted a similar principle in using Karaboro and Fulbe as labels
for the main disputing parties. The Dyula term Karaboro would be Karaborow
in plural. These people refer to themselves as Kaye, but this label is not very
known, albeit used by other than themselves. Thus I adopt the term Karaboro
(see also the discussion on this topic in chapter 5). Fulbe is the plural form,
whose singular form is Pullo. For a Fulfulde reader my use of the term Fulbe
(both in singular and plural) is inconsistent, but I do believe that it makes
reading easier (see also the discussion in chapter 6). After all, this is an English
text. Thus to work in a multi-ethnic environment means that different labels are

constantly employed, e.g. peul,jula.
All non-English terms and words, notably Dyula and French, are sys¬

tematically put in italics, except for ethnic and other group labels (e.g. Tiefo,
Boobolangobe and Haabe). Translations of Dyula and French statements and
expressions into English have been done by myself, but, it should be stressed,
with my wife, who is a native Dyula-speaker, as a continuous advisor.
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1. Introduction

Over the past 30 years there has been an increasing immigration of Fulbe agro-
pastoralists into the Comoe Province and other parts of southern Burkina Faso.
Today many villages in the province host a Fulbe camp. It is a commonly held
opinion that this migratory movement towards the south is caused mainly by
recurrent droughts and consequent land degradation in the central and northern
parts of the country which are the traditional Fulbe areas. Although the rela¬
tively permanent residence of Fulbe groups in the Comoe Province is a fairly
recent phenomenon, the frequent passage of Fulbe cattle towards the south, and
the presence of Fulbe groups in the region is nothing new.

Most Fulbe families practise transhumant cattle herding supplemented
by small-scale subsistence farming. They differ from the various local groups
of agriculturalists in the area not only in terms of subsistence economy, but also
with respect to factors like the use of space, religious affiliation and socio¬
political organisation. The Fulbe are thus strangers to the social and cultural
environment of the agriculturalists, but at the same time they become neigh¬
bours who reside on the fringes of the villages, and with whom the agricul¬
turalists engage in various social, economic and political relations.

The coexistence of various agricultural groups and agro-pastoral Fulbe
has become increasingly problematic in the province. Most frequent reasons for
dispute are Fulbe cattle causing crop damage of farmers' fields. If this leads to
quarrels, farmers may wound animals, and sometimes people. Farmers who
wound cattle argue that cattle have trespassed fields. Fulbe agro-pastoralists
hold that fields often are cleared on cattle-tracks and around water-courses.

Such quarrels may develop into a violent conflict involving entire communities,
or at worst, ethnic groups. Since the 1980s, the Comoe Province has experi¬
enced two outbreaks of violence in which a large number of Karaboro agricul¬
turalists 'rebelled' and went out to kill any Fulbe they happened to encounter.
From an argument between two individuals on the border of a sorghum field,
tensions may escalate into a village quarrel and eventually develop into an
armed, ethnic conflict. A dispute may escalate into violence, but it may also be
'cooled' down. The outcome depends to a large extent on how people try to
handle the conflict situation. There are a wide range of actors, who not only
seek to settle a particular dispute, but also take advantage of it. Intervention
may serve socio-political, financial and other interests far beyond the actual
dispute.
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Disputes between groups of farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists involve
many different actors. In 1989 I was told by several informants about a dispute
that had occurred between a Karaboro farmer and a Fulbe agro-pastoralist in a
village in Comoe Province. It started as a quarrel between two individuals, but
soon escalated into a crisis that not only involved the whole village, but also
neighbouring villages and the state administration in the provincial capital of
Banfora.

A Karaboro man (T) claimed that a Fulbe agro-pastoralist (S) had let his cattle
to cause crop damage in T's vegetable garden. T demanded compensation, but
S refused to compensate him [he did not recognise his fault?]. They started to
argue, and during the quarrel S was said to have brought up his knife. He
wounded T and blood poured on the Earth. The quarrel was ended at this mo¬
ment, and the two antagonists went to their respective homesteads.

But the shedding of human blood on the Earth will offend the spirits, and it
was thus necessary to ask forgiveness by means of a sacrifice to the spirits of
the Earth and the ancestors. This sacrifice was to be executed in the name of
the person that caused the bloodshed (in this case S). But S refused to make the
sacrifice. Karaboro villagers then made it themselves because otherwise all
people would be in danger.

The Karaboro are firstcomers in this village, upholding the position as Masters
of the Earth—that is, the eldest living male descendant on the agnatic line of
the first settler of the site is a Karaboro. The Karaboro thus made the sacrifice,
but they forbade S to continue to farm on the territory of the village. And they
said that if S would insist and farm anyhow, he would die (spirits would kill
him). The Administrative Representative of the village, i.e. the one who is rec¬
ognised by the state administration, was during that time called the delegue. He
was a Karaboro and supported the decision to hinder S from farming.

However, a former Karaboro village leader told S that the decision to forbid
him to farm was just a fake, a way to chase S from the village. He told S that
he could farm without any problem. S also contacted the state administration
and gave his version to some state agents in Banfora. Agents of the state ad¬
ministration then sent the police to the village and arrested the delegue. They
took him to the provincial capital of Banfora. But many Karaboro villagers
proceeded to Banfora and manifested their anger outside prison. The delegue
was released after three days, and all returned to the village.

When Karaboro villagers realised that the former village leader had allowed S
to farm, they accused him as well as the state administration of having been
bribed by S. But the fact that the former village leader had allowed S to farm
made himself rather than S responsible toward the spirits of the Earth and
hence the ancestors. The former Karaboro village leader was marginalised by
his fellow Karaboro villagers. Nobody went to see him. After a few weeks, he
fell sick and died. Only his closest relatives participated in his burial. But S
(the Fulbe agro-pastoralist) remained in the village, and at least some years
later he still resided and farmed there.

This dispute was often discussed in neighbouring villages in the months to
come. Farmers saw it as a proof that the state administration had supported
Fulbe against farmers. During the heat of the dispute, a Karaboro informant of
the actual village clearly expressed that the legitimacy of the state administra¬
tion was in question: "If any state agent comes to the village and wants to work
with us, we will not collaborate".

This specific dispute presents the main actors involved in most dispute
settlements between farmers and agro-pastoralists in the Comoe Province:
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farmers, agro-pastoralists, local government officials and Masters of the Earth.
It further demonstrates that a specific dispute is likely to be referred to in other
contexts; the dispute becomes part of the larger conflict of interests between
farmers and agro-pastoralists in the department, the province and the region.
Although these disputes which are related to landed resources display common
features, each dispute is embedded in specific local contexts. Hence a dispute
may bounce back and forth between the specific claims for compensation of
crop damage and/or wounded cattle and the socio-political struggles related to
underlying conflicts of interests. Most of these social actors seek to take ad¬
vantage of this bouncing back and forth between levels of conflict.

Local Dispute Settlement
This is a study of the settlement of disputes between Karaboro agriculturalists
and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe Province in Burkina Faso. It focuses
on ways in which different individuals and social groups handle disputes re¬
lated to landed resources. The aim is to understand how people act in such dis¬
putes through an analysis of principles and practices among four principal
categories of actors: 1) Masters of the Earth, most of whom belong to the Tiefo
ethnic group in the main area of study (the Sideradougou Department), 2)
Karaboro agriculturalists, 3) Fulbe agro-pastoralists and 4) Focal Government
Officials. The specific relations between actors of different social categories in
dispute settlement are important for understanding the ways in which conflict is
defined, how it is managed and by what means reconciliation of the parties is
sought.

A point of departure is my conviction that local dispute settlement
should be approached as a social field in which different actions are undertaken
and interpreted on the one hand, and where socio-economic interests and cul¬
tural conceptions interact and sometimes clash on the other. This places the lo¬
cus of analysis on inter-ethnic relations rather than on one single ethnic group.
But relations between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists
should not only be analysed in terms of the boundary that defines the group
(Barth 1969), but also in terms of the 'cultural stuff' that it encloses. To under¬
stand the social processes of dispute settlement we have to pay attention not
only to inter-group relations of various groups but to intra-group relations as
well.

This study seeks to understand the social fabric of peace and conflict in
a situation of social change. I start with local people's own perceptions of dis¬
putes and violent conflicts in order to locate the handling of disputes in an

analytical framework that is informed by my ethnography. Various causes of
conflict are here primarily dealt with as entry-points to analyse 'what the con¬
flict is about' for different social actors. My research questions are therefore
geared towards eliciting the nature of disputes/conflicts and the means and
mechanisms that exist to settle/resolve them: How are disputes settled locally?
Where and by whom? How do people among the different categories of social
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actors act to avoid conflict situations? If conflict situations emerge, what do
these actors do to defuse the conflict situations and avoid violence? If violence
breaks out, how do people act to stop it?

There are two main reasons to approach dispute settlement through
multiple perspectives of the different parties in dispute. Firstly, problems of co¬
habitation between agriculturalists and agro-pastoralists are not only of aca¬
demic interest but also present important challenges to people living in the
Comoe Province. It is important for most actors to understand the social proc¬
esses that are articulated in dispute settlement. In March 1996 the weekly
newspaper Le Matin published an article in which the Comoe Province was
said to prepare itself for an ethnic war, like that in Rwanda or Burundi.
Through illegal traffic of fire-arms, autochthonous peoples and Fulbe were re¬
ported to have started an arms race against each other (Le Matin 21-27 March
1996:7). The second reason for multiple perspectives is that most modern an¬
thropological studies carried out in Burkina Faso (and to a large extent else¬
where in West Africa) focus on one single ethnic group (e.g. the Gouin, the
Turka, the Nuna, the Bobo, the Bwa), or on a family of groups (e.g. the Lobi
branch). With some important exceptions1, few works put an analytical empha¬
sis on inter-ethnic relations. Yet I would argue that to understand central di¬
mensions of social life in the Comoe Province these relations need to be taken
into account. Although social identities other than ethnicities are important
(e.g. those based on religious belonging and locality), dispute settlement is a
specific social field in which inter-ethnic relations are articulated and rede¬
fined.

The articulation of a social identity is situational, relational and contex¬
tual. It is, firstly, situational in the sense that it depends on the situation in
which social identity is expressed. Secondly, the articulation of a social identity
is relational, because it relies on the relation to whom the person identifies
him/herself. Thirdly, it is contextual in the sense that the context in which the
social identity is articulated is likely to be important. Whilst a man belongs to
the Karaboro ethnic group, the peasant identity may come to the fore in a case
of crop damage. Similarly, whilst the identity of graziers is advocated in village
cooperatives (groupements d'eleveurs), the Fulbe identity of the members is
officially played down.

Disputes occur between parties whose social identities are differently
articulated according to the situation, the relation and the context. Parties may
thus be classified in different ways, but any classification should be handled
with great care, because a simplified, unreflected classification may easily be¬
come part of how the dispute is understood. One common classification is that
of graziers (eleveurs) versus farmers (cultivateurs). Whereas graziers practise
transhumance, farmers are relatively sedentary. Yet, most graziers also farm
and farmers keep domestic animals and practise shifting cultivation, implying
at least potential movements. The spatial dimension would classify the parties

1 Some recent works focus on the relational and dialectical aspects of identity construction in various
parts of West Africa (Amselle 1990; Amselle & M'Bokolo 1985; Bierschenk & Le Meur 1997; Burn-
ham 1996; de Bruijn & van Dijk 1997b; Launay 1982).
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as sedentary and transhumance groups. Transhumance is often advanced as a
main cause of conflict by government officials; according to them transhu-
mants should be transformed into sedentary cattle ranchers.

Another classification is that of herders (bergers) versus farmers, high¬
lighting the functions around which disputes occur. Yet, even if the herder may
be responsible for herds destroying crops in a field, he is not necessarily the
herd-owner. The herd-owner is often held responsible for the herder's bad con¬
duct or error, which could eventually lead to a break of the herder's contract.
Herders are key actors, but are, at least not today in Burkina Faso, officially de¬
fined as main actors in dispute settlement. A related classification is that of
agro-pastoralists versus agriculturalists, often used in policy documents and
consultancy reports. But it could be argued that both groups are agro-
pastoralists; most agriculturalists have, or aspire to have, cattle.

Then there is the ethnically defined classification. The agriculturalists
belong to one ethnic group, the Karaboro, whereas graziers are Fulbe. The
Karaboro, who consider themselves to belong to the large group of Senufo
peoples2, represent together with other agricultural groups a completely differ¬
ent socio-cultural reality than Fulbe communities. Karaboro often find Fulbe
arrogant and use labels as traitors and faux types to describe them. Farmers of¬
ten tend to accuse Fulbe for bribing government officials; the state administra¬
tion is said to support the Fulbe. In all instances of life, the Fulbe emphasise,
on the other hand, their difference compared to Haabe (sing. Kaado). This is a
Fulfulde term generally used to describe non-Fulbe Blacks, i.e. all the other Af¬
ricans except the Tuaregs, Moors and Arabs (see Riesman 1974:119). Fulbe
agro-pastoralists tend to see the government of Burkina Faso as Haabe; it sup¬
ports the farmers and marginalise the ideal Fulbe pastoral way of life. As I will
demonstrate, the Karaboro and the Fulbe employ a wide range of ethnic-
stereotypes to represent the other group.

A final classification concerns the idea of origin, of being first. Here
'autochthonous' populations regard themselves as firstcomers, but see their po¬
sition threatened by the arrival of latecomers as the Fulbe and the Mossi. The
distinction between autochthonous firstcomers and latecoming strangers is
highly relative. Karaboro farmers see themselves as autochthonous to the
province, but in the Sideradougou Department they are latecomers; the Tiefo
are held to be firstcomers there. Thus, both Karaboro and Fulbe are latecomers,
or according to local idioms 'strangers'.

In this study I have generally chosen to label the main groups Fulbe
agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agriculturalists. The advantage is that these
labels recognise both economic and ethnic dimensions. These dimensions are
interlinked; while Fulbe have a strong pastoralist ethos, Karaboro are proud

2
The very name 'Senufo' is a Dyula phrase, siena fo, 'to speak Sienafr]' (Launay 1992). Sienar is the

language family of a wide range of groups in Mali, Burkina Faso and the Ivory Coast. For instance,
some main Senufo groups in Burkina Faso call themselves the Tagwa and the Nanergue, but consider
themselves to be Senufo (see also chapter 4).
3 I use the term 'autochthonous' instead of 'indigenous' or 'native' as to indicate the criteria for be¬
longing to land; the term autochthonous originates from the Greek word khtdn (land, earth).
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food growers. When appropriate, however, I shall use the emic labels employed
by the actors themselves.

On another level of analysis, the labelling of disputing parties depends
upon the definition of the conflict/dispute. Definitions of 'what the conflict is
about'—i.e. the ways in which a dispute is defined by different actors—have
implications for how it is settled. Struggles over definitions are carried out by
parties, and by various actors external to the setting. For instance, in develop¬
ment discourse relationships between conflict and environmental stress are

highlighted, but the nature of such relationships cannot be regarded as clear-
cut. The definition of 'what the conflict is about' is part of the conflict, because
if seen as a 'land conflict' by external actors, but as a cultural divide or a strug¬
gle for political strength by conflicting parties, the definition of the conflict has
definitely a direct implication for the ways by which it is settled. If a herding
group is striving for political influence over a farming group, the state's de¬
limitation of pastoral zones could be a partial solution for them, but farmers
would see it as a socio-political discrimination.

To study local dispute settlement we therefore need to reject any attempt
to circumscribe 'resource conflict' as something entirely different from 'ethnic
rivalry' or 'political struggle'. Various definitions may provide entry-points for
analysing discourses of conflicts, but do not explain 'what the conflict is
about'. How are various actions interpreted? What are the actors' respective
perceptions of the other party? How are different definitions handled by various
actors? Such questions remain important for the understanding of how actors'
position themselves in conflict. In this study, I use dispute as the concrete
manifestation of a disagreement between at least two parties inside or outside a
court of state law. I employ conflict in a more general sense for describing a
struggle over values and claims to status, power and scarce resources. Conflict
may therefore refer both to an open and explicit conflict situation, and to an
underlying conflict of interests. The dispute could merely be regarded as the
articulation of a conflict of interests in a concrete disagreement between two
parties. But if the dispute escalates and turns into violence far away from the
actual dispute setting in the village, I here refer to it as outbreaks of violence or
violent conflict. The point is that in such situations the actual dispute and its
settlement become issues of secondary importance. People then tend to forget
what had provoked the dispute in the first place.

In any dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe
agro-pastoralists, there is a wide range of actors that become more or less in¬
volved. For instance, a case of crop damage that is brought to the Departmental
Court in Sideradougou directly involve at least 10 persons: the field-owner, the
herder, the herd-owner, the Village Administrative Representative, the Agri¬
culture Extension Worker, the Prefet, the Police and/or Gendarmerie, and the
members of the Court. If the dispute is not settled—e.g. the herd-owner does
not turn up, refuses to pay, or denies that his cattle have caused crop damage—
actors external to the local setting of the Sideradougou Department may be¬
come involved. Such external actors may be politicians eager to maintain and
gain support in their electoral constituencies. External actors may also be socio-
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political leaders whose legitimacy is grounded either on traditional or on mod¬
ern spheres of life, or on both. Other external actors are those in charge within
state administration, e.g. Police or Gendarmerie in outbreaks of violence or rep¬
resentatives of different line ministries. With some notable exceptions, e.g. the
president of the hunting organisation and the Fulbe chief in Bobo-Dioulasso,
such external actors are likely to be perceived as 'intellectuals', a label that
echoes the colonial evolues4 It refers to people who have attended school and
maintain more or less strong attachments to state administration. They may
originate from the village, but have 'made the bench' (i.e. gone to school) and
are working for the state or in the private sector. Sometimes the intellectuals
support their village in various ways through the means of a formal organisa¬
tion (Association des Ressortissants). it is not uncommon that intellectuals
from a village may be mobilised by political parties to rally political cam¬
paigns. Here the term external actors is a descriptive rather than an analytical
label, because most actors involved have more or less strong local connections.
However, external actors are distinguished from local actors in that they are not
immediately involved in disputes or stake-holders in the conflict over landed
resources. Local actors refer to those actors that reside more or less perma¬
nently in the Sideradougou Department. Local government officials constitute
an anomalous category between local and external actors as actors in-between.

The distinction between local and external actors highlights the fact that
although disputes are locally embedded, they mobilise social networks that
transgress the local setting. Information about events and actions circulate in¬
tensely both locally and regionally. Interpretations of such information are al¬
most as important as actual events and actions. Such interpretations are used as
arguments in specific disputes and as incentives for mobilisation of resources,
whether financial or political. The politico-administrative organisation of the
modern state further indicate the need of considering seriously encounters of
different societal levels, or 'interfaces' (Long 1989). A dispute is a disagree¬
ment between two parties in a specific setting, but it is also the local articula¬
tion of a conflict of interests. Attempts to settle disputes, e.g. crop damage, do
not necessarily seek to approach the underlying conflict of interests, e.g. com¬
petition over scarce resources. Similarly, local 'resolutions' of a conflict do not
always face the 'problems' that are perceived by actors external to the local
setting.

Analytical Framework
In this section I shall first discuss the analytical framework which will be used
to structure the ethnography, and then briefly the methodological strategy to

4 The term evolues was widely used in French colonial administration to oppose those described as
primitifs. For instance, the Dyula traders were the evolues and the Gouin farmers the primitifs (Dacher
& Lallemand 1992:9). Such oppositional classifications of people were common in both French and
British colonial legislation. There was a division between the citizen (citoyen)—linked to the town, to
Western education and granted civil rights—and the subject (sujet), who was attached to the countrysi¬
de and submitted to forms of indirect rule (Mamdani 1996:17).
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render this framework operational. In the subsequent section I shall reflect
upon the different fieldwork contexts within which I have worked in the Co-
moe Province. To reiterate, the overall aim of this study is to understand how
people act, interpret and conceive dispute settlements between Karaboro agri¬
culturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists both in specific disputes and in under¬
lying conflicts of interests. In particular, the interplay between principles and
practices within and between four main categories of actors—Tiefo Masters of
the Earth, Karaboro agriculturalists, Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Local Gov¬
ernment Officials—provides a locus of analysis.

The analytical framework which will be used to structure the ethno¬
graphic account of dispute settlement in the Comoe Province is what I label a
social field of 'relations' and 'rights'. The concepts 'relations' and 'rights' are
grounded on statements often made by different actors in the province. The im¬
portance of relations are repeatedly pronounced by people in any kind of situa¬
tion. To claim the rights is to disrupt the social relation and instead refer to
higher moral or legal principles. In this vein, rights are situated outside rela¬
tions, and become pronounced when relations are threatened.

The concept of relations here refers to the Burkinabe French concept for
key social relations, including relations between kin, friends, neighbours, or
any kind of social relation born from daily interaction. To be human is to culti¬
vate relations; skilful cultivation is seen as an asset. For those standing outside
a specific social relation, relations may be seen as leading to unfair settlement
of a dispute. Even though the concept of relations is hard to express in Dyula,
all actors—even those that do not speak French—would agree that relations
may be advantageous in dispute settlement. Three possible Dyula expressions
of the concept relations seem to prevail: 1) o ce kadi, i.e. it is good between
them [two persons]; 2) o beni lo, i.e. they understand each other; and 3)
mogoya b'a ra, i.e. he has the way of people, of 'peopleness' [he is nice and
social with people]. While the first two expressions are merely descriptions of
the social relation between two persons, the third one refers to the capacity or
the skill of a person to create and maintain good relations with people. But, as I
will demonstrate, relations are inherently ambiguous; what is seen as sociability
by one person may be understood as corruption by another. Ideologically, rela¬
tions are defended as means to promote 'peace' (here in Dyula) and harmony.
The concept of relations therefore summarises publicly stated ambitions for
peace, and refers to the mobilisation, use and perception of social relations for
handling disputes, e.g. neighbourhood, kinship, friendship. The recourse to re¬
lations in dispute settlement translates notions of maintaining or restoring
peace.

The concept of rights—droits in French but difficult to express in
Dyula—refers to perceived or established claims attached to or appropriated by
an actor. The perceived right to act in a specific way is often defended. Here
rights may be legal, but they may also merely be loaded with moral and sym¬
bolic value. For instance, the principle of precedence implies that firstcomers
have rights over latercomers, and that latercomers have rights over latestcomers
(Kopytoff 1987). Rights are claimed in the social processes involved in dispute
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settlement. Karaboro farmers may argue that they have the right to kill cattle
trespassing fields. Similarly, Fulbe agro-pastoralists may claim rights to water
cattle in water-courses owned or at least 'appropriated' by farmers. But rights
are also ambiguous; they represent a key for understanding dispute settlement
in the Comoe Province. Ideologically, rights refer to notions of 'justice' (but
not only La Justice) and of the right to act in a specific way. The concept of
rights therefore summarises publicly declared ambitions for justice both inside
and outside state law.

As the title of this study indicates dispute settlement between Karaboro
agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists occurs 'between peace and justice'.
The point is that the concept of relations summarises notions of peace and the
importance of maintaining and restoring righteous and proper relations between
actors. The concept of rights refers to notions of justice and to redefine rela¬
tions between actors. Hence the main argument is that various actors and or¬

ganisational structures handle disputes 'between peace and justice'. But rela¬
tions and rights oppose each other on a level of public discourse. On the level
of the local community where many people at least theoretically uphold face-
to-face relations, relations are publicly expressed. They are ideologically ar¬
ticulated and celebrated. In practice, however, people may defend what they
perceive to be their rights. From the horizon of external actors rights come to
the fore, but relations are played down. Hence the perceived legitimate claim
(right) is publicly supported by external actors rather than relations. In practice,
however, relations are extremely important even for external actors.

The social field of relations and rights provides an analytical framework
for understanding the 'bits and pieces' of public statements and muted dis¬
course, of events and misrepresentations, of the relationship between specific
disputes and precedents of negotiation. Both relations and rights relate, though
differently, to power and legitimacy. While the firstcomers (hosts) have the le¬
gitimate right to distribute land to latcrcomers (strangers), the strangers need to
establish good relations with the hosts. Yet, latercomers may outnumber
firstcomers and thereby increase their legitimate power. Similarly, the Depart¬
mental Court may establish the right of the aggrieved party, but has not the le¬
gal power to enforce judgement; the court must rely on social relations to settle
the dispute.

One could question whether the distinction between relations and rights
may be maintained analytically. It could be argued that rights by definition
postulate some kind of social relation, and that relations are ultimately based on
rights. The sense in which the concepts are used in this study is primarily eth¬
nographic, because relations and rights represent local perceptions that are ar¬
ticulated in dispute settlement. In Burkina Faso, relations are critical to gain
access to important resources, e.g. a job, a piece of land, a favourable judge¬
ment. Ce sont les relations qui comptent is an often heard expression. Instead
of demanding full compensation, the aggrieved party then chooses to drop the
case and restore relations with the other party. Social relations may also be mo¬
bilised to increase one's potentials for obtaining an advantageous result. Mere
accusations of corruption are common, but loaded with ambiguity. For instance,
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while the Fulbe agro-pastoralist who offers a gift to a government official may
see this as nothing else than a gesture of respect and kindness that expresses
pulaaku (the moral code of Fulbeness, see chapter 6), the farmer is likely to
perceive it as plain corruption.

To approach relations and rights in local dispute settlement methodol¬
ogically, I have chosen to concentrate on three sets of dimensions. Firstly, the
economic and ecological dimensions help me to analyse how financial as well
as landed resources come to the fore in specific disputes. To what extent is it
seen as a problem of crop damage, corruption and competition over land? What
is the so-called 'received wisdom' of land degradation in the province? How is
the economic inter-dependence acted out as well as conceptualised? Secondly,
the socio-political dimensions focus on issues of power and legitimacy. What
roles do socio-political struggles over control of people and resources play?
How is state law interpreted locally? What is the legitimacy of key social actors
as well as organisational structures? Thirdly, the ethnic and cultural dimensions
emphasise to what extent the main actors' different cultural and organisational
differences are articulated in disputes. What cultural explanations are locally
communicated in respect to disputes? Notions of 'others' need to be explored
in this context, e.g. the Fulbe sense of superiority toward farmers, and farmers'
image of the Fulbe as being false and arrogant. The distinction between these
three sets of dimensions to local dispute settlement is merely to be taken as a
methodological strategy. Concrete cases of dispute settlement are likely to
contain all three sets of dimensions simultaneously.

More specifically, the ethnography sets out to explore different forms of
interaction in various settings between the main categories of actors: Karaboro
agriculturalists, Fulbe agro-pastoralists, Tiefo Masters of the Earth and Local
Government Officials. These forms of interaction may be summarised as fol¬
lows: 1) Everyday social relations (friendship, neighbourhood, competition)
between Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in selected villages; 2)
Local idioms for cultural stereotypes of 'others'; 3) Topics of dispute between
Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists; 4) Specific disputes related to
crop and animal damage dealt with by either traditional or modern institutions,
or both; 5) Outbreaks of violence between Karaboro and Fulbe 1986 and 1995;
and 6) Socio-political networks mobilised by Fulbe and Karaboro respectively
and related to underlying conflicts of interests.

Fieldwork Contexts

This study is based on four years of anthropological fieldwork undertaken in
different contexts in the Comoe Province. Although I did not focus explicitly
on dispute settlement during all these years, these different fieldwork contexts
have shaped the focus of the study. Yet, it is not always easy to define what is
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fieldwork and what is not, because I continue to return regularly to Burkina
Faso, especially its western region.5

In October 1988, I first came to Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina
Faso. A few days later, I arrived in Banfora, which was to be my home for al¬
most three and a half years. I had come to work in a forest management project,
and later I participated in a planning project for natural resource management
more broadly. Hence, between October 1988 and January 1992, I was a staff-
member at the Provincial Office of the Ministry of Environment and Tourism,
here-after called 'the Forestry Office', in Banfora (the capital of the Comoe
Province). During this period I worked in two different fieldwork contexts.

The first fieldwork context was the forest management project in Ban¬
fora (October 1988-September 1989).6 Most of the time, I was working to¬
gether with Elisabeth Malo, a skilled facilitator/interpreter, but also with a
number of Burkinabe foresters in the four villages surrounding the Toumous¬
seni forest reserve. In Banfora, as well as in the villages of Toumousseni forest,
I came to be known as 'the White man working with the foresters'. As foresters
belong to a paramilitary corps and are feared by villagers, much time was in¬
vested in convincing villagers that we were not going to report on activities de¬
fined as 'illegal' by Forest legislation (e.g. charcoal exploitation). We suc¬
ceeded in creating relations of relative confidence with many, but remained, I
think, closely linked to Forestry Office in the eyes of many villagers.7

In September 1989, I entered a second fieldwork context when I was
mandated to conduct preparatory studies for a planned Natural Resource Man¬
agement project in the Comoe and Kenedougou Provinces.8 I was still based at
the Forestry Office in Banfora, but worked more or less independently with a

field-assistant/interpreter, Daouda Berte. The main task was to study issues re¬
lated to land and tree tenure, social organisation, production systems, migra¬
tion, women's roles and constraints in selected villages9 to represent types of
socio-ecological conditions in the Comoe and Kenedougou Provinces (Hagberg
1990). We also carried out studies on different land management projects10 in
the provinces (Hagberg & Berte 1991), and on traditional bonds and boundaries
in villages (Hagberg & Berte 1992). We focused on the interplay between so-

5
My wife Minata originates from Bobo-Dioulasso.

6 The main objective of the project was to conceive and implement a participatory management plan for
the Toumousseni forest reserve; it aimed to improve people's living conditions in the villages Tou¬
mousseni, Soubakaniedougou, Diongolo and Taniankora surrounding the forest (Hagberg 1992). The
project was funded by the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) and executed by the
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and the Burkinabe government. The name of the projet was
Amenagement de la foret classee de Toumousseni.
1

This clearly influenced the information we were able to obtain. However, I still return regularly to
these villages to greet people there as well as to discuss important issues with key-informants.8

I was transferred to the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO), a special office under the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The project was called Gestion des ressources na-
turelles dans les provinces de la Comoe et du Kenedougou.

We worked especially in Silorola in northern Kenedougou, Tin in southern Kenedougou, Konadougou
in north-western Comoe and Koflande in southern Comoe. As a fifth sample, we made a more general
survey of important Fulbe agro-pastoral communities.
10 These projects were Gestion des Terroirs Villageois de Niena-Dionkele in northern Kenedougou, the
Centre d'Encadrement des Zones d'lntensification de I'Elevage Traditionnel (CEZIET) in central parts
of Kenedougou, the Developpement de I'Elevage dans les Hauts-Bassins et de la Comoe in the Sidera-
dougou area, and the Plaine d'Amenagement Rizicole in Banzon in southern Kenedougou.
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cial and environmental conditions in rural communities through conventional
anthropological methods of interviewing and participant observation. Although
we belonged administratively to the Forestry Office, 1 felt that villagers did not
link us as closely to it. We were rather perceived as a means to get access to
'development' as we represented a coming Project."

During these two fieldwork contexts (October 1988-January 1992) I was
a staff-member of the Forestry Office and a resident in the town of Banfora.
There was a permanent flow of information, people, administrative dossiers,
chatting, jokes etc. in the Office that passed before my eyes. I learned a lot
from this, and gained many insights of what I in this study label the 'culture of
functionaries'.12 The fact that 1 lived in Banfora also gave me valuable infor¬
mation in most domains of life. Friends, colleagues and acquaintances have
contributed to my understanding of social and political processes whilst, for
instance, drinking beer in bars or dolo in cabarets.13

Tensions between various groups of agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists were evident in all studies and activities carried out between 1988-
1992. In any interview situation with agriculturalists, complaints about Fulbe
agro-pastoralists could heat the discussion. Fulbe agro-pastoralists could in turn
accuse agriculturalists of being nasty with the sole desire of chasing them from
the region. In addition, people often referred to outbreaks of violence in Side-
radougou in 1986. The inability of different development operations to address
these tensions was striking. Relations between various groups of agricultural¬
ists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists were often problematic and external interven¬
tions seemed to have worsened them. Most 'solutions' advanced by external
actors, e.g. sedentarisation of farmers and herders, and the village land man¬
agement (approche terroir), often lacked considerations of basic social and
economic conditions of rural livelihoods.'4

In 1996, I worked in a more conventional anthropological fieldwork
context for six months (January-July) in the Comoe Province and focused espe¬

cially on dispute settlement in the Sideradougou Department. Three important
methodological choices were made in relation to 1) fieldwork, 2) language and
3) the role of the anthropologist in a conflict situation. Firstly, this fieldwork
context was grounded on fieldwork in different settings, such as villages, towns
and offices, representing a 'multi-sited ethnography' (Marcus 1995). I continu¬
ously moved across real and imagined boundaries, whether economic, political,
ethnic, administrative or geographical. In practice, I selected two different vil-
11 From time to time I also felt like 'the ethnographer of the village', because many villagers had an
interest in getting the village history written down. The distribution of our reports in sample villages
was therefore highly appreciated.12

Both in Banfora and Orodara, the capital of Kenedougou Province, I collaborated with different line
ministries, e.g. the offices of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Social Action and Rural Organisation.
13 Dolo is the local beer produced by red sorghum and sold in special bars (cabarets in French, or
doloso in Dyula). In November 1988, we counted up to 40 cabarets, in which dolo was brewed daily
for sale in Banfora (Lepape et al. 1988).
14 It should be noted that since 1995 I am involved in an interdisciplinary research programme on the
management of natural forests in central Burkina Faso. Although my involvement in the programme is
of a different character with respect to research questions (local perceptions and interests in forest and
forest-use), geographical area (the Sanguie Province), and cultural sphere ('Gurunsi peoples', and also
Mossi farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists), it has provided a valuable second field setting in Burkina
Faso.
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lages in the Sideradougou Department, and divided a large part of the field-
work between these two localities. In one village (Djalakoro) I worked and
lived together with Fulbe agro-pastoralists, while in another village (Tomodjan)
I worked and lived in a compound of Karaboro agriculturalists.1 The idea was
to spend time with people, and share everyday events through participant ob¬
servation, including different kinds of interviews and direct observation. Thus I
did not explicitly study conflict situations, but rather any kind of relation rele¬
vant to dispute settlement. None of these villages have been directly involved
in outbreaks of violence, and I focused on informants' experiences of
'problems' between the groups and interpretations of violent conflicts. These
village periods were complemented by frequent visits to Sideradougou, often
accompanied by friends from Djalakoro or Tomodjan. In Sideradougou, I
worked especially with local leaders as well as local government officials. The
Departmental Court in Sideradougou had frequently cases of crop damage and
wounded animals on the agenda. Interviews were also conducted with key-
informants with respect to the outbreaks of violence in Sideradougou 1986.
Other interviews were carried out in other localities, mainly in Mangodara,
Banfora, and Bobo-Dioulasso.

Secondly, my interest in inter-ethnic relations called for a concentration
on the languages used in communication between groups, i.e. Dyula and
French. I early opted for learning Dyula, which is the lingua franca in the re¬
gion. Whilst participating in the development projects 1988-1992, I worked
with interpreters most of the time, even though I made serious efforts myself to
learn Dyula. I understood quite a lot, but lacked profound notions of Dyula
grammar. In 1994, however, I took a Dyula course in Bobo-Dioulasso, which
gave me a much more solid knowledge of the language. In 1996 I was able to
communicate quite freely with people, but nonetheless made most of the formal
tape-recorded interviews together with my assistant, Mariam Sako.16 In infor¬
mal interviews, I communicated directly with informants.17

Knowledge of the French language is important to dispute settlement,
particularly because of its position as the official language in Burkina Faso.
French is dominant in many domains of Burkinabe society, particularly in de¬
velopment operations and state administration. French is the former colonial
language; definitions and categories used within state administration are often
part of French legal language.

Inter-ethnic relations in the Comoe Province (and elsewhere) have a lot to
do with people ignoring what was actually said, and translating, thus interpreting,
speeches of one interlocutor to another. Therefore the inconvenience of mainly
working with Dyula and French without any substantial knowledge of Fulfulde
and Karaboro also reflects the situation in which most peoples live in the region. I
have never met any person in the Comoe Province who speaks all the four lan-

15 As I will discuss in chapter 4, both these villages are situated in the area traditionally belonging to
the Master of the Earth in Degue-Degue.16

Mariam translated my questions, but did not need to translate informants' narratives.
17 Mariam was often not present in contexts of male dominance, but worked intensively with women.
She made important observations that I would hardly have been able to do myself, e.g. on women's
interaction around the water pump without the presence of any men.
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guages: French, Dyula, Karaboro and Fulfulde!18 I took note of important con¬
cepts in Fulfulde and Karaboro languages respectively as the fieldwork pro¬
gressed.

Thirdly, in the fieldwork context, I sought to address the specific prob¬
lem of doing research in a conflict situation. Outbreaks of violence in Sidera-
dougou in 1986 and in Mangodara in 1995 each led to 5-10 dead. Even though
these episodes only lasted for a few days, tensions between Karaboro agricul¬
turalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists were often strained. Conflicts tend to break
out now and then, and social peace may be fragile, especially in the aftermath
of violence. The impact of the anthropologist working in such a social envi¬
ronment is problematic. Reminding people of painful memories may trigger
people's fear for new outbreaks of violence, but it may simultaneously reveal
people's anger for not having been compensated in a given dispute settlement.

It was known to all informants that we worked with many people in dif¬
ferent settings. The Karaboro informants knew that we resided regularly in
Fulbe settlements, and vice versa. People were nonetheless quite out-spoken to
my inquiries and, to some extent, we became outsiders with whom many felt
that they could hold discussions.19 Sensitive issues were discussed with key-
informants and I tried to avoid raising tensions in discussing with informants
with whom I was not acquainted. Flowever, the fact that I wanted to know how
various actors handle conflict situations rather than to seek to explain the un¬
derlying conflict of interests interested many. Understanding social dynamics of
restoring peace and making justice between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe
agro-pastoralists is a concern to many people in the Comoe Province.

Synopsis of the Study
In the remainder of this introduction I shall give a brief outline of the study. In
chapter 2 I introduce the Comoe Province historically and ethnographically, in
particular by describing inter-ethnic relations. This provides the means to grasp
the specific nature and content of inter-ethnic relations. The diversity of land-use
and people of the province is stressed throughout chapter 2.

In chapter 3 I analyse agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships compara¬
tively in order to locate dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and
Fulbe agro-pastoralists within broader, theoretical and regional frameworks. The
chapter also provides a theoretical positioning of the study of agriculturalist-
pastoralist relationships. These relationships are often characterised by conflict
and competition on the one hand, and cooperation and complementarity on the
other. In particular, agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships revolve around per-

18 The person coming closest to mastering these four languages is my Fulbe host in Djalakoro, who
speaks Fulfulde and Dyula fluently with some scattered notions of Karaboro and French.This was also the case for Mariam, who made important contributions to my understanding of the
boundaries we transgressed. She is of Marka (Dafin) origin from Bobo-Dioulasso, and was defined as
an outsider in space (outside Comoe Province) and ethnic belonging (although traditionally farmers and
traders, the Marka are not known to be involved in violent conflicts with Fulbe agro-pastoralists).
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ceptions of land and land-use, law and politics and ethnic relations. Here I focus
on the interplay between principles and practices.

Chapter 4 provides a combined historical and anthropological analysis of
the main field-setting, i.e. the Sideradougou Department. I focus on the Tiefo
Masters of the Earth (dugukolotigi) and locate this institution within West African
political culture in which peoples of the earth and peoples of power represent dif¬
ferent, yet interdependent poles of power. To be firstcomer is used to legitimate
particular relations maintained with the earth and provides a certain authority. But
the origin of the Tiefo Masters of the Earth is a sensitive issue. The Dyula are peo¬
ples of power and occupy the Village Chief function (dugutigi). The chapter ends
by discussing the extent to which the dynamics between peoples of the earth and
peoples of power are manifested in present Sideradougou.

The ethnographic account of Karaboro agriculturalists in chapter 5 focuses
on those residing in the Sideradougou Department. The Karaboro originate in
Kaye Kulo, or Karaborola, but a large part of the population move regularly be¬
tween the hamlets in the bush and the village in Kaye Kulo. In the Sideradougou
Department, Karaboro farmers are 'living in the bush', but they are 'dying in Kaye
Kulo', the land of their ancestors. In particular, I analyse social dynamics of socio¬
political leadership among Karaboro communities in Sideradougou, where le¬
gitimacy tends to be based on individual strength, wisdom and bravery rather than
locality and descent. Many Karaboro men have adhered to Donsoton, the hunting
organisation. The organisation has recently experienced an expansion and today
includes people outside the sphere of traditional hunters (donso). Donsoton con¬
forms to socio-political leadership among Karaboro farmers in the fact that first
initiation is a central way to acquire status and then individual bravery and
strength are celebrated.

In chapter 6 the ethnographic account of the Fulbe agro-pastoralists fo¬
cuses mainly on internal social and political dynamics of Fulbe living in the Co-
moe Province. Migrations from Barani (the Sidibe) and Dokuyi (the Sangare) are
continuous and long-dated, but today other groups of Fulbe live in the Comoe
Province. Internal tensions related to socio-political leadership and authority,
clearly divide the Fulbe along the line of Boobolangobe (Fulbe coming from the
'country' of the Bobo) and Fulbemossi (Fulbe originating in Mossi 'country').
Another dividing line exists between herd-owners and the herders; herd-owners
often employ herders who work for food and salary or other benefits. Although
people prefer to confine the herds to their sons, the recourse to herders is common.

Focal government officials are approached as a social category in chapter
7. The 'culture of functionaries' is analysed with respect to the central roles gov¬
ernment officials play in dispute settlement. Here local government officials are
both agents of implementing government policies and members of the local com¬
munity, who act in correlation with individual perceptions and interests. They of¬
ten establish interdependent alliances with 'sons of the village'—i.e. well-
informed men from the village—who act as brokers between state administration
and the population.

After these ethnographic chapters on social categories involved in dispute
settlement I change perspective and focus on two outbreaks of violence in chapter
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8. It is based on a large number of interviews with people, who have been con¬
cerned by these violent conflicts between the Karaboro and the Fulbe in 1986 and
1995 respectively. Each violent conflict included killings of 5-10 men and impor¬
tant animal and material losses. The chapter attempts to reconstruct the past and
analyse contradicting versions. In particular, I dwell upon crisis management and
the struggle back to normal social life. What made it possible to stop the killing
after days of insecurity? What solutions were advanced by different actors, in¬
cluding those of the state?

In chapters 9 and 10 I carry out the main analysis on the study by applying
the analytical framework of 'relations' and 'rights'. These chapters should there¬
fore be seen as connected to one another. In chapter 91 explore key social relations
in cooperation and conflict. A key relation is that between host (Jatigi) and
stranger (duna); both Karaboro and Fulbe are strangers in the sense that they have
received the permission to settle from Tiefo Masters of the Earth. A second key
relation is that between herders and herd-owners; herders belong to Fulbe, as
herding is the ancient and specialised role, but both Karaboro and Fulbe keep cat¬
tle. Neighbourhood and friendship is a third key social relation in dispute settle¬
ment. I then look into relations maintained with key government officials. In the
second part of chapter 9 I analyse social relations in dispute settlement. I analyse
the concepts of here (peace) and sabari (forgiveness) in processes of dispute set¬
tlement. In this chapter I argue that social relations constitute hidden resources in
dispute settlement; they are often not taken into account by external actors and
thus overlooked.

In chapter 10 I analyse rights in intervention and mobilisation through
three specific organisational structures: 1) local perceptions of the Land and Ten¬
ure Reorganisation (RAF) are summarised in the expression 'le Burkina appar-
tient a tout le monde'; 2) the Syndicat des Eleveurs is analysed as an organisation
for claiming Fulbe rights, even though it is open to any grazier; 3) the hunting or¬
ganisation (Donsoton) is discussed as a way for Karaboro to defend Bambaraya,
i.e. the non-Muslim farmer identity. In the second part of the chapter I analyse the
different meanings of justice revealed through the ethnographic account of the
RAF, the Syndicat and the hunting organisation. I look into socio-political organi¬
sation and legitimacy as well as the respective conceptions of rights and justice
communicated both in ideology and practice. External actors' involvement in dis¬
pute settlement revolves around notions ofjustice and is located in the border zone
of state administration. External actors often include people working for the gov¬
ernment, but who intervene in dispute settlement from another platform. State le¬
gitimacy is not necessarily questioned, but rather the abilities, intentions and
means of local government officials to settle disputes.

In the concluding chapter 11 I discuss my main argument and reflect upon
the study's contributions to a broader anthropological context. Central questions
raised in the study are related to social change, contested land tenure, develop¬
ment discourse and social fabric of peace and conflict. In particular, I dwell upon
those processes involved in dispute settlement that define what is 'acceptable' and
•non-acceptable' according to most people in the Comoe Province.
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2. States and Societies
in the ComoeProvince

The Comoe Province is located in south-western Burkina Faso in the frontier
area of Mali in the west and the Ivory Coast in the south. Today it hosts a mo¬
saic of some 10-15 different ethno-linguistic groups.20 To these groups which
consider themselves 'autochthonous' (dugulen) in different sites, must be
added various groups of 'strangers' (duna), from all over Burkina Faso, notably
the Mossi and the Fulbe. A common characteristic of the autochthonous groups
is that socio-political authority has traditionally not transcended the village.
These groups demonstrate strong decentralised tendencies and appear to have
remained relatively independent, even in times of outside influence of more or
less hegemonic states. However, much caution is needed in any attempt to clas¬
sify this mosaic of groups, because classifications are likely to emphasise
boundaries and distinctions, but play down inter-linkages and chains of socie¬
ties.21

In this chapter I shall give the general background of the Comoe Prov¬
ince of Burkina Faso. The chapter is divided into two main parts. Firstly, I shall
provide a brief description of the Comoe Province and its capital Banfora, fol¬
lowed by a historical account based on secondary data. This section is followed
by a description of central socio-economic conditions in rural Comoe Province.
Secondly, I shall approach inter-ethnic relations in the province as a main fea¬
ture for understanding local political culture. The section is divided between
peoples of Banfora and strangers. Both peaceful—e.g. the host-stranger rela¬
tions, the peoples of 'castes', and joking relationships—and conflictual rela¬
tions—autochthonous versus strangers—are included in the analysis.

20 The Comoe Province is situated in a border zone of Voltaic and Mande cultural spheres. It is only the
Siamou, living in the Orodara area, who linguistically are usually classified as belonging to the Kru
group (Kedrebeogo et al. 1988).

Yves Person makes a detailed and impressive classification of the groups residing in the region, yet
inherent with problems of reifying boundaries: e.g. the Gouin and the Turka are Voltaic peoples; the
Ble, the Samogho and the Sambla as autochthonous pre-Senufo groups; the Toussian are also related to
the Senufo family, but they show particular traits, which could indicate a very ancient cleavage; the
Karaboro belong to the Senufo family; and the Komono and the Tiefo are Mande peoples, who seem to
be of ancient origin in the region (Person 1975:1876).
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The Comoe Province of Burkina Faso
Burkina Faso (until 1984 Upper Volta, or Haute-Volta in French) is a land¬
locked country south of the Sahara desert in the Sahel region in West Africa. It
is bordered by the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo and Benin to the south, Mali to the
west and north, and Niger to the east (see Map 1). The area came under French
colonisation in the last years of the 19th century, but it was not until 1919 that
the colony of Upper Volta was created (McFarland 1978). The new colony was
however abolished in 1932, and its territory was then divided between other
French colonies: French Sudan (today's Mali), Niger, and the Ivory Coast. But
in 1947 the colony of Upper Volta was reconstituted (McFarland 1978). Upper
Volta was declared independent from France on the 5 August 1960 by Maurice
Yameogo, the first president of the country.

The post-colonial period has witnessed different political regimes in
power. In January 1966, Maurice Yameogo was side-stepped in a coup d'Etat,
followed after a turbulent period of general strike. Colonel Sangoule Lamizana
came to power and remained there in different civil and military governments
until 1980 when a new coup d'Etat ended his regime. Another coup d'Etat oc¬
curred in November 1982.

In August 1983 a coup d'Etat brought Captain Thomas Sankara to
power. In daily Burkinabe language, this coup d'Etat is referred to as La revo-

20lution. In October 1987, Thomas Sankara was killed in another coup d'Etat
which brought Captain Blaise Compaore to power. In the end of the 1980s,
President Compaore and his government initiated a democratisation process. A
new constitution was adopted by referendum in June 1991, which led to the
Fourth Republic. In December 1991, Blaise Compaore was elected in presi¬
dential elections, but he was the only candidate, since the other candidates had
withdrawn. Legislative elections were held in 1992 (and more recently in
1997), and municipal elections in 1995. But the Revolution is still a political
issue in Burkina Faso; it gave the country a new name, Burkina Faso2 , which
replaced the ancient Haute-Volta. In addition, Thomas Sankara remains a daily
political reference in Burkina Faso. Some parties are labelled sankaristes and
articles in newspapers, e.g. the satirical weekly newspaper Journal du Jeudi,
refer regularly to Sankara.

Two brief observations may be made with respect to political succession
of governments in Burkina Faso. Firstly, up to 1983 there were 'peaceful' suc¬
cessions in the sense that antagonists were not killed. The Revolution never¬
theless changed this pattern. Secondly, despite well-recorded cases of killings
and 'disappearances' since the Revolution, these cases tend to involve people
in the inner circle of power. In everyday life, people often refer to political
killings and disappearances as merely the business of military officers in power.

Here the term 'revolution' is used in descriptive sense for the period 1983-1987.
23 The new name of the country is essentially composed of the Moore term 'Burkina', signifying men of
honour, of dignity, and the Dyula term 'Faso' for fatherhouse, fatherland, giving the Fatherland of dig¬
nified men. The Fulfulde, being the third national language, is employed to designate citizens of Burki¬
na Faso, Burkinabe, 'be' signifying person. The name of Burkina Faso could hence be regarded as an
attempt to unite the country symbolically.
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Map 1: Burkina Faso.

Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina Faso, is located in the central parts of the
country, commonly called le plateau Mossi. The name derives from the fact
that the area is traditionally inhabited by the Mossi, the country's most numer¬
ous ethnic group (normally estimated to be around 50% of the population). The
second city is Bobo-Dioulasso, which is generally referred to as the economic
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capital. It is situated in western Burkina Faso, and hosts a number of important
industries, inter alia the cotton company SOFITHX and the vegetable oil and
soap companies, e.g. the CITEC. The population of Burkina amounts to about
10 million people living on the surface of 272,122 square kilometres (37 in¬
habitants per square kilometre). About 85% of the population reside in rural
areas.

Since the colonial period, there has been a rivalry between Ouagadou¬
gou and Bobo-Dioulasso. While Ouagadougou has been regarded as the politi¬
cal capital, Bobo-Dioulasso is the economic capital. However, in the 1990s
people in Bobo-Dioulasso increasingly see that investments are made in Oua¬
gadougou. 'Bobo is left behind' is a commonly heard complaint.

In the remainder of this section I shall describe the administrative and
commercial centre of Banfora, followed by an historical account of what is to¬
day the Comoe Province. I shall end the section by describing socio-economic
conditions of rural communities.

Banfora
The Comoe Province is situated in the south-western part of Burkina Faso close
to the national borders toward the Ivory Coast and Mali (see Map 2). It is a re¬
gion with relatively favourable agro-ecological conditions in terms of soil and
vegetation. The Comoe Province is located south of the magnificent falaise de
Banfora, an escarpment giving a dramatic character to the landscape. The
province has a relatively favourable climate, at least compared to other parts of
Burkina, with annual rainfalls around 1,000 mm. In the southern parts rainfalls
may attain 1,200 mm/year. The climate is South Sudanian tropical humid and
the vegetation is relatively dense, usually classified as wooded savanna with
important forest formations.24 There are at least two permanent rivers: the Le-
raba and the Comoe. Together with the Mouhoun (former Black-Volta), these
rivers have their principal sources situated within the area where the Kenedou-
gou, Comoe and Houet Provinces intersect.

Before the territorial split in 1996 into the Leraba and Comoe Provinces
respectively, the Comoe Province covered a surface of more than 18,000 square
kilometres. According to the national census of 1985, the Comoe Province
counted a population of around 250,000 inhabitants (INSD 1988). Annual
population growth is nationally estimated to be 2,2%, but in the Comoe Prov¬
ince government offices often use the rate of 3,2% to measure population
growth. The reason is that the Comoe Province remains a region of immigra¬
tion of people leaving central and northern parts of Burkina Faso to find arable

24 There are 14 forest reserves in the Comoe Province, gazetted from 1930s to 1950s by the French
Colonial Administration (MET 1988). The principal goal of creating forest reserves was to prevent the
expansion of shifting cultivation and to keep some forests under government control. The forests were
created by force and what was formally village land became a government property. People living in
the neighbouring villages still maintain bonds with these forests; often they continue to make sacrifices
there (Hagberg 1995a; Hagberg et al. 1996). At the same time, these forest reserves are generally seen
as belonging to the white man, e.g. the Dyula expression tubabukongo, signifying the forest of the
White (European).
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Map 2: Comoe Province, pre-1996 borders.

land and pasture to make a living there. In 1995 the population is estimated to
have attained nearly 350,000 inhabitants (CRPA 1995).

The city of Banfora is the capital of the Comoe Province. After the in¬
dependence in 1960 Banfora remained an independent administrative unit in
Burkina Faso (until 1984 Haute-Volta), first as a subdivision within the Bobo-
Dioulasso cercle, and in 1951 it became a cercle in its own right. Yet, the Co¬
moe Province is still situated within the region of Bobo-Dioulasso, the city in
which many regional administrative structures are located, e.g. the Regional
Tribune (Tribunal de Grande Instance). In 1985 a total of 35,000 people lived
in Banfora, but a recent approximation indicates that the city has about 53,000
inhabitants (Le Matin 21-27 March 1996:10).

Banfora is the fourth city of Burkina Faso and is an important centre
with some of the country's main industries: the sugar cane company SOSUCO,
also linked to liquor production, the industrial mill for flour production, and the
recently established factory for cotton treatment (SOFITEX).25 SOSUCO is the

25 The French names of these industries are Societe Sucriere de la Comoe (SOSUCO), Societe de la
Production d'Alcool (SOPAL), Grand Moulin du Burkina (GMB) and Societe des Fibres et Textiles
(SOFITEX).
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main employer in Banfora with about 1,700 permanent workers, 100 team
leaders and 40 staff members. An important labour force is temporarily re¬
cruited during the 'campaign', i.e. the harvest of irrigated plantations that lasts
from November to April. About 500 contracted workers and 3,000 day-
labourers are employed for cutting, clearing and collecting the sugar cane. Ru¬
ral men and women work as day-labourers with different tasks, distinguished
according to sex. Hence Banfora is a city of workers, a city in which the for¬
mation of a working class is under way, which implies a change of social iden¬
tity (Ouedraogo 1989:186). In the core of local social systems there is a weak¬
ening of community solidarities and an increasing individualisation, accompa¬
nied by the increasing popularity of Christianity and Islam (ibid.:25). Banfora
is also a trading centre. It is situated on the National road 7, which links Burk¬
ina Faso and the Ivory Coast. The railway passes through Banfora. Many busi¬
ness activities in Banfora are connected to the crossing of the Burkinabe-
Ivorian border.

As the administrative centre of the Comoe Province, Banfora hosts the
decentralised offices of different line ministries. The Province is governed by
the High-Commissioner (Haut-Commissaire), who is nominated by the gov¬
ernment. During the Revolution 1983-1987, the High-Commissioner replaced
the former offices Commandant de Cercle and Prefet. Since legislative elec¬
tions in 1992, the Province has three deputies at the National Assembly in
Ouagadougou. The mayor of Banfora was elected in municipal elections in
February 1995.

Before the Decentralisation in 199626 the Comoe Province covered a

surface of 18,393 km2, divided into 16 departments. This gives an average fig¬
ure of 14 inhabitants per square km, but the southern parts of the Province are
more sparsely populated. Since the Decentralisation, the Comoe Province is
composed of 9 departments.27 The department is an administrative unit of about
10-30 villages, and is headed by the prefet. The Leraba Province is composed
of 8 departments situated in the western zone toward the Malian border.28 As
the overwhelming part of my fieldwork was carried out prior to the creation of
the Leraba Province, the Comoe Province is taken as the territory up to 1996, if
no explicit reference is made to the recent split into the Comoe and Leraba
Provinces (see Map 3).

On the village level, the state administration is represented by the Vil-
29

lage Administrative Representative (Responsable Administratif du Village).
This office is, at least administratively, the heir of the Colonial village chief. In
villages, people call this office delegue, referring to the political terminology of

26 As part of the country's policy to decentralise administrative and political management and decision¬
making, the National Assembly voted for a law creating 15 new Provinces in 1996. Since then, the
western parts of the Comoe Province forms the Leraba Province with Sindou as its capital.27

The departments of the Comoe Province are today those of Banfora (provincial capital), Mousso-
dougou, Beregadougou, Tiefora, Sideradougou, Ouo, Mangodara, Niangoloko and Soubakaniedougou.
28 The departments of the Leraba Province are those of Sindo (the provincial capital), Douna, Kankala-
ba, Oueleni, Loumana, Wolonkoto, Niankorodougou and Dakoro.
29 The term responsable is used in Burkinabe French as to describe both official people, e.g. a head of a
ministerial office, but also those that are in charge of a task without any formal position. Throughout
the study I use the term representative to describe responsable.
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the Revolution. From 1983 to 1987 this administrative and political structure
was called Comite pour la Defense de la Revolution du Village and from 1987
to 1991 Comite Revolutionnaire du Village, both headed by the delegue. The
Village Administrative Representative often belongs to the founding family of
the village. He is not paid by the state, but is expected to be the intermediary
between the inhabitants and the state administration.
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Colonisation and Resistance

The territory of the Comoe Province up to 1996 has been an administrative unit
since the creation of the French Military Post in 1900. The territorial boundary
constitutes a colonial heritage rather than any pre-colonial political community.
Instead, prior to the French Colonisation the peoples living in the area of pres¬
ent-day Comoe Province were subject to outside hegemony, but controlled at a
distance. It was built upon the control of trade routes rather than on a socio¬
political incorporation of these peoples. In an intertwined process of colonisa¬
tion and resistance, they seem to have kept a certain degree of independence.

Historically the region stretching over today's western Burkina Faso is
described to have been inhabited by a mixture or a mosaic of more or less inde¬
pendent groups.

The population was basically of Voltaic stock, but varied greatly from area to
area with the exception of the two main groups, the Mosi in the east and the
Senufo in the west. Apart from the Mosi, whose kingdoms had taken on a defi¬
nite form during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, these Voltaic peoples
had no tradition of political centralisation and their basic culture, which formed
a constant substratum throughout the area, was of an archaic type which Bau-
mann called 'paleonigritic'. (Person 1974:276-277)

Influences from the territory of today's Mali partly masked this 'basic culture'
among the Senufo, but it flourished among other groups (ibid.:277). However,
Dyula migrations originating from the Mali empire along the Niger river later
(according to various sources probably during the 16th century) began to move
toward the south and left small units of people behind. Dyula traders moved to
the Kong area in northern parts of today's Ivory Coast to get three principal
products: gold, slaves and cola-nuts (Kodjo 1986:173).

The independence of the mosaic of groups living in the area of what is
today the Comoe Province was challenged by the reign of Seku Ouattara
(Watara).30 He took the power in Kong in a coup d'Etat in early 18th century, an
event which "marked a radical shift in the regional balance of power" (Launay
1988:356). Prior to the coup d'Etat the Kong area had weak political centrali¬
sation and was organised in a number of relatively small chieftancies.

Seku Ouattara constructed his hegemony, called Kpdh-Kene (the domain
of Kong), on the control of the trade route connecting the cities of Kong and
Djenne. Famaghan Ouattara, who was the younger brother of Seku, took the
control of the Bobo-Dioulasso region from about 1735, where he created a state

31
called Gwiriko. Seku died around 1750, and the Dyula Empire was then di-

30 Seku Ouattara's ancestors were traders who claimed descent from the Keita, the royal family in anci¬
ent Mali. They had been settled in the area for generations and had adopted the name of Watara
(Ouattara) (Person 1974:279). The name Ouattara designs in Kong the clan of winners, of dominators.
"C'est ce qui expliquerait que Seku, de la famille des Keita ou des Kurubari de Ka'ba (Kangaba), apres
sa victoire au debut du XVIIIe siecle sur le roi Lasiri Gbammele (ou Gbombele) se baptisa Watara"
(Kodjo 1986:208). Moreover, Kodjo points out that although they were of Mande origin, the Ouattara
claimed to be of autochthonous origin as Falafala or Myoro, and it was in their name that the Ouattara
tried to exercise rights to land. Hence, the Ouattara were Muslims, but they developed, throughout the
centuries, what Kodjo calls the animist traditions of autochthonous populations (Kodjo 1986:207).31 The expansion towards Sya (Bobo-Dioulasso) appears to be linked to provision of horses, to the in¬
ternal political situation in Kpdn-Kene (i.e. to avoid rivalry in the core of the leading Ouattara), and to
the insecurity on trade routes (Kodjo 1986:416).
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vided into two states, the Kong in today's northern Ivory Coast, and the
Gwiriko. The latter kingdom was commanded from Bobo-Dioulasso (Sya). De¬
spite this split, the relations between the two states appear to have remained
good.

However, the area in-between Kong and Gwiriko—i.e. a large part of
what is today the Comoe Province—was not easily controlled nor penetrated,
partly because of the mosaic of groups living there. The segmentary character
of social structures was hardly compatible with the idea of a centralised power
(Person 1975:1875).

Until the end of the 19th century the territory of the present-day Comoe
Province remained in-between three centralised states.32 The Dyula of Gwiriko
primarily seem to have sought to protect and kept principal trade routes open;
the strategy was to settle a few Dyula lineages—"isolees dans la masse ani-
miste" (ibid.: 1876)—to maintain a fiction of political control. For instance,
villages of political control by resident Dyula groups were Dramanedougou lo¬
cated at the feet of the escarpment to control the Karaboro and Sideradougou to
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control the Tiefo. However, Gwiriko had neither a strong state nor exercised
more than weak political power over autochthonous ethnic groups (Kambou-
Ferrand 1993:229). The maintenance of Ouattara princes and the levying of
taxes in cereals nevertheless weighted on the economic life of these "paysans
passifs, parce que desunis" (ibid.).

In the late 19th century, the region of Banfora was marked by three major
political and military events: 1) the creation of an empire by the Dyula con¬
queror Samori Toure; 2) the arrival of the French; and 3) the war undertaken by
the French against Samori (Dacher & Lallemand 1992:8). The fact that Samori
had terrorised the inhabitants of the region considerably facilitated the way by
which the French were received. When the French Military Post was estab¬
lished in Banfora in 1900, the former Dyula rulers of Gwiriko took the oppor¬
tunity to strengthen their contested powers (Kambou-Ferrand 1993:382). They
provided the French with information, acted as guides and supported militarily
the conquerors, because they possessed some crucial elements for this coopera¬
tion, i.e. the cavalry, the taste for autocratic power and some decades of colo¬
nial experience (Kambou-Ferrand 1993:382).

Most peoples living in the region were farmers who shared some spe¬
cific cultural traits, e.g. decentralised political organisation, dispersed settle¬
ment, and refusal to Dyula acculturation. But the Dyula minority were traders,
Muslims, and more or less attached to centralised political formations (Dacher
& Lallemand 1992:9). Thus for the French, the farmers of various local groups

represented the primitifs and the Dyula traders the evolues. The Dyula were be¬
stowed with all basic administrative needs by the French. But the Gouin, and
other groups of farmers, were doubly colonised: first by the Europeans from a
quite large distance and then by their traditional, omnipresent enemies, the

32
Except the two Dyula states Kong and Gwiriko, there was the Kenedougou kingdom in Sikasso in

contemporary Mali.
33 As I discuss in chapter 4, Noumoudara, the 'capital' of Tiefo country, is a particular case of Ouattara
domination.
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Dyula (Dacher & Lallemand 1992:9). In a recent book on the history of Gouin,
Dacher points out that since the description made by the French explorer Gus-
tave Binger (1892:267), stereotypes and derogatives not only inspired the colo¬
nial literature but also the colonial policy. According to such derogatives, these
populations are naked, looters, assassins, bad cultivators; they live in a state
close to the brute and are surely cannibals (Dacher 1997a:29).

Bref, ils ne sont pas mande. Car, dans la theorie evolutionniste de l'epoque, les
Mande, dont les Dyoula, representent un stade de civilisation tres superieur a
celui des populations paysannes 'autochtones', ce qui, entre autres choses, jus-
tifiera que 1 administration coloniale delegue aux premiers l'autorite sur les
secondes. (Dacher 1997a:29)

Three 'states' were confined to the principal Ouattara chiefs in the Bobo-
Dioulasso cercle (the colonial, administrative unit of a region).34 The adminis¬
trative division was established on the basis of information supplied by the
Ouattara, but took the requests of certain autochthonous chiefs or the refusal of
certain ethnic groups to obey the Dyula into consideration. In 1913 the Bobo-
Dioulasso cercle passed to civil administration, but the civil administrator en¬
countered the same kind of political problems (Kambou-Ferrand 1993:386).
French colonial administration therefore began to cancel Dyula middlemen. In
Banfora in 1915 it had begun to promote a policy aiming at the revalorisation
of local ethnic groups (Vassallucci 1988:89).

The railway planned to connect Abidjan with Niger arrived in Banfora
in 1932. In the same year, Maurice Delafosse, the French administrator and
ethnographer, defined a new policy which diminished Dyula intrigues; a proc¬
ess of moral and cultural colonisation replaced the political dyulatisation (Some
1995:43). Dyula dominance was guided towards the assimilation of manners
and culture with the conversion to Islam. This led to a kind of cultural uni-
formism, but without political privileges (Some 1995:44). The cantons, often
defined according to perceived ethnic boundaries, were commanded by auto¬
chthonous chiefs, but the so-called 'indigenisation' of power also led to prob¬
lems. Separatist movements emerged in which people tried to be detached from
arbitrarily established centres.

The creation of Rassemblement Democratique Africain (RDA) in Ba¬
mako in 1946 (Savonnet-Guyot 1986) had repercussions in local politics in
Banfora. The Gouin, who had taken the lead in politics after the breach of
Dyula dominance, were challenged. Local political leaders of RDA emerged
among Turka and Karaboro notables against the Gouin hegemony over Banfora
(Vassallucci 1988:93). Dacher narrates that if the mass [of people] was RDA,
the merchants, state agents, intellectuals, Dyula were PRA [Parti du regroupe-
ment africain, i.e the 'federalists' of Leopold Sedar Senghor]. The latter cate-

34 These 'states' were: 1) Pintieba Ouattara resided in Kotedougou, commanding over the Tiefo, Vigue,
Dogossie and some Karaboro villages; 2) Tieba Ouattara covered the cantons around and in the west of
Bobo-Dioulasso as well as the Faramana region; and 3) Morofing Ouattara governed over the Soung-
aroudaga cantons, the Bolon and Tagoua in the northern parts, the Siamou, the Toussian, the Turka and
some Sambla villages. However, the Gouin, the Bobo and the Turka refused the authority of the Ouatta¬
ra and were therefore submitted to a system of direct administration (Kambou-Ferrand 1993:383).
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gory had not suffered from 'forced labour', and some of them depended also
more on colonial administration than did the peasants (Dacher 1997a: 169).

To sum up, the historical account of present-day Comoe Province sug¬
gests that the decentralised socio-political structure of the mosaic of ethnic
groups needs to be understood within the framework 'chains of societies'
(Amselle 1990) or 'inter-linkages' rather than an exclusive focus on intra-group
socio-political relations. In a process of colonisation and resistance, these local
ethnic groups have maintained a certain degree of independence. In this vein,
the local implementation of French colonisation in the territory of today's Co¬
moe Province did not represent something entirely new, but could also be un¬
derstood within the historicity of the area. But colonial administrative divisions
in cantons according to perceived ethnic boundaries have had repercussions on
local politics in the Sideradougou Department. Karaboro migrations could be
regarded as a way to escape the authority of the canton chief. Similarly, the
Fulbe from Boobola residing in the region were not included in any canton, but
defined as a specific group.

Mobility and Diversity

Agriculture and animal husbandry constitute the principal economic assets in
rural communities in the Comoe Province, but different land-use practices
dominate in different parts. In general, however, rural inhabitants grow various
species of sorghum and millet, maize, fonio, rice, beans, groundnuts, sesame
and various tubers such as yams and sweet potatoes. Cotton was traditionally
grown, but is today promoted by the SOFITEX. It has become an important
cash crop in many parts of the province. Various groups of farmers keep cattle,
but the most important stock in terms of number belongs to the Fulbe agro-
pastoralists. Small ruminants as sheep and goats are also reared. The donkey is
valuable for transporting people and items.

To specify this general picture I have chosen to describe some charac¬
teristics of four specific land-use practices in the province (Hagberg 1990). The
main point is to demonstrate the extent to which areas of different land-use are
interrelated. Firstly, in the area of the northern Comoe (the Moussodougou De¬
partment) and southern Kenedougou Provinces subsistence agriculture produc¬
tion is associated with fruit-tree plantations, such as mangoes and various citrus
fruits (ibid.:22-35). Trees are often planted inter-mixingly with food crops,
which implies that after 3-4 years trees have grown so high and large that they
hinder the cereals from growing due to too much shadow. A new field is then
cleared for food production, but fruit-trees continue to be harvested for many
years. This expansion implies that land is not left in fallow, but transformed
into tree-plantations. Planting trees is regarded as a permanent occupation of
the site, challenging local land tenure, represented by the Master of the Earth.
In principle any man, who asks to grow food, will get a piece of land, but this
does not include planting of trees. In the village of Tin, it was unthinkable
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some decades ago that a young man would plant trees.35 Instead old men
planted one or two mango-trees. The reason was said to be that descendants
would not forget the old man, and his memory would remain. But about 35
years ago young men began to plant trees, which opened up the expansion of
fruit-tree production. In Tin, this change coincided with the conversion of many
people to Islam, and these two events are probably interrelated. Women work
on family fields, but grow rice and groundnuts on their individual plots. Yet,
they cannot farm 'in their own name', a condition which requires sacrifices
executed by the Master of the Earth.

Secondly, in the north-western Comoe Province population density is
high in a zone characterised by an increasing pressure on ancient farm land
(Hagberg 1990:36-47). The production combines cereal and cash crop produc¬
tion, mainly cotton. Emigration rates are high, but immigration remains low.
Emigration consists of two flows: 1) young men leaving for work in the Ivory
Coast and 2) households leaving in search for new farm land in southern parts
of the Comoe Province or on the other side of the Ivorian border. In Konadou-

gou, a village mainly inhabited by Senufo farmers, this emigration is due both
to high pressure on land, but also to internal factors. The social organisation of
farming does not allow a young man to get an individual field to satisfy his
own personal needs. Instead, the ability of young men to get access to money
seem to be limited to trade, to breed chickens or to migrate. Women are impor¬
tant rice producers in this area, which constitutes a substantial income for them.

Thirdly, the eastern and southern parts of the Comoe Province have
more of a cover of wooded vegetation and are relatively sparsely populated, but
are increasingly subject to a demographic pressure of migrants (ibid.:48-61).
Cereal production is high, but in the Mangodara Department the yams, often
cultivated on newly cleared fields, has become a main cash crop. In the Sidera-
dougou Department, the main cash crop is ground-nuts, also grown by women
in their individual fields. But cotton is strongly promoted by the cotton com¬
pany SOFITEX. The area hosts large groups of Mossi farmers and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists, but also mainly Karaboro and Turka settlers, who originate from
the northern parts of the Comoe Province. In Koflande, a village in the Mango¬
dara Department, the Karaboro were the first to settle. Today the village has
high rates of immigration; 60 % of the total population of 2,246 inhabitants
were immigrants, according to a census carried out by a rural planning project
in 1990 (ibid.:56). About 65 % of the households are composed of
'immigrants', but as much as half of the immigrants originate from the northern
parts of the Comoe Province. Only one quarter of the immigrants originate
from the northern parts of Burkina Faso.

Fourthly, Fulbe agro-pastoralists practise a very different type of land-
use. In the dry season, herders move with the zebu cattle in transhumance cy¬
cles over the year in search for water and pasture. Transhumance is also a
means to avoid cattle diseases. In the rainy season, cattle tend to be kept in the
village in which the Fulbe family reside. The Fulbe grow food, but cattle-

35
Tin is a village situated in southern Kenedougou and is principally inhabited by Siamou farmers.
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keeping is the culturally valued activity. Fulbe women do not farm, but sell
milk to get income. The presence of animal trypanosomiasis had formerly dis¬
astrous effects on Fulbe zebu cattle in the Mangodara Department.36 However,
since 1994 (according to several informants), many Fulbe agro-pastoralists
have moved more or less permanently to the Mangodara Department and keep
their herds there even during the rainy season.

Rural livelihoods in the Comoe Province demonstrate a strong tendency
to mobility. Farmers move continuously between bush fields and village fields,
or move forward to clear new land. Similarly, many rural inhabitants move
back and forth to SOSUCO or the Ivory Coast over the year. Fulbe herders
move seasonally with cattle to get access to water and pasture. Thus mobility
and diversity are salient features for food production, income generating ac¬
tivities etc. In addition, two specific movements of migration affect the Comoe
Province.

Firstly, given its relative high amount of rainfall and the fertility of land,
the region has received many people from the northern parts of Burkina. This mi¬
gration is generally held to have increased during the last decades as the availabil¬
ity of fertile land diminishes, mainly due to drought and demographic pressure.37
Mossi populations constitute the large bulk of these immigrants. They originate
from le Plateau Mossi, that is, the country's central and northern regions. The
historical Mossi societies were expansionist and strictly hierarchical kingdoms.
Mossi kingdoms of pre-colonial time have a long tradition of permanent and tem¬
porary migrations, even if political organisation has shown a remarkable stability
(Izard 1985; Zahan 1967). Recent Mossi migrations therefore do not present a
new phenomenon, but are characteristic to expansionist Mossi societies. Fulbe
agro-pastoralists also constitute an important category of immigrants. Migration
due to transhumance is a main characteristic of Fulbe groups. But it is important to
remember that mobility in general is nothing unique to pastoralists.

Although the Comoe Province is generally referred to as a zone of im¬
migration, migrants settle in specific areas, i.e. the Sideradougou, Ouo and
Mangodara Departments. Villages in north-western parts of the Comoe Prov¬
ince could be more adequately described as emigration zones. Intra-provincial
migration—i.e. groups of people leaving the northern and the north-western
parts for eastern and southern parts—is an important migratory flow.

The second broad movement of migration consists of emigration of
mainly young men, leaving the region for work in coastal countries, mainly the
Ivory Coast and Ghana. This is a phenomenon to be situated in a context of
European influence and in trade with slaves, gold and other items, but above all
in the beginning of the 20th century when the newly created colonies sought

36 The linkage between agricultural expansion and trypanosomiasis is a central theme throughout West
Africa. There are at least three main ways by which trypanosomiasis have been controlled: the destruc¬
tion of fly habitats by clearing bush for farming as rural population density increases; seasonal move¬
ments of cattle in north-south direction between glossina free and glossina infested zones; and the evo¬
lution of trypanosomiasis resistant cattle species (Mabogunje & Richards 1985:34-37).
37

Historically the relation between drought and hunger in West Africa is indirect and complex, as low
annual rainfalls are not necessarily incompatible with good yields if, for example, the seasonal distri¬
bution of rainfall is good. The agriculturalists employ a variety of methods to adjust drought conditions
(Mabogunje & Richards 1985:31; Richards 1985).
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after labour for plantations in coastal areas. French colonial administration re¬
lied largely upon the use of 'forced labour', the local term to describe the pol¬
icy by which people were recruited to build infrastructures such as railways and
roads.

L'utilisation du systeme de corvees, appele aussi travaux forces par les in¬
digenes, decoulait principalement de l'organisation economique et financiere
des territoires coloniaux, et de la modicite des credits consacrees aux infra¬
structures. (Kambou-Ferrand 1993:421-2)

This became even more apparent during the 'parenthesis' 1932-1947, when the
colony of Haute-Volta did not exist but was divided between French Sudan
(today's Mali), Niger and the Ivory Coast. From 1933 and onwards things hap¬
pened as if labour had become the first export commodity of ex-Upper Volta
(Duperray 1992:276).

The two movements of migration described here are far from unique,
but reflect a general situation of migratory movements in West Africa. Today's
migration obviously presents particular traits linked to recent changes in pro¬
duction and increasing population figures, but, historically, migrations are
common.

Where once movement [of people] was compulsory because of wars, the slave
trade in the precolonial period, and forced labour during the early colonial pe¬
riod, it has become, in recent years, a free migration of individuals and families
as part of an effort to better their living conditions. (Zachariah & Conde
1981:3)

In the subsequent discussion I shall demonstrate that current inter-ethnic rela¬
tions reflect some central features apparent both in history and migration.

Inter-ethnic Relationships
The general description of socio-economic conditions of today's Comoe Prov¬
ince suggests that key features are mobility and diversity. Land-use practices,
migrations and historical developments demonstrate mobility and diversity. The
ethnic groups that reside in the province also display high mobility and diver¬
sity with respect to language, kinship and settlement. But this should not ob¬
scure common socio-cultural features of the region. In this section I shall first
reflect upon common features among peoples of Banfora in today's Comoe
Province, and then contrast them with the groups perceived as strangers, nota¬
bly the Mossi and the Fulbe .

Peoples of Banfora...
As described above, the historical socio-political domination of the Dyula in
the region was followed by a cultural dyulatisation from the 1930s (Some
1995). Relations between different groups of farmers and the Dyula were often
strained during colonisation. For instance, the Colonial administrator Robert
Delavignette whose book on the region was first published in 1931 commented
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that most chiefs were Muslim and Dyula, and the peasants were Gouin, Senufo,
Turka, but all of the latter were fetichistes (Delavignette 1947:38). Even today
Dyula communities reside in the villages from which the kingdoms of Kong
and Gwiriko established control, e.g. Dramanedougou and Sideradougou.
Dyula is the lingua franca of western Burkina Faso and people that have been
raised in Banfora often master this language better than their mother tongue.

The Dyula term used for ethnic group is si or sia (lit. race); ethnic
groups are often referred to as different 'races' even in Burkinabe French. Tra¬
ditionally marriage between individuals of two different ethnic groups is often
said to have been impossible, but such statements are merely constituent parts
of identity construction. A child of mixed ethnic origin, of different 'races' was
regarded as bastard (nyamaden). Ideally, people married within their own eth¬
nic group, but, as a common expression goes, 'today the world has changed'.38
Although the majority of people still seem to marry within their group, inter-
group marriages are common among farmers. Identity is not only based on eth¬
nicity but also on regional belonging.

Sur le plan culturel, les Karaboro ne savent plus dire ce qui marque leur diffe¬
rence avec leurs proches voisins Gouin et Turka, et sont conscients des diffi-
cultes qu'ils auraient a isoler les traits qui font leur unite. Telle constante cul-
turelle de la communaute Karaboro (initiation, rythme hebdomadaire...) sera
partagee avec Gouin et Turka, alors que d'autres elements (heritage, variantes
dialectales...) connaitront une variabilite telle que Ton pourra difficilement
s'appuyer sur eux pour distinguer les Karaboro de ceux qui n'en sont pas.
(Vassallucci 1988:61)

Hence the articulation of ethnic identity is situational, contextual and relational.
The Gouin and the Turka, whose core areas lie south and west of Banfora dem¬
onstrate many common identity markers with the Karaboro, which are said to
belong to Senufo peoples. The use of ethnic labels could therefore exclude
many dimensions of social identities. The Karaboro, the Gouin and the Turka
demonstrate a common cultural interference in relation to land, and in terms of
a common destiny. They were often co-operating to chase invaders, which fa¬
voured the emergence of solidarity bonds (Some 1995:10). The Dyula expres¬
sion Banforakanw (peoples of Banfora) generally refers to these groups, but
could literally include any person coming from Banfora.39

Despite common cultural characteristics, stereotypes are revealed in in¬
ter-ethnic relations in the Comoe Province. These stereotypes depend of course
on the ethnic belonging of the person who expresses them. But ethnic stereo¬
types are not limited to ritualised joking relationships as discussed below. For
instance, the Karaboro often refer to the Gouin as 'drinkers of palm-wine'.
Stereotypes about the Karaboro are numerous. Some stereotypes are embraced
by people themselves in an intrinsic process of identity formation. The most
common stereotype of the Karaboro is that they are big farmers, often ex¬
pressed as a duty rather than a descriptive label. "As the Gouin is a lazy drinker
of palm-wine, the Karaboro is obliged to farm for producing food".

38
Bi korti dunuya yelema.

39 In greetings, people always ask for news about different villages, e.g. Banforakanw ka kene (Have
the people from Banfora [got] their health?)
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Different colonial administrators reported that these farming peoples are
'anarchists', and 'without chief'.40 Amselle has demonstrated how powerful
such colonial images have been in shaping the ethnic group, and thereby over¬
looking inter-societal relations (Amselle 1985; Amselle 1990). The peoples of
the Comoe Province may illustrate how colonial administrators and profes¬
sional ethnologists 'invented' the ethnic group (Amselle 1990:22). For in¬
stance, both Maurice Delafosse and Louis Tauxier, who combined these two

occupations, worked in Banfora during different periods. However, although
they certainly contributed to create what is today known as, for instance, the
Gouin and the Turka, Burnham raises a key issue in his sceptical attitude
against any denial of the pre-colonial existence of ethnic groups. "Ethnic iden¬
tities have not been created solely by colonialism, but it would be surprising if
the colonial period had not been a particularly productive moment for ethnic
political 'projects'" (Burnham 1996:158).

In the Comoe Province there is an agreement that traditional socio¬
political authority of autochthonous groups does not reach beyond the village.
This is expressed by people living in Banfora as well as by strangers, e.g. of
Mossi origin. Anthropologists working in the area also agree on the decentral¬
ised socio-political structure of these groups. In a recent article, Dacher argues
that traditional Gouin society has no central authority. The Gouin village is
composed of three realities that do not necessarily coincide: the ritual village,
the territory and the administrative village (Dacher 1997b: 18). Jean-Claude
Lavaud reports that the primary political unit of the Turka is the house, i.e. the
residential unit, and that the notion of quarter (the term used for the village
section in Burkinabe French) precedes the village. "Par rapport au quartier, le
village est une structure politique plus fluctuante" (Lavaud 1991:37). In the dif¬
ferent fieldwork contexts within which I have worked in the Comoe and Ke-

nedougou Provinces, villages have often appeared to be recent, somewhat arti¬
ficial units and the authority of the village chief not particularly respected by
fellow villagers. But such socio-political authority is neither without power, nor
without a chief. A Turka intellectual once stated that,

the [Turka] chief is not the same kind of person as among the Mossi. But he is
the spokesman, because everyone is autonomous. When there is a problem,
one works together.

Socio-political authority demonstrates strong decentralised tendencies. This is
increasingly regarded as a problem of integration into the modern state, espe¬
cially by intellectuals (see chapter 1) from the Comoe Province. In dispute set¬
tlement in the Comoe Province, the decentralised structure of Karaboro com¬

munities gives a particular character to the interaction taking place with Fulbe
agro-pastoralists. Karaboro farmers display a strong sense of individualism. In
chapter 5 I shall argue that current political leadership is not primarily
grounded in descent, but in individual bravery, charisma and wisdom.

40 Colonial administrator Louis Tauxier stated, for instance, that the Gouin are "une race brute et primi¬
tive, mais pacifique et travailleuse" but held that their brother people, the Turka, had remained "plus
sauvages" (Tauxier 1933:88, 101).
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Although many people of Banfora (Banforakanw) have converted to Is¬
lam, they worship ancestors, spirits of the Earth and fetishes. The term 'fetish'
has derogatory connotations in English, but is widely used in Burkinabe
French. The Dyula term for fetish (jo) may also be employed in a negative
sense, given the importance of Islam for Dyula identity. Hence to say that
someone worships the fetishes (a bi jo son) is descriptive, but could also be
loaded with negative connotations. Yet I use the term fetish in a strict descrip¬
tive way throughout the study. But the question then is to describe what the
term fetish denotes. The fetish (til) among the Lobi of Burkina Faso has been
described as "both an abstract 'spirit' and 'power' and its concrete, material
representation(s) in the form of a shrine, a cave, a statuette, or an amulet"
(Ovesen 1990:150). Ovesen reports that there is a proliferation of fetishes, e.g.
one for each of the four matriclans, one for each of the more than 100 patri¬
cians, for each head of the family, and for hunting.

The relations between humans and tila, and between tila among themselves,
are very much like the relations between human beings. Sometimes they are
characterized by hostility and competition, sometimes by friendship, protection
and alliance. In general, misfortune among humans is caused by the tila.
(Ovesen 1990:151)

Youssouf Cisse narrates that boli (the Bambara term for fetish) is a loaded ob¬
ject capable of accomplishing a wide range of acts. The boli is considered to be
alive and intangible if it receives sacrifices of blood. The more it receives
blood, the more powerful it will be, because sacrificed blood is loaded with
nyama, the vital force (Cisse 1985:14). According to Dacher, the Gouin call
everything on what they sacrifice fetish, everything that may be a support from
an extra-human power (Dacher 1985:69).

A crucial institution in farming communities in the Comoe Province and
elsewhere in West African savanna is the Master of the Earth or the Earth Priest

(dugukolotigi). He is the eldest living agnatic male descendant from the first
occupant of the site. The first occupant entered an alliance with the spirits of
the Earth. His descendants ensure that peace and harmony are maintained. Any
person that wants to gain access to a piece of land and settle in an area, must
receive the permission to do so from the Master of the Earth. The Master of the
Earth has an authority, defined as the recognised right to command, but has not
always the coercive political power. Instead, the Master of the Earth may 'make
work' the Earth, and bring misfortune and death to those that have offended it.
Human bloodshed resulting from a fight requires for example purification sac¬
rifices. As I will demonstrate through the ethnographic account, the very act of
sacrifying often becomes politicised in dispute settlement.

The Master of the Earth is a key actor in integrating people of different
origins into social and ritual village life. It represents the model for the relations
between host (jatigi) and stranger (duna). The host-stranger relationship is the
means by which people of different groups and origins become incorporated into
the local village community. Fulbe and Mossi immigrants become thereby, at
least in theory, socially and ritually incorporated in farming communities in the
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Comoe Province. In principle, the stranger has to refer himself41 to the host in all
his relations with the community. In the northern Ivory Coast "it is the host's re¬
sponsibility in Dyula society to act as an intermediary between his 'stranger' and
the rest of the local community, but it is also expected that the 'stranger' act
through his hosts rather than take direct initiatives" (Launay 1982:4). In practice,
however, hosts often complain that the strangers do not respect them any longer.
Hosts often complain that they are outnumbered by strangers in their own village.

The nyamakalaw (sing, nyamakala) also provide traditional mechanisms
to handle inter-group relations. They are people that belong to a major profes¬
sional class of artists and other occupationally defined specialists among Mande-
speaking peoples of West Africa (Camara 1992; Conrad & Frank 1995;
McNaughton 1988; N'Diaye 1995). The nyamakalaw are composed of endoga-
mous lineages, and in historical and ethnographic literature they have often been
referred to as peoples of 'castes'. During the colonial period this was codified as
the Mande caste system in three distinct layers: the horonw (free farmers, nobility,
warriors etc.) on the top, the jonw (slaves) at the bottom, and the nyamakalaw in-
between (Conrad & Frank 1995:7). But recent research indicates that "[rjather
than being presented in the role of subservient outcasts, the nyamakalaw appear
as agents who stress the interdependence of their relationships with others"
(ibid.: 11). Blacksmiths, potters, leather workers and bards are accorded "special
but ambiguous social status apart from the horonw, the class of farmer 'nobility'"
(ibid.: 1). The status of nyamakala is ambiguous; the very label nyamakala is
loaded with multiple meanings, e.g. nyama could signify both force and garbage
(Bird et al. 1995). In addition, nyamakala are often acting in-between. The bards
(jeli in Dyula and griot in French) are agents in relations between political power
and people, in inter-clan and inter-family relations (Camara 1992). Their speech
(kuma) is loaded with power. The blacksmiths (numu) execute purifying rituals,
are healers, mediators, judges, advisors, and rainmakers (McNaughton 1988).
The roles of blacksmiths are particularly ambiguous. The blacksmith is the Cul¬
ture Hero in Mande origin myths, and the founder of a race (si) set apart from
those of all other peoples (Bird et al. 1995:33).

Blacksmiths represent a traditional institution for reconciliation. To refuse
to listen to blacksmiths and their quest to forgive (sabari) is to expose oneself to
dangerous spiritual powers. But as I shall demonstrate in the coming chapters,
this role is not a cultural static. Rather, the mediation of blacksmiths is questioned
in disputes between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. In the
Comoe Province, blacksmiths often refer to themselves as an ethnic group (si).
Formerly, they did not farm land, but provided farmers with the hoe and thereby
made their living as craftsmen. To work the iron is an exclusively male task, but
female blacksmiths often make pottery.

Inter-ethnic relations in the Comoe Province also include a wide range of
ritualised joking. Joking relationships between certain categories of persons—
often defined according to affinal and kinship relations as grand-parents and
grand-children—are widespread in Africa. What is commonly called 'joking re-

41
Women cannot receive the permission of the Master of the Earth to farm 'in their own name'.
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lationship' (parente a plaisanterie in French) is a general term applied to a wide
range of phenomena. Here I concentrate on what Griaule called alliance cathar-
tique, that is, joking relationship between ethnic groups—e.g. the mangou of Do-
gon and Bozo—or alliances within the groups which imitates the Dogon-Bozo
relationship, i.e. alliances between groups of regions, between regions, villages
and families (Griaule 1948:255). In western Burkina Faso, examples of such
joking relationship are those between Bobo and Fulbe, and between Dagara and
Gouin. Among the Fulbe group of Boobolangobe, the Sidibe from Barani and the
Sangare/Barry from Dokuyi uphold such a relationship.42 This kind of relation¬
ship (called sinankuya in Dyula) could be approached as a way to contain conflict
(Badini 1996). Injuries are exchanged without any consequences as if one has to
deal with a fictive antagonist (Camara 1992:43). The person who receives the in¬
sult has to behave as if this hardly concerned him/her. Joking partners could never
start to fight, wound, or kill each other without extreme danger for the entire so¬
cial life of their communities.43

A profound meaning of joking relationship is the trust established of never
doing anything bad towards your joking partner, because it represents played en¬
mity and true friendship. In his analysis of joking relationship in Burkina Faso,
Badini suggests that joking relationship has avoided social conflagration in the
country. Two presidents (Sangoule Lamizana 1966-1980 and Saye Zerbo 1980-
1982) have been of Sana (Samo) origin, and joking partners to the dominating
Mossi, who therefore have served as moderating elements (Badini 1996:114).
Today a joking relationship is not always limited to single ethnic groups, but in¬
volve entire regions. People from the Gaoua region (Lobi, Dagara etc.) maintain
joking relationships with people from the Banfora region (e.g. the Gouin, the
Senufo, the Karaboro). Joking relationship is also important in dispute settlement
between farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. For instance, Fulbe and numu (the
blacksmith) uphold joking relationship, and as I shall elaborate in chapters 8 and
9, this has implications in dispute settlement.

...and Strangers
In the preceding section I have argued that inter-ethnic relations constitute a main
characteristic of social life in the Comoe Province. There are common cultural
features among the ethnic groups of farmers living in the Comoe Province. Inter¬
marriages are quite common, especially between the Gouin, the Turka and the
Karaboro. I have also suggested that the articulation of ethnic identity is situa¬
tional, contextual and relational. The identity as peasant (senekela) may for ex-

42 There is a classical anthropological literature on joking relationship. Radcliffe-Brown located joking
relationship in the same kind of structural situation as avoidance. He emphasised especially joking re¬
lationship between clans and between relatives of marriage, and considered that joking relationship
between 'tribes' was rare (Radcliffe-Brown 1968:94). Griaule criticised attempts to put all kinds of
joking relationships within the same analytical framework. Instead, he suggested the term alliance
cathartique (cathartic relationship) to describe the relationship between the Dogon and the Bozo
^Griaule 1948).3 Jokes could be extremely drastic to an outside observer. At the burial of a Gouin in Banfora it is not
uncommon that some Lobi either try to steal the cadaver, or jump into the grave, thereby hindering the
ceremony until a bull has been sacrificed by the family of the defunct.
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ample be displayed in a case of crop damage more than the specific ethnic iden¬
tity. But two groups are most often defined as strangers by people of Banfora
(Banforakanw), that is, the Mossi farmers and the Fulbe agro-pastoralists.

The Mossi constitute the major ethnic group of Burkina Faso; according to
official figures about 50% of the country's population. In general, the Mossi are
regarded as people with 'long arms' to signify that they have many relations into
state administration. Mossi farmers come from central and northern parts of
Burkina Faso to settle in villages of the Comoe Province and elsewhere. Often the
autochthonous farmers, through the Master of the Earth, give a permission to the
first Mossi farmers to settle and farm. Yet, after some time, these Mossi firstcom-
ers become hosts themselves. They receive their own strangers (e.g. kinsmen or
friends from their country of origin) and introduce them to the autochthonous
farmers, ultimately the Master of the Earth. Mossi firstcomers become intermedi¬
aries between the Master of the Earth and latecomers. This tendency is reinforced
by the strongly hierarchical socio-political organisation of Mossi society.

Two interrelated factors contribute to enable Mossi farmers to settle and

rapidly become numerous. Firstly, Mossi firstcomers have lived in the village for
a long time, and it is therefore difficult for autochthonous farmers to refuse them
access to a new piece of land. But if autochthonous farmers would begin to ref¬
use, problems of cohabitation are likely to emerge between the Mossi and their
hosts. And as Mossi are perceived to have 'long arms' into state administration,
autochthonous farmers may be unwilling to refuse. In short, the Mossi firstcom¬
ers get access to land for their own strangers (i.e. Mossi latecomers), because
autochthonous farmers prefer to avoid spoiling relations. Secondly, there is a
strong ethos among autochthonous farmers to allow people to settle. If someone
wants to farm a piece of land to get food, one should not refuse. People say that
only God should decide whether people should live or die.

The Fulbe agro-pastoralists are even more clearly defined as strangers
than the Mossi by peoples of Banfora. They are not only latecomers to the Comoe
Province, but also culturally and economically regarded as different to farmers.
Marriage between Fulbe and autochthonous farmers is, at least ideologically,
unthinkable. However, Dyula and Fulbe share the common Muslim faith; often
they pray together in the mosque of the village. Fulbe agro-pastoralists reside on
village land, but live most often in separate sections on the fringes of the village.
They receive the permission to settle from the autochthonous farmers (the Master
of the Earth), but many complain that Fulbe agro-pastoralists do not behave prop¬
erly. For instance, transhumant herders are said to settle with their herds on vil¬
lage land—sometimes for a couple of months—without asking the farmers. In
addition, I have often heard people saying that there is no idea to get angry with
the Fulbe; they are just different.

Relations between Fulbe strangers and autochthonous farmers are located
in the core of this study, and in the next chapter I shall discuss agriculturalist-
pastoralist relationships comparatively. Fulbe agro-pastoralists began to settle in
the Comoe Province from 1970s. They are culturally conceptualised as strangers
by farmers, a fact which does not necessarily imply a conflictual relationship. But
historically the importance of relations between groups of farmers and Fulbe
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pastoralists needs to be taken into account. Hence the folk model for how to un¬
derstand the other group is articulated in dispute settlement between Fulbe agro-
pastoralists and Karaboro agriculturalists. The relations between Karaboro and
Fulbe have been particularly conflictual during the last decades, but many other
groups of farmers also experience strained relations with Fulbe. But conflicts are
in no way limited to Karaboro and Fulbe. Much attention was, for instance, drawn
to a conflict situation in the Toumousseni village between a Turka agriculturalist
and a Fulbe herder in early 1996. Problems of co-residence, e.g. crop damage and
access to water, prevail in most villages, but the intensity and scale of outbreaks
of violence as described in chapter 8 indicate that other social processes than
those linked to economic compensation are involved.

Different outbreaks of violence that have occurred in the Bobo-Dioulasso

region often connect with one another. There is a regional pattern of outbreaks of
violence. In the mid-1980s, violent conflicts took place in the northern Ivory
Coast between Senufo farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Bassett reports that
many Fulbe fled the region due to conflicts in 1986 (Bassett 1988:464; see also
Diallo 1996). According to Barry, a Fulbe agro-pastoralist in the Sideradougou
Department narrated that "in 1984, we were chased from the Ivory Coast, we
were obliged to leave the Ivory Coast because of violent clashes, of fussing of all
sort" (Barry 1996:24-25, translation mine). Similarly, when I worked in the Ke-
nedougou Province in 1990-91,1 met Fulbe agro-pastoralists who had fled from
Sideradougou after the events in December 1986. Outbreaks of violence occurred
between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Mangodara
Department in February 1995 (Ouedraogo 1997). In chapter 8 I shall demonstrate
that the Sideradougou conflict in 1986 and the Mangodara conflict in 1995 have
important connections to each other. And in 1994, there was a violent conflict in
which people were killed in Samorogouan-Sikorola in the Kenedougou Province.
In Toumousseni44 there was a violent incident between a farmer and a herder in
the heat of which the farmer cut off one arm of the herder (Le Matin 1-7 February
1996:10). Finally, a violent conflict took place in the Karangasso-Vigue Depart¬
ment in the Houet Province in November 1997 {Le Matin 11-17 December
\991:l\L'Observateur Paalga 15 January 1998:10).

These examples45 (and others) outline the pattern of outbreaks of violence
between farmers of different ethnic groups and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. If vio¬
lence breaks out in an area, many Fulbe agro-pastoralists escape, and settle else¬
where in the Bobo-Dioulasso region. This pattern of violent conflicts is, of
course, a concern for many Fulbe agro-pastoralists. When I made a short field-
visit in the Sideradougou Department in February 1998 I discussed the latest out-

44
Toumousseni is a village in the Banfora Department of the Comoe Province.

45
To my knowledge, few studies have been made on violent conflicts between Fulbe agro-pastoralists

and groups of farmers in the Bobo-Dioulasso region, except for those commissioned by national and
international organisations (e.g. Barry 1996; Sanon 1996). A notable exception is the book written by
sociologist Jean-Bernard Ouedraogo on violences and communities in the 'Mangodara conflict' in 1995
(Ouedraogo 1997). He focuses on how the use of collective violence expresses a profound transforma¬
tion of values. I only got access to this book at the very end of editing process, but it is worth pointing
out that while my focus on peace and justice puts processes of handling the conflict to the fore—Quand
le mal est deja consomme as an informant put it—Ouedraogo sets out to explain why the violence bro¬
ke out in the first place.
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breaks of violence in Karangasso-Vigue with one of my closest Fulbe friends. He
first told me that there had not been any conflicts in this 'country' (jamana)—i.e.
the Sideradougou Department—this year, but then added that every year Fulbe
are killed somewhere. "It rotates. We the Fulbe, we are tired".46

So, outbreaks of violence between various groups of agriculturalists and
Fulbe agro-pastoralists display a more or less regular pattern. In specific depart¬
ments, the violent conflict is handled and most people involved appear to learn
the lesson. Apparently, violence does not tend to break out again in the same de¬
partment for a good while. But the following year, violence may break out in an¬
other department of the Bobo-Dioulasso region. In a regional perspective, one
could rightly argue that the conflict of interests—i.e. conflictual co-existence
between farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists—is not solved, but that disputes and
outbreaks of violence—i.e. the articulation of the conflict of interests—are set¬

tled with more or less hardship.

Summary
The analysis of states and societies in the Comoe Province suggests that the his¬
tory of what is today the Comoe Province demonstrates complex relationships
between centralised states and decentralised village communities. While the pres¬
ence of outside powers is not recent—e.g. Kong, Bobo-Dioulasso or Ouagadou¬
gou—the decentralised structure of these groups has proved to be strong. The
large degree of socio-cultural interference of these groups questions attempts to
classify ethnic groups as more or less bounded units. Mobility and diversity are
two key features of rural livelihoods in the Comoe Province. Despite the general
image of groups of people moving southwards from the central and the northern
parts of the country, the intra-provincial migration is considerable in the Comoe
Province. In areas of immigration we witness a mix of two broad categories of
strangers: firstly, those whose origin is located far away, but most often within the
borders of Burkina Faso, e.g. Mossi and Fulbe; and, secondly, those coming from
other parts of the Province, who are both strangers and autochthonous, e.g. the
Karaboro.

Inter-ethnic relationships demonstrate common socio-cultural features of
the region, a fact which renders any attempt to identify what differentiates one

group from another risky. There are institutions that, like the blacksmiths, help to
regulate the exchange between people of different groups. Dyula is the lingua
franca commonly used in inter-ethnic relations. Models of inter-ethnic relation¬
ships that shape processes of dispute settlement are host-stranger relations, nya-
makala especially blacksmiths, and joking relationships. Yet, although peoples of
Banfora have common socio-cultural characteristics, these characteristics could
simultaneously be seen as cultural constructions against groups of strangers, no¬
tably the Mossi and the Fulbe.

46
A bi tour ke. An Fulaw, an segera.
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3. Understanding
Pastoralist Relationships

In this chapter I shall explore agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships compara¬
tively. The purpose is to locate dispute settlement between Karaboro agricultural¬
ists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists within relevant theoretical and regional frame¬
works. I shall begin by demonstrating the ambiguous character of these relation¬
ships. They are generally seen to be relationships of cooperation and comple¬
mentarity on the one hand, and of conflict and competition on the other. Agricul¬
turalist-pastoralist relationships are here approached as revolving around three
sets of dimensions. Firstly, the economic and ecological dimensions of these rela¬
tionships are expressed and manifested in relation to land, landed resources and
land-use. I shall distinguish between land-use as principles and practices. Land is
intertwined with notions of fertility and change. Land degradation cannot be re¬
duced to agro-ecological dimensions, but social and symbolic dimensions need to
be taken into account. Secondly, the socio-political dimensions involve law and
politics in agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships. Here I shall define concepts of
dispute and dispute settlement and relate them to the problem of legal pluralism,
i.e. the co-existence of state law with other normative orders. The state is thereby
conceptualised as one specific but powerful socio-political configuration among
others. Thirdly, the ethnic and cultural dimensions deal with perceptions of 'we'
and 'they'. Here I shall reflect upon cultural difference and how ethnic relations
are articulated in the Comoe Province. Ethnicity in dispute settlement could be
understood both as a matter of conflict and of cooperation.

Conflict and Cooperation
In general descriptions of West African ecology, there is a classic distinction be¬
tween modes of pastoral land-use dominating in northern savanna areas and
modes of agricultural land-use prevailing in southern forest areas. Ecology has
indeed been an important factor in West African history, and the distinction be¬
tween savanna and forest environments also relates to socio-political and relig¬
ious-cultural differences. Yet, ecological contrasts need careful precision.
"Differences between the eastern and western halves of the forest zone or between
wetter and drier parts of the savanna may be as significant from a historical point
of view as the forest-savanna as such" (Mabogunje & Richards 1985:29). Eco-
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logical factors are thus important, but alone insufficient tools to grasp relation¬
ships between pastoral and agricultural modes of production. Religion is another
distinguishing factor in West Africa.

From the sixteenth century onwards, Europeans on the coast exerted an in¬
creasing pull on West Africa's political economy, drawing population and trade
farther south in an inexorable movement that gave the region its Janus-faced
posture, attracted by two opposite poles—the Sahara and the Atlantic, the
worlds of Islam and Christianity. (Hart 1982:29)

Relationships between agriculturalists and pastoralists need to be located in the
core of ecological, political, socio-cultural and religious factors separating sa¬
vanna and forest environments. These relationships have often been characterised
both as complementary, co-operative and symbiotic on the one hand, and as con-
flictual, competitive and incompatible on the other. The symbiotic relation is an
argument widely used rhetorically by various intermediaries when trying to rec¬
oncile farmers and herders in particular villages. Relationships of complementar¬
ity and competition between pastoral nomads and farmers have a long history.
Value judgements have been carried against nomads "depuis la nuit des temps" by
urban people and peasants and later by Westerners (Bernus 1990:267). Yet, no¬
mads may not be separated from peasants and city-dwellers, but are part of the
same chain of complementarities and sometimes of solidarities (Bernus
1990:269).

Stereotypes of what it is to be pastoralist are common in local West African
discourses and debates. In the Comoe Province, Fulbe are often referred to as peo¬
ple that never settle. But such stereotypes do not necessarily take changes into ac¬
count. Frantz identifies three aspects of the transformation of West African pas-
toralism in the 20lh century (Frantz 1990:298-299). Firstly, pastoralists of differ¬
ent ethnic identities have sought to gain access to natural resources in the same
settings. Secondly, pastoralism is conducted over a more extensive geographical
area. Thirdly, many semi-nomadic and nomadic pastoralists have become seden¬
tary, whilst an increasing number of individuals from non-livestock dependent
societies include cattle-rearing in their production. "Spatially, therefore, farming
and pastoral activities—and the people who engage in them—have become more
interspersed than ever before" (Frantz 1990:299).

The contrast between agriculturalists and pastoralists is far from clear-cut,
but ideological differences tend to persist despite different practical combinations
of these two modes of production, de Bruijn & van Dijk argue, for instance, that
the distinction between agriculturalists and pastoralists is only gradual, and that
every group has to find its mixture of mobility/sedentarity and pastoral-
ism/cultivation.

In the Sahelian context there is no obligatory connection between mobility and
pastoralism and between sedentarity and cultivation. Being a pastoralist or cul¬
tivator is not so much a question of pursuing such and such activities, but is
rather a matter of self-definition, of how someone or a group expresses itself
and of which activities someone or a group aspires to pursue, or of which are
prevalent in cultural values, (de Bruijn & van Dijk 1995:19)

People thus tend to define themselves as either peasants, farmers and agricul¬
turalists, or pastoralists, graziers and herders. The distinction between agricul-
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turalists and pastoralists is therefore a more ideological than a practical one. The
concepts 'conflict' and 'cooperation' seem to summarise the specific tensions in
agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships.

It may be argued that the mutual dependence of Fulani and Hausa in manuring
and other economic situations serves to mediate the hostilities generated be¬
tween them when Fulani cattle, for example, cause crop damage. I would ar¬
gue, however, that it is precisely because of conflict and cooperation, both rec¬
ognized as inevitable, that the two separate societies persist, despite their loca-
tional proximity, and do not merge into an indistinguishable entity. This means
that under certain conditions and situations they are distinctively Hausa and
Fulani; under other conditions and situations they are Hausa-Fulani. (Scott
1984:71)

Conflict and cooperation hence include relationships of different levels and
meanings, e.g. economic, socio-political etc. In this situation, "no single cause can
account for the specific state of farmer-grazier relations in any given area. Instead,
a nexus of interrelated factors combine to determine relations in each situation"

(Blench 1984:55). Therefore, the popular description of agriculturalist-pastoralist
relationships as symbiotic is problematic, because, by emphasising the living to¬
gether of two dissimilar groups in close association, "any positive relationship
between the two unlike organisms is a symbiotic relationship" (Scott 1984:73).
There is thus a risk of over-emphasising symbiosis when there is no overt conflict
situation.

Descriptions of symbiotic relationships also call for a consideration of
power, because the question is who defines these relationships as such. To stress
symbiosis or complementarity could be a way of a dominant power to handle con¬
flicts of interests. In Burkina Faso, the symbiotic relationship between agricul¬
turalists and pastoralists is often referred to as the glorious past. Similarly, the
common property systems of the inner delta of the Niger river in today's Mali have
lasted for hundreds of years. It has served to control access to resources of several
ethnically defined groups practising different land-use within the same area:
semi-sedentary farmers, agro-pastoralists, agro-fishermen, and transhumant fish¬
ermen and herders (Moorehead 1989; Skinner 1992). Although the rules govern¬
ing this control originate from an ancient common property system, these were
codified in the 19th century when the area was under control of a Fulbe theocracy.
The principal goal of state formation was to establish Islamic rule, but the safe¬
guarding of Fulbe superiority reinforced that religious aim (Azarya 1997:67). In
the Yatenga kingdom in the northern Burkina Faso, the relations between Moose
(Mossi) and 'their' Silmiise (Fulbe) in Yatenga have been described as peaceful,
"la coexistence entre economie pastorale et economie agricole, entre sedentarite
et nomadisme, entre islam et religion mooga, entre le pouvoir royal des Moose et
celui, demultiplie a l'extreme, des chefs silmiise, semble avoir toujours ete paci-
fique" (Izard 1985:540).

The assumed complementarity of different socially or ethnically defined
groups may thus be strongly linked to the presence of centralised states. It repre¬
sents a division of labour common in many West African local communities.
Fulbe specialisation in cattle raising is a division of labour, embedded in a mixing
of occupational and ethnic statuses. Fulbe are perceived as herders, whose skills
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are highly recognised by agricultural peoples often in need of their services. Fulbe
are simultaneously perceived as strangers to these peoples. Local discourses on
'wild' nomads and 'civilised' farmers are common, as, for instance, Bovin dem¬
onstrates in her analysis of ethnic relations between WoDaaBe and Kanuri in Ni¬
ger and Nigeria (Bovin 1985).

Today agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships further relate to national and
international involvement, mainly by means of actions of governments and inter¬
national donors. The 'received wisdom' among national and international actors
is to explain conflicts with reference to demographic pressure and competition for
scarce resources. In policy papers and official documents, emphasis is most often
placed on ecological dimensions of farmer-herder relations, and underpinned by
Malthusian notions of demographic change. Many scholars tend, however, to call
for a combined analysis of ecological and political factors. In analysing the Sene-
galese-Mauritanian conflict in April 1989, Michael Horowitz concludes for ex¬
ample that "[w]e cannot ignore the role that development and nationbuilding play
in creating conditions conducive to refugee flows—especially in countries where
an uneasy coexistence of disparate ethnic or religious groups prevails" (Horowitz
1989:5). A study of Nigeria's sub-humid zone further indicates that while con¬
flicts between farmer communities and Fulani cattle-keepers occur, these are of¬
ten "initiated or exacerbated by external influences" (Waters-Bayer 1994:226).
Although cattle-keepers can settle peacefully among farming communities, the
state influences these relations. Traditional institutions for conflict management
developed by these farming communities and pastoral groups "are often incapable
of dealing with government interventions such as fertiliser subsidies or externally
imposed land-use regulations which aggravate conflicts between the two groups"
(ibid.).

There are regular reports on confrontations between farmers and herders
throughout the Sahel. Such confrontations tend to be immediately due either to
crop damage, to fields located on cattle tracks, or around water-courses. As I
demonstrated in chapter 2, there is a regional pattern of outbreaks of violence in
the region around Bobo-Dioulasso. Reports from other parts of West Africa indi¬
cate that outbreaks of violence are common. For instance, 103 Fulbe are reported
to have been killed in Guidan Roumjo in the western Niger in 1991. The reason is
said to have been that one Hausa farmer was killed in a quarrel over crop damage
(Mette Bovin, personal communication).

Geographer Thomas Bassett raises a question of general relevance with re¬
spect to farmer-herder conflicts in the northern Ivory Coast. "Although it can be
argued that the stress of crop damage alone is a sufficient condition for tensions
between the two groups, it cannot by itself explain why the Senufo are driven to
murder Fulani herders" (Bassett 1988:455). This is a core issue throughout the
study of agricultural-pastoral dispute settlement in West Africa (and probably
elsewhere) and particularly in the Comoe Province.47 Recurrent cases of crop
damage lead to anger and even acts of violence, but their prevalence does not ex-

47
In his study of violence in the Mangodara Department, Ouedraogo rightly rejects simplistic

'ecological' and 'ethnic' explanations (Ouedraogo 1997).
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plain outbreaks of killings. Such conflicts cannot be explained by any kind of en¬
vironmental reductionism based on Malthusian assumptions, but in the interplay
of a wide range of demographic, social, cultural, historical, political, economic
and environmental factors. Basset calls for more rigorous analyses linking "local
level production processes and decision making with the larger political econ¬
omy" as key processes and decision making conditions behind conflicts in the
northern Ivory Coast are found "at the intersection of Ivorian political economy
and the human ecology of agricultural systems in the savanna region" (Bassett
1988:469). State and urban interests—e.g. government officials, politicians and
developers—benefit in one way or another from Fulbe presence in the northern
Ivory Coast, while the majority of Senufo peasants are embarrassed by this pres¬
ence (Diallo 1995:42; Diallo 1996). In her study of farmer-herder dispute adjudi¬
cation in Cameroon, Harshbarger argues for 'an interactive state-society ap¬
proach' . She attempts to show that "state officials and individuals from the private
sector operate in both society-based and state-based economic and political/legal
realms" (Harshbarger 1995:214).

Ecological conditions must be put into political and socio-cultural contexts
in which the role of the state appears to be crucial. The division of labour of farm¬
ers and herders could then also be understood as a specific form of political domi¬
nation. In what Riesman called the 'Global Fulani Society' (Riesman 1992), Ri-
maibe 'slaves' worked for Fulbe 'nobles'. The concepts conflict and cooperation
are not only linked to economic and political interests, but also to cultural values
and perceptions. Hence conflict and cooperation shape relationships between ag¬
riculturalists and pastoralists, and are both ideologically expressed and practically
acted out by actors.

To sum up this section, the different ethnographic examples demonstrate
the great complexity of agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships. A nexus of rela¬
tions between those who define themselves as 'pastoralists' and those who define
themselves as 'agriculturalists' is likely to exist even in one single locality. But
instead of trying to define what the specific relation is about, we should look into
different dimensions of these relations. In the remainder of this chapter I shall dis¬
cuss three sets of dimensions of agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships: 1) the
economic and ecological dimensions, primarily in respect to land and land-use; 2)
the socio-political dimensions in law and politics, and 3) the ethnic and cultural
dimensions in group relations. But it should be noted that to divide the discussion
in three sets of dimensions does not exclude inter-linkage. Thus ecology is by no
means absent in politics and culture cannot be separated from land. The main
point is to explore theoretical and ethnographic writings which do not exclusively
focus agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships, but whose findings appear to be of
relevance to the study. Hence I want to combine theoretically writings on pastor-
alism and the pastoral way of life with those on farming and the attachment to land
among farmers. The main reason is that with some important exceptions, most
studies focus either on 'pastoralists' or on 'farmers'.48

48 Some recent studies seek nonetheless to integrate the analysis of 'pastoralists' and 'farmers' (de
Bruijn & van Dijk 1997b; Grazyel 1990; van den Brink et al. 1995; Waters-Bayer 1994).
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Land and Land-use

In a review on land and culture in tropical Africa, Parker Shipton declares that
symbolic and ecological concerns can no longer be separated as religion, ritual,
and cognition on the one hand, and adaptation, sustenance, and production on the
other (Shipton 1994:347). This, it seems to me, is a good point of departure to ap¬
proach land and land-use in agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships.

Landholding is at the center of the confluence. Nothing evokes more varied
symbolic connotations or more intricate legal philosophies. Nothing excites
deeper passions or gives rise to more bloodshed than do disagreements about
territory, boundaries, or access to land resources. Nor is anything more likely to
prevent misunderstandings across cultures, harmful to both humans and their
habitat, than are thoughtful definitions of landholding in the first place.
(Shipton 1994:347)

So questions of land and land-use reveal complex and intricate relationships, per¬
ceptions and passions. In this study, I therefore use the terms land and land-use in a
fairly broad sense, and assume that the various ways by which people perceive,
refer to, use and sometimes abuse land may tell us something significant about
how they live culturally. Firstly, land is a broad term with quite different connota¬
tions. "Land can mean soil and sand, a piece of a map, a political power base, an
aspect of divinity, or a resource to be exploited" (ibid.:348). Here I distinguish
between land and landed resources; the latter refer to trees, water etc., e.g. re¬
sources that are connected to land. But as I shall demonstrate, land and landed re¬

sources are culturally constructed and could hardly be understood as separated
from society.

Secondly, understanding people's perceptions of land highlights the need
to consider the wide range of intricacies related to land-use. By land-use I refer to
both principles and practices. Land-use principles refer to the socially approved
and culturally standardised mode of utilising land for survival and reproduction.
The actual mode of relating to and utilising land are regarded as land-use prac¬
tices. Land-use is therefore a broad term including not only principles and ideas
but also performance and innovative skills which are not necessarily considered in
a socially approved and culturally standardised mode of land-use. In addition,
people may use land for many purposes, "not just to produce the material condi¬
tions of survival and enrichment, but also to gain control over others, and to define
personal and social identities" (Shipton & Goheen 1992:307).

Members of a community may, at least rhetorically, adhere to principles,
but their land-use practices may differ considerably. These principles may, of
course, merely be ideological statements without any significant correspondence
to practices, but they may also represent profound meanings, whether shared by
most people, by specific social categories (e.g. gender, status) or by those who up¬
hold socio-political power. The importance of being first is, for example, widely
shared in most traditional African societies, be it a question of age ('he came to the
world before me'), settlement ('he was the first to settle') or marriage (first spouse
came before the second) (Kopytoff 1987). The importance of being first repre¬
sents a profound conception, but its practical implications are likely to diverge.
Hence although principles may be adhered to, it is through practices that they are
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manifested and thus rendered disputable. Key terms are, for instance, often ma¬
nipulated to invoke the weight of history, but such terms are constantly recreated
and disputed.

Men's custom is not always women's, elders' may not be juniors', and the tra¬
ditions of the rich may differ from those of the poor—or be made to look as
though they do. (Shipton & Goheen 1992:308)

Statements about land and land-use often invoke legal and economic dimensions,
but they are also carriers of symbolic well-being as well. In the following I shall
therefore discuss land and land-use with respect to tenure and the commons, and
then to cosmological perceptions of land and cattle.

Tenure and the Commons

Land tenure is most often referred to as the set of rights, or bundle of rights, which
a person or some private or public entity holds in land. Land tenure deals with
"rights to use land, trees, and their products in certain ways and sometimes to ex¬
clude others from use" (Bruce & Fortmann 1989:1). In general, land tenure does
not primarily deal with man's relationship to landed resources, but is rather a
matter of relationships between individuals and groups of individuals in which
rights and obligations of use and control of these resources are defined (Birgegard
1993). Land tenure is thus the relations of persons to other persons, but also to
things. However, while most anthropologists of the British structural-
functionalist school in late colonial and early independence periods "played up
the social dimension of tenure relations, and played down the ecological or tech¬
nological ones, other anthropologists have treated land tenure both ways more
equally, as person-person and person-thing relations" (Shipton 1994:354).

Shipton & Goheen analyse three kinds of human ambitions that are articu¬
lated in land-holding: power, wealth, and meaning (Shipton & Goheen 1992).
Different social affiliations may be used to aspire for a piece of land and affect
thereby land-use and control.49 Hence various social affiliations are potentially
mobilised in any claim to land. Land tenure often becomes a political issue, and it
may consequently be widely disputed.50

Pastoral tenure has increasingly required attention among scholars.51
Property rights to land differ considerably between farmers and pastoralists in
what recently has been called 'the economics of Cain and Abel' (van den Brink et
al. 1995). This Biblical metaphor of Cain and Abel appears to be particularly use¬
ful, because "[tjhe conflict between Cain—the farmer—and Abel—the herder—
should be understood as one of property rights" (van den Brink et al. 1995:374).

49 Such social affiliations may be groups (e.g. family, lineage, associations), networks (e.g. patron-client
ties, friendship and kinship), and categories such as gender, age and class (Shipton & Goheen
1992:309).
50 There is an important anthropological literature on land tenure. Elsewhere I have attempted to
discuss land tenure historically in anthropology (Hagberg 1995b). There are some recent works on no¬
tions of tenure and how these are disputed (Berry 1992; Berry 1993; Crousse et al. 1986; Le Bris et al.
1982; Le Bris et al. 1991; van Donge 1993:203).
51 Recent works on pastoralism clearly pinpoint the particular and precarious situation of pastoral tenu¬
re within the modern state (e.g. de Bruijn & van Dijk 1995; Lane 1998; van den Brink et al. 1995).
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Pastoral land-use never entails such a direct and marked land appropriation as the
farming of a field (Kintz 1982). Yet, pasture is not open to all, because access to
water tends to be regulated. "Territorial exclusion, then, is indirectly achieved
when needed by controlling the access to the crucially scarce factor but not by di¬
rectly claiming exclusive territorial title to the land as such" (van den Brink et al.
1995:385). Today, however, former pastures have been lost, due to expansion of
farming, irrigation schemes and land-titling. Most policies that guide pastoral de¬
velopment seem to be out-dated. Pastoralists are still today "thought incapable of
efficient land use and independent governments have willingly adopted colonial
measures that favour agricultural production and the alienation of pastoral lands
for non-pastoral use" (Lane 1998:4).

Land-titling in Africa has been intertwined with notions of economic de¬
velopment stemming from colonial experiences. The notion of vacant lands
(terres vacantes et sans maitre) was a colonial invention, which implied that land
left in fallow or land that was not farmed by local people for other reasons was
considered as non-occupied (Chauveau et al. 1982). Land-titling has therefore
been promoted as to 'secure' individual tenure. However, individual land titling
schemes often discriminate in favour of the more senior right-holders, e.g. middle
aged men with ambitions in cropping, and against the interests of subordinate
right-holders, women, elders, children, other dependent kin, people who rely on
herding (Shipton & Goheen 1992:316). Moreover, land tenure regimes often tend
to overlap, and lack of clarity is likely to be exploited by those in power (Havnevik
1997). Moorehead reports, for instance, from Mali that even the premise that local
people should have a right to the resources they traditionally use has been weak¬
ened by what he calls "the summary transfer of ownership of all resources into the
state domain" (Moorehead 1998:57).

Arguments for tenure reform often relate to land degradation, described as
resulting "from the combined effects of processes such as loss of biological diver¬
sity and vegetative cover, soil loss, nutrient imbalance, decline in soil organic
matter, and decrease of infiltration and water retention capacity" (Lundgren et al.
1993:9). Blaikie & Brookfield suggest that "[j]ust as we need to take account both
of the interaction between natural processes and human interference in degrading
land, so also we must recognize both natural reproduction of capability and of
human artifice in assisting reproduction" (Blaikie & Brookfield 1987:7). Land
degradation is, the argument goes, best viewed as the product of an equation in
which both human and natural forces find a place.

But a main problem is that scientific descriptions of land degradation—or
better assumptions of land degradation dressed in scientific clothes—may differ
from the ways by which land is perceived by most local actors. There are many
cases of 'received wisdom' (Leach & Mearns 1996b) about environment
problems in Africa, e.g. overgrazing, desertification and wood-fuel crisis. Cases
of 'received wisdom' often dominate among policy-makers and even scientists
(and often in combination) on national and international levels. A common
denominator is neo-Malthusian assumptions of the relationships between society
and environmental change (Leach & Mearns 1996a). Instead of providing
empirically grounded explanations, the 'received wisdom' disguises political
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assumptions in the clothes of scientific knowledge. It is highly relevant to de¬
construct the 'received wisdom' of land degradation in relation to agriculturalist-
pastoralist relationships, because it translates common perceptions among
government officials. The view of land-use practices that these officials take is
often instrumental to the conception of land policies. Garrett Hardin's widely
cited article 'Tragedy of the commons' has provided both theoretical and practical
arguments for 'rational' state controlled land-use. Hardin's main argument is that
when a resource is held in common, the rational economic behaviour of the
individual will lead to an over-all deterioration of the resource base: "Freedom in
a commons brings ruin to all" (Hardin 1968:1244). Governments and
international development agencies have argued that governments need to assume
a stronger role in controlling the problems of population, society and the
environment (Birgegard 1993; Tobisson & Rudqvist 1992). Common property
leads to over-exploitation, the argument goes, while private ownership lends itself
to investment and protection of the resource base. 2 In a review of pastoralism,
Fratkin points out that the 'tragedy of the commons' also provided "a
rationalization for World Bank programs calling for sweeping privatization of
land and commercialization of livestock production" (Fratkin 1997:241). In
national plans to combat desertification in the 1980s, "pastoralists were prime
culprits in the 'tragedy of the commons'" (Swift 1996:88).

Challenges to the tragedy of the commons theory have shown that whilst
tragedies occur under certain circumstances, local institutions have generally
proved resilient and responsive to problems of communal use (Berkes 1989;
McCay & Acheson 1987). It has been demonstrated that when tragedies occur
they are linked to processes of integration of national and international socio¬
political and economic contexts rather than to internal local community processes.
Watts stresses that even though conflict over water, land rights, cattle tracks and
the like is endemic in the Sudano-Sahel, "it would be an act of faith to see such
tensions and their ecological consequences as the mechanical result of a Hardin-
like structural logic of open access and individual use" (Watts 1987:187).
Moorehead demonstrates in his study of the Niger inner delta that pastoral
resources are today open to outsiders who claim land-use rights granted by the
Malian state. "Where access is available to all-comers, and the customary
management systems become more and more debilitated, conditions are ripe for
the 'tragedy of the commons'" (Moorehead 1998:68).

Cosmological Perceptions of Land and Cattle
To pursue the analysis of Shipton & Goheen (1992), land is not only a matter of
power and wealth, but is also loaded with meaning. The ways by which people
perceive land and cattle culturally may, in fact, be instrumental in how disputes
between agriculturalists and pastoralists are handled. Land brings life; it must

52 There has also been much confusion of the concept itself, because Hardin and his followers regard
the commons as situations of open access, while common property is a specific management regime. In
a later article, however, Hardin's suggests the 'tragedy of the unmanaged commons' (Hardin 1991).
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therefore be fertile. Land and its fertility is central in analysing land-use, whether
one deals with subsistence or survival, biological or social reproduction. A key to
understand fertility of land and cattle is to combine the approach of human fertility
as well as of crops and animals (Jacobson-Widding & van Beek 1990:15). Notions
of fertility vary between different social groups. While fertility of land is of main
importance for Karaboro farmers, fertility of cattle is central to Fulbe agro-
pastoralists. Moreover, a piece of land may be fertile in the eyes of an agricultural
advisor for other reasons than fertility in the perspective of rural inhabitants re¬

siding in a community.
Fertility is a vital aspect to be considered in any attempt to understand how

land-use principles and practices are perceived, and how fertility is culturally
constructed in different contexts.53 "To transcend duality and hierarchy by
merging opposed categories seems to be at the heart of African notions of
fertility" (Jacobson-Widding & van Beek 1990:21). For instance, for most Voltaic
peoples in Burkina Faso fertility is a central idea of all worship, because it is
granted by supernatural powers, e.g. the ancestors, the earth, the sky
(Zwernemann 1990:94). The earth is female (the wife), whereas the sky is the
male (the husband) and the earth is thus fertilised by her husband through the rain.
Both the earth and the sky are venerated as supernatural powers and all fertility
depends on them (ibid.: 106). Yet, neither the male sky nor the female earth can
alone give fertility as is also the case of human and animal fertility.

The maintenance of fertility is a major concern for rural people, and lack of
fertility tends to be perceived as the result of societal imbalance. Old men in the
villages in the Sanguie Province where I have done fieldwork—notably of the
'Gurunsi' groups Lyele and Nuni—repeatedly stressed that people do not respect
the sacred groves any longer. It is especially strangers (Mossi migrants), who are
said to disregard the sacredness of these groves. This disrespect threatens order
and balance in the community and is used to explain why rains become irregular.
Here the inter-linkage between fertility of humans, crops and animals is tied to the
well-being of society at large.

The fertility of livestock is central to many pastoralists. Ideally, cows
should bring life and herds should thereby grow. For Fulbe, fertility of land is
important, but it is fertility of cattle that matters culturally. Several Fulbe
informants stated that if cattle start to die off, people will leave the place. In
consequence, there exist 'medicines' ifara) for cattle against threats of fertility.
But 'medicines' may also be used to threaten the fertility of other herds. One Fulbe
informant told me that some Fulbe herd-owners sharpen the horns of their bulls
and apply 'medicine' on them so as to wound cattle of other people, thus reducing
the fertility of that herd. He narrated that once he himself had experienced a
situation in which a bull with sharpened horns of another Fulbe herd-owner
wounded his cattle. It led to a quarrel and it was decided by my Fulbe informant
and the delegue that the other Fulbe (i.e. the owner of the bull with sharpened
horns) should saw off the horns. However, the Fulbe herd-owner refused to do so,

53 But symbolic notions of fertility do not necessarily contradict more practical aspects of how to make
a living; they often tend to support each other, as demonstrated by several recent studies (Brandstrbm
1990; Dahl 1990; Hultin 1990; Udvardy 1990).
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and instead he moved from the area. My Fulbe informant said that if the horns of
the bulls are cut, the fertility of the herd is perceived to be endangered. "If he
would have allowed to cut the horns of the livestock, the herd would not flourish
any longer". According to this perception, the wealth of the Fulbe herd-owner
would then be symbolically cut off.

However, fertility could be approached from a quite different angle. Agro-
ecologically, people seek to integrate agriculture and animal husbandry in order to
improve the fertility of both land and cattle.54 The interdependence between
farmers and graziers is often stressed by actors external to the village. Horowitz
illustrates this point clearly in a case from Niger.

The interest the Manga have in keeping animals out of their fields during the
growing season—as shown in herding contracts, fencing, litigation—is bal¬
anced after the harvest by competitive attempts to have the herders camp in
their cropped fields to provide manure in exchange for stubble, and to facilitate
the bio-degradation of the stubble which is not consumed. [Horowitz, 1975
#372:400]

Lands and forests should not merely be fertile, whether this is expressed
symbolically or agro-ecologically. The bush may stand for the world of sorcery
and clandestine action, but also for the uncontrolled energies.55 Among the
Gourmantche, "the wild and uncultivated space appears rather as a sort of
necessary referential space, which we could say is introduced as a third party
between the 'being' of the village and its question, whenever this question
imposes itself as an enigma" (Cartry 1982:211). But the bush may also represent
individuation and agency, i.e. "the capacities of human beings to do more than
inertly reproduce in their individual lives the world into which circumstances cast
them" (Jackson & Karp 1990:29).

The bush must be domesticated by human action. Cosmologically this
implies that 'the wild and uncultivated space' must be turned into village life of
social order. The first settler of a site, i.e. the Master of the Earth, must enter a

relationship with the spirits of the earth to be able to settle and farm there. In most
narrations of origin of villages, the first settler of a site is a hunter (see also chapter
4). The relationship with the spirits of the earth is materialised through the act of
sacrificing. It represents a gift to these spirits, but is simultaneously a
transformation of the bush into cultivated space. It is strictly forbidden to have
sexual intercourse in the bush, but the sacrifice transforms the bush to village.
Hunters are circumscribed by sexual taboos to preserve the purity and combat the
vital force of the animals that they have killed.56

Both Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Sideradougou
Department refer to themselves as people living 'in the bush'. Yet, as I shall

54
Two particularly relevant studies focus on integration of agriculture and animal husbandry in Fulbe

agro-pastoral land-use (Bernadet 1984; Delgado 1978).
5 Some important anthropological volumes have explored the relationships of nature, environment and
society (Croll & Parkin 1992; Descola & Palsson 1996; Milton 1995).
56 For Malinke hunters, the first weapon of the hunters to combat the nyama (vital force) of the animal
is 'purity' (sanuya, which also signifies 'state of gold'): "purete dans ses sentiments, ses pensees, ses
rapports, ses gestes, ses actes, etc., envers ses semblables; purete dans sa vie sexuelle (point d'adultere
ni de debauche, et abstinence totale pendant certaines periodes de l'annee comme avant, pendant et
immediatement apres une partie de chasse). De telles 'puretes' preserveraient et meme octroieraient,
selon les croyances, de la force fanka ou barika, a l'homme" (Cisse 1994:88).
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discuss in chapters 5 and 6, the relationships that they uphold to the bush differ.
While the Karaboro farmers regularly move between the bush (where they
actually live) and the village (to which they and their ancestors belong), Fulbe
agro-pastoralists move from one place to another 'in the bush', but are not likely to
move back to 'their' village (e.g. Barani, Dokuy). A general observation would
then suggest that for the Fulbe the demarcation between the bush and the village
seems to be more relative than for farmers, such as the Karaboro. For the Fulbe,
"[1]'opposition wuro/ladde (communaute/brousse) est toujours en quelque sorte
relative, car le reste du monde est toujours brousse par rapport a chez soi"
(Riesman 1974:40). In his posthumous book, Paul Riesman further demonstrates
to what extent the relationships to the bush differ between the Fulbe and the
Rimaibe, i.e. enfranchised captives (Riesman 1992). For the Fulbe the
relationship is linked to the identity of being Fulbe (pulaaku).51

Even if the Fulbe agro-pastoralists recognise the authority of the Masters
of the Earth, there is a difference in cosmological perceptions between Karaboro
(and other groups of) farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Different perceptions
of land-use principles and practices are extremely important in the study of dis¬
pute settlement. Different land-use practices may be complementary or conflict¬
ing. Agriculturalists and pastoralists tend to differ from each other both regarding
principles and practices of land-use. But this fact does not necessarily lead to con¬
flict. To reside in the same village often implies complementary land-use prac¬
tices, e.g. grazing of land in fallow, of harvest residues and of manure contracts in
dry season. "Complementarity [of herding and agriculture] can, nevertheless,
change to competition when the rules of sharing and access to resources are no
longer respected" (Raynaut & Lavigne Delville 1997:111). Many disputes occur
around water-courses in the Comoe Province. While farmers grow vegetables in
dry season, herders water cattle there. If crop damage occurs—and it does fre¬
quently—the dispute involves the farmers' 'perceived right' to grow vegetables
around the water-course. But the herders perceive this as sabotage; their cattle
need to be watered somewhere.

Law and Politics

Relationships between agriculturalists and pastoralists also revolve around law
and politics. Dispute settlement may incite actors to pursue a political agenda,
whether a Land and Tenure Reorganisation or a regionalist movement. Strong
state interests are likely to be vested in controlling different land-use practices.
Land and land-use not only embody symbolic and ecological concerns, but also
political ones. In this section I shall therefore discuss how to understand law and
politics in agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships from three different angles, but
following three logical steps. I shall first explore how to conceptualise state law
and other normative orders within the framework of legal pluralism. The concepts

57 Simon Bolwig & Bjarke Paarup-Larsen presented an interesting paper on the seminar 'Crisis and
Culture in Africa' in March 1998 in Uppsala in which they explore the differing relationship between
identity and natural environment between the Fulbe and the Rimaibe in northern Burkina Faso.
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of conflict and dispute will then be explored in relation to law and politics. Finally,
I shall discuss two distinct ways by which conflict and disputes are handled, that
is, adjudication and negotiation.

Legal Pluralism
There have been numerous anthropological debates about defining law and how
to understand law and norms in small-scale societies.58 In British social anthro¬

pology there have been "a Radcliffe-Brown-inspired emphasis on rules, and a
Malinowskian emphasis on social action" (Harris 1996:3). Today, much of the
scope of study of anthropology of law has been taken over within the framework
of legal pluralism, in which focus is on the interaction between the national legal
system and other normative orders (Merry 1988). Two fundamental facts are be¬
hind the emergence of legal pluralism (Fuller 1994:10). Firstly, today every indi¬
vidual in the world belongs at least formally to a national legal system. Secondly,
state law coexists with non-state Taw', i.e. "over these customary, indigenous,
folk or informal legal and normative orders, state law, contrary to its own ideol¬
ogy, never enjoys unambiguous and unchallenged dominance" (ibid.).

Legal pluralism thus focuses on the interaction between 'state law' and
'non-state law'. According to Merry, recent studies of legal pluralism regard state
law and other normative orders as mutually constitutive. These studies focus on
"how state law penetrates and restructures other normative orders and how non-
state normative orders resist and circumvent penetration or how they even capture
and appropriate state law" (Merry 1992a:358). Critics of legal pluralism stress the
problematic nature of the concept. Legal pluralism carries, the argument goes,
connotations of equality and therefore misrepresent asymmetrical power relations
in the coexistence of multiple legal and normative orders. Starr & Collier point out
that "[vjarious legal systems may coexist, as occurs in many colonial and post-
colonial states, but the legal orders are hardly equal" (Starr & Collier 1989:9).

In the anthropology of law three distinct orders of data have been taken by
different scholars as the subject-matter of investigation: the study of prescriptive
rules; the study of observable regularities in everyday human behaviour; and the
study of instances of dispute (Roberts 1979). This echoes the Radcliffe-Brownian
focus on rules versus the Malinowskian focus on action. Here I study legal and
normative orders through dispute and dispute settlement, and this requires a focus
on such orders both in principle and practice. Sally Falk Moore argues that one
should simultaneously deal with "the explicit rules, the occasions on which they
are communicated and invoked, and with the actual behavior addressed by the
rules, the contexts in which it takes place, and the ideas and assumptions that ac¬
company it" (Moore 1983:3). Moral problems are essential to anthropology of

58 The underlying question stems from the origin of legal anthropology, namely, in the phrasing of Co-
maroff & Roberts, "whether Western legal arrangements may validly provide a baseline for cross-
cultural analytical purposes—and, by implication, to what extent the concepts of English or American
law should delimit the content and scope of comparative legal theory" (Comaroff & Roberts 1981:4).
Here I do not have the ambition to review the field of anthropology of law or legal anthropology
(Bohannan 1967; Merry 1992a; Roberts 1979; Roberts 1994), but work within the framework of legal
pluralism.
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law, but the 'legal' concerns much more than morality. "To ignore the rest, from
taxes to jurisdictional boundaries, from the enablement to incorporate to the work
of administrative agencies, is to redefine a very complex and variegated institu¬
tional domain with a long history to suit the convenience of a special-purpose ar¬
gument" (Moore 1995:13). The complex institutional arrangements of law are
themselves carriers of meanings, and an exclusive focus on moral or other prob¬
lems alike would ignore multiple meanings embedded in legal practices.

The study of disputes has been a focal point for understanding legal or
normative orders, because it "enables us not only to see social relations in action
but also to understand cultural systems" (Caplan 1995:1). Such cultural systems
should not be seen as closed entities, however, because they are likely to be over¬
lapping in multiple layers of legal orders.

Legal orders should not be treated as closed cultural systems that one group
can impose on another, but rather as 'codes', discourses, and languages in
which people pursue their varying and often antagonistic interests. (Starr &
Collier 1989:9, emphasis mine)

Such 'codes, discourses and languages' of various actors appear to be important
for understanding dispute settlement. The ways by which dispute is defined and
talked about therefore provide a locus of analysis.

Thus I want to argue that 'state law' and local normative orders co-exist in
dispute settlement between Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. People
refer to different normative orders (including 'state law') not as closed cultural
systems, but as 'codes, discourses and languages' to pursue their interests. The
power relations between co-existing normative orders need to be taken into ac¬
count, but also related issues of legitimacy. The Land and Tenure Reorganisation
(RAF) is official state law, but its implementation depends on the practices of lo¬
cal government officials and on the degree of legitimacy it carries locally (see also
chapters 7 and 10). It is therefore central to investigate how people talk about law
and what they perceive as their rights. "Differing concepts of power and of legiti¬
macy may explain why some groups look to the legal system and to changing the
laws as a way to gain rights, while other groups shun national law, using banditry,
violence, and revolution as a way to make their interests known and to legitimize
their goals" (Starr & Collier 1989:10). A group of farmers may perceive that vio¬
lence against Fulbe agro-pastoralists is legitimate, because the latter group has
repeatedly been causing crop damage without compensating them. Farmers often
argue for their 'right' to defend themselves, and if necessary to use violence.

To avoid confusion, I will here employ the term 'law' to refer to modern
state jurisdiction, but use 'legal orders' or 'normative orders' to refer to both 'state
law' and 'non-state law'. My point is to demonstrate that 'state law' and 'non-state
[or local] normative orders' are mutually constituent in dispute settlement. State
law is interpreted and appropriated to fit into local political culture. Similarly, the
Master of the Earth represents a non-state normative order, but is defined by the
state administration as chefs de terre or autorites coutumieres. This is not to ignore
the asymmetrical power relation in multiple normative orders. The state is a
dominant actor in defining problems and categories as well as in actions to be un¬
dertaken. The state will therefore be treated as one specific and powerful socio-
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political configuration.50 The reason is, in Philip Burnham's phrasing, that "the
state is as much a cultural phenomenon—constructed as it is of conceptual notions
such as laws, legitimacy, citizenship and boundaries—as is ethnicity" (Burnham
1996:156). Thus, the state administration—often simply referred to as the gov¬
ernment (Jama in Dyula)—is to be treated not as a bounded and circumscribed unit
but as an inherently fluid and ambiguous cultural phenomenon.

Conflict and Dispute
The co-existence of multiple normative orders often entails conflict. Social con¬
flict is commonly defined as "a struggle over values and claims to status, power,
and scarce resources, in which the aims of the conflicting parties are not only to
gain the desired values but also to neutralize, injure, or eliminate their rivals"
(Coser 1968:232). Hence a conflict is a test of power between antagonistic parties,
which may, or may not, include violence. Examples of non-violent forms of social
conflict are symbolic, economic and legal conflicts, and anthropologists have
been particularly interested in symbolic forms and dimensions of conflict (Sluka
1992:22).

In Max Gluckman's terminology, 'conflict' should be circumscribed to re¬
fer to "oppositions compelled by the very structure of social organization"
(Gluckman 1965:109). Surface disturbances of social life should be called com¬

petition, dispute, argument, quarrel, strife, dissension, contention etc., depending
on their nature (Gluckman 1965:109). Gluckman's use of 'conflict' is limited to
structural oppositions, a terminology which lies very far from everyday use of the
concept. To make operational use of the concept conflict, it is indeed important to
distinguish between 'oppositions compelled by the very structure' (conflicts of
interests), and 'surface disturbances of social life'(conflict situations). In the
Macmillan Dictionary of Anthropology, Seymour-Smith makes two clarifications
in the use of conflict. Firstly, there is a need to distinguish carefully between levels
of analysis, "the levels at which conflicts occur and are managed, as well as the
levels of social cohesion or integration which come into play in the creation and
management of conflict" (Seymour-Smith 1995:51). In other words, a conflict
which occurs at one level, e.g. between members of two different local communi¬
ties, is likely to promote social integration and cohesion on another level. Sec¬
ondly, there is a need to distinguish between conflict as 'conflict situation', 'overt'
or 'expressed' conflict on the one hand, and as 'conflict of interests' or 'implicit'
conflict on the other (Seymour-Smith 1995:51).

Here I employ the distinction between the conflict situation and the con¬
flict of interests. But a related question is how these concepts connect to disputes
and other forms of competition. Dispute may refer to diverse forms of human in¬
teraction and be about many things, e.g. about material goods, the right to make
decisions and social relations (Caplan 1995:2). We may equally use dispute to de-

59
Bayart has demonstrated to what extent the African state "rests upon autochthonous foundations and

a process of reappropriation of institutions of colonial origin which give it its own historicity; it can no
longer be taken as a purely exogenous structure" (Bayart 1993:260).
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scribe "a domestic 'row' which is amicably settled without going further than the
spouses immediately involved, or a confrontation between nation states which is
ultimately resolved through warfare" (Roberts 1979:48).

The public dimension of dispute is important to grasp. Gulliver distin¬
guishes, for instance, between disagreement and dispute. While disagreement is
commonly resolved within a relationship by dyadic and private problem-solving
between the parties themselves, dispute occurs when one or both parties are un¬
able and/or unwilling to resolve their disagreement. "A dispute begins when two
parties become unable or unwilling to deal with problems and disagreement in
their relationship by dyadic adjustment in private and when, therefore, one or both
put the matter into a public domain" (Gulliver 1979:79). In this line of thought, a
disagreement may prevail between a Karaboro farmer and a Fulbe herder, but
when put into a public domain—that is, when it involves the Master of the Earth,
the Village Administrative Representative or the Burkinabe state administra¬
tion—it becomes a dispute.

Nader & Todd distinguish three stages of what they call the disputing proc¬
ess: 1) the grievance or preconflict stage, 2) the conflict stage, and 3) the dispute
stage (Nader & Todd 1978:14). Firstly, the preconflict stage refers to a condition
which one person or group perceives to be unjust and grounds for resentment or
complaint. The preconflict stage is monadic, because it (at least analytically) only
involves a party resenting grievance. Secondly, if the aggrieved party chooses
confrontation and communicates his/her feeling of injustice to the offending
party, the dispute process enters the conflict stage. Thus, the conflict stage is dy¬
adic, because "both parties are aware that disagreement exists between them"
(Nader & Todd 1978:15). Thirdly, the dispute stage "results from escalation of the
conflict by making the matter public" (ibid.). The dispute stage is, at least, triadic
as a third party is actively involved in the disagreement and intervenes "either at
the behest of one or both of the principals or their supporters, or on his own initia¬
tive" (ibid.).

The salient feature of the analyses of Gulliver and Nader & Todd is the
qualitative difference between the private dimension of a disagreement (or pre¬
conflict and conflict stages) on the one hand and the public dimension of a dispute
(or dispute stage) on the other. However, few disputes (if any) are either dyadic or
triadic, but rather demonstrate a tendency to 'live their own life'. Thus a dispute is
likely to develop its own dynamics with implications far beyond the actual dis¬
pute.

The disagreement may bounce back and forth among and between levels, and
may become confused with other issues and disagreements, the original point
becoming lost among the hydra-headed tangle of issues and events brought on
by the lapse of time and the exacerbation of other hostilities and enmities be¬
tween the principals and their supporters. (Nader & Todd 1978:15, emphasis
mine)

The idea that the disagreement may 'bounce back and forth among and between
levels' seems to be a good way to think about dispute settlement. A dispute be¬
tween a farmer and a herder in a village in the Comoe Province cannot only be un¬
derstood as isolated. People display a tremendous capacity to pick up information
about a dispute from far away and interpret it to be used as reference in a dispute at
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hand in their locality. A common expression that people often employ when dis¬
cussing disputes or whatever rumours is that 'I have heard, but not seen it' ,60

Here I find it sufficient to employ the term conflict in a general sense to re¬
fer to "a struggle over values and claims to status, power, and scarce resources"
(Coser 1968:232), which is not necessarily linked to the desire of conflicting par¬
ties to neutralise, injure or eliminate their antagonists. According to this general
definition, conflict may be both a 'conflict situation' and a 'conflict of interests'.
Dispute, however, is the concrete articulation of a 'conflict of interests'. The dis¬
pute is public, and may be settled either by 'state law', by other 'normative orders'
or not at all!

There are three principal reasons to distinguish between conflict of inter¬
ests and dispute in this study. Firstly, there is an obvious conflict of interests be¬
tween farmers and herders that, given specific local circumstances, may or may
not be manifested in specific disputes and even outbreaks of violence. Secondly, a
dispute is the articulation of a conflict of interests. While local actors focus on the
dispute and its settlement, external actors often talk about the underlying conflict
of interests. Thirdly, most emic statements refer to disagreements between farm¬
ers and herders as kele, a Dyula term which could signify quarrel, dispute, and war
respectively. The basic distinction is, however, that between conflict of interests
and conflict situation. Here conflict situation is employed more generally and in¬
cludes disputes, violent conflicts and outbreaks of violence alike.

Adjudication and Negotiation in Dispute Settlement
The basic distinction between conflict of interests and dispute is important, be¬
cause it draws attention to how to address conflicts of interests and how to settle

disputes. Dispute settlement—or the handling of disputes—is an important focus
in many fields of anthropology. In her literature review of local legal processes
within a national and a trans-national context, Sally Merry holds that dispute
processing still is a core methodological approach to understand legal phenom¬
ena, but that in the 1990s there is a greater concern with meaning and power. "To
examinations of the processes of dispute in social context have been added studies
of how legal institutions and actors create and transform meanings" (Merry
1992a:360). There are several modes of procedure to handle disputes and violent
conflicts, e.g. negotiation, mediation, adjudication and arbitration.

Here I will only distinguish between two modes of procedure, that is, adju¬
dication and negotiation. While adjudication is a more formal mode of mediation,
negotiation includes situations in which there is no appointed third party. Gulliver
sees the involvement of a third party in adjudication as the crucial difference be¬
tween adjudication and negotiation. In adjudication the third party holds an ac¬
knowledged right, "that is legitimate authority and responsibility, to reach and
enunciate a decision that is the outcome of the dispute and is in some degree
binding on the disputing parties" (Gulliver 1979:4). Although a third party of-

60
N'ya me, nga ne m'a ye.
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ten—but not always—is involved in negotiations they are not decision-makers,
but rather facilitators.

The crucial distinction then, between adjudication and negotiation is that the
former is a process leading to unilateral decision-making by an authoritative
third party, whereas the latter is a process leading to joint decision-making by
the disputing parties themselves as the culmination of an interactive process of
information exchange and learning. (Gulliver 1979:6-7)

Adjudication and negotiation involve different processes of handling disputes,
but these do not relate to any notions of social evolution of law. Yet, writings in
anthropology of law did for a long time place self-help and negotiation "at the
starting-point on an evolutionary continuum towards civilization" (Nader
1995:39). During the colonial period, the development of courts in Africa with
third party mechanisms was seen as part of the colonial powers' 'civilizing mis¬
sion'. For instance, the International Court of Justice was promoted for the settle¬
ment of international disputes by means of adjudication and arbitration, "a posi¬
tion ideologically consistent with the works of evolutionary social theorists"
(ibid.). Today, however, there has been a gradual ideological shift away from
courts for dispute-handling towards mediation and negotiation in international
disputes. In international water dispute negotiations, "it appears as if the ranking
preference for dispute-handling forums changes to mirror the distribution of in¬
ternational power" (Nader 1995:40). Currently negotiation rather than adjudica¬
tion seems to serve the interests of power-holding dominant nation-states.

The analysis provided by Nader has two important consequences. Firstly,
instead of looking how mechanisms of dispute settlement correlate with social
structure and/or political communities, we must also focus on legitimacy and
power, both in rhetoric and how it is perceived by different actors. For instance, in
an ideology emphasising harmony and mediation, "disputes about facts and legal
rights are transformed into disputes about feelings and relationships" (Nader
1991:53). Secondly, to maintain and restore harmony and peace in or between lo¬
cal communities could not simply be contrasted to adjudication in centralised so¬
cieties. Issues of power and legitimacy need to be taken into account. Negotiation
may be preferred by those who maintain power, particularly if they hold it unlikely
to gain in adjudication.

Dispute settlement between Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists
is the handling of disputes by means of adjudication and/or negotiation. Hence the
distinction between adjudication and negotiation could only be loosely applied to
my ethnography. The reason is that instances of adjudication are likely to include
important elements of negotiation, and vice versa. People may ideologically talk
in terms of adjudication, but settle the dispute through negotiation. The point is
that dispute settlement is "a form of public, collective activity" (Strathern
1985:124), in which both processes of adjudication and negotiation are likely to
be involved. The intervention of state administration in a dispute related to crop

damage is a public matter. But the social processes of maintaining 'peace' and
shaping 'justice' include important actions undertaken in private spheres and ex¬
pressions revealed in muted discourse.
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However, the public domain of dispute settlement in the Comoe Province
tends to be dominated by men. Fulbe men are responsible for herds, and have the
decision-making power over herds. Women may own cattle, but these are herded
by their kin-men (father, brothers) or—when they have been married for several
years—maybe by their husband. Similarly, farmers whose fields are exposed to
crop damage tend to be men. Women have individual access to farm land only 'in
the name of a man', because they cannot execute sacrifices in their own name. In
practice, however, a piece of land farmed individually by a female farmer once a
week (every five day on Sideradougou market-day) is considered as 'her' field.
Most cases of crop damage nevertheless appear to involve men. In fact, I have
only recorded one case of a female farmer in administrative dossier in the Sidera¬
dougou Department. Similarly, the Masters of the Earth are exclusively men. Fi¬
nally, most government officials involved in dispute settlement are men.

The gender dimension is thus important in dispute settlement. While men
dominate in all public domains of dispute settlement in the Comoe Province,
women are strikingly absent. But women may play important roles in the social
processes involved. Women are excluded from the politics of dispute settlement,
but maintain often key social relations even when a dispute is going on. Women
are thus both absent and present in dispute settlement; they do not have any formal
power, but may ensure social relations even during crisis. Women also tend to be
saved in outbreaks of violence, because no woman has been among the killed or
wounded people in the cases that I have been able to record.61 Yet, the issue of
women's involvement reveals different perceptions between local and external
actors. Local actors settle disputes and work to 'cool' down outbreaks of violence,
and mobilise thereby more or less powerful (male) actors, e.g. Masters of the
Earth, blacksmiths, government officials. External actors such as government of¬
ficials and various international actors do often recommend that women should be

represented in various conflict management committees in departments.62 A gov¬
ernment officials in Bobo-Dioulasso once told me that it would be better if women

were to become more involved, because they are more apt to reconciliation.
My approach to dispute settlement is processual in that dispute settlement

refers not only to explicit undertakings of actors to settle a dispute inside or out¬
side the state administration, but also to implicitly related activities and processes
beyond the public domains of dispute settlement. Here dispute settlement includes
the whole range of social processes linked to specific disputes. In practice, this
means that a particular attention is reserved to key social relations. Factors that
favour (or disfavour) a peaceful resolution of disputes do not need to be explicit.
In dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists, people may be neighbours and friends, but such relationships will not
necessarily come to the fore in public. For instance, neighbourhood may favour
that cases of crop damage are solved between the parties. But people may still

61
However, in the end of November 1997, there was a violent conflict between Mossi farmers and Ful¬

be agro-pastoralists in Gonkoro (a village in Karangasso-Vigue Department). One Fulbe woman is re¬
ported to have been thrown into the compound that a group of Mossi farmers had set in fire. The Fulbe
woman survived, but was wounded (L'Observateur Paalga, 15 January 1998:10).

Comite Departemental de Gestion des Conjlits.
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have perceptions of crop damage that are incompatible. A group may then feel that
they have the 'right' in a specific disagreement, a 'right' which could become an
incentive to ethnic mobilisation.

This study focuses explicitly on local dispute settlement, and includes both
'traditional' and 'modern' means of adjudication and/or negotiation. It seeks to
understand processes and actors that are locally seen as legitimate, and then ana¬
lyse the basis for that legitimacy. The point is to combine the analysis of the public
domain of dispute settlement in which specific categories (most of which are men)
tend to dominate with the more or less private domains in which both men and
women interact.

Ethnic Relations and Cultural Stereotypes
The ethnic dimension is central to dispute settlement between Karaboro farmers
and Fulbe agro-pastoralists, in which the application of distinctions between 'we'
and 'they' is central.63 In a recent volume entitled Peuls et Mandingues, the for¬
mation of ethnicity is regarded as a dialectical process, in which the interplay be¬
tween the internal dynamics and the requirements to balance power relationships
and social relations within the group on the one hand, and the dynamics of inter¬
action and of necessity to come to terms with the external world on the other (de
Bruijn & van Dijk 1997a:20-24). Three important elements prevailing in the his¬
tory of Fulbe-Mande interaction are identified. Firstly, the relationship between
political hierarchy and Islam because the opposition between Muslim and Pagan
is used to articulate the differences between Fulbe and Mande groups. Secondly,
oral traditions play a role of transmitting Fulbe and Mande perceptions and have a
function in articulating ethnicities. Thirdly, ethnicity manifests or transforms it¬
self in periods of relatively rapid change.

As the ethnographic account will demonstrate, all these three elements
prevail in dispute settlement of Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists.
Ethnic relations are articulated in the social field of dispute settlement. Disputing
parties often turn to stereotyping and boundary maintenance to underline differ¬
ence. In another context, however, the same individuals may stress what they have
in common and their shared identity, e.g. 'we're all peasants'. Here ethnic rela¬
tions are therefore approached as multiple, contextual and situational. The point is
that people have always felt themselves bounded by multiple identities as "new
identities do not wipe out old ones but are added to them" (Kopytoff 1987:73).
63 In the anthropological literature on ethnicity, there are two fundamental differences in how theorists
have referred to ethnic phenomena. Firstly, there are those approaching ethnic ties and sentiments as
primordial and even natural existing almost outside time. Ethnic identity has been 'essentialised' and
regarded as something that is given once-for-all. Secondly, there are those who focus on the instru¬
mental character of ethnic phenomena, stressing that "cultural and symbolic aspects of ethnicity are
accessory to fundamental struggles for scarce resources and political power, struggles in which the
ethnic constituency represents a 'site of mobilization'" (Smith 1994:707). Most scholars would pro¬
bably agree that identity processes are "dual and comprise aspects of meaning as well as politics in a
wide sense" (Eriksen 1993:76) and that, in this case, "African ethnicity deserves to be treated as a phe¬
nomenon more complex than either primordial identity or the flamboyant garb of self-interest" (Fardon
1996:142). But Richard Fardon further demonstrates how writers, who generalise on ethnicity recur¬
rently fall back to variants of these simple positions of primordialism and instrumentalism.
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Amselle refers to primordial syncretism, that is "a plurality of belonging at the be¬
ginning, which seemed to me to be the main characteristic of precolonial Africa"
(Amselle 1993:30). Rather than being exceptional, "the ethnically 'ambiguous'
society is but another indicator of the general fluidity of ethnic identity in Africa"
(Kopytoff 1987:7).

Ethnicity is not synonymous with cultural difference, but "culture is the
source material out of which ethnic difference is fashioned" (Burnham 1996:4). It
is therefore central to investigate not only "the ethnic boundary that defines the
group" (Barth 1969:15), but also the cultural stuff that it encloses in dispute set¬
tlement in the Comoe Province. Dispute settlement is part of the process of con¬
structing and reshaping 'we'/'they' dichotomies. Today, ethnic mobilisation has
become part of this dispute settlement. One identity may come to the fore in cer¬
tain conflict situations (e.g. peasant) whereas other identities (e.g. as Karaboro)
become less important. The contextual character of ethnic groups is thus central,
and urges for a moving back and forth between multi-ethnic and mono-ethnic per¬
spectives.

The Dyula concept si or sia is locally used to describe 'ethnic group' or
'race' (see also chapter 2). But si may also be applied to occupational status;
blacksmiths (numu) are seen as a si. Grazyel reports from Mali that si refers to a
trilogy of factors: "one's occupation; a style of life and values closely tied to that
occupation; and one's ancestry being traceable to other recognized members of
that si" (Grazyel 1990:38). Yet, if these factors change, an individual or group may
become identified with another si if s/he follows the occupation identified by that
si. "What is critical to realize is that none of these si (or any West African ethnic
group) are self-contained, isolated, independent units who affect each other only
as reciprocal externalities" (ibid.).

If we are to stress the multiple, contextual and situational nature of ethnic
relations, we certainly need to move beyond 'we'/'they' dichotomies. In local set¬
tings in Burkina Faso, people do not seem to have any problem to accept that 'we'
are among 'many' rather than in opposition to 'they'. People position themselves
in a pattern of different ethnic relations in local settings. The example of Fulbe and
Karaboro is illuminating in this respect, because one could argue that Fulbe agro-
pastoralists and Karaboro farmers are constituted in 'we'/'they' dichotomies; for
both groups 'they' represent to a large extent what 'we' are not.

Fulbe are Muslims and men of faith, and though many Karaboro are also
Muslims—at least most have Muslim names—they are above all regarded as peo¬
ple that worship fetishes. The Karaboro are represented by the Fulbe and other
Muslims as men of Bambaraya, who worship fetishes (ka jo son). Such dichoto¬
mies could not to be brought too far, because in specific situations, farmers distin¬
guish 'our Fulbe' from those coming from elsewhere. Those Karaboro who have
converted and pray regularly are more accepted by Fulbe than those who refute
Islam. However, Mossi farmers also represent 'they' to autochthonous farmers in
the Comoe Province. They represent the power, because they are said to have
'long arms' into state administration and thus they are not possible to challenge.
People of different agricultural groups often express frustrations about Mossi
immigrants, but they also fear them. A local politician stated that "the Mossi put
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fire on the powder [in their interpretation of the Land and Tenure Reorganisation,
my note], but the state does not say anything about it". The fact that this study was
conducted by myself, a European anthropologist, probably influenced the ways in
which notions of the 'they' were articulated.64 But my position as an in-law to a
Marka family ofjeli (bards or griots in French) put me in a somewhat intermediary
situation. For the Fulbe, the Marka are Haabe, but are also regarded as faithful
Muslims.65

As this study deals with the relations between Karaboro agriculturalists
and Fulbe agro-pastoralists, I will here describe some instances in which bounda¬
ries and stereotypes are articulated. Firstly, Fulbe and Karaboro ethos differ with
respect to livelihood. While Fulbe ideology is closely connected to pastoralism,
Karaboro ideology revolves around farming. Fulbe are widely recognised as
skilled herders all over West Africa. In the Comoe Province this is manifested by
the fact that Karaboro and other agricultural groups often employ Fulbe herders to
graze their cattle. Karaboro are farmers, who cultivate large fields. According to
local stereotypes, the Karaboro are pride growers of food. Yet, Fulbe regard
farming as a means to obtain food to live, but not wealth. Irwin reports from the
northern Burkina Faso that Fulbe conceded Haabe superiority in physical
strength, but that this was a double-edged compliment. Physical strength implied
to Fulbe that Haabe must "be good at agricultural labor, which Fulbe abhored, and
by extension that Haabe were ideally suited for enslavement by weaker but wilier
Fulbe" (Irwin 1981:14). Although many Fulbe in the Sideradougou Department
grow food, farming is not seen as a noble activity. Often Fulbe agro-pastoralists
engage farmers, e.g. Karaboro neighbours, to carry out agricultural tasks.

Secondly, whereas principles of Karaboro kinship are characterised by
double descent those of Fulbe have a patrilineal focus. When a maternal uncle dies
in a Karaboro farming community, the nephew (ZS) inherits mobile wealth, i.e.
money, wealth, and women.66 The nephew becomes like a father to the children of
the deceased maternal uncle. In other words, he becomes a father to his first cous¬

ins. This practice is abhorred by Fulbe, who perceive the wives of the maternal
uncle as 'mothers'. A Fulbe informant said that even if the youngest wife has the
same age as the nephew, she is a mother and impossible to marry. "It is bad, it is a
sin".67

Thirdly, ideally it is impossible for Karaboro and Fulbe to marry each
other. All informants strongly opposed to even think about it. Men of one group
may nevertheless admire women from the other, and vice versa.68 Fulbe women
are considered to be beautiful and admired by many, but on the same time they are

64 Thomas Bierschenk makes the point of European observers' influence in his analysis of a Fulbe se¬
minar that was held in the northern Benin. The German ethnologists who thought they participated in
the seminar as simple observers became important actors, in that their presence increased the prestige
of the organisers. The discovery of a collective identity was facilitated by the mediation and image sent
back by the European participants (Bierschenk 1995:477).
65 For instance, my Fulbe host claimed that, from the beginning, the mother of the Fulbe was a Marka
and their father was an Arab. For this reason, we jokingly agreed upon the fact that I had married
'their' mother.
66

Widows may refuse to marry the nephew (ZS) of their defunct husband (see also chapter 5).
67

A man ye, haram lo.
681 did never chat with women of how they perceive the men of the other group.
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unthinkable as marriage partners. Similarly, Fulbe young men may admire
Karaboro women as exemplified by a Fulbe herder:

Karaboro women are much more beautiful than Fulbe women. They have big¬
ger breasts, and they work much more. Fulbe women do not do anything else
than sell milk. But I cannot get a Karaboro wife.

Fourthly, friendship may be facilitated by the difference, i.e. those who are en¬
tirely different may be good advisors. My Fulbe host was often asked to advise and
mediate in marital disputes among farmers. He was regarded as neutral with less
vested interests. Similarly, young Karaboro and Fulbe men may become good
friends. Young people often drink beer together in the bars on Sideradougou mar¬
ket-day.

To sum up, there are several manifestations of the distinctions between
'we' and 'they', but these do not need to imply that relations are conflictual. In¬
stead, there is a forgiveness embedded in these relations, and people often refer to
'they' in terms like 'it is no use to get angry, because they are like that'. Hence,
cultural stereotypes prevail about most ethnic groups and in most settings. 'We'
are therefore not necessarily opposed to 'they', but 'we' are one group among
'many'.

Summary
In this chapter I have explored three sets of dimensions of agriculturalist-
pastoralist relationships: 1) the ecological and economic dimensions of land and
land-use, 2) the socio-political dimensions of law and politics, and 3) the ethnic
and cultural dimensions of ethnic relations. In particular, dispute settlement is a
social field in which various actors interact, and struggle over values and claims to
status, power and scarce resources. In this social field a disagreement may
'bounce back and forth' between situations, contexts and levels. Four main points
need to be recalled.

Firstly, agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships vary according to locality,
to person and to situation. There is 'a nexus of factors' that determines each con¬
text. However, concepts like conflict and cooperation are widely used to describe
agriculturalist-pastoralist relationships in West Africa. The painting of conflict
scenarios may be employed rhetorically to attain political goals (e.g. chase all
pastoralists). Similarly, cooperation and complementarity are often stressed in
mediation in villages. But both conflict and cooperation link to power and legiti¬
macy.

Secondly, symbolic and ecological concerns merge in matters of land and
land-use. Being not only a resource of utilitarian values, but also loaded with sym¬
bolic and political forces, land is a source of power, wealth and meaning. By land-
use I refer both to principles and practices, i.e. the socially approved and culturally
standardised mode of utilising land for survival and reproduction, and the actual
mode of relating to land and utilising it. Moreover, to understand land and land-
use, there is a need to analyse the interactions between different societal levels.
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Thirdly, whilst conflict is defined as the general struggle over values and
claims to status, power and scarce resources, I reserve dispute for the articulation
of disagreement inside or outside court. But the important distinction is the one
between the conflict situation (i.e. dispute, or violent conflict) and the conflict of
interests (i.e. the underlying conflict). The dispute between two parties is there¬
fore the articulation of a conflict of interests. This distinction helps to draw atten¬
tion to 'the bouncing back and forth' of a disagreement, fuelling both specific dis¬
putes in local settings and more general conflicts of interests.

Fourthly, even though Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agricultural¬
ists in many instances are constituted in 'we'/'they' dichotomies, it is important to
stress the multiple, contextual and situational nature of ethnic relations. There are
cultural stereotypes about most ethnic groups in the Comoe Province (and in
Burkina Faso in general). And to most people, 'we' are not necessarily opposed to
'they', but 'we' are among 'many'. Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists differ on several levels of interaction, e.g. farming ethos versus pas-
toralist ethos, and Islam versus the worship to the Earth and the ancestors. This is
not conflictual per se and could even be a strong reason to uphold friendship rela¬
tions.
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4. Politics of Land and Power
in Sideradougou

In this chapter the ethnographic account of land and power in the Sideradougou
Department revolves around Tiefo Masters of the Earth. Firstly, the origin of
Sideradougou will be narrated, mainly on the basis of oral history; the account
is informed by the theoretical thinking on the frontier process in general
(Kopytoff 1987) and the dynamics between peoples of the earth and peoples of
the power in a West African context in particular (Amselle 1990; Bazin 1985;
Launay 1982). The relations between the Tiefo Masters of the Earth and the
Dyula Village Chiefs will subsequently be discussed with reference to general
works on Mande peoples. Secondly, colonial and post-colonial impact on this
relationship will be described through the particular case of Sideradougou. The
colonial division in cantons articulated local socio-political relations of land
and power. Recent migratory movements, as well as the implementation of the
Land and Tenure Reorganisation, will further highlight how the dynamics be¬
tween peoples of the earth and peoples of the power are manifested in local
politics in contemporary the Sideradougou Department.

Tiefo Masters of the Earth in the
Dyula Melting Pot
The Sideradougou Department is one of 16 departments of the Comoe Province
(since 1996, the province counts 9 departments). It is located on the National
road 11, linking Banfora and Gaoua, some 65 km east of Banfora. The Sidera¬
dougou village, which is the 'capital' of the department, is situated on the
fringe of the Houet Province (see Map 4). The Sideradougou Department is
headed by the prefet, and today there are nearly 50 government employees in
charge there. According to the national census in 1985, the department had a
population of 20,683 inhabitants settled in 33 villages (INSD 1988). In the re¬
cent national census of 1996, the Sideradougou Department has 31,223 inhabi¬
tants (INSD 1997).

The Sideradougou village had 1,925 inhabitants in 1985; recent estima¬
tions hold that the centre hosts more than 2,600 people (CRPA 1995). There is
a market every five days, which corresponds to one week according to tradi¬
tional calendar. The market plays an important social and economic role for the
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Map 4: Sideradougou Department.

department. 'Friday markets' take place every 35 days, and are particularly im¬
portant social events. The 'Bamba bar' ('the bar of the caiman') often organises
a dancing evening (soiree dansante) at 'Friday markets'. A wide range of peo¬
ple of different ethnic groups reside in the department. They have come to
farm, to keep cattle, to make business or to work as government officials. But
three groups are of ancient origin: the Tiefo, the Dogossie and the Dyula.
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There are different versions of the origin of Sideradougou, and most are
contested by at least some actors. However, it is generally recognised that the
Tiefo were the first to settle there. The Tiefo are thus regarded as the firstcom-
ers. But contrasting versions were repeatedly presented to me during the field-
work. In some cases the story told was inconsistent with known historical
events. Sometimes I really had the impression that people just did not want to
tell me what they knew about Tiefo origin. The origin of those who founded
Sideradougou is of political significance as it legitimises current relations to
land and power. In the Sideradougou Department, Tiefo origin must, however,
be linked to the political and socio-cultural dominance of the Dyula. The Tiefo
are recognised as firstcomers, which is manifested in the function of Masters of
the Earth (dugukolotigi). But, in what one could label the Dyula Melting Pot,
important components of Tiefo identity have become 'dyulatised'. Throughout
this chapter I shall argue that in Sideradougou, Tiefo and Dyula could only be
understood in relation to each other, because they represent the power over land
and the power over people respectively. The historical account of this section is
based on a combination of written sources69 and oral narrations that I have re¬

corded in the field.
The so-called frontier perspective helps us to understand better the for¬

mation of African societies and the perpetuation of a pan-African culture.
The frontier perspective taken here is that of the local frontier, lying at the
fringes of the numerous established African societies. It is on such frontiers
that most African polities and societies have, so to speak, been 'constructed'
out of the bits and pieces—human and cultural—of existing societies. This
posits a process in which incipient small polities are produced by other similar
and usually more complex societies. (Kopytoff 1987:3)

Sideradougou may be regarded as a local frontier within which the political
culture has been forged by the interplay between firstcomers and latecomers.
The local frontier provides a model for interpretation of the historical develop¬
ment of Sideradougou. Kopytoff identifies a large number of principles of Af¬
rican political culture, e.g. a sense of hierarchy in social, political and ritual re¬
lations, the use of kinship idiom as an appropriate metaphor for political rela¬
tions in African political discourse, the principle of precedence (of being first)
linking "firstcomers to latercomers to lastcomers into a chain of hierarchy"
(Kopytoff 1987:53).

My basic point of departure is that power over land and power over
people provide a key to understand political culture in the Sideradougou De¬
partment, and, it seems to me, generally in West Africa. Amselle puts this quite
explicitly, when he argues that local theories of power in West Africa "cannot
be reduced to a simple creation of colonialism but result from an accord be¬
tween people of power and people of the earth—a pairing infiltrated by Islam
and by the colonial theory of conquest" (Amselle 1993:25).

69 To my knowledge, only one article has been published with explicit focus on the Tiefo (Hebert
1958), but the Tiefo are described here and there in other studies (Bernus 1960; Dacher 1997a; Hebert
1961; Kodjo 1986; Parenko & Hebert 1962; Person 1975).
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Painful Memories
The territory of the Ouattara70 kingdom of Gwiriko (Bobo-Dioulasso) was in¬
habited by a mosaic of peoples, among which one notes the Karaboro and the
Tiefo.71 Hebert reported that these peoples lived in a state of mutual hostility,
and never saw each other; if by chance someone crossed the limits of his
'country', he was killed or reduced to becoming a slave. Dominique Traore
notes that of all peoples of former Bobo 'country', the Tiefo were the most
warlike (Traore No date, quoted in Hebert 1958:381).

However, the 'Tiefo country' was disciplinary and well organised; its
inhabitants lived in peace with different neighbours (see Map 5). The Tiefo
were proud of their independence, and peaceful and warlike at the same time
(Hebert 1958:378). The socio-political organisation of Tiefo chieftaincy was
similar to that of Gan (Parenko & Hebert 1962:423). The Tiefo 'capital' was
Noumoudara, a village located on what is today the National road 7 between
Bobo-Dioulasso and Banfora.73 Yet, as early as 1958, the Tiefo language had
almost disappeared and was only spoken on isolated islands beneath the es¬
carpment (Hebert 1958:380). Today, people of the Tiefo ethnic group generally
speak Dyula.74

The Tiefo consider themselves to be people of legendary origin. How¬
ever, even the label 'Tiefo' is subject to different versions. The first explanation
I recorded says that Tiefo ancestors were brave as they could not make a sug¬
gestion in the morning which they would contest in the evening. If a Tiefo had
said that he would leave, he would always leave and never change that deci¬
sion. So it was held that this people said the truth (o sia keleni le bi tien fo). The
label 'Tiefo' is said to indicate that this group of people tell the truth. Secondly,
the French explorer Gustave Binger argued that 'Tiefo' designs what a man
says; tie for man and fo for say (Binger 1892:215).

Cire Ba & Ouattara suggested that the origin of 'Tiefo' must be traced in
a legend. Boua—a son of the founder (Sanake) of the 'Tiefo State' with its
capital Noumoudara—lost himself in the forests whilst hunting, and was taken

70 In many writings, the patronym Ouattara is spelt Watara to come closer to Dyula orthography. Today,
however, the patronym is carried by many people in the region, who spell it Ouattara. I have therefore
chosen to employ Ouattara as to stress that I regard the past through the politics of the present.
71

Other peoples were the Vigue, Dogossie, Komono, Nyenyegue (Bwa), Gouin, Turka (Traore No date,
quoted in Hebert 1958:381). During the campaigns of 1715-20, Famaghan Ouattara (a younger brother
of the king Seku Ouattara in Kong) and his companion Bamba had a mosaic of ethnic groups submitted
(Kodjo 1986:382).2

For instance, there was a friendship pact between the Tiefo and the Toussian. The Tiefo had good
rapport with the Karaboro, who did not hesitate to attack the troops of Samori when the latter returned
after the destruction of Noumoudara (Hebert 1958:385).
73 Hebert located the first Tiefo capital in Kombirigouan, not far away from Morobagasso close to the
Dogossie country. Around 1700 the first son of the king, called sie, was the head of a troop of about a
hundred warriors. Yet, for military reasons (it was difficult to defend Kombirigouan), the king decided
to move the capital to Noumoudara, a village founded by Tiefo blacksmiths, numu (Hebert 1958).
74

Attempts to classify the Tiefo language undertaken by P. Prost and Y. Person, were, according to He¬
bert, unfortunate because of incapable informants or just of the informants' bad will. Diornaga Wattara,
a Tiefo, who was a school-teacher, suggests that the Tiefo are very close the Gurunsi (Hebert No date-
fa: 1). In the field I have also heard on several occasions that the Tiefo are of Senoufo origin. On the
linguistic map of Burkina Faso made by the Research Institute for Social and Human Sciences
(IRSSH), the Tiefo language is classified as belonging to the Mande group (Kedrebeogo et al. 1988).
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by the troupes of Ouattara Tieba75, the king of Kong (Cire Ba & Ouattara
1923:260). Boua put his hunting talents at the disposal of his master. He or¬
ganised attacks and raids, and often he returned with spoils to share with his
companions. Boua soon became a true army chief and from this position he
bought his liberty. Yet, before returning to his father Sanake, the following an¬
ecdote has been narrated about Boua.

Boua was a friend of a young Ouattara prince and they organised raiding to¬
gether. One day, this prince talked to his brothers in the presence of Boua and
the prince was complaining that in spite of the services he had accomplished,
they did not consider his case. His brother answered him that he had a lot of
elder brothers and that he could not aspire for anything prior to them. Boua,
being the friend of the prince, said to the latter: 'let us go away from here and
search for our portion of the vast world'. The prince replied: "Who is this
boaster (yerefo in Dyula)?" It is this very word yerefo which, according to the
anecdote, later became Tiefo. (Cire Ba & Ouattara 1923:260, translation mine).
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Boua later became the head of the 'Tiefo State', and extended it through con¬

quests beyond the limits of Tiefo villages. He is said to have been ruling for 80
years! His son Siebi or Nake brought the 'Tiefo State' independent from the
Dyula King.76 Hebert pointed out that the origin of the Tiefo dependence on the
Dyula of Gwiriko was the capturing of Boua by Tieba Ouattara. This is the rea¬
son why most Tiefo still have the patronym Ouattara (Hebert 1958:261).

Another version of Boua as the founder of the 'Tiefo State' is provided
in a doctoral dissertation in history on the kingdom of Kong (Kodjo 1986). The
father of Boua was Nake who resided in the Tiefo 'capital' Noumoudara. Boua
was captured by Famaghan and brought to Kong to serve in the Ouattara army.
In Kong, Boua adopted the clan name (jamu) of his masters (Ouattara), which
he later imposed on his people (Kodjo 1986:461). Boua remained attached to
the Ouattara dynasty in Kong and Gwiriko. The 'Tiefo State' therefore became
the model for the Ouattara to govern the Gwiriko kingdom. Boua participated
in the construction of the Gwiriko and provided it with money, cereals and es¬
pecially troops (ibid.:503).

The French administrator Louis Tauxier wrote about the Tiefo in unpub¬
lished notes from 1930s.77

The current Tiefo pretend that they were independent and only allied and not
subjects to the chiefs of Kong. They helped them to constitute an army [faire
colonne] and had the right to part of the booty they took. In fact, they were vas¬
sals to the chiefs of Kong, but as they had accepted their hegemony with good
grace and finished to call themselves relatives to the Dyula Ouattara, they
could, finally, pretend to be their allies. (Tauxier, quoted in Dacher 1997a:86,
translation mine)

The relations to Dyula in Kong and Gwiriko appear to be central to understand
the history of what is today the Tiefo. They are demonstrating bonds to Kong
(patronym, language, Boua) and simultaneously demarcating that they are
coming from nowhere, that they are firstcomers.

About 100 years ago Sideradougou was the scene of events that have
left painful memories to people of the region. In June 1897, the Dyula Emperor
Samori Toure, often called Almamy, arrived in Sideradougou.78 He came from
Kong, which he had already conquered, and started to go towards the capital of
the Dyula kingdom Gwiriko (Bobo-Dioulasso). For military reasons, Sidera¬
dougou came to be the ideal place for Samori to settle temporarily. Samori
hesitated whether he would continue or not. He knew that French conquerors
were progressing towards Bobo-Dioulasso, and saw them as potential allies at
that very moment. Samori entered Sideradougou without any resistance, be¬
cause the Tiefo living in Sideradougou had evacuated the lower parts of their
country. Instead, the Tiefo had joined their legendary chief Amoro in Noumou-

75 Hebert nonetheless held that Boua, who at this moment already headed the Tiefo country, was taken
by Famagan Ouattara, the younger brother of the new ruler of Kong, Seku Ouattara (Hebert 1958:382).
7 This was under the rule of Diori Ouattara, one of the successors of Famaghan Ouattara, whose reign
lasted 1809-1839 (Hebert 1958:382).
77 Michele Dacher has kindly provided me with a copy of the entire writings about the Tiefo in the
'Fonds Tauxier' at Musee de l'Homme in Paris.
78 The impressive work of Yves Person, edited in three volumes entitled Samori: Une revolution dyula
(Person 1969; Person 1970; Person 1975), is extremely rich and wealthy of this legendary leader. Here
I only refer to the specific events of the destruction of Noumoudara.
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dara on the escarpment (Hebert 1958). Thus Samori entered Sideradougou and
constructed a large fortified camp there (Person 1975:1881).

Samori knew very well about the Tiefo warriors who had defeated Tieba
Traore in the battle of Bama in which Amoro, the chief of the Tiefo, had been
the great winner. The question of what made Samori advance towards Nou-
moudara, the Tiefo capital, is controversial. Some argue that the authorities in
Gwiriko, notably princess Guimbi Ouattara, encouraged Samori to attack
Amoro. In Sideradougou, Samori is said to have received a delegation led by
Mamourou-Gouena Traore—the son of the marabout Saguedi Traore in Bobo-
Dioulasso—who carried with him a large sum in gold.79 In a letter that the mes¬
senger gave to Samori Saguedi Traore prayed Samori to leave the country
(Hebert 1961:39). Others hold that Tiefo warriors had attacked some of Sam¬
ori's men when he prepared himself to return to Kong and leave the region (see
Hebert 1961).

It is far outside the scope of this study to discuss the reasons behind
Samori's attack, but the historical fact is that Samori attacked Noumoudara at
the end of July and at the beginning of August 1897 resulting in its destruction.
In the days preceding the attack, Samori, according to Cire Ba & Ouattara, sent
a messenger saying to Amoro: "Small infidel [Bambaratieni], keep your break¬
fast for me. I will wash my hands in your blood to eat it". But Amoro then re¬
plied: "Death is unique. God has washed our fear from our heart" (Cire Ba &
Ouattara 1923:262, translation mine). The destruction of Noumoudara is legen¬
dary and regarded as one of the most cruel of the era, worse than that of Kong.
The Tiefo people were never able to recover after the massacre (Person
1975:1885). The army of Samori also suffered great losses.80 Rightly or
wrongly, old Tiefo consider that the Dyula of Bobo-Dioulasso were responsible
for their ruin (Hebert 1958:385). But the fact is that while Samori did not do
anything against Bobo-Dioulasso—he even went there incognito—other peo-
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pies fought against him.

The consequences of the Noumoudara massacre were enormous for the
Tiefo.82 They had been powerful and respected, but were decimated into less
than 3,000 in total in the 1950s (Hebert 1958:402). The passage of Samori left
painful memories to peoples of the entire region. Whole villages were emptied
after the raids of the sofa (warriors) of Samori. In a report from January 1898,
it is stated that Sideradougou, a large village long-time occupied by the sofa,

79 The delegation is also said to have carried gifts from the legendary princess Guimbi Ouattara and
Zelelou Sanon, head of the Bobo-Dyula. In the eyes of Guimbi Ouattara, Amoro embodied the animist
revolt which eroded the Ouattara empire (Person 1975:1884).
80

For instance, a son of Samori called Mamagoue Sara Sekou lost his life in the battle, which made
Samori decide to go to the battle-field himself (Hebert 1958:398).
81 For instance, the Dogossie fought to stop the passage of the troops of Samori. The Toussian and the
Turka joined Amoro and the Karaboro attacked Samori's troops after the destruction of Noumoudara.
Tiefo also came from other areas, e.g. Sideradougou, Degue-Degue, Sissine and Moussobadougou to
fight together with Amoro (Hebert 1958:397).
82 Samori was captured by the French close to Liberia in September 1898, and died in exile in Gabon in
1900. The surviving Tiefo got to know about the capturing of Samori. They were satisfied, but there
were too many ruins, too much grief, and they were too dispersed. Therefore, they did not make any
public celebrations on this occasion (Hebert 1958:402).
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was not totally in ruins and the inhabitants were moving back (Lt Modeste,
quoted in Hebert 1958:403).

Today, many anecdotes circulate about the destruction of Noumoudara,
and the consequences for people living there today. According to one, people
will never give water to drink—dunaji, that is, the stranger's water which is an
act of hospitality—to someone with the patronym Toure (after Samori Toure).
But things also begin to change, because the centenary of the destruction of
Noumoudara was celebrated in December 1997. It was organised by the Tiefo
socio-cultural organisation Association de Developpement Tiefo Amoro
(ADTA).

Local Versions of Sideradougou Origin
The Tiefo are generally recognised as the autochthonous (dugulen) population
or firstcomers in the Sideradougou area (mora), but in practice different Tiefo
families hold that position in specific areas.83 I shall here concentrate on Side¬
radougou and Degue-Degue where the main fieldwork was carried out. The
analysis seems, however, to be valid for other areas of the Tiefo 'country'.

Land in Sideradougou village is divided between three Masters of the
Earth (dugukolotigi): those of Tanga, Gouandougou and Noumousso. The name
Sideradougou is said to stem from a man called Sidari. He settled in the area
and it later became Sidaridugu, i.e. the village of Sidari. The toponym was later
transformed to Sideradougou by French colonial administration. Some infor¬
mants hold that Sidari came from Kong (the capital of the Dyula kingdom). Si¬
dari is said to have been the founder of Sideradougou.

According to a second version, Sidari's real name was Togo. If someone
was to go to Togo, the person said, un bi ya Togoso ('I go to Togo's home' in
Tiefo). Land therefore belongs to Togo and his agnatic male descendants, who
are today the Masters of the Earth. But this version holds that Togoso—as peo¬
ple refer to him—was the same person as Sidari. People said, an bi ta si dari
('We are going to demand for life' in Dyula). In a country of elephants and li¬
ons, there was a place where people were safe, and could 'demand for life', that
is, to settle. This is how Sideradougou got its name.

A third version holds that Sidari came to Togoso, who lived in the area
prior to him. Togoso was a Tiefo, who originated from the Gouandougou vil¬
lage (some 15 km eastwards of Sideradougou) and he received Sidari as his
guest. When Togoso died, Sidari became the Master of the Earth. This infor¬
mant held that the Tiefo originate from Kong. Three brothers of the same
mother (badenya) left Kong because of rivalry (fadenya, lit. being children of
the father), which for a long time has been a very common reason for migra-

83 There are Tiefo Masters of the Earth (dugukolotigi) in Tanga (close to Sideradougou), Noumousso,
Degue-Degue, Gouandougou and Faradyan (Chinchianchin).
84 In fact, badenya represents the intimacy of brothers or sisters of the same mother, assuming that the
father is the same. Yet, fadenya assumes an element of competition as children of different mothers
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Other versions of the origin of Sideradougou reflect an unwillingness to
discuss the matter. Several informants said that they simply do not know from
where Sidari came. The question of origin is sensible to many Tiefo. The Tiefo
did not come from anywhere, the argument goes, because they are the auto¬
chthonous population (dugulen) of the area. There is a fear among these infor¬
mants to reveal any foreign origin of the Tiefo. The Tiefo authority over land
would be lost if it became evident that even the Tiefo are strangers (duna). A
key informant in Sideradougou nonetheless held that the Tiefo originate from
Kong. This is confirmed by the sayings, recorded by Hebert, that the Tiefo were
Masters of the Earth in Kong. Formerly Tiefo country was called 'Kong Tiefo'
and one branch of Tiefo had stayed in Kong and become 'dyulatised' (Hebert
No date-b:2).

However, it appears as if Kodjo provides a clue to our understanding of
all these 'bits and pieces' about the origin of Sideradougou. To administer the
Gwiriko, the Ouattara had established several residences comparable to provin¬
cial capitals, e.g. Noumoudara, Soubakaniedougou, Sindou and Sideradougou
(Kodjo 1986:502). Sideradougou was founded by Sidari, who was a faithful
general of Famaghan Ouattara (ibid.). This contradicts the notion of Sidari as
the firstcomer, who settled on unoccupied land. Instead, he was a military
commander of Gwiriko. This contradiction highlights that the conception of
people of power and people of the earth is central to local political culture.

In general there exist linkages between different Tiefo settlements. For
instance, different versions of the origin of Degue-Degue village indicate such
linkages. The son of Sidari, whose name was Konkonden, went to learn hunt¬
ing skills in the area where the village of Degue-Degue is situated today. It is
from this learning (dege dege) that the village name is derived.85 In principle,
such intricate relations between the ancient Tiefo villages are central with re¬

spect to land and land-use. A Tiefo Master of the Earth told me that
the authority of Tanga in sacrifices covers Kassandcn, Noumousso and Degue-
Degue. Tanga could take those villages in charge and they know that in respect
of sacrifices they are under the authority of Tanga

It seems as if Tanga—a village located 5 km outside Sideradougou—and
Gouandougou are the most ancient Tiefo settlements. These villages are said to
have been founded by two brothers (koro ani dogo), who shared the territory
between them. Ritually, Tanga and Gouandougou seem to be recognised even
today. Yet, despite the principles of hierarchy between firstcomers and latecom¬
ers even among the Tiefo lineages, when it comes to the practical distribution
of land, each Master of the Earth is independent.

have not the same status. To be firstcomer is important even here. The first wife has a higher status than
the second and so on.
85

According to the Tiefo in Degue-Degue, the first person in the site was Tenin, a female captive who
had succeeded in escaping from Tieba. Later, a man called Moussa arrived, Tenin asked Moussa (as he
was a man) to carry out sacrifices to the spirits of the earth. Tenin and Moussa lived together and
became like siblings. Moussa married a woman called Lamdajan, who gave birth to children, but Tenin
did never get any children of her own. Hence the children of Moussa and Lamdajan are regarded as the
descendants of Tenin, thus these descendants are still Masters of the Earth. However, Konkonden, the
son of Sidari, came to the site later, when Moussa and Tenin were already dead. Konkonden became the
king (masa) in Degue-Degue.
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The interesting point here is that the historical relations between those
villages are reproduced through generations. This represents a well-known as¬
pect of local political culture in West Africa (and probably elsewhere). For in¬
stance, in an intricate analysis of a Kpelle chiefdom in Liberia, Murphy &
Bledsoe hold that territory and kinship are the basic historical reference points
in Kpelle political life. "History at each of these levels [a district, a village, or a
quarter] is 'owned' by the elders of the group that owns the relevant area and it
legitimizes their dominance by highlighting the role of their ancestors in the
events leading to its foundation" (Murphy & Bledsoe 1987:125). In this line of
thought, I would argue that the oral narrations of Tiefo origin indicate clearly
that socio-political legitimacy in Sideradougou is grounded in the 'mythical
history' of Tiefo as 'firstcomers'.

People of Power and People of the Earth
The Tiefo living in Sideradougou 'country' (jamana) are thus regarded as
firstcomers to the area. They are Masters of the Earth, who are in charge of
maintaining the symbolic and religious bonds to the ancestors and the spirits of
the earth. The Master of the Earth or Earth Priest (chef de terre in French) is a
common institution for the majority of rural societies on the savanna. The
Dyula term for Master of the Earth is dugukolotigi; dugukolo refers to land, and
tigi is the owner, the proprietor. However, this ownership has little to do with
any modern Western notions of the concept. The power of the Master of the
Earth is not primarily a political one, but rather a spiritual and religious one.
This does not, of course, exclude a political authority, but reflects nevertheless
a common division of power in many societies of the West African savanna.
The political stratification distinguishes between firstcomers (people of the
earth) and conquerors (people of power). There have to be first occupants and
conquerors, because the practice of power in the whole Sudano-Sahelian zone
requires that there is an alliance between people of power and people of the
earth (Amselle & Bazin 1988:327). However, firstcomers are only first by
name, because they have been preceded by a series of peoples (Amselle
1990:59).

According to the common village legend, the firstcomer of an area got
permission to settle there from the spirits of the Earth. He established relations
with the site and its former inhabitants. These inhabitants were spirits (jinna),
because, at least according to the village legend, no human yet lived in the area.
In many versions of the settlement in the region, the firstcomers are hunters.
'When out hunting, our ancestor crossed an area, which he liked and where he
decided to settle...' is a common way to explain how the site was chosen.86 The

86 Based on findings of his fieldwork among the Lobi in Burkina Faso, Jan Ovesen has drawn my at¬
tention to the symbolic connotating agriculture to hunting. Lobi migrations during several hundred ye¬
ars have been gradual. A hunter is first sent out to recognise sites for possible new settlements, as the
system of tilling the land entails degradation and eventually exhaustion of the soil. Hence the Lobi
hunter may be seen as the symbolically dynamic force of the society and most explanations of mytho-
historical events are ascribed to the activities of hunters (Jan Ovesen, personal communication).
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first settler then made sacrifices to the spirits of the site. The spirits assured that
land would be fertile and that misfortunes would be avoided. The first settler
was the first (to settle, to farm, and to sacrifice), wherein his legitimacy was
grounded.

The first settler is responsible for maintaining bonds with the earth and
thus holds the office of Master of the Earth. If he does not live any longer, his
eldest living agnatic male descendant is Master of the Earth. He addresses the
spirits of the earth on behalf of all people that have settled through him. The
descendants of the first settler address the spirits through their ancestor. They
may not address the spirits themselves, but must pass through their ancestors.
The cult to the spirits of the earth progressively seems to integrate the ancestor
cult; the importance of being first is clearly articulated here.

In his study on land tenure in Upper Volta at the time of national inde¬
pendence in 1960, Jean-Louis Boutillier identified two forces involved in the
authority of Masters of the Earth (Boutillier 1964:40-41). Firstly, for reasons of
conquest, there are often overlappings of land mastery (chefferies de terre) on
the same geographical space. For instance, a group of first settlers leaves and is
later replaced by another group of people. Secondly, overlappings are also en¬
countered when first settlers have acquired power over large surfaces, which
are too large for the group that 'owns' them. The Master of the Earth of an area
holds the supreme responsibility to the spirits of the earth, but different lineages
settled in different sites become responsible 'in their own name'. His authority
could be said to both increase (more people to receive) and decrease (less direct
influence) by the arrival of latercomers. For instance, a vast part of the Mango-
dara Department belongs to the Master of the Earth in Tomikorosso, a small
village 3 km south of Mangodara.87

The religious and symbolic functions of Master of the Earth are evident
in the Sideradougou Department. When a new settler arrives and wants to farm,
he has to address the Master of the Earth directly, or pass through the interme¬
diary of his host (Jatigi). The Master of the Earth tells him to bring first one
cock (which has already crowed) and one hen. These are sacrificed; the hen in
the name of the village and the cock in the name of the bush. Often the very act
of sacrifice is executed by a Master of the Knife (murutigi), who assists the
Master of the Earth. If the sacrifice is accepted, the chicken falls on its back.
But if the chicken falls on its belly, the sacrifice has not been accepted by spir¬
its and the person must consult a diviner to find out where the problem lies. If
and when new sacrifices are accepted by the spirits, the person may start to
clear the land. Yet, when he wants to build a house, he is asked to bring a goat,
some dolo (sorghum beer) and two chickens (one cock and one hen). The eld¬
ers go—under the tutorship of Master of the Earth—to the site of the future
house to make the sacrifices in order to authorise the person to settle. They
have to carry out this sacrifice to transform the bush into village, to make cul-

87 The inhabitants of Tomikorosso consider themselves to be descendants of the Tebe. This fact is ap¬
parently unknown to most people in Mangodara, who argue that the firstcomers are Komono. The latter
are regarded as the autochthonous population, but this is contested by the elders in Tomikorosso. They
argue that the Komono are conquerors, who uphold the position masa (king).
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ture out of nature, because it is strictly forbidden to make love in the bush. The
new settler is also told to follow specific restrictions in respect of land-use. For
instance, he is obliged to spare important fruit trees: nere (Parkia biglobosa),
karite (Butyrospermum paradoxum), balanzan (Acacia albida) and tamarind
('Tamarindus indica).

Every family—whether newcomers or firstcomers—has to bring two
chickens (one cock and one hen) at the beginning of the farming season. The
hen is sacrificed at sacred sites in the village in order to bring good harvests
and fortune, and to ensure that the women will be fertile. The cock is sacrificed
to the ancestors in the compound of each family. Thus all Tiefo families makes
their own sacrifices, but the strangers (duna) bring the two chickens to Master
of the Earth. The Muslims do not assist at these events, but they still bring two
chickens. The cock is then sacrificed in the compound of the family of the host
(jatigi). Ritually, the relation between the stranger and the host is thereby
strengthened (see also chapter 9).

Formerly, families who had settled in the territory of a Master of the
88

Earth, brought two tines of maize and two tines of sorghum. These were the
most important cereals. Rice could also be given to the Master of the Earth as a

gift (not for sacrifices). But today many families do not bring cereals any
longer or just one tine after harvest. The Master of the Earth may, however, in¬
form all residents and ask for contributions if there are occasional sacrifices to

be carried out.

The Master of the Earth represents an important locus of power as it en¬
sures favourable relations to the spirits of the Earth. For instance, a Tiefo Mas¬
ter of the Earth once complained about the high price of maize; if cereal prices
are too high, rains will not come. Even the poor must eat, and one should not
speculate with 'sacred cereals', i.e. maize, sorghum and millet. It is a sacrilege,
because merchants should not enrich themselves on these cereals. Conse¬

quently, the Master of the Earth said that he would contact the prefet (the head
of department) to force merchants to reduce the price of maize: "If it was
groundnuts, they could sell them for 5,000 F if they wanted, but not maize, sor¬
ghum and millet".

The power of the Masters of the Earth is thus primarily linked to the
maintenance of peace and well-being for those who reside on the territory.
However, two aspects contribute to make this power structure relatively weak.
First, the deconcentration inherent in the arrival of latecomers implies that there
are many Masters of the Earth, i.e. heads of lineages and segments of lineages.
The descendant of the first Master of the Earth is supremely responsible for
sacrifices, especially important ones in times of social crisis. For instance, in
case of bloodshed he has to conduct sacrifices to repair and to purify the earth.
Secondly, the Master of the Earth has a certain power, but rarely refuses anyone
to settle. If the sacrifice is not accepted, the person consults a diviner. Having
undertaken the required actions recommended by the diviner, the person will

88 The measure tine is like a bucket used in Burkina Faso. One tine corresponds to about 15 kg. Today
the price of one tine of maize fluctuates between 1,300 and 2,000 FCFA (100 FCFA=1 FF) in Sidera-
dougou.
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Figure 1: Tiefo Master of the Earth. The Tiefo Masters of the Earth are first
and foremost farmers who grow crops themselves. But they are simultaneously
hosts with rights and duties towards their strangers.

return to the Master of the Earth with two new chickens and so on, until it is
accepted (i.e. the chicken falls on its back). In case there is simply no land left
to settle on, normally people would not even ask for land.

There are thus limits as to what extent the Master of the Earth could ex¬

ercise any political power of significance. His authority is both strengthened
and circumscribed by the arrival of latecomers. The reason is that latecomers
have to address the Master of the Earth thereby recognising his authority. But at
the same time these latecomers outnumber rapidly the autochthonous popula¬
tion and become conquerors. This frustrates the Tiefo Masters of the Earth in
the sense that their authority is progressively challenged. Yet, it is shameful to
refuse someone who wants to grow food to survive. An informant expressed it
as follows:
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Our dugukolotigi has pity. But if you have pity for someone, he will become a
lion that will catch you.

The Tiefo have lost in power and consideration, but their authority as the
firstcomers is still recognised. Hence these people, with a history of warfare
and glory, find themselves decimated in terms of number and prestige. The
Tiefo have lost their language and today speak Dyula. There are few speakers
of the Tiefo language.89 Today all Tiefo—except those who are descendants of
a Tiefo mother, but with a father of another group, e.g. Coulibaly—have a
Dyula patronym: Ouattara. Griffeth comments on the use of Dyula (Mande)
patronyms among the Tiefo and Komono. "What was happening is that they
had begun to identify what was to them, apparently, recognizably superior fea¬
tures of the immigrant's culture as indicated by their preference for Mande
names" (Griffeth 1971:174). But despite the Ouattara patronym, the Tiefo do
not identify themselves with the Dyula. They are legitimate 'owners' of the
land, but have not much political power. In Burkina Faso, the Tiefo ethnic
group is among those referred to as 'disappearing', and they would ultimately
'become' Dyula. But the Tiefo remain Masters of the Earth, a crucial function
for the maintenance of society as well as for Tiefo identity.

The Dyula, in turn, do not aspire to become Masters of the Earth. In¬
stead they have occupied the function of village chief, of dugutigi, or Master of
the Village in Sideradougou.90 Historically different Dyula families arrived
from Kong. According to one informant, the first to arrive was Traore: "If you
look at the names, the Ouattara and the Traore are siblings [koro ani dogo], but
the Traore are not Tiefo". The Danyogo were the second Dyula group to arrive
in Sideradougou, and even today they occupy the Village Chief office there.
Another informant holds that the Danyogo were the second to come after the
Tiefo. Baserikoro and Bamory Danyogo came to stay with Sidari (the founder
of Sideradougou). They were big men and war heroes, and Sidari decided to let
them stay with him. As it was the era of slavery, the Sidari family later captured
two women, who were given away as wives to the Danyogo. After the Traore
and the Danyogo, the Toure arrived in Sideradougou. The Toure were 'men of
the Koran', and still today, the imam of Sideradougou is a Toure. So different
Dyula families came from Kong and the Dyula occupied the Village Chief of¬
fice in Sideradougou. As already mentioned (see chapter 2), this was a strategy
of the Ouattara of Gwiriko to ensure political control of the Tiefo (Person
1975:1876).

The central question is to understand why the autochthonous Tiefo
handed over the political power to the stranger Dyula. The term 'Dyula' has at
least two senses: 1) it "could be used to refer to any trader, regardless of his
origins and language"; and 2) it "could also be used to refer specifically to eth¬
nic category membership" (Launay 1982:2). In regions of contemporary Mali,
the Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso "all native speakers of Manding called them-

891 once interviewed the only (!?) Tiefo who still speaks their language in Sideradougou. He had earlier
been interviewed by European [probably German, my note] linguists.
90 In this study, 1 use the term Village Chief, because this office has often been supported by French
colonial administration designed by the term chef de village.
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selves Dyula, whether they were actively engaged in trade or not" (Launay
1982:2). Dyula identity is tightly connected with Islam; "to be Dyula is to be
Muslim" (Launay 1992:ix).

To understand the relations of Tiefo Master of the Earth and the Dyula
Village Chief in Sideradougou we need to look into this 'division of labour'
regionally. Amselle and others have demonstrated that people are Pagan,
firstcomers or Bambara in relation to Muslims or conquerors (Amselle
1990:186). There are several dimensions in which the Tiefo and the Dyula may
be regarded as opposed. For the Dyula in the Ivory Coast, "the fundamental di¬
vision lay [...] between the global categories of 'Dyula' and 'Senufo'" (Launay
1982:17).

A first dimension differentiates the Tiefo and the Dyula in terms of oc¬
cupational status. The Tiefo are peasants (senekela), and live in the bush. One
Tiefo informant stated:

We are peasants, who live in the bush. We've not the time to spend for admini¬
stration. Therefore it was better that the Dyula, who do not cultivate, took over
the village chief function. But the sacrifices are still done by the Tiefo. No-one
else could do it.

This statement could be a way to justify the present situation, but it also reveals
the different goals worth striving for by the respective group. The emphasis of
farming and living in the rural area is central to Tiefo identity. Hunting is also
important to these legendary warriors.

For the Dyula, agriculture is, on the contrary, not a preferential occupa¬
tion. Three principal occupations bring prestige in Dyula society in Korhogo:
warfare, trade and scholarship (Launay 1982). All these three occupations de¬
pended ultimately on the control of labour. Slaves were useful as soldiers in
wars, but "[cjontrol over labour was a vital concern to both traders and schol¬
ars, in the one instance because it could be converted directly or indirectly into
capital, in the other instance because it permitted the individual to withdraw
from the processes of production for the purposes of study" (Launay
1977:417). Different occupational priorities are also articulated in space. The
Dyula are city-dwellers and the Tiefo rural inhabitants. Even today, the Dyula
live, for instance, in the 'town' of Sideradougou, while the Tiefo reside in small
villages, e.g. Tanga and Degue-Degue.

A second dimension of Tiefo and Dyula difference relates to religion.
Islam is of main importance for Dyula identity, and a growing number of Tiefo
convert to Islam. Yet, the distinction between Dyula and Tiefo is very much one
of religious belonging. The religious dimension is indeed fundamental to social
life in local settings of the region. The term bambaraya signifies the way of the
Bambara. It is used to label all Senufo, non-Muslim peoples (Banmana). In
Korhogo, the Dyula refer to the Senufo by the term Banmana, "which strictly
speaking denotes a 'pagan'" (Launay 1982:17). But Bambara peoples have al¬
most nothing in common, but they are regarded as similar by the Dyula (Bazin
1985:98). This recalls that the Muslim Emperor Samori addressed Amoro, the
Tiefo chief, with the term Bambaratieni, i.e. small infidel (Cire Ba & Ouattara
1923:262).
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Banmana designera done le sauvage, le pai'en (banmana fin) mais egalement le
noir ou l'autochtone, le premier occupant par opposition au conquerant mais
encore au citadin ou au musulman, a l'homme rouge ou a l'homme blanc.
C'est a la pensee coloniale qu'il reviendra de transformer ce toponyme ou cette
categorie fonctionnelle en race ou en ethnie pure pour rendre compte de
1'histoire, e'est-a-dire justifier la conquete. (Amselle 1990:80)

If it is generally true, as Amselle argues, that French colonisation transformed
the toponymic term 'Banmana' into a functional category of 'race' or 'ethnic
group', we need to consider the colonial impact on the particular relations be¬
tween the Tiefo Masters of the Earth and the Dyula Village Chiefs. In chapter
2,1 discussed the role of the Dyula in the colonial enterprise in their position as
intermediaries between the French and the peoples living in the region. These
Dyula intermediaries doubled, tripled, even tenfolded the tax, ordered 'forced
labour', looted granaries, removed women etc. (Dacher 1997a). Dacher reports,
for instance, that in the collective memory of the Gouin, the Ouattara colonisa¬
tion merely represents the first decades of French colonisation. However, after
the first years of 'Dyula States', the French colonial administration tried to
follow ethnic lines when dividing the country. For instance, a son of the Tiefo
chief Amoro (Siebi) survived the destruction of Noumoudara by escaping dur¬
ing the night. He later became the chief of the Noumoudara canton (Cire Ba &
Ouattara 1923:264).

As early as 1920, the Bobo-Dioulasso cercle had acquired a common
structure with three circumscriptions: the subdivisions of Banfora, Hounde and
Bobo-Dioulasso. A printed document of the division of cantons, the title of
which I can neither date nor identify, was handed to me by a former prefet of
Banfora.91 According to this document, what is today the Sideradougou De¬
partment was divided between three cantons: the Komono canton (mainly the
Mangodara Department); the canton of Noumoudara for 24 Tiefo villages, e.g.
Noumoudara, Peni, Degue-Degue, and Tanga; and the vast Sideradougou can¬
ton for the Dogossie country, including 140 villages, among which we may no¬
tice Sideradougou, Ouo and Kouere. In the Sideradougou village, the Village
Chief office was occupied by the father of Bala Danyogo, the present-day Vil¬
lage Chief.

The division of cantons followed perceived ethnic boundaries. Each
canton should have an autochthonous chief. Despite this, French colonial ad¬
ministration designed a Gouin (Kone Nyagwan) to command the Karaborola in
1917. From 1924 his power was extended to Dogossie canton. Kone Nyagwan
was based in Tiefora until his destitution in 1946 (see also chapter 5). Kone
Nyagwan is notorious in the entire region.92 He is said to have been extremely
cruel in recruiting people for 'forced labour'. According to Rene Ouin, a
French student in administration who made his exam work on the Karaboro,
Kone Nyagwan was as a man with plenty of initiatives. He installed a true dic-
tature, which disaffected the peasants but allowed the creation of 300 km of

91 Given the division of cantons, I nevertheless estimate that the document dates from the 1920s. For
instance, Sideradougou did not yet depend on Kone Nyagwan, the head of Karaborola canton, when
the document was established. Sideradougou depended on Kone Nyagwan between 1932 and 1946.
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Nyagwan is a nickname in Dyula, which may be roughly translated as referring to someone that is
tiresome for others, someone who brings problems.
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roads, several bridges, fruit tree plantations, rice fields, markets and a medical
centre (Ouin 1953:29). Kone Nyagwan had attended school, and was therefore
more influential than other canton chiefs.93

The Tiefo living in the Sideradougou area were, initially, commanded
from Noumoudara by Ouattara Seibi, the son of Amoro. Later, however, the
southern parts of this canton—i.e. the Tiefo country in the Sideradougou
area—were attached to the Komono canton (Mangodara).94 The Komono can¬
ton was, in turn, integrated into the Karaborola canton after the death of its
former chief (Ouattara Bassawate). The Tiefo living in Sideradougou were
thereby commanded by Kone Nyagwan from 1938.

During this period the canton chiefs had much power. French colonial
administration relied on these individuals to command according to the classic
divide et impera. It was not uncommon that these chiefs made arbitrary deci¬
sions and ensured themselves an important supply of women. In the minds of
today's inhabitants, Kone Nyagwan has left painful memories. For instance,
one intellectual Karaboro man said rather bitterly that "toutes ces exactions ont
ete acceptees par le colon". The canton chiefs should both be competent and
obedient, i.e. to bring in taxes, recruit workers for forced labour and to be good
examples in growing crops imposed by colonial administration. The admini¬
stration was, however, caught between two contradictory demands: either to
nominate legitimate, but illiterate chiefs, or to chose literate retired soldiers
(.tirailleurs from World War I), but of dependent offspring (Amselle 1990:240-
41). The reign of Kone Nyagwan could definitely be understood as the latter
category. He had been to school, but enjoyed no legitimacy in Karaborola, ex¬
cept the power granted to him through colonial administration. The reign of
Kone Nyagwan was ended by this administration, after having been threatened
to death by the Karaboro (Ouin 1953:27) due to his abuse of power. Yet, the
cantons of Karaborola, Haut-Komono (Tiefo 'country' in Sideradougou area,
but excluding the Sideradougou village) and Bas-Komono (Mangodara) were
left without a chief for a moment. The 'forced labour' was abolished in 1946,
and there-after new canton chiefs were identified.95

The complex administrative manoeuvres undertaken in the region with
respect to territorial division highlights the political use of ethnicity by French
colonial administration. Different 'tribes' should serve as administrative units,
and the determinant factor for identifying territorial limits seems increasingly to
have been the combination of the ethnic group occupying the Masters of the
Earth institution and the number of inhabitants. The Tiefo residing in the Side¬
radougou area had several territorial belongings under colonial administration.

93 In 1934, the Dogossie were detached from Karaborola and was headed by Ouattara Issouf in Pu. This
was the Sideradougou canton, i.e. eastwards of Sideradougou. Ouin held that French Colonial Admini¬
stration imposed Kone Nyagwan as head of Karaborola canton in 1933 (Ouin 1953:26).

The Komono canton was headed by Traore Danouma, a Numu (blacksmith), based in Nou-
moukiedougou, some 10 km east of Mangodara. He was later replaced by Ouattara Bassawate, a Dyula
from Torandougou, but based in Mangodara.
95 In Karaborola canton, Traore Lalle (a Karaboro himself) became chief. In Sideradougou canton, the
Dogossie Ouattara Komi replaced Ouattara Issouf and the Haut-Komono was then headed by Ouattara
Sotigi, a Tiefo from Tanga. The Bas-Komono canton was under the command of Ouattara Dawa, un
ancient employee at Post and Telecommunication Office.
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During colonisation, the Tiefo were under the command of the Dyula 'State' of
Ouattara Pintieba in Kotedougou, but were later attached to Noumoudara can¬
ton with a Tiefo chief (Ouattara Siebi). About 1930, however, the Tiefo in the
Sideradouogu area became subjects to the Komono of Mangodara, and then to
Kone Nyagwan in Tiefora. From the 1940s, the canton remained without any
chief until 1954.

The cantonal Commission, assembled 13 July 1954 to examine the question of
chieftaincy, has made clearly apparent the independent spirit of the population,
which confirmed itself to be opposed to a connection to a neighbouring canton.
As it would not be question or nominating a canton chief for Haut-Komono,
because of the weak importance of the population (600 inhabitants), the Com¬
mission has decided to design a voluntary representative in charge of assuring
the links between the centre of the Subdivision: its choice fell on the notable
Sotigi Ouattara, of the Tanga village. (Subdivision de Sideradougou, 2 August
1954, translation mine)

What is of interest here is that the territorial division in cantons abandoned the

Dyula hegemony and replaced it by a principle based on territorial domains. In
1954 the chieftaincy was thus brought back to the Tiefo Master of the Earth in
Tanga (5 km outside Sideradougou). The Haut-Komono canton was composed
of 11 villages.96 But Sideradougou village remained formally attached to Do-
gosse canton. The Subdivision of Sideradougou was created in 1954, and its
first head was the French Marcel Adline. In 1957 the office was occupied by
Paley Parenko97, at the time Administrative Secretary, who wrote two excellent
reports from the Bas-Komono and Sideradougou cantons for the census in
1958 (Subdivision de Sideradougou, 29 December 1958 and 27 February
1959).

To sum up, the Tiefo are regarded as firstcomers in the Sideradougou
area. Different versions of the origin of Tiefo as a group, and Sideradougou as
a village are sensible issues. The reason seems to relate to local history. The
power over the earth is all that remains for the Tiefo, who have a history of
warfare and glory (brutally ended at the destruction of Noumoudara by the
Dyula emperor Samori in 1897). But it is also important to take into account
that in local theories of power in West Africa, there is an accord between peo¬
ple of power and people of the earth (Amselle 1993). The Tiefo Masters of the
Earth and Dyula Village Chiefs represent the local articulation of such an ac¬
cord.

Earth and Power in Current Politics

The relationship between peoples of the power and peoples of the earth has re¬
mained central since independence in 1960 until today. New policies have been
imposed, and the actors involved have to some extent changed, but this specific

96 These villages were Dandougou, Degue-Degue, Dierisso, Fougangoue, Gouandougou, Kassande,
Noumousso, Pima, Tanga, Tiefingdougou and Faradyan (Chinchianchin).
97

Originating from the Gaoua cercle, Paley Parenko was the first African on this office, which he oc¬
cupied 1957-1961 with a short interruption in 1960 during the independence. Later he became Com¬
mandant du Cercle in Banfora.
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socio-political relationship tends to be reproduced in local political culture even
in the 1990s. In this section I shall pursue the analysis of the politics of land
and power in Sideradougou. I shall first describe the demographic change since
1960 and the current brassage cultured and then take the Land and Tenure Re¬
organisation (RAF) as a way to approach the relationship between peoples of
power and peoples of the earth since the 1980s.

Demographic Growth and Administrative Change
In the 1950s, the population of the Haut-Komono canton amounted to about
600 inhabitants. For instance, the Degue-Degue village counted 150 persons
during these years (150 in 1950 and 149 in 1958). Yet, these figures do not
necessarily represent the actual population settled at this moment. People paid
taxes in 'their' canton, but the important immigration to the Sideradougou area
had already begun. Karaboro farmers' movements east- and southwards of
Karaborola started during the colonial period, which I will bring up for discus¬
sion in chapter 5. It is sufficient to note that the territorial division was inti¬
mately linked to tax collection. According to a Karaboro informant, there were
tensions between Karaborola and Haut-Komono as to the payment of taxes.
Karaboro farmers growing crops on Tiefo land paid taxes to Karaborola, but
were also expected to pay annual tribute (cereals, chickens) to the Tiefo Mas¬
ters of the Earth. This informant argued that, during that time (the 1950s) it was
like a double taxation.

From the era of the white men (tubabutile) and the time of force, Side¬
radougou moved into independence, that is, the era of the Africans (farafintile)
in 1960. The Sideradougou area was soon territorially reorganised and experi¬
enced a dramatic increase in population figures. From the population census in
1958 (Subdivision de Sideradougou, 20 March 1959), one notes the high
population figures in the geographically relatively limited territory of
Karaborola:

Bas-Komono 5,952
Sideradougou 2,692
Karaborola 9,014
Haut-Komono 633
Total: 18,291

The Subdivision of Mangodara was created in 1971. In the National Census of
1975, the Subdivision of Sideradougou had a population of 29,127 inhabitants
and Mangodara 8,639 inhabitants (INSD 1978). In short, in 17 years the popu¬
lation figure had increased from 18,291 to 37,766, i.e. 106 %\

The subdivisions were later transformed to Arrondissements and to de¬

partments in 1982. The Tiefora Department was first created in 1980, but its
prefet did not arrive until 1982. The Ouo Department was created in 1985.
From this we can conclude that there is a continuity between the colonial and
post-colonial periods in respect to territorial division, e.g. Ouo representing
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Dogossie country. There was a National census carried out in 1985 (INSD
1988), according to which the following population figures are established:

Mangodara 16,542
Sideradougou and Ouo 26,816
Tiefora 22,652
Total: 66,010

Thus, from 1975 to 1985, the population increased by 75 %, representing a
substantial increase. However, up to the 1970s the inhabitants were counted in
their village of origin. All Fulbe coming from Barani were counted as belong¬
ing to Barani, or to Kotedougou (see also chapter 6). Tax was collected through
the census. This was also the case for the Karaboro, coming from the neigh¬
bouring department. They were counted in their village of origin.

The National census carried out in 1996 (INSD 1997) indicates a steady
growth of the population (44% in 11 years):

Mangodara 32,056
Sideradougou 31,223
Ouo 7,149
Tiefora 24,659
Total: 95,087

Today the Sideradougou Department is inhabited by a wide range of ethnic
groups in what is often called a brassage culturel. The Mossi represent together
with the Fulbe the latest coming migrants. The first Mossi and Fulbe arrived
some decades ago and new groups are still coming. Dyula is the language spo¬
ken in most contacts between ethnic groups. Newcomers seek a life space in
the area; most try to obtain access to land to settle and start farming and/or
herding.

In the Sideradougou village, the largest ethnic groups have a representa¬
tive in social matters, e.g. the Mossi, the Dyula, the Karaboro, the Fulbe. Out¬
side Sideradougou village, the village chief office is currently entitled the Vil¬
lage Administrative Representative (Responsable Administratif du Village,
RAV), but most people refer to him as delegue. He normally belongs to the
most ancient group of the village. The Dogossie and the Tiefo tend to domi¬
nate. The office is only occasionally confined to latecomers. The creation of
new villages has nevertheless increased the number of Karaboro and other late¬
comers. Among the Village Administrative Representatives in the Sideradou¬
gou Department, six are Karaboro, two are Fulbe, and one is Mossi. The
growing number of independent villages implies that hamlets 'in the bush' be¬
come villages in their own right; latecomers settled 'in the bush' thereby be¬
come Administrative Representatives. For instance, there are currently five
administratively independent villages located on land supervised by the Mas¬
ters of the Earth in Degue-Degue.
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Land and Tenure Reorganisation
The relations between peoples of earth and peoples of power have undergone
some important changes during the last decade. The authority of the Master of
the Earth has been further undermined since the 1980s by the elaboration of the
Land and Tenure Reorganisation (Reorganisation Agraire et Fonciere, RAFJ.
This new law was adopted in 1991, but since the Revolution in 1983, preceding

98
texts have been applied in Burkina Faso. According to the RAF, a National
Domain of Tenure (Domaine Foncier National) has been created. This domain
spans over the entire national territory, including territories of Burkinabe em¬
bassies abroad. In Article 2, the exclusive property of the State is stated: "Le
Domaine Foncier National est de plein droit propriete de l'Etat" (RAF
1991:8)."

In official state discourse the RAF could be regarded as an attempt to
create a uniform land tenure system and bridge the former duality between tra¬
ditional tenure and colonial land regulation. Colonial regime reglementaire op¬
posed traditional tenure in terms of the private character of the former, which
supplied land-users with a right to use and dispose of land in an absolute man¬
ner (Nebie 1987:20). Colonial land regulation thus drew a distinction between
public and private domains with respect to land. However, the state made itself
owner of land not yet registered, i.e. the majority of rural space, as early as
I960.100 In 1963101 a law was passed according to which sparsely populated ar¬
eas could be subject to special management (Nebie 1987:20).

Contrary to official state discourse, there is a continuity between earlier
government attempts to organise land tenure and the RAF. Firstly, the notion of
developing land—in French mise en valeur—has been central in respect to land
and land-use. Land, which is not rendered valuable, may be confiscated by the
state. The opposite to mise en valeur is vacant lands—in French terres vacan-
tes—which postulates that there exists land without any 'owner'. This assump¬
tion may rightly be contested, but this is not the point here. Instead, it should be
noted that notions of mise en valeur and terres vacantes underline the extent to

which Burkinabe state is dominated by the heritage of French colonial admini¬
stration. Secondly, the state organisation of land tenure has been justified by the
fact that there is a need for 'rational exploitation' of resources. But this per¬
ceived rationality of exploitation postulates that other forms of land tenure or¬
ganisation are 'irrational'. Rational exploitation of resources is a powerful ar¬
gument for modernity against all kinds of traditional practices.

The RAF in Sideradougou evokes questions and concerns in all camps
in the Sideradougou Department, despite the fact that in most villages in the

98
The RAF was also subject to some modifications, notably concerning access to urban parcels, deci¬

ded by the National assembly in 1996.
In the National Tenure Domain four types of land are included: land and goods responding to collec¬

tive needs like rivers, forests, mines, communication tracks; land hold by moral public persons (State
and secondary collectivities); land acquired by individuals; and land hold through customary rights
(Nebie 1987:24).f0° Law No 77/60/AN 12 July 1960.
101 Law No 29/63/AN 24 July 1963.
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rural area, the RAF is not implemented.102 Local interpretations of the RAF
have at least two intertwined elements in common. Firstly, the RAF is associ¬
ated with the Revolution 1983, and connects primarily to the specific period
when Captain Thomas Sankara was president (1983-1987). The first version of
the RAF, which was a Land and Tenure Reform instead of Reorganisation, was
imposed by Decree in 1985. A later version was, however, adopted in 1991
when, expressed in Government rhetoric, the Revolution had first turned into
'Rectification' (1987-1991) and then into 'Etat de Droit' with a new constitu¬
tion. But the RAF is still seen as a child of the Revolution in local settings.
Secondly, locally the RAF translates the idea that Le Burkina appartient a tout
le monde, i.e. Burkina belongs to everybody. No-one could hinder any Burki-
nabe citizen from settling within national boundaries. Whether the person is
Fulbe, Mossi or Karaboro, he should have the right to settle in any part of
Burkina Faso. Legally, however, this is far from the intention of the RAF itself,
which rather defines the means of appropriation of land-use rights. The state
maintains its ownership (see also chapter 10).

But in practice, the RAF has not totally changed the procedures for
newcomers to settle and farm. People tend to recognise the general procedure
for a newcomer to settle, farm and build a house, and recognise thereby the
authority of the Master of the Earth. The newcomer must address the Master of
the Earth and later bring the required sacrifices. The Master of Earth is still es¬
teemed even in the present times of change, but his authority is relative. In gen¬
eral, any man who wants to farm a piece of land will get the permission to do
so, given that he follows the described procedure.

However, if in state official discourse all land belongs to the state, the
question is to what extent this has affected the Master of the Earth? To ap¬
proach this question, I use two circumstances to illustrate the interaction be¬
tween the RAF and local politics in Sideradougou. The first example deals with
how the authority of the Masters of the Earth was questioned in the 1980s.
When the Sideradougou Department experienced violent clashes between
Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in December 1986, the authority
of the Masters of the Earth was, to say the least, problematic. This violent con¬
flict (which is thoroughly described in chapter 8) was started by a case of cattle
entering a field owned by a Karaboro farmer. The Fulbe herder was killed by
the son of the field-owner. Later the field-owner was killed by a group of
Fulbe. This was the spark that lit the fire. The whole area was rapidly in rebel¬
lion. Although the bloodshed could be stopped after some days, the Master of
the Earth had to make sacrifices in order to 'repair', and to purify the land. A
Master of the Earth narrated the following to me.

Before the end of the year [1986-87] and before we took our hoes [i.e. to begin
farming], we sacrificed a bull because of this [the violent conflict], and also
chicken, goats. Even dolo [sorghum beer] was prepared. We made our sacri¬
fices on those sites of Tiefo land where big damages of the conflict had taken
place. We did not ask anyone [to participate] as they have said that land did not
belong to anyone any longer. There were sacrifices to beg land/earth

102 In urban areas, the RAF is applied, e.g. the Sideradougou village has been subject to urban planning
through administrative allotment of land (lotissement).
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[dugukolo] to forgive so that the loss of such a large quantity of blood should
not be repeated. We did not ask any stranger to come and contribute, we did
not inform any stranger. Every village made the work to beg the bush to for¬
give so that God would spare us from this kind of conflict. But we did not ask
for anything from the strangers, neither the Fula [Fulbe] nor the Karaboro. We
could not say anything to the strangers, because that would indicate that land
did not belong to us [...] We could not inform them, because we knew that
there was a thing that has come to put us in discord. That thing was the Revo¬
lution. It had come to withdraw our land. [...] Today there is no Revolution
any longer, and for all work [sacrifices] we do, we inform the strangers. The
person who refuses this, we may find ways to make him leave our land.

There are two points to be made out of this citation. The first is to note how
sacrifices became politically significant. If the Masters of the Earth had asked
for contributions by strangers, they would have recognised—through this very
action—that land did not belong to them any longer. Their authority was ques¬
tioned during this period of dramatic national political context. They chose to
carry the costs themselves and continue to struggle for the respect of their
authority as Masters of the Earth. The second is to observe that change has
taken place over time. Under the current national political context the authority
of the Masters of the Earth is less challenged. Instead they have, to some ex¬
tent, regained legitimacy, or, at least, their authority is less questioned. Today,
strangers are asked to contribute when sacrifices are to be carried out.

The second example of the interaction between the RAF and local poli¬
tics in Sideradougou is the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme, commonly
called the Sideradougou project. For most people, it is the most concrete ar¬
ticulation of the RAF in Sideradougou. This scheme, which here is only dis¬
cussed in respect of land (see also chapter 10), is the outcome of subsequent
phases of a development project between the European Development Funds
and the Burkinabe government. The zone was already identified in 1965, but it
was not until 1971 that activities could start. Today the headquarters of the
project are located at the Animal Husbandry Office in Sideradougou. Currently
the project covers an area of 308,700 ha103, divided into agricultural zone
(144,400 ha), a pastoral zone (51,500 ha) and an agro-pastoral zone (112,800
ha).

Legally, this area has been declared an Agro-pastoral zone by the two
High-Commissioners of the Comoe and the Houet Provinces, followed by the
physical delimitation of the different sub-zones.104

The main objectives of the project concern the growth of cattle produc¬
tivity, and the sedentarisation and improvement of life conditions of the pro¬
ducers; the project has financed the establishment of a guiding scheme for the
Agro-pastoral Management (SahelConsult 1991). Major investments in infra¬
structure, such as water-pumps and wells, tracks and vaccination spots have
been undertaken. The cattle disease trypanosomiasis was eradicated in co¬
operation with the Animal Trypanosomiasis Research Centre (CRTA) in Bobo-
Dioulasso. A main constraint that has prevailed throughout the project is its

103 The Agro-pastoral Management Scheme includes the villages within the departments of Karangasso-
Vigue, Peni, Toussiana, Tiefora and Sideradougou.
104 Raabo No AN V/0052/FP/PCMO/PHUE/HC/SG of 28 June 1988.
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Figure 2: Agro-pastoral Management Scheme. An important activity of the
Agro-pastoral Management Scheme has been to delimit pastoral, agricultural
and agro-pastoral zones. But even though this delimitation was done in the
early 1990s, rural people have not modified their land-use practices. People
grow in the pastoral zone and graze cattle in the agricultural zone. They fol¬
low the land distribution of the Tiefo Masters of the Earth rather than this
governmental decree.

close association with Fulbe agro-pastoralists, leading to frustrations among the
agricultural groups (Hagberg & Berte 1991).

During the 1980s the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme became part
of the Government strategy to promote the Village Land Management (Gestion
des Terroirs Villageois). The approche terroir has become a widespread strat¬
egy in many Sahelian countries (Painter et al. 1994). In Burkina Faso the ap¬
proche terroir is seen as a tool for implementing the RAF. The Agro-pastoral
Management Scheme included the delimitation of sub-zones. These sub-zones
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were the zones exclusively reserved for farming and grazing respectively, as
well as the agro-pastoral zone. The delimitation seems to have been done in ac¬
cordance with Masters of the Earth; their advice was at least demanded during
this work.

Most people I have met in villages confirm that the government (Jama)
has created one zone for agriculture and one for pastoralism. The existence of
different sub-zones has been publicly stated on several occasions. But in prac¬
tice, however, the distinction between these zones is not respected by rural in¬
habitants. People continue to farm and graze cattle without paying attention to
delimitation. In fact, after the physical delimitation no funding was left over to
implement the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme.

The question of how contemporary land reform could be understood re¬
mains. Amselle & Bazin highlight that the current nature of the state of Mali is
analogous to past political formations as the relations and forces of power be¬
tween the people of the power and the people of the earth (present-day peas¬
ants) stay fundamentally the same (Amselle & Bazin 1988:328). In Sideradou-
gou, the relations between the Masters of the Earth and the political power
would then be manifested in the Land and Tenure Reorganisation. The RAF of
the 1980s articulates a breach of the power balance in that the political power
(Burkinabe state) attempts to gain full control of land. The RAF disregards the
ancestors and the spirits of the earth—to most rural inhabitants the 'true owners
of the land'—because the RAF imposes that all land belongs to the state. In a
longer time perspective, however, one may trace a continuity in the relations
between people of earth and people of power. In the 1990s, the authority of the
Masters of the Earth has been reconsidered after some years of implementing
the Land and Tenure Reorganisation. The state administration and its local
agents may represent people of power in today's Sideradougou, but Tiefo
Masters of the Earth are again acknowledged as the people of the earth. They
thereby ensure the fertility of land and people, and hence the well-being of the
entire community.

Summary
In this chapter I have analysed the local political culture of Sideradougou
through land and power. To gain access to a piece of land, the newcomer must
establish relations with a host. The host may then serve as an intermediary to
the Master of the Earth. The newcomer needs to be respectful and provide the
required sacrifices. He needs to maintain good relations with his host. How¬
ever, once he has been allowed to farm a piece of land, he is ensured a certain
right to stay there. To be chased from this piece of land, the newcomer must
have committed serious offence to earth, bloodshed.

But the relationship between people of the earth and people of power,
manifested in dugukolotigi and dugutigi, is a common feature in rural societies
on the West African savanna, yet with specific characteristics in the Sideradou¬
gou Department. This relationship may help us to understand the alliance be-
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tween the Tiefo Masters of the Earth and the Dyula Village Chiefs. The Tiefo-
Dyula alliance is a consequence of the emergence of the local frontier, accord¬
ing to which new polities have been constructed 'out of the bits and pieces' of
existing societies, i.e. within the Mande socio-political and cultural context.
Furthermore, the Tiefo-Dyula alliance in Sideradougou articulates the socio¬
political context of the Ouattara kingdom of Kong and Gwiriko.

Historical narrations of the origin of Sideradougou enter into current lo¬
cal politics. This fact renders any critical historical analysis difficult, but si¬
multaneously it illustrates the importance of the land question. French colonial
administration reinforced ethnic boundaries through its territorial division in
cantons, whose chiefs had the power to collect taxes and recruit 'forced la¬
bour'. Popular sayings and memories of cantons chiefs are important to current
politics.

Recent changes in land-use, demographic pressure and government in¬
terventions, since the 1980s manifested in the Fand and Tenure Reorganisation,
have, however, primarily concerned groups of strangers (Fulbe and to some
extent the Karaboro). The Tiefo Masters of the Earth were left aside as land
had been defined as the exclusive property of the state. In the 1990s, the
authority of the Masters of the Earth has been somewhat reconsidered both in
official state discourse and in everyday practice.
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5. Belonging to Kaye Kulo

In this chapter I shall describe one of the main disputing parties, the Karaboro
agriculturalists, in order to focus on internal social dynamics of relevance in
dispute settlement. Firstly, Karaboro will be discussed as Karaboro farmers
'living in the bush' in the Sideradougou Department, who represent both
'autochthonous' firstcomers and 'strangers'. Secondly, issues related to leader¬
ship and socio-political organisation will be analysed, based mainly on the eth¬
nographic account of contemporary Karaboro communities in the Sideradou¬
gou Department. Thirdly, the importance of initiation for the Karaboro will be
linked to recent social and political mobilisation of male Karaboro agricul¬
turalists in the hunting organisation (donsoton).

Living in the Bush, Dying in Kaye Kulo
The continuous migration is a core theme in all Karaboro narratives of the past.
The Karaboro are said to originate from Senufo country in the north of the ter¬
ritory of today's Ivory Coast. They resided there prior to the settlement in the
area around Banfora.105 Migration is thus nothing new, and still continues. A
large part of Karaboro farmers reside in the Sideradougou and Mangodara De¬
partments, whose wooded savannas they have 'colonised' since the Colonial
period. Yet, ideally, the Karaboro move back to their 'country' (jamana) when
they are too old to work. Flence, both to 'live in the bush' and 'die in Kaye
Kulo' (literally, 'Karaboro village') appear to form a constituent part of being a
Karaboro farmer.

The Karaboro generally refer to themselves as Kaye when speaking their
own language, but as Karaboro in all other contexts. Thus although the term
Karaboro is of foreign origin, it does not seem to carry strong prejudiced con¬
nections. The French Catholic missionary Jean Hebert, who made a large num¬
ber of studies on peoples in the Banfora region, mentions at least two possible
explanations of the term (Flebert No date-a:l). The first explanation holds that
the Dyula added the post-position ra106 which gave Kayera, becoming

105 There are two main Karaboro 'countries'. Louis Tauxier called the eastern for big Karaborola and
the western for small Karaborola (Tauxier 1922).
106 The postposition would here signify 'at' in the sense of 'at the Kaye's site' and is a very common
Dyula expression for naming localities (cf. Tiefora, Banfora).
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Karaboro at a later stage. The second explanation supports the idea that
Karaboro comes from the Dyula term Kele (war) and bora (leave, finish), giv¬
ing kelebora, i.e. the war is over. It would refer to the fact that the Karaboro
had defeated Babemba of Sikasso when he sought to invade their 'country'
(jamana).107 Vassallucci suggests that the term Karaboro originates from kara,
which designated the calabash pail that the Senufo in the region carried under
the arm (Vassallucci 1988:60). The term Karaboro is likely to be of Dyula ori¬
gin. The Dyula coined appellations of the majority of peoples (e.g. the Gouin
call themselves Kierma or Tierma) and villages.108 The 'dyulatisation' (to bor¬
row the term of Michele Dacher) of the peoples of the Banfora region is, as I
have already shown, extremely important. The Gouin are, for instance, reported
to undergo an accelerated process of acculturation in the context of Ivorian mi¬
grations and islamisation (Dacher 1984:163).

There are three main linguistic groups of Karaboro, which merely repre¬
sent dialectical differences.109 Linguistically, the Karaboro language demon¬
strates similarities with the Toussian, but not with the Gouin and the Turka
(Hebert No date-a). According to Ethnologue Database on Internet and linked
to the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), there are two principal Karaboro
'languages': the western Tenyer-speaking and the eastern Syer-speaking
groups.110 Estimates in 1991 of the Karaboro point to around 30,000 Tenyer-
speakers and 40,000 Syer-speakers (ibid.), but these figures are highly ques¬
tionable due to high migration rates.

People refer to themselves internally as Kaye and externally as
Karaboro, i.e. Kayena (Karaboro man) and Kayeshian (Karaboro woman).
However, given the fact that this study focuses on inter-ethnic relations, I have
chosen to primarily use the term Karaboro. In this section I shall seek to recon¬
struct the past, both on the basis of the few written sources111 that exist and ac-

112
cording to Karaboro informants residing in the Sideradougou Department.

107 Babemba was the successor of Tieba Traore, the king of Kenedougou.
108

Dyula appellations of villages often became official names in the entire western region of Burkina
Faso. For instance, Orodara stands for the site where there are cola-nuts (worn dara), while the au¬
tochthonous Siamou call this village Tull.
109 Pere Jean Hebert classifies Karaboro three dialects: 1) the Tenyem, who speak Tenyer and live in
Tengrela; 2) the Syem, residing in Banfora and whose language is Syer; and 3) the Kleb, speaking Kler
and living eastwards of Banfora (Hebert No date-a: 1).
110

(http://www.sil.org/ethnologue/countries/Burk.html).
111 To my knowledge, no study focusing primarily on Karaboro society has yet been published. Hebert's
unpublished paper, written in 1960s, is a brief account (15 pages manuscript available at the CESAO in
Bobo-Dioulasso) on Karaboro history. It is based on interviews with male Karaboro elders. Rene Ouin
made an attempt to a monography on Karaboro in his exam work (stage) as a French colonial administ¬
rator (Ouin 1953). In the archives of Musee de rHomme in Paris, there is also Fonds Tauxier, i.e. the
unpublished notes of the colonial administrator and ethnographer Louis Tauxier (Tauxier 1922). One
chapter is reserved to describe the Karaboro as 'une population travailleuse et pacifique'. General
works on the Banfora region, but not explicitly focusing the Karaboro have nevertheless been helpful
for the historical account (Dacher 1997a; Dacher & Lallemand 1992; Vassallucci 1988).
112 It should once again be spelt out that I have not done fieldwork in Karaboro 'country', i.e. Karabo-
rola, but in the Sideradougou and Mangodara Departments. Hence I have worked with Karaboro far¬
mers who 'live in the bush'. This perspective of being 'outside' Karaborola has influenced my study.
The monography of Karaborola is still to be written.
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History and Memories
The Karaboro 'country', that is, the territory where the Karaboro are firstcom-
ers and thus Masters of the Earth, stretches from Tengrela (west of Banfora) to
Tiefora in the east (see Map 6). Their ancestors are said to originate from the
area of today's northern Ivory Coast. Formerly, a group of 'vrais Senoufo'
[sic!] lived between Nielle113 and Korhogo, west of Ouangolodougou in the
Ivory Coast (Hebert No date-a:5). Hebert suggests that this was the point of de¬
parture for the Karaboro migration which would have started some centuries

113
According to Hebert, Nielle was situated close to Loumana, among the Wara, and should not be

confused with Nielle in the Ivory Coast.
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ago. This migration was, however, interrupted by several intermediate stages of
shorter or longer periods. The ancestors of the Karaboro stopped when passing
the Leraba river. Mamby Sidibe held that the Karaboro originate from Forogo
in the Diefoula canton (Sidibe 1932:66), but Hebert argues that this was at a
later stage. But they settled in Forogo and the versions therefore do not contra¬
dict each other (Hebert No date-a:5). The Karaboro arrived in the area of what
later became Tengrela and Banfora by the 17th century (Hebert No date-a:6).
Possible causes for the Karaboro migration could have been the search for new
land. According to Sidibe the Karaboro left Forogo, because of constant rapts
of women and other plundering carried out by their immediate neighbours, the
Gouin (Sidibe 1932:66).

The Karaboro claim to be firstcomers in Banfora, but this is contested by
the Gouin, who see themselves as firstcomers.114 Vassallucci holds that descen¬
dants of Karaboro clans were firstcomers, who nonetheless retired to
Karaborola, that is, immediately east of Banfora in Labola and Tiefora
(Vassallucci 1988:75). The Gouin arrived later and pushed the Karaboro east¬
wards, but the Karaboro maintained ritual bonds to the Earth. For instance, in
Siniena (a village some 10 km south of Banfora) the majority of the population
are Gouin, but the Master of the Earth is Karaboro. In the Diefoula village, in¬
habited by Gouin and Dyula, there is a Karaboro Master of the Earth. Vassal¬
lucci suggests that the Gouin were the first to reside in Banfora, but they could
not have done this without knowing that they had settled on Karaboro land.
Hence the Gouin delegated the knife and the watering (i.e. sacrifices) of the
earth to the first Karaboro to arrive (ibid.:76). In other versions of the settle¬
ment, the Gouin claim to have been the first to settle and hence becoming
Masters of the Earth; the Karaboro are said to be Master of the Knife and are

only responsible for the very act of sacrificing. The debate over primacy is not
only of historical importance, but is revealed in local politics in Banfora.

The Karaboro who originate from Karaborola, or Kaye Kulo ('Karaboro
village'), are those primarily dealt with in this study. Karaborola is a general
label; it represents both a territory and an idea. The term was employed by
French colonial administration for the Karaborola canton, but, it seems to me,

it also represents a more profound conception of attachment to land among the
Karaboro living in the Sideradougou and Mangodara Departments. For them,
Karaborola stands for home, the land of ancestors. This conception refers to a
general belonging to a territory rather than a specific claim for primacy. For in¬
stance, a Karaboro informant told me that the first settler of Tiefora—a village
called Wen Kulo in Karaboro language and located in the heart of
Karaborola—was a Tiefo. In Tiefora, the informant remarked, the 'true' rituals
are made by the Tiefo Masters of the Earth in Dramanedougou; even today
Tiefora depends upon them.

Prior to French colonisation, the Karaboro were involved in three wars

(Hebert No date-a: 12-13). First, in 1888 after having left Wolonkoto (some 15

114
In the monography of Bobo-Dioulasso in 1907, the Karaboro are reported to remember a period

when they occupied the area alone (Tauxier 1922).
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km west of Banfora), the king of Kenedougou (Tieba Traore) attacked villages
west of Banfora, and then continued towards Labola. Tieba and his followers
arrived at Sankrala, i.e. at the western extreme of Labola in Karaborola. The
Karaboro defended themselves well and the army of Tieba had to retreat, incur¬
ring with great losses. This was the extreme eastern point reached by Tieba in
Karaboro country. Another attack followed later, but then the Gouin and the
Turka supported the Karaboro to defeat Tieba Traore. The second war took
place in 1896 when the Karaboro who resided west and north of Banfora were
attacked by Babemba115 (the brother and successor of Tieba). The third was in
August 1897, after the destruction of Noumoudara, when the Dyula Emperor
Samori (see also chapter 4) returned to Kong, and passed Tiefora. He stayed the
night close to the river Sinlo (Lafigoue), located east of Tiefora. To cross the
river Samori constructed a bridge for his army. However, during the night, the
Karaboro went there under the cover of darkness, and partly sawed the logs of
the bridge. Next morning the Samorian army crossed the bridge, which soon
collapsed under the heavy weight. A large number of sofa (Dyula warriors) of
Samori were killed, and the Karaboro were saved. But according to the writings
of Hebert, Samori was furious and promised to return and exterminate all
Karaboro (Hebert No date-a:13). This defeat of Samori is a popular story,
which was told me on several occasions by Karaboro informants.

These wars had a direct impact on the ways by which the French were
received by the Karaboro. Villages destroyed by Tieba and Babemba, located in
the west of Banfora, welcomed them, but in Karaborola (e.g. Labola, Tiefora)
the French were badly received. The villages of Karaborola did not suffer much
of the wars and people were "very proud of their success against Tieba and
Samory" (Hebert No date-a:13, translation mine). In 1899 French military divi¬
sions penetrated Karaboro country and encountered plenty of difficulties. 70
Karaboro are reported to have been killed in Naniagara as punishment resulting
from a quarrel in which a French corporal was killed. When a peace agreement
was signed, the Karaboro attended the site of signature with weapons (Hebert
No date-a:13). French conquerors are reported to have been obliged to carry out
many combats in Karaboro villages (Ouin 1953:26). Yet, when the Karaboro
had been defeated they put down their arms and recognised French authority
until the day they were obliged to pay taxes (ibid.).

After the colonial conquest, the Karaboro came under the command of
the Ouattara, i.e. the Dyula dynasty in Bobo-Dioulasso (see also chapter 2). The
Ouattara Dyula had allied themselves to the French conquerors in order to es¬
tablish their contested power (Kambou-Ferrand 1993:382). Michele Dacher
suggests that (for the Gouin) the colonial period could be divided into three: 1)
1898-1915 was the period of double domination of French conquerors and
Ouattara Dyula chiefs; 2) 1916-1945 was the replacement of the Ouattara
Dyula by 'indigenous' (chefs indigenes)-, and 3) 1946-1960 was the period of
new power relations due to the emergence of RDA and other political nation-

115 Tieba Traore had been defeated and killed in Bama in 1893 by, inter alia, the legendary Tiefo leader
Amoro (Hebert 1958:390).
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alist parties (Dacher 1997a: 106). This socio-political periodisation of the
French colonial period seems to be valid also for the Karaboro, but with the
important difference that the first 'indigenous' chief was a Gouin—not a
Karaboro (see below).

In March 1915, a revolt spread among the Gouin, the Karaboro and the
Turka (Hebert No date-b:14). It was above all a conspiracy against indigenous
collaborators, chiefs and other people working with the French. The French
living in Banfora should disappear. In the judgement of 10 March 1915, it is
stated that important groups of Karaboro from Labola and Naniagara, whose
hostility had remained, had pushed the cry of rebellion. "The Military Guards
[tirailleurs] have left and the Whites are not strong enough to make themselves
obeyed; thus no more taxes, no more work of any kind and let us refuse the
given orders" (Judgement 10 March 1915, quoted in Hebert No date-a:14,
translation mine). One year later (in March 1916) Labola became profoundly
involved in the conflict, because the village had been destroyed by Maubert in
1915. In 1916 the Karaborola canton was commanded by the Ouattara Dyula,
but the subsequent year the canton chief was removed and replaced by Kone
Nyagwan116 (Dacher 1997a: 149). According to Hebert, however, Kone Nyag-
wan—a Gouin from Bounouna—became chief of the Karaborola canton 21

July 1921.
Kone Nyagwan remained in power over Karaborola canton until 1946

when he was removed after the intervention of the Rassemblement Democ-

ratique Africain, RDA (Hebert No date-a:14). A colonial political report of
1946 states that in Karaborola, "des bestiaux furent enleves, des magasins de
vivre pilles et des femmes 'recuperees'" (Rapport politique de Cote-d'Ivoire
1946, quoted in Dacher 1997a: 165). The population demanded the heads of
Kone Nyagwan and his son Moussa. The people's main motivation for remov¬
ing Kone Nyagwan and other canton chiefs was, according to Dacher, their as¬
sociation with the colonial enterprise and the desire to destroy it.

The bitterness of the power abuse of Kone Nyagwan is still revealed in
popular sayings and anecdotes. For instance, a Karaboro informant told me that
the Coloniser had to find someone who could soften up and tame the Karaboro:
"The traditional Karaboro society was a society of rebellion". In 1946 Kone
Nyagwan was replaced by Traore Lalle, who was—it should be noted—the first
and only Karaboro chief of Karaborola canton.

The Karaboro history of rebellion and refusal may be seen as an ideal¬
ised version of 'good old days', to some extent present in most societies. I
would nevertheless argue that it is a constituent part of the social identity of
many male Karaboro farmers. The history of resistance is glorified and re¬
garded as a proof of the independent spirit of Karaboro.

116 Dacher calls this notorious canton chief Kone Niankpouin (Dacher 1997a).
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Movements in the 20th Century
The account of Karaboro migrations prior to the arrival in the Banfora area may
be situated in a context of continuous migration. Today, movements of
Karaboro farmers east- and southwards in the Comoe Province are part of a re¬
gionally well-known—yet not comprehensively described—phenomenon. Vas-
sallucci holds that Karaboro migrations eastwards encountered the westward
migration of the Dogossie. The point of encounter marks an important concen¬
tration of Karaboro in the area of Karaborola (Vassallucci 1988:60). Contrary
to what Vassallucci suggests, this encounter is to be located further eastwards
in the Sideradougou Department. Of 40 recognised villages in 1991 in the Side-
radougou Department, 14 have Karaboro farmers as the dominant group and 12
have Dogossie farmers. Most of the villages which host both Karaboro and
Dogossie populations are located east of the Sideradougou village. Thus the
point of encounter between those groups should be situated in the Sideradou¬
gou area rather than in Karaborola.

The dating of these movements of Karaboro are difficult to establish, but
it is possible to see them as a way to get rid of Senufo domination: either it was
a way by which to escape from becoming captives of the Kenedougou king¬
dom, or to avoid becoming captives (Vassallucci 1988:60). It is, however, more
probable that the fallow rhythm of extensively farmed land, incited the
Karaboro to colonise the area in small groups. Short periods of farming, tradi¬
tionally for three years, led to frequent movements towards the east
(Vassallucci 1988:61). Razzias of Senufo from Kenedougou further shaped the
form these movements took (ibid.). But if one purpose was to escape Senufo
domination, Karaboro migrations should have started before the French coloni¬
sation. Yet, the arrival of most Karaboro farmers in the Sideradougou area took
place during the French colonisation. According to one Tiefo Master of the
Earth, the large bulk of Karaboro arrived after the 'forced labour' (abolished in
1946). Rene Ouin argues that Karaboro colonisation of fertile and free plains of
Haut-Komono [Sideradougou] was an explicit goal targeted by the Colonial
Administration (Ouin 1953:79).

The search for land is the most common explanation for migration given
by the Karaboro I have encountered myself. An alternative explanation re¬
vealed to me is that the Karaboro sought to escape the 'forced labour', embod¬
ied by the chieftancy of the canton chief Kone Nyagwan in Tiefora. His reign
certainly favoured dispersed settlements and departures of young men, but
there is still a continuity in Karaboro migrations. Kone Nyagwan could, at least
hypothetically, be conceived of as late-coming heir of the Senufo of Kenedou¬
gou in that both powers sought to establish hegemony over the Karaboro. But it
is also important to look into socio-cultural and economic strategies of the mi¬
grants.

The strong bonds with the village of origin, conceptualised by general
reference to Karaborola, is a characteristic of Karaboro farmers' ethos. On sev¬
eral occasions, my informants expressed this by saying that "here [in Sidera¬
dougou] we are living in the bush, but our village is in Karaborola". People are
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living in the bush, because, according to the local ethnic stereotype, the
Karaboro are big farmers who need land. Conceptually Karaboro farmers in the
Sideradougou and Mangodara Departments conceive of themselves as people
living 'in the bush'. Tomodjan (Kapoturon) and Koflande, villages in which
most of my field-work among Karaboro farmers was carried out, are not
Karaboro villages. Instead the 'true' Karaboro villages are located in
Karaborola.

The strong bonds maintained with the village of origin are particularly
manifested in dry season. April is the month for funerals.117 Funeral ceremonies
are performed for those who have died during the year, or even before. For in¬
stance, I once participated at a funeral of a man who had died 10 years ear-

118lier. For the Karaboro, the funeral seems to represent the coming home of the
deceased, the returning to Karaborola. This is also expressed by the moving
back to Karaborola among elders. When a Karaboro man or woman becomes
old, s/he moves back to the village of origin and settles there permanently. The
immediate reason for this is, according to most informants, that they cannot
work any longer. People live 'in the bush' for farming only, and elders would
rather return to the village of their origin. There are consequently few elders
who remain in the bush. Most of them have returned to the village of origin,
e.g. to Tiefora, Labola. For instance, an old man that 1 met in Koflande in 1990
had moved back to his village of origin (Bamako Karaboro) when I came back
in 1996.

The moving back and forth of Karaboro farmers is often revealed in the
naming of compounds (sokalla in Dyula) outside Karaborola. Compounds are
named after their founders, who are the first settlers of the descent group. For
instance, names such as Dowka, Danka or Kakreka signify the houses of Dow,
Dan and Kakre respectively. But the founder of a sokalla did not necessarily
move there, although his name is retained to label the homestead. The history
of Kindieka (a sokalla in Tomodjan village in the Sideradougou Department)
may illustrate this. Kindie, who was the founder of the compound, originated
from Labola. Kindie went with his son Klogban and his nephew Namukra (ZS)
to farm in Tomodjan. He arrived at the compound of the first-coming Karaboro
settler in the village, i.e. Dan from Labola. Through Dan, he addressed the
Tiefo Master of the Earth in Degue-Degue and obtained, by means of the re¬
quired sacrifices, the permission to settle and farm there. A site was attributed
to Kindie, but he himself returned to Labola. Klogban (his son) was already an
adult, but Namukra (his nephew) was just a child. Hence Kindieka—literally
the house of Kindie—could only be understood as the de juro head of the com¬
pound. Instead Klogban became the de facto family head of Kindieka in To¬
modjan.

The conceptual division between 'the village'—Karaborola—and the
'bush'—hamlets outside Karaborola, e.g. Tomodjan—is further symbolised by

117 The Dyula term for funeral is Sanga. The Karaboro term for funeral is Gban, but sacrifices carried
out at these events are called Kapeun.
118 As in many societies of the region, a distinction is drawn between the burial, during which the corp¬
se is buried, and the funeral, representing the ceremonies, which could be carried out much later.
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the fact that ritual activities linked to the ancestor cult are only carried out in
'the village', not in the 'bush'. In Karaborola, both the ancestor cult and the
cult to the spirits of the Earth need to be carried out, but 'in the bush' (e.g. To-
modjan) it seems as if only the cult to the spirits of the Earth is practised.

We do sacrifices to the Earth each year and the people of Degue-Degue [the
Tiefo Masters of the Earth, my comment] also do sacrifices. Our ancestor had
shown where one has to do sacrifices.

This differs from Tiefo perceptions. For the Karaboro living outside Karaborola
the cult to the spirits of the Earth and the ancestor cult remain distinguished.
Elders move back to the village. They do not become subject to any ancestral
cult in the new village. In Tomodjan, my host's father died accidentally only
some months before I arrived in 1996. Yet, his corpse was buried in the new

village (i.e. 'in the bush') on the fringe of the homestead in Tomodjan. My host
explained to me:

It was a sudden death, I decided to bury him here, because his whole family
and all his goods were here. Later we went to Tiefora to do the funerals; after
these ceremonies it is as if he had been buried in our site in Tiefora.

Although the corpse was physically buried in Tomodjan, the deceased later
joined the ancestors by means of funeral ceremonies.

The cult to the spirits of the Earth is carried out in Tomodjan; every so-
kalla has a small hut in which ceremonies are performed. Such a hut is called
jinnaso in Dyula, the house of spirits. The cult to the spirits of the Earth is ex¬
tremely important even 'in the bush', but a Muslim family head told me that he
did not perform such ceremonies. Those conducted by the Tiefo Master of the
Earth were sufficient, according to him. Most Karaboro, however, pursue the
cult to the spirits and complement the sacrifices done by the Tiefo. From her
work in Gouin society, Dacher describes these spirits as living in the bush, in
the underground, particularly under termites stacks or in the water. They may
manifest themselves to men as small white beings with long, soft hair with legs
turned backwards and with rolling eyes; as animals (snake, bird or other wild
animal); or as someone who speaks to humans in dreams (Dacher 1984:169).
The jinna are omnipresent, most often invisible but active agents in society, as
"tous les fetiches viennent des jenaba, sauf ceux que Dieu donne aux hommes
par 1'intermediate des forgerons" (ibid.: 170).

Here my interest in jinna, or jennaba (literally grand spirits) merely re¬
fers to their cult as a way of understanding Karaboro perceptions of land and
land-use in their positions as strangers (duna) in the Sideradougou Department.
A critical question must be whether they consider that land attributed to their
ancestors by Tiefo Masters of the Earth today belongs to them. Is Karaboro mi¬
gration a way to extend Karaborola? According to explicit statements made by
a number of informants, villages located outside Karaborola may not become
Karaboro land, i.e. land where the Karaboro are the autochthonous (dugulen)
population. Instead, central Karaboro ceremonies are executed in the village of
origin.
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Figure 3: Karaboro compound. The Karaboro compound is composed of
round houses located more or less in a circle. Each married woman has her
own house. The husband has his own house. A small house is for the cult of
the spirits of the Earth, jinnaso. In Karaborola there is also a small house
for the ancestors.

But there is still a process at work in Karaboro communities to become prime
'owners' for land 'in the bush', e.g. Tomodjan and Koflande. This process con¬
sists of at least three forces favouring the becoming of Karaboro land.

Firstly, the firstcoming Karaboro settlers obtained the permission to farm
from the Master of the Earth. In Tomodjan, there are 13 founders of sokalla in the
village, and all of them received the permission to settle from the Tiefo Master of
the Earth in Degue-Degue. Although they often passed through the first Karaboro
settler—whose name was, I repeat, Dan—all 13 founders had been granted a piece
of land. Yet, today there are 26 compounds in the village, due to the splitting up of
compounds, the arrivals of latecoming kinsmen and other people. Even some
Fulbe families reside in the village of Tomodjan, but they reside on the land of
particular a Karaboro family. A Karaboro man stated:

If our relatives come to us, we are not going to demand for land [and the right
to farm it] from anyone. We are the ones who give land to them. If they are not
relatives, we are not going to give them land. We refuse to do this to those who
are not our relatives.
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This statement clearly reflects a general attitude prevailing in land and land-use
among Karaboro farmers. In spite of a general respect granted to the Master of
the Earth—at least rhetorically—rights to land are granted by those farming
there. In practice, Karaboro therefore 'become' Masters of the Earth by means
of their actions (settlement and farming). But this is never overtly expressed,
because, ideologically and ritually, the Tiefo remain Masters of the Earth.

A second force that favours farmers 'in the bush' to become prime
'owners' of the land is the fact that they pursue the cult to the spirits of the Earth
there. Complaints recorded among Tiefo Masters of the Earth of the diminishing
respect for obligations towards them further illustrate this. Formerly, people
brought two tines of maize and sorghum respectively, as well as beans, yams and
groundnuts, but, according to a Tiefo elder in Degue-Degue, the Karaboro do not
respect this obligation any longer.

Among all Karaboro that live here, there are not more than three persons who
accept to give the customary two tines to their host. They have abolished this
obligation of two tines, not to speak about rice, yams, beans or groundnuts.
Nothing of all this.

A third force favouring that land is 'becoming' to be Karaboro land in practice
is linked to the administrative recognition of farming hamlets as independent
villages. Administratively, the Village Administrative Representative (still
called delegue by most people) in Tomodjan has the same status as the delegue
in Degue-Degue. Ritually, however, Tomodjan, Djalakoro and three other vil¬
lages of the area are 'commanded' by the Tiefo Master of the Earth in Degue-
Degue. Neither is the authority of the Masters of the Earth recognised by the
state administration nor is the ancient division in canton given any significance.
Instead each village is subordinated to the Sideradougou Department, which is
headed by the prefet. Thus, relations based on the authority of the Masters of
the Earth are ignored by the state administration, or, at least, referred to as les
coutumes (rituals) and thereby officially excluded from the political agenda.

To summarise, I have demonstrated that Karaboro migrations display a
striking continuity. A more profound analysis of Karaboro farmers 'living in
the bush' in the Sideradougou and Mangodara Departments highlights the spe¬
cific economic (search for land) and socio-cultural (to 'become' prime owner
of the land) strategies at work among them.

Farming for Living, Living for Farming
The continuous search for land supports the centrality of farming for Karaboro;
they are peasants (senekela) working the land. Even though it could be seen as
a cultural stereotype, farming is still the core activity which underpins
Karaboro migrations. A Karaboro intellectual, who works for the state admini¬
stration, told me:

The Karaboro have always been self-sufficient. He is a proud man. In tradi¬
tional Karaboro society, you will never see a mendicant.
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Figure 4: Farming. Karaboro women fully participate in farming. Here a
group of Karaboro farmers work a yams field with the big hoe (dabaj, in¬
cluding wives and unmarried daughters.

In this section I shall explore this Karaboro ethos of farming first by describing
the social organisation of agriculture and then by discussing locality and kin¬
ship in Karaboro rural communities.

Social Organisation ofAgriculture

Farming is a highly valued activity for the Karaboro; its importance is reflected
in the social organisation of agriculture. In general, the Karaboro compound is
headed by the eldest man of the patrilineal descent group. The members of the
compound are the wives of its head, his younger brothers and their wives, as
well as their sons and unmarried daughters. The head of the compound organ¬
ises agricultural work, and supervises and distributes wealth. He is the tutor of
the compound and is in charge of the cult to the spirits of the Earth. In practice,
however, different household units organise farming separately within the same
compound. It is not uncommon that two brothers of advanced age stay together
but farm separately.

Women play a crucial role in farming. Married women work in their
husbands' fields throughout the farming season, which lasts from May to De¬
cember. The only agricultural task they do not carry out is the clearing of new
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land. As I have already described in chapter 4, clearing new land is a civilising
mission carried out by a man, often a hunter. It is only a man, who has the
strength to domesticate 'the bush' (kongo in Dyula). Such a strength is simulta¬
neously referred to as 'physical' and 'symbolic'. In general, people grow by
advancing the field through continuous clearing, thereby leaving land that has
been farmed for several years behind. Despite the high rate of female partici¬
pation, there is a division of labour in many agricultural tasks. For instance,
whereas both men and women till the yams field, only men sow yams. Simi¬
larly, men till the soil and sow sesame, but women do the weeding.

Karaboro women work on family fields—i.e. their husband's fields or, if
not married, on their father's or elder brother's fields—but they have also indi¬
vidual fields to work on 'free days'. On these days, even young men farm 'for
themselves'. Firstly, women and young men may work on their own fields on
the fifth day (called dosi) of the Karaboro week, that is, the Sideradougou mar¬
ket day (every 5 days). Secondly, on Fridays, work in fields is generally not
recommended—though not explicitly forbidden—because for Muslims Fridays
should be reserved for praying, and for the cults to the Earth and the ancestors,
spirits of the earth are said to come out (ka bo) on Fridays. Today, however,
people often farm even on Fridays. During a group interview, a Karaboro
woman said that

...even Fridays we work on the fields, but before they [i.e. the husbands] gave
us the Fridays to rest. [...] Formerly, one should not work on Fridays. It was
not an interdiction, but one should not do it. But after the 'forced labour'
[1946, my note] we started to work on Fridays.

Today, many people have access to the plough to work the fields, but some still
do all work using the big hoe (daba). Even those who plough their fields use
the daba for some farming tasks, e.g. yams cultivation. Women participate fully
in labouring fields with the dada. Often each wife works a line of the field side
by side with co-wives, their husband and other members of the household or
compound. The big daba is typical for the Banfora region. To labour a field is
very hard work. Symbolically, the daba represents the strong patrilineal at¬
tachment to land; the daba is inherited from father to son. Farmers' strong
symbolic connotations of the hoe have been reported from elsewhere. For in¬
stance, although every male member of a Lobi descent group may use a hoe, "it
is only when a man is ceremonially presented with a hoe by his father that he
becomes an independent cultivator" (Ovesen 1985:71).

The high rate of female participation in agriculture cannot be said to be
typical for Karaboro alone; it is also true among other groups (e.g. the Gouin
and the Turka) in the Comoe Province. At the beginning of the rainy season,
yams are sown, followed by cotton and maize. Main food crops are maize and
sorghum, but millet, beans and ground-nuts are also grown. Rice is cultivated
in plains; traditionally rice is farmed by women, but irrigation schemes tend to
attract both women and men. Yams are important both for household consump¬
tion and sale. In the Mangodara Department, yams are the main cash crop, but
its farming often implies that a new field is cleared each year (Hagberg 1990).
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Cash crops are increasingly grown by farmers in the Sideradougou De¬
partment. Cotton is the main one and is strongly promoted by the SOF1TEX.
Cotton is a principal export commodity of Burkina Faso. In the 1990s, cotton is
increasingly grown by Karaboro farmers. Yet, ground-nut also constitutes a
main cash-crop for Karaboro farmers in the Sideradougou Department.
Ground-nuts are both critical for the sauce accompanying the to—the porridge
which is the main dish—and are also sold on local markets.

In the Sideradougou Department, maize and sorghum dominate in cereal
production. These two crops occupy, together with ground-nut, more than 75%
of the cultivated land of the area (Sideradougou 1996). Of the 9,334 ha of
farmed land in the Sideradougou Agriculture Extension Zone, maize is culti¬
vated on 3,102 ha, ground-nut on 2,157 ha and sorghum on 1,851 ha (ibid.).
These figures are mere estimations, but highlight the importance of maize,
ground-nut and sorghum for farming. Although these figures do not differenti¬
ate between ethnic groups, the priorities of Karaboro farmers are still reflected
in them.

Beyond figures and main crops, there is a deeper meaning of the
Karaboro as food growers. For funerals, there is a particular species of sor¬
ghum, commonly labelled 'Karaboro sorghum', which is used. It is not possible
to use species promoted by the Agricultural Extension Service (CRPA) on these
occasions.119 Changes in the farming have therefore not affected the use of
crops in ceremonies.

We were bom to find that our ancestors have always used the Karaboro sor¬
ghum. If you use the CRPA sorghum for making your sacrifices, it will not
work.

Food growing emerges as the socially approved mode of utilising land for
Karaboro farmers. The field is seen as the subsistence base in which rights are
vested. At the end of the farming season crop damage caused by cattle often
occurs; a key issue of debate is then whether the farmer has finished harvesting
or not. Today many Karaboro farmers hesitate to allow the herder and/or herd-
owner to let cattle graze on the field at all. A Karaboro farmer stated, for in¬
stance, that "we never ask the Fulbe to come with their cattle to graze the stalks
[of a harvested field]. It is the Fulbe that come and ask us". Thus farmers have
permanent rights vested in the land they farm, and they should therefore decide
whether Fulbe cattle may graze their harvested fields or not. This reveals deep
perceptions of land-use among many farmers, because the Karaboro farmers
are 'owners' of the land rather than only the fruits of their work (crops). For
them the Fulbe herders and/or herd-owners should ask the permission to graze
their fields. Accordingly, the Fulbe herd-owner should place himself in an infe¬
rior position vis-a-vis the Karaboro field-owner (see chapters 8 and 9).

In addition to food growing Karaboro agriculturalists possess cattle of
the local race, though sometimes breeded with zebu cattle of Fulbe. Cattle are
regarded as wealth and bring status. As I shall elaborate in the subsequent sec-

119 The French term for this regional extension organisation of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry is Centre Regional de Promotion Agro-Pastorale (CRPA).
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tion, cattle are inherited matrilineally. However, draught animals for ploughing
are inherited patrilineally. The reason is that these animals are attached to land,
and to agricultural production.

Locality and Kinship
It is commonly acknowledged that labour rather than land has been the critical
productive factor in West African farming systems (Hart 1982; Mabogunje &
Richards 1985). In the search for land among Karaboro farmers the control
over labour seems to be a central limiting factor. In Karaboro kinship, this is
expressed in virilocal residence combined with matrilineal heritage of mobile
wealth. Cattle, money and other mobile goods are inherited matrilineally from
maternal uncle to nephew (ZS), while land and homestead follow the agnatic
line. Land is regarded as important but omnipresent; it is not wealth (nafolo in
Dyula). Land has to be rendered valuable through clearing, i.e. the input of la¬
bour. If there is no land left, the group migrates to another site. Furthermore,
children may work on their father's fields, but at his death, the nephews will
inherit his wealth. The force of virilocality is thus counterbalanced by the force
of matrilineal heritage of wealth, and could possibly help us to understand the
continuous moving back and forth between the village and the bush.

Different principles of kinship tend to coexist in Karaboro communities,
namely those of patrilineality and virilocality, and matrilineality and avuncolo-
cality. Whereas the general rule is virilocal residence, in specific cases the ma¬
ternal uncle (belence in Dyula) may 'take' a nephew (ZS, belenden) to let him
grow up with the uncle. There is a rich ethnographic documentation of the
principles of lineage and locality in many West African farming communities in
general and in Burkina Faso in particular.120 I think that Meyer Fortes caught an
essential aspect of the socio-political organisation of such farming communities
when he pointed out that among the Tallensi in northern Ghana. "The ideologi¬
cal framework of the lineage system is the ancestor cult; that of locality is the
cult of the Earth" (Fortes 1940:254).

In Karaboro communities, virilocal residence is the locus of the patrilin¬
eal descent group. In her analysis of the relations to land, Dacher holds that
while examining the rituals of the agrarian cult, one notes that it balances be¬
tween a cult to the ancestors and a cult to the spirits of the bush in Gouin soci¬
ety (Dacher 1984:168). Among both the Karaboro and Gouin, all mobile
wealth—e.g. money, cattle, motorbikes—are traditionally inherited first from
elder brother to younger brother of the same mother, and then from the mater¬
nal uncle to his nephews (ZS). Yet, land and all that is connected to land are

strictly inherited through agnatic line. The knife and sokalla chieftancies are
agnatically transmitted. These are the only recognised positions of domination
by traditional Gouin society. Similarly, rights to access to land and all kinds of
alliances with the spirits of the earth and the magico-professional positions

120
(Capron 1973; Dacher 1997b; Dacher & Lallemand 1992; de Rouville 1987; Duval 1985; Jonckers

1987).
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follow the agnatic line (ibid.). This statement, underlining the importance of the
relations to the earth, seems to be valid for Karaboro communities as well.
Residence and production are virilocal, but transmission of wealth (e.g. money,
cattle, women) is matrilineal. Cattle are merely regarded as the wealth of the
matrilineal descent group; its head is supposed to protect and increase cattle
rather than sell them off. The ritual expression of locality is above all linked to
the cult to the Earth. It is both linked to the Master of the Earth and to different
sokcilla. In a recent article, Dacher describes Gouin communities as matrilineal
and patrilocal. The matrilineage constitutes an exogamous unit; it is both a unit
for the cult to the ancestors and an economic unit for all goods that could be
acquired with money, e.g. wives and, formerly, captives (Dacher 1997b: 11).

Although much more research is needed on Karaboro kinship, Dacher's
detailed description of Gouin kinship appears to resemble Karaboro kinship
principles. However, I am not ready to describe Karaboro kinship as matrilin¬
eal. Instead, I would suggest that what we witness is a system of double de¬
scent, "in which a person belongs to a pair of such groups [descent groups, my
comment], one based on the patrilineal, the other on the matrilineal, mode of
reckoning" (Goody 1961:8). Firstly, mobile wealth (often including women
who may be remarried this way) is transmitted through the matrilineal line.
When the maternal uncle is dead, the nephew is perceived as the father of the
maternal uncle's children (i.e. his first-cousins). He may remarry the wives of
his deceased maternal uncle, although the widows' advice on the matter is im¬
portant. This kind of second marriage seems to be quite common among
Karaboro. For instance, I witnessed a situation of four widows and two neph¬
ews. The first widow refused to marry her deceased husband's nephew; she
considered herself to be too old. Two of the widows accepted to marry the
nephews (one to each of them). Finally the fourth widow simply refused to get
remarried, and her decision was not—at least overtly—contested.

Secondly, land and all that is connected to land (hoe, draught animals,
homestead) are inherited through agnatic line. Clan names are also transmitted
this way. The Karaboro clan names are Diao/Yao, Tou, Sagnon, Sory and Hi-
lou.121 Ouin holds that Sagnon, Yao and Tou are the principal patronyms and
that Ilou (Hilou) is more recent. The latter patronym was given to strangers
who had come in wartime to seek protection among the Karaboro (Ouin
1953:45). The number of Ilou is diminishing, because they have become inte¬
grated in Karaboro society and take up their patronyms (ibid.). Vassallucci sug¬
gests that the majority of Karaboro clans were matrilineal before Colonisation,
but that certain clans have always been patrilineal (Vassallucci 1988:62). In
several discussions with Karaboro informants, originating from Karaborola, it
was nevertheless stated that the clan name has always been transmitted through
agnatic line.

121
As a consequence of the Dyula influence through Colonisation, Dyula clan names (jamu) were in¬

troduced to replace local patronyms among Gouin, Karaboro and Turka. Among the Karaboro, Di¬
ao/Yao became Ouattara, Tou became Kone, Sagnon and Sory became Traore, and Hilou became Cou-
libaly.
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There is a risk of over-emphasising dividing lines in such classifications.
Patriliny is vested in rights to land and in the transmission of the clan name,
and matriliny is expressed in rights in mobile wealth. In short, both principles
are crucial for everyday life in Karaboro communities. Yet, a down-to-earth
remark would be that these principles are precisely complementary, and there¬
fore not able to be reduced to an issue of dominance.12" Once I discussed the

organisation of funerals with a Karaboro friend. I asked him to name the person
who is responsible for funerals, i.e. sangatigi ('the owner of funerals'). "It is
the family. Maybe the [maternal] nephew or the children". In fact, it is the heir
that must organise funerals. If the nephew (ZS) 'takes the heritage' (ka tien ta
in Dyula), he will organise the funeral. He will use part of the heritage for fi¬
nancing the funeral. Similarly, if the children take the heritage, they will or¬
ganise the funeral. Today many urban based Karaboro want that their children
to inherit, but the only way to ensure this is that the person first denies to take
his legitimate heritage from his own maternal uncle. The matrilineal line for
transmitting wealth would then be broken.

Three observations may be done with respect to double descent kinship
and virilocal (and in individual cases avuncolocal) residence patterns. Together
they shape the forms of some internal dynamics of Karaboro communities.
Firstly, the relation between maternal uncle (belence) and nephew (belenden) is
particular. Often the maternal uncle brings a nephew with him to live together
in his sokalla. The fact that the nephew will inherit his uncle is expressed in
jokes. The nephew has the uncontested right to take whatever he wants of the
uncle's wealth. The nephew often jokingly says to the uncle to die soon,
thereby emphasising that he is the future heir.

Secondly, the combination of virilocal residence and matrilineal inheri¬
tance favours a centrifugal tendency in Karaboro communities. People are, on
the one hand, attached to a specific territory and residence through agnatic line.
But wealth is, on the other hand, transmitted matrilineally. Different members
of the matrilineage may reside extremely dispersed. Young men often choose to
migrate (e.g. to the Ivory Coast, Mangodara) instead of working for their father
in whose land, but not wealth (money and cattle), they have vested rights. In his
doctoral thesis on the Turka, Jean-Claude Lavaud reports that young Turka men
travel to the Ivory Coast to work on the plantations of the matrilineal elders;
there their residence is avuncolocal. Yet, migration to the Ivory Coast are tem¬
porary and back in the village these men live and work for their father (Lavaud
1991:5). Although I have not been able to systematically study Karaboro mi¬
grations to the Ivory Coast, it is possible that this is also valid for Karaboro
young men.

Thirdly, the plough is increasingly replacing the hoe in many agricultural
tasks and draught animals are connected to land, hence inherited patrilineally. It
is often stated by government officials that the sons are losers and the nephews
(ZS) winners in this system, but another way to understand these principles is

122
Dacher, who has done much research on kinship, holds in one article that Gouin society is

"matrilineaire, ou bilineaire a predominance matrilineaire, dysharmonique, acephale et lignagere"
(Dacher 1987:45).
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that double descent kinship provides options for young men. They are incited to
be mobile, which is a classic risk-spreading strategy. But to be mobile is almost
by definition in conflict with the state administration, which wishes to control
people.

In Karaboro communities there exist different poles of power that are
constituent parts of the decentralising tendencies in Karaboro communities.

123
Hebert describes the Karaboro society as a 'paleonigritic civilisation'
(Baumann & Westermann 1962); it is a society without state and without group
chiefs, but in which each village had a Master of the Earth and a chief of the
initiation called Do or Dogo (Hebert No date-a:2). Internal Karaboro politics
demonstrate indeed strong decentralised tendencies. The Master of the Earth
(.kantrafo in Karaboro) and the Master of the Knife (nyolefo) are the most im¬
portant leadership positions together with the chief of Do. The Village Chief
(kulofo) is merely an office associated with French colonial administration.
Following a study by Danielle Jonckers on the Minyanka in Mali, the Karaboro
socio-political leadership demonstrates many similarities with that of Minyanka
(Jonckers 1987). Minyanka political system is neither characterised by a cen¬
tralised power nor by a classic segmentary organisation, where political rela¬
tions would be centred in kinship groups. Instead, the power appears to split up
and different institutions are adjusting and interfering (ibid.: 105). Without a
monopoly of power, the essential principle in maintaining social order is the
balance of forces. Family structures, hunting and farming associations, as well
as initiation societies, weave around each of them a dense network of complex
linkages and exercise a true invisible government (ibid.). There is not a central
power, but rather a balance of forces or poles of power.

However, to what extent do these local political structures condition the
degree of integration into the post-colonial state and the national economy?
Dacher approaches this question by looking, firstly, at the creation of Colonial
village chief and its political consequences, and, secondly, at the refusal in
Gouin society to development projects coming from outside (Dacher 1987).
One conclusion is that although the creation of village chief and the transfor¬
mation of ritual spaces into administrative entities may give the impression of a
village society rather than a lineage society, in every moment that the authority
of the chief has led to a constraint, the village institution has been emptied with
the meaning. Thus the village institution "camouflc un refus d'etre ensemble au
lieu d'animer un projet commun" (Dacher 1987:55).

A central aspect in Karaboro communities is initiation. In contrast to the
Minyanka, but like the Komo of the Bambara, the Dwo of the Bobo or the Poro
of the Senufo (Jonckers 1987:40), Karaboro initiation seems to involve the en¬
tire ethnic group. Besides the cults to the ancestors and the Earth, the second
main spirit is the Do or Dogo, whose initiation most Karaboro are expected to
undergo (Hebert No date-a:2). The Do is symbolised by a piece of iron hidden
in a case of palm-leaves (Borassus Aethiopum), which is covered by chicken

123 In my view, the basic problem of labelling a society as 'paleonigritic' is that the categorisation is
done without paying due attention to the historicity of the society in question.
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feathers (Hebert No date-a:2). Hebert classifies the Do rituals in two distinct
categories: 1) those close to Senufo Poro with initiation every seven years
(primarily carried out in Tengrela); and 2) rituals attached to the Do of the
Toussian (the neighbouring ethnic group north of Karaborola). This initiation is
conducted every 40 years, primarily in Karaborola. In the field both Do catego¬
ries (or better realities) were evident. Some informants claimed that initiation
takes place every seven years and other argued that initiation occurs every 40
years. Contrary to what Hebert suggests, both types of initiation apparently
prevail at least in Karaborola. Moreover, another initiation takes place every
three years.

To become a 'real' Karaboro, the person (woman or man) has to un¬
dergo initiation. For the initiation every three years, the person's name is
changed, or rather added, when s/he is initiated. For instance, the person's
Muslim name will remain after initiation, but the Karaboro name is added. The
Karaboro name marks the becoming of a social person, because, as one infor¬
mant stated, "If they do not undergo this initiation and the person dies, it is im¬
possible to carry out funerals". The initiation of every seven years represents a
further step in becoming Karaboro. One informant said that it is like a school
exam at which those who are initiated teach others.

If you do not make this [seven years initiation] you are still Karaboro, but you
are a Karaboro Dyula et not a normal Karaboro. If you do this, in any way if
one hears your name, one knows who is a real Karaboro. Even elders with
white hair, if they did not get initiated they stay children in the eyes of those
who are initiated.

To undergo initiation is hence a central aspect of becoming a social person, of
becoming Karaboro. The same is true for the Lobi. Ovesen has shown how the
youth initiation (also held every seven years) serves not only to make Lobi
youths full social persons, but also to reintegrate symbolically all members of
society and emphasise its cultural unity (Ovesen 1990). In this line of thought, I
argue that the folk-model of initiation is of main interest to our understanding
of Karaboro politics.

Donsoton

Initiation provides a model for social networks, a framework for action. This
model may help us to understand why the hunting organisation (donsoton)—
which since 1995 has spread rapidly over the Comoe Province—has become so
important for Karaboro farmers.

Hunting societies (donsoton) are common in West Africa, especially
among Mande peoples. Hunters (donso) have participated in warfare and po¬
litical resistance since the Empire of Mali in the 13th century throughout the
history to the Bambara kingdom of Segu, and the armies of Samory and Ke-
nedougou (Cisse 1994:28). Malinke hunting society constitutes a political and
military organisation, which excludes any notion of tribe, class and caste, and is
founded on the common cult of all its members (Cisse 1964:176). Donso are
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Figure 5: Donsoton. The head of the hunting organisation in the Comoe
Province is a traditional hunter (donso,) who resides in Dakoro. He has
become a person ofpolitical significance as, for instance, local politicians
ask for his support for rallying political campaigns.

characteristically dressed in boubou and trousers made of cotton bands, col¬
oured by roots. Amulets and mirrors of protection cover the boubou. The donso
carries a cap and has a fly whisk. The hunting dress may only be carried by
donso.

Donso are the children of Sanene and Kontron124, which is the myth of
origin and the name of the cult. To become a donso, one has to be initiated into
the cult and accepted by a senior donso. The hunting society is often described
as a brotherhood; it is hierarchically based on the common notion of koro ani
dogo—i.e. elder [brother] and younger—which primarily is not a question of
age but of secret knowledge. To enter the brotherhood, the initiate must de-

124 Sanene ani Kontrdn (Cisse 1964; Cisse 1994).
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nounce all filiation, brotherhood and relation of dependence except for the
filiation to Sanene and Kontron and the brotherhood of donso (Cisse
1964:182).

The hunting organisation (donsoton) in the Comoe Province is called
Benkadi ('concordance is good'). It is an organisation of hunters, whose goal is
to fight against theft in rural areas. It has become very strong in Karaboro vil¬
lages. To become a member of this hunting organisation the individual must
undergo an initiation through sacrifices. The formal requirements are nonethe¬
less said to be the payment of 1,000 FCFA (10 FF). The hunting organisation is
led by a traditional hunter (donso) in Dakoro in what is today the Leraba Prov¬
ince. But there is a decentralised departmental organisation of Benkadi in Side-
radougou.

For the state administration the organisation is called Benkadi. The same
organisation is, however, also called Kondoro, which is the name of its 'fetish'
(Ouedraogo 1996:23). Kondoro originates from Wassoulou in Mali and today it
has ramifications in the Ivory Coast, Guinea-Conakry and Burkina Faso (ibid.).
The president residing in Dakoro is the local representative in the Leraba and
Comoe as well as neighbouring Provinces. The apparent contradiction of two
names reveals a particular aspect of the organisation. Whereas Kondoro repre¬
sents the traditional aspects (initiation, cult), Benkadi expresses the modern as¬
pects (formal membership, recognition by government). The hunting organisa¬
tion therefore portrays a mixture of traditional and modern organisational
structure.

This mixture of traditional and modern attributes is also reflected in the
dual membership. Any man may pay 1,000 FCFA to become a member, but it is
the initiation—materialised through sacrifices of 12 cola-nuts and two chick¬
ens—that really counts. The organisation has strong ethnic dominance with re¬
spect to membership. Neither Fulbe, Dyula nor Mossi are members in the Side-
radougou Department. In general, there is an overwhelming dominance of
'Senufo peoples', including the Karaboro.

The primary purpose of the organisation is, contrary to what the name
indicates, not to hunt but to act as guards against thieves in villages; it is said to
act for the security in rural area. Even traditional donso have never only been
hunters, but are also involved in protection of game curing and are above all
farmers (ibid.:24). The senior donso is mandated to initiate future donso.

The president of the hunting organisation in the Sideradougou Depart¬
ment is an esteemed traditional Tiefo hunter, but the vast majority of the mem¬
bers are Karaboro. In practice, however, a Karaboro farmer is the leader in
Sideradougou. In 1996 he held the title of vice-president, but for most people
he was seen as the leader. The strong Karaboro dominance implies that the or¬
ganisation is perceived as an ethnic movement, or even as a militia by outsid¬
ers. This ambiguity is also expressed by the president of Benkadi in Dakoro.

Formerly to become a donso, people shot at the dog on the banks of the river.
That is how the way of the donso [donsoya\ started. The world later became
spread out and this was not carried out any longer. When we wanted to create
this organisation, we started from the origin of the donsoya. Every man who
wants to become a member of the organisation has to bring 12 colas and 2
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chickens and we go to the river to make sacrifices. [...] It is people belonging
to the brotherhood of donso that carry out the sacrifices, but to become a mem¬
ber of the organisation the person must pay 1,000 FCFA, even if you are not
originally donso. [...] There are no Fulbe donso, we do not shoot at their dog.
They may pay 1,000 FCFA and be part of the organisation as a simple member,
but if we kill the dogs, they should not be present.

These statements indicate the ethnic character of the organisation. But the or¬
ganisation also responds to a practical need: to fight against theft of goods, es¬
pecially of cattle. Traditional hunters use their skills to combat a contemporary
problem. The dual character of membership—1,000 FCFA and initiation—fits
perfectly well into a context, where the hunting organisation positions itself
both to tradition and modernity. The organisation has become a socio-political
actor, whose agency is framed by the interface of tradition and modernity (see
chapter 10).

Initiation serves to frame the socio-political purpose of this organisation.
It is a contemporary political pressure group grounded in tradition. Donsoton
not only represents a cognitive model, but also a model for social and political
action. It draws a line between Pagan and Muslim peoples, between auto¬
chthonous farmers and strangers. It puts the way of the Bambara, Bambaraya,
in the forefront of a contemporary political context. By emphasising the Bam¬
bara or Pagan aspect of the organisation, important segments of rural popula¬
tion are excluded. A government official in Sideradougou suggested:

All hunters respect the ancestral practices. Someone who considers himself to
be a Muslim, maybe he does not think that he may participate in the organisa¬
tion. It is the religious belonging that guides that.

The case of the hunting organisation indicates that besides formal social and
political leadership in Karaboro communities, individual actors may play an
important political role. Status is, of course, also vested in money, but the ac¬
tions undertaken by an individual may serve as a platform for leadership. For
instance, some of the key Karaboro actors in the outbreaks of violence de¬
scribed in chapter 8 have gained status and prestige by 'acting after their own
head'. Formerly this kind of political leadership was common. "En temps de
guerre, le combattant reconnu comme le chef le plus brave devenait le chef du
moment, et pour la duree des hostilites" (Hebert No date-a:2). Narrations of the
Karaboro rebellions at the event of French colonisation indicate that power and
influence were vested in brave individuals.125

The growing importance of the hunting organisation is linked to the fact
that some central leaders have emerged in Karaboro communities in recent
years. In Sideradougou, a French-speaking, retired adjutant of the French Army
is the most prominent one. He has become a Karaboro leader because of his
actions and wisdom, but apparently does not represent any traditional political
structure. He has not any authority granted by the state administration, whose
local officials merely see him as a Karaboro elder. For male Karaboro farmers
living in the Sideradougou area, he is a person around whom they assemble in

125 Jean-Bernard Ouedraogo argues that there is a cult of violence, suffering and courage as means of
defense of the community among the Karaboro. This 'culture de guerre' has emerged in a specific soci¬
al context, but becomes a new way of activating the regional collectivity (Ouedraogo 1997:143-144).
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Figure 6: Karaboro donso. The hunting organisation has become important
among Karaboro farmers in the Sideradougou Department. Many are, how¬
ever, hunters who have not passed the different stages for becoming a tradi¬
tional hunter (donso).

situations of inter-ethnic negotiation and/or conflict. Other Karaboro leaders
have also emerged in the 1990s. The vice-president of Donsoton in Sideradou¬
gou is a Karaboro man living in Kotou (10 km south of Sideradougou). His
authority seems to be grounded on his actions, because he is not a traditional
donso. Thus in Sideradougou, the president is a traditional donso, but the vice-
president is not.

I knew how to use fire-arms, but I did not kill game. Hunting today is to be
hunters of the enemies, we are not hunters of game.

The prevalence of leaders without any clear power base grounded in descent or
other traditional legitimacy could be understood in a context of individuals
taking their destiny in their own hands. To some extent this individualism may
be linked to a quite common ethnic stereotype about the Karaboro. "The
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Karaboro is not dishonest. One says that he is not smart, but that is not true".
The Karaboro is also said to have a big heart, i.e. he easily gets angry. A
Karaboro man told me, "people say that the Karaboro is not good at speaking,
but we walk on the truth". This would signify that the Karaboro are frank. The
point is not to appreciate the foundations of these statements, but rather to con¬
sider the image they reveal. Although many people would argue that they are
false, these statements support an established world view of the Karaboro.
Karaboro farmers live 'in the bush', but they die in Karaborola (Kaye Kulo), in
the land of their ancestors. What is important to Karaboro farmers is the be¬
longing to Karaborola rather than to get involved in local politics 'in the bush'.

Summary
This chapter has sought to analyse internal social and political dynamics among
Karaboro agriculturalists living in the Sideradougou Department. Three main
points need to be recalled.

Firstly, Karaboro communities have a history of continuous migration.
Today there are still people who leave Karaborola to move into 'the bush' to
farm. Elders move back, when they are too old and too weak to farm. They re¬
turn to Karaborola to die and eventually to join the ancestors. The authority of
the elders is concentrated to Karaborola, but in reality most Karaboro farmers
live 'in the bush' (the Sideradougou and Mangodara Departments). The relative
absence of elders in day-to-day politics taking place in the bush apparently
strengthens the independent spirit of Karaboro. Ethnic stereotypes support this
view, which, I would argue, is a constituent part of Karaboro self-perception.

Secondly, socio-politically the Karaboro communities may be charac¬
terised by the authority granted to individuals with respect to the actions they
undertake both individually (i.e. 'acting after his own head') and on the behalf
of Karaboro society in face of modern society to rather than leadership status
grounded on the traditional socio-political structure.

Thirdly, the high rate of adherence of male Karaboro farmers to the
hunting organisation (donsoton) could both be understood as a reaction against
a concrete social problem—theft—and as an ethnic movement, or an emergent
militia. In practice, the hunting organisation draws a line between auto¬
chthonous people and strangers, and Pagans and Muslims. Thus the identity as
'people of Banfora' (Banforakanw) or 'autochthonous peasants' is mobilised
rather than ethnicity.
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6. Comingjrom

In this chapter I shall describe the second main disputing party, that is, the
Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Here the attempt is to analyse important internal social
and political dynamics among the Fulbe living in the Comoe Province. Firstly,
the historical context of migrations of the Fulbe group Boobolangobe will be
described to provide a background to their current settlements in the province.
Secondly, the social organisation of Fulbe agro-pastoralism in the area will be
discussed. Thirdly, I shall analyse local Fulbe politics in relation to issues of
leadership and legitimacy. The frame of analysis is to explore Fulbe leadership
in dispute settlement.

Boobola and the Country of 'Paysans Noirs'
A large part of Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in the region of Bobo-Dioulasso
in Burkina Faso belong to groups which refer to themselves as Boobolangobe
or Fulbe-boobolaaBe (Diallo 1993:4). The latter term signifies literally the
Fulbe from the country of the Bobo, but the former term was used by my Fulbe
friends. Boobola is an area which corresponds approximately to what is today
the Kossi Province.126 The Boobolangobe have a long history in the Bobo-
Dioulasso region and consider themselves to be the first Fulbe there. Most
Boobolangobe speak Dyula, although elder women and some men often have a
poor vocabulary. Principal patronyms found in this group are Sidibe and San-
gare/Barry, who trace their origin from the chieftancies of Barani and Dokuyi
respectively, but other patronyms exist for Boobolangobe as well. Other Fulbe
groups, who reside in the Comoe Province originate from the 'Mossi countries'
(e.g. Ouahigouya, Koudougou) and they are called Fulbemossi (Fulbemosi in
Fulfulde) by the Boobolangobe. The analysis of Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the
Comoe Province is generally based on field-work carried out among the Sidibe,
that is, the group of Boobolangobe who originate from the Barani chieftancy.
They have moved southwards and settled more or less steadily in the Comoe
Province, the country of 'Paysans Noirs'.127

126 The area where the Boobolangobe traditionally reside is called Seeno-boobola in Fulfulde. The see-
no is the sandy plain and boobola refers to the 'Bobo country' (Diallo 1993:4).
127 The Banfora region is commonly called the country of the black peasant after a novel by the French
Colonial administrator Robert Delavignette entitled Les Paysans Noirs (1947) first published 1931.
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These Fulbe agro-pastoralists both share features with other Fulbe
populations and with local traditions, settings and regions as to where they live.
In this section I shall therefore describe some central features of the global Ful-
beness, and then concentrate on the Fulbe from Barani. The point is to high¬
light that the interaction between the ethnic groups Fulbe, Bobo and Dyula in
the area covered by this study is important, not only in disputes but also in eve¬
ryday relationships (de Bruijn & van Dijk 1997a:20).

Global Fulbeness

In general, Fulbe populations are scattered over a vast area in West Africa and
they live in at least 18 countries. The Fulbe are renowned as cattle-keeping
people, but today less than half of them raise cattle; pastoralism and agriculture
constitute two borders of Fulbe activities (Boutrais 1994:140). Some Fulbe
cattle-keepers are still fully nomadic, while most are semi-sedentary and also
depend on agriculture (Riesman 1992:11). Different estimates hold that Fulbe
populations represent between 10 and 30 millions people, but it is extremely
difficult to establish more than approximate figures. Differences between lan¬
guages and Fulbe populations are frequent and of main importance.

Aujourd'hui, des groupes s'affirment Peuls, alors que leur origine ethnique est
differente: anciens serviteurs (Rimaybe) ou anciens allies des Peuls. Dans
l'autre sens, des Peuls qui vivent en contact prolonge avec des populations
prestigieuses adoptent leur fa$on de vivre et leur culture. (Boutrais 1994:139)

But given these inherent problems in establishing more than general patterns of
Fulbe populations, altogether they still constitute one of West Africa's largest
ethnic groups. Fulbe are not in majority in any state in West Africa, but "form
large minorities in all of the Sahelian states, minorities that have historically
played important roles in the region's sociopolitical development" (Riesman
1992:11).

Fulbe populations are known by different names in different areas. In
countries where French is the official language the Wolof term Peul is widely
used. In Gambia and Sierra Leone the Mande term Fula is principally applied.
In Nigeria and Ghana they are known by the Hausa term Fulani. Kanuri and
other peoples of Chad basin refer to them as Felaata. Their own term for them¬
selves is Fulbe (sing. Pullo), which is also the term employed in German writ¬
ings. In this study I generally use the term Fulbe, which is the one used by
themselves.128 I will not follow Fulfulde linguistic principles in conjugating,
but mainly employ the plural form Fulbe. 1 shall talk about a Fulbe woman, in¬
stead of the more correct term Pullo debbo. The main reason is to emphasise
that Fulbe—as is the case of Karaboro—is a label used by others.

The groups involved in disputes in the Comoe Province are composed of
free men (Rimbe, sing. Dimo) to be contrasted to groups of captives
(Maccube), enfranchised captives (Rimaibe) and groups of artisans, i.e. black-

1281 shall use the French Peul and the Dyula Fula occasionally as these are the most established labels
used to label Fulbe in the western Burkina Faso. The labels Peul or Fula are employed in disputes.
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smiths (Waylube), griots (Maabuube) and woodworkers (Lawbe). Yet, like the
Rimbe, groups of artisans labelled as 'free', i.e. they are not of Maccube or
Rimaibe origin, "but they form a kind of endogamous caste since they do not
marry people of other social categories" (Riesman 1992:14).

Historians have concluded that Fulbe origin is to be traced among Ber¬
ber infiltrators, who intermarried with their hosts in the Senegal valley, and
adopted their language. But they largely ignored established political ideas of
the zone as those did not concord with their mode of living (Horton 1985:113).
Horton gives two reasons for this historical explanation. Firstly, the Fulbe lan¬
guage, called Fulfulde, belongs to the West Atlantic family whose core area is
thought to be the Senegal valley, where variants are spoken today by peoples
such as Toucouleur, Wolof and Serer. Secondly, this area experienced an early
infiltration of Berber herdsmen. Later, the descendants of these groups found
the Senegal valley overcrowded and hence they moved eastwards. Between the
12th to 19th centuries, Fulbe populations spread throughout the length and
breadth of the West African savanna (ibid.). Fulfulde seems to be mutually
comprehensible by speakers from most areas, although there are exceptions,
particularly Fulbe enclaves surrounded by speakers of another language. For
instance, in Barani the Fulfulde is "heavily influenced by the Marka language"
(Riesman 1984:172). Some Fulbe populations established Islamic regimes over
the last three centuries in four widely separated zones of the savanna, by means
of jihad.

It was in these areas that they adapted the Arabic script to the writing of their
language, Fulfulde, and developed other institutions for the dissemination of
Islam in West Africa. More than any other single people, the Fulbe have led in
the process whereby Islam has become the majority faith of the savanna region.
(Kane & Robinson 1984:1)

However, historians increasingly question the image that Muslim pastoralists—
oppressed by Pagan potentates—would have taken the power and created Is¬
lamic states, thus favouring the sedentarisation of the nomads. Instead this im¬
age supports the idea, first employed in the 14th century by the Arabic historian
Ibn Khaldun, of a prevailing tension between two social types, two poles
structuring Muslim societies: the urban as a marker of civilisation and the Bed¬
ouin way of life of nomads and rural people (Botte & Schmitz 1994:7-8). A
group such as the Wodaabe—a group of Fulbe nomads living in parts of south¬
ern Niger, Nigeria and western Chad—would provide a good example. They
maintain their distance towards Islam, the majority religion, and preserve their
own ancient religious beliefs and world view (Bovin 1985:69; Dupire 1970;
Stenning 1959). Yet, Botte & Schmitz argue that it is possible to see two sets of
oppositions in the tension between Islam and pastoral mobility. Firstly, there is
a set of opposition between Muslim and Pagan. Secondly, another set of oppo¬
sition prevails between graziers and farmers, because Fulbe pastoralists gener¬
ally disregard agricultural work (Botte & Schmitz 1994:8).

Islam was largely limited to West African cities prior to the formation of
Fulbe states in the 19th century. "After the Fulani established themselves in
power, Islam became a central thread in the fabric of West African social life,
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and rulers dispatched marabouts (religious adepts) to convert the nonbelievers
living in remote areas" (Riesman 1992:12). For instance, the formation of
states led by pastoral Fulbe favoured the widening of a gap between elites and
nomadic groups, and a tension between "the requirements of a pastoral way of
life, the state, and the most important ideological power in the precolonial po¬
litical formations, Islam" (de Bruijn & van Dijk 1994:86). Islam was an im¬
portant force in Fulbe society, but a religion for the political centre. In the
course of history it developed into a folk-religion. "Notwithstanding all the
centrifugal forces that cause the disintegration of society, Islam links all the
groups to each other and provides them with a common ideological frame,
while interpretations of history have become vehicles for the promotion of
group interests" (ibid.: 104).

The opposition between the two stereotypes bush Fulbe (Fulbe ladde)
and city Fulbe (Fulbe saare) in the west, or Mbororo versus Pullo in the east is
therefore incomplete.129 Instead, slavery needs to be situated in this opposition
between social dynamics within Fulbe society, i.e. Muslim versus Pagan and
graziers versus farmers (Botte & Schmitz 1994:8). Paradoxically, "la masse
servile sature inversement par des traits negatifs—paganisme et agriculture—
les valences fonctionnelles de l'identite peule, et c'est la probablement qu'il
faudrait en chercher le coeur" (ibid.:9). Fulbe identity is forged not only in ten¬
sions between oppositions such as Muslim and Pagan, but also in relation to the
'Black farmers' ('slaves').

In Fulbe society there are two social categories of what can roughly be
described as 'slaves'. Firstly, the Maccube category means captive, referring to
people captured in wars or raids and even bought at a market. Secondly, the
Rimaibe are enfranchised slaves. A popular notion still regards slavery as a
form of property, rendering the slave as an object, but slavery could instead be
defined "as a process of status transformation which may last over a lifetime
and spill over into the following generations" (Kopytoff 1982:221; Meillassoux
1991). For instance, in the theocratic state of Futa Jalon, the Fulbe slaves born
into slavery could not be sold; they were called Rimaibe, and their socio-
religious promotion was only possible within the servile status (Dupire
1994:273). The distinction between Maccube and Rimaibe is not always evi¬
dent, and both are today free according to state law. However, the distinction
between noble and slave has been "basic to the shaping of Fulani society as it
exists today" (Riesman 1984:173).

Despite the fact that slavery was abolished by French colonial admini¬
stration, the distinction between Fulbe and Rimaibe/Maccube is significant to
Fulbe. The end of slavery forced the Fulbe to work soil with their own hands
and become 'le Peul agriculteur' (Botte & Schmitz 1994:10).

Abolition has, in general, removed the obligation to have a 'vertical' tie to the
master. This has given greater prominence to the 'horizontal' dimension of the

129
Drawing on material from Nigeria, Blench employs another way of to express this difference: Fulbe

na'i (pastoralists) and Fulbe wuro (urban Fulbe) (Blench 1984:198). The jihad has been of main im¬
portance for the development of a distinct urban Fulbe culture. In fact, it "should not be seen as the
inevitable concomitant of the success of the jihad. It was a matter of policy, consciously promoted"
(Burnham & Last 1994:327).
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social identity of the former 'slave', thereby reinforcing the perception of
'slaves' as a stratum whose members are identified by descent—or, to use an
idiom more appropriate to African values, by a lack of depth in descent. (Miers
& Kopytoff 1979:75)

Baldus demonstrates in a case-study from Borgu in northern Benin on the an¬
cient 'slaves' Maccube that Fulbe hegemony was imposed in the 18th and 19th
centuries. After abolition, the Maccube remained without masters and the Fulbe
therefore still ask for the surplus product of Maccube work. "The Machube still
do the hardest work, freeing the Fulbe for the extensive social contacts, travel,
participation in the complex group structures such as the age-class system, and
the display of status, which are such essential part of Fulbe life" (Baldus
1979:442).

The stressing of the 'slave' in the construction of Fulbeness draws at¬
tention to the means by which Fulbe populations tend to distance themselves
from farming populations. One concept summarises what is essentially seen as
Fulbe: pulaaku}'0 This concept is commonly described as the qualities appro¬
priated by the Fulbe, Fulbe value systems and social norms, and to act in a dig¬
nified Fulbe way. The concept may also be employed more generally to label
Fulbe community or the Fulbe way. The pulaaku refers to the idealised moral
code of conduct of Fulbe, and it is public. Riesman stressed that pulaaku signi¬
fies not only the qualities appropriated by the Fulbe, but also the group of Fulbe
men that possess these qualities.

Le comportement qui prouve la pulaaku d'un homme, a lieu devant la pulaaku,
c'est-a-dire en public. La pulaaku etant a la fois les hommes et leur maniere
d'etre, ll est evident qu'agir en Peul veut dire surtout et avant autre chose agir
comme les autres, agir de telle sorte que ces demiers ne puissent pas detecter
de difference entre vous et eux-memes. Une difference dans le comportement
est une deviation de 1'ideal, done un manquement a la pulaaku. (Riesman
1974:128)

Kirk-Greene demonstrates that 'the Fulani way' (laaxvol pulaaku) is a code of
behaviour, a pastoral ethos, and identifies four dominant traits of laawol pu¬
laaku (Kirk-Greene 1986). The first trait is the concept munyal (often described
as patience). "Munyal conveys a cross between manly fortitude in adversity and
an acceptance of the pre-ordained and inevitable slings and arrows of misfor¬
tune" (Kirk-Greene 1986:42). The second trait is hakkiilo, which stands for
care, forethought, prudence and wise personal management in combination
(Kirk-Greene 1986:42). The shame (semteende) is the third trait identified by
Kirk-Greene. Semteende is described as "an amalgam of humility, modesty, de¬
corum and reserve, as revealed in correct personal relations" (Kirk-Greene
1986:42). The fourth trait has to do with language, and it indicates that a person
should not only learn the language but also learn to practise Fulbe social be¬
haviour (Kirk-Greene 1986:43).

The Fulbeness and Karaboroness are central to understand the shaping
of interactions between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agriculturalists.

130 The concept pulaaku has been discussed elsewhere, e.g. (Kirk-Greene 1986; Riesman 1974; Sidibe
et al. 1997) and recently among Fulbe representatives at the International Seminar 'Crisis and Culture
in Africa—with Special Emphasis on Pastoral Nomads and Farmers in the West African Sahel' in Upp¬
sala, Sweden. Here 1 am concerned with the ways by which pulaaku is articulated in dispute settlement.
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Here it is important to recognise to what extent pulaaku—as compared to
Bambaraya of Karaboro hunters (see also chapters 5 and 10)—is articulated in
dispute settlement. For the Fulbe, farmers represent 'slaves' (jon), those that
have no shame. Fulbe often jokingly call farmers jon and they associate
Karaboro farmers with 'paganism' and 'agriculture'. A Fulbe man once com¬
mented on the Mangodara conflict between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and
Karaboro agriculturalists in 1995: "The noble is ashamed, but the slave disre¬
gards us".

A Fulbe elder described what pulaaku was for him:
Pulaaku means a noble, a true Fulbe. A true Fulbe, that is someone who should
not do a lot of things. A true Fulbe should not lie [...], not steal [...], not beg
even if famine will kill you [...], not eat in public. [...] It is better to die than to
do these things for a true Fulbe. A true Fulbe is someone who has a lot of
shame. I do not say that there are not other ethnic groups that resemble the
Fulbe, but personally I do not know. It is not all Fulbe tnat are pulaaku, be¬
cause some have not even shame...

So the ideal code of conduct is pulaaku; people should act in the Fulbe way.
Yet, according to this Fulbe elder pulaaku is today deteriorating, because the
world is spoiled. People eat in public and do things that are morally bad. For
the Fulbe, 'slaves' represent Paganism, farming and the absence of patience
and shame. They thereby constitute the opposite of pulaaku, the Fulbe way.

Fulbe from Barani
Those Fulbe agro-pastoralists focused in this study reside in the Comoe Prov¬
ince. They call themselves Boobolangobe and originate from Boobola in the
Province of Kossi with its capital Nouna in north-western Burkina Faso (see
Map 7). They are thus strangers to the Comoe Province in which they have few
traditional claims to power.131 Historically Boobola was composed of two
chieftancies; those of Sidibe in Barani and of Sangare in Dokuyi. Youssouf Di-
allo (1993; 1994) has demonstrated that the Barani chieftancy succeeded in
preserving a relative autonomy of the surrounding states of the 19th century: the
Macina, the Yatenga and the state of Samori. The chieftancy of Barani was si¬
multaneously confronted to these states as well as to the Bobo and Bwa farm¬
ing populations on whose detriment Barani carried out predatory politics
(Diallo 1994:359). Boobola was further the intersection of several trade routes
of regional importance, e.g. Kong-Djenne.

It was probably in the beginning of the 18th century that Fulbe pastoral-
ists, originating from the Niger valley, moved towards the plain of Gondo-
Sourou, and their integration into the local village societies seems to have been
peaceful (ibid.:361). It was a migration characterised by steps and successive
groups. These populations established themselves in the neighbourhood, after
having asked for permission of the Masters of the Earth. Peaceful pastoralists
settled in the area, facilitated by the policy of receiving strangers in the

131 The chieftancies (Sidibe and Sangare/Barry) in Bobo-Dioulasso constitute exceptions, because they
existed prior to French colonisation and were later supported by French colonial administration.
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Boobola, i.e. area approximately corresponding to the
chieftancies of Barani (Sidibe) and Dokui (Sangare/Barry)

Map 7: Boobola.

autonomous village societies (Diallo 1993:6-7). The Fulbe of the clan Wojaabe
(Sidibe), who came from Kunaari (Mopti), were apparently the first to have had
political ambitions (ibid.:7). The Sidibe (Barani) and Sangare/Barry (Dokuyi)
progressively dispersed their domination of autochthonous farmers (of Bobo
and Bwa ethnic groups) in a context of ideo-political domination linked to
Fulbe revolutions, in particular in the neighbouring Macina (Diallo 1994:361).
Diallo characterises the Barani chieftancy as a segmentary state, i.e. "une forme
d'organisation politique intermediate resultant de la combinaison harmonieuse
de deux logiques: la logique lignagere (segmentation) et la logique etatique
(centralisation)" (Diallo 1993:23).

In 1895 the French commander Destenave undertook the occupation of
the territories in the northern and interior parts of the Black Volta river
(Mouhoun), inhabited by Bobo, Bwa and Samo agriculturalists. But their re¬
fusal to submit themselves to the French pushed the latter into searching sup¬
port from Fulbe cavaliers in Barani and Dokuyi.
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L'accueil amical reserve par le chef de Barani aux Frangais conduit ces dern-
iers a consolider le pouvoir de Widi Sidibe, lequel sera ensuite reduit au rang
de simple auxiliaire de l'administration. (Diallo 1994:361)

Politically, the position of Fulbe pastoralists was a tricky issue for French colo¬
nial administration. The idea of reconstructing and reinforcing ancient political
structures for executing colonial policy—such as recruiting 'forced labour' and
collecting taxes—may throw light on the question of how groups characterised
by migration and annual mobility could be controlled by the colonial admini¬
stration.

The chieftancy of Barani was an ally to the French, but from 1898 the
French ended the ambitions of Widi Sidibe (the chief of Barani). Consequently,
when Barani did not exist militarily any longer, its chief was incited to consoli¬
date the commercial vocation of trading horses to Samori, which he had begun
since 1887 (ibid.:377). Diallo argues that the new fact in this agitated context
was the conversion of Widi into an economic agent, concerned in making prof¬
its of the rivalries between the French conquerors and the Dyula Emperor Sam¬
ori. For a long time the chieftancy of Barani had been open to southern regions,
especially the Minyanka in Sikasso, upon which Widi exercised a certain influ¬
ence. The trade with Samori strengthened existing political and economic
openness.

French colonial administration established its power by identifying more
or less stereotyped ethnic or cultural boundaries. The Fulbe were administra¬
tively defined as different. In both Barani and Dokuyi, there was one canton for
the Fulbe, and another for other groups (Bobo and Bwa farmers). In the Bobo-
Dioulasso cercle, the Fulbe belonged to particular Fulbe groups instead of
cantons. Consequently, the Sidibe constituted one group (groupement) and the
Sangare another. These groupements cover all Sidibe and Sangare respectively
in the cercle. Taxes were collected through this administrative system which—
at least for the Sidibe in Bobo-Dioulasso—was functional up to the 1970s. The
French colonial administration followed the division of cantons and groupe¬
ments•, primarily based on ethnic belonging. The Fulbe originating from Boo-
bola were thereby administratively defined as different from other groups. They
did not belong to cantons, but to Sidibe and Sangare groupements respectively.

It is not my intention to elaborate on the historical development of the
chieftancy of Barani; it is sufficient to notice that there are some main works on
the Fulbe of Barani and Dokuyi (Benoit 1978; Benoit 1979; Diallo 1993; Diallo
1994; Queant & de Rouville 1969). In this study, Barani is merely regarded as a
point of reference, or village of origin for many Fulbe agro-pastoralists residing
in the Comoe Province. The general proposition held by Fulbe throughout all
encounters I have had since 1988 is that 'all Sidibe come from Barani'. Yet,
this question of origin is first of all a manner for a person to say who s/he is.
Lineage is expressed in the Fulfulde term suudu baba, i.e. the father's house. It
is a house submitted to the influence of a father in a general sense, but is pri¬
marily a socio-political community copied on the model of the family structure
(Diallo 1994:366). For instance, my host in the village of Djalakoro in the Side-
radougou Department is—according to his identity card—born in 1903, but he
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had never been in Barani. His father left Barani before he was born. Yet, if
asked, he and any Sidibe I have met, held that they originated from Barani. In
this respect, Barani stands for origin and identity for these Fulbe agro-
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pastoralists. People refer to Barani as 'our country'. A Fulbe elder once said
to me that he wanted to return to Barani, despite the fact that he had never been
there, because Barani is 'our country'. But he simultaneously stressed the
problem of water pumps there.

Barani may be conceptualised as 'our country' for the Sidibe, but Barani
both represents a territory and an idea. Barani was the chieftancy that suc¬
ceeded in preserving a certain autonomy until colonisation. Today, the Barani
'country' stands for the home for all Sidibe. Other settlements in the region are
of very ancient origin. The settlement of Sidibe from Barani in the village of
Kotedougou outside Bobo-Dioulasso was a powerful centre prior to and during
colonisation. But the Sidibe, who have 'relatives' in Kotedougou still have
their 'home' in Barani. The question of origin is thus situational. The Sidibe
and Sangare/Barry (for Dokuy) maintain a joking relationship, or in Griaule's
words 'alliance catarthique' (Griaule 1948). But both Sidibe and Sangare/Barry
belong to the category 'Boobolangobe'—Fulbe living in the country of the
Bobo—in contrast to Jelgobe (Djibo), Torobe (Ouahigouya), Fulbemossi etc.
The category 'Fulbemossi'—Fulbe living close to the Mossi—is as much a
summarising label. The two categories Boobolangobe and Fulbemossi consti¬
tute a central socio-political divide among Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe
Province.

Fulbe migration could be understood with respect to transhumance and
other elements of pastoral life. Fulbe agro-pastoralists are part of a migratory
movement, which is characterised by a continuous slipping southwards. To my
knowledge, I have never met a Fulbe agro-pastoralist residing in the Comoe
Province that has arrived directly from Barani. Most people mention that prior
to the settlement in the province, they lived in villages in Kenedougou and/or
Houet Provinces. The villages of Samorogouan, N'Dorola, Banzon and Ko¬
tedougou host important Fulbe settlements in these provinces.

There is an annual mobility southwards in transhumance. But as Michel
Benoit described in Boobola (app. Kossi Province), annual mobility is, in fact,
not strictly cyclic. Whereas a certain number of families do not return, or will
settle in another setting, sedentary groups leave suddenly with the herd without
any intention of going back (Benoit 1978:17). Between 1960 and 1969, 125
Fulbe families (686 persons) had left the Barani canton definitely, i.e. about
25% of the population in the census of 1969 (Queant & de Rouville 1969). In
the history of the Boobolangobe, migration is a constant phenomenon; contem¬
porary migration enters into a long tradition within which fixation in large vil¬
lage communities may be considered to be exceptional (Benoit 1978:24). The
chieftancy of Barani represents the idea of Barani as the village of origin, but
this is highly relative. Instead, movements rather represent some kind of normal
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state of affairs. This is expressed by many Fulbe. "Fulbe do not stay in one
place".133

Fulbe agro-pastoralists reside in many villages in the Comoe Province.
They arrive continuously, and although many Fulbe confirm that they have be¬
come 'sedentarised' in the village where they currently reside, mobility is a
crucial livelihood strategy. A Fulbe man once told me that despite all invest¬
ments (infrastructures and investments in the camp) he had made: "If the cattle
get sick I will leave the same day". When violent conflicts arise in an area, the
Fulbe often flee the entire region and most would not return. In 1990-91 I met
many Fulbe in the Kenedougou Province, who had fled the Sideradougou area
after the outbreaks of violence in 1986. During that field-work, a clear regional
pattern of Fulbe migration emerged as a large number of Fulbe camps were in¬
cluded (Hagberg 1990; Hagberg & Berte 1991). Most groups have left the site
they consider as their origin, e.g. Barani, since quite a long time (40 to 60
years), or even—as in the case of my host in Djalakoro—the head of the group
has never been there. Many Fulbe agro-pastoralists settled in Samorogouan and
N'Dorola in the Kenedougou Province, or in the area around Bobo-Dioulasso
before arriving in the Comoe Province. Others have continued to the Ivory
Coast.134

Cattle as Wealth, Crops as Food
The social organisation of Fulbe cattle herding in the Sideradougou Department
demonstrates some important characteristics. As for other Fulbe groups, Boo-
bolangobe are patrilineal with virilocal residence. Heritage of cattle and other
forms of mobile wealth (e.g. money) are inherited according to Muslim law, i.e.
daughters inherit half of what is destined for sons. Farmed land is inherited
patrilineally. Marriage patterns demonstrate a strong tendency to marry within a
given suudu baba, i.e. paternal kin-group, but literally 'father's house'.135 The
ideal marriage is between patrilateral parallel cousins. Yet, an inventory of ac¬
tual marriages demonstrates that the ideal marriage between cousins is not nec¬
essarily to be taken literally. Instead, the children of two classificatory brothers
(e.g. cousins) would marry each other. An economic incentive to patrilateral
parallel cousin marriage is to keep wealth (e.g. cattle) within the local descent
group.

Cattle are fundamental to Fulbe. Agriculture may supply people with
food to live, but it is not regarded as wealth, whilst cattle are. "Wealth is im¬
portant in FulBe society not because it enables one to live better in terms of
comfort, good food, fine clothes, etc., but because it enables one to accomplish
all sorts of socially admired actions" (Riesman 1990b:327). In this section I
shall first describe Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in the Comoe Province, par¬
ticularly with respect to the social organisation of land-use (pastoralism and ag-

133 Fula ti sigi yoro kelen ye.
134

(Bassett 1988; Bassett 1994; Bernadet 1984; Diallo 1995; Diallo 1996).
135 Suudu baba could also stand for community in general.
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riculture), and then I concentrate on access to critical resources such as pasture
and water.

Fulbe Agro-pastoralists
The Fulbe living in the Sideradougou Department not only raise cattle but also
have farms. It does not, to my mind, seem to be appropriate to call them
'pastoralists'. I prefer to use the term 'agro-pastoralists' for their combination
of pastoralism and agriculture. The point is that I want to emphasise that these
people are not only 'pastoralists', but occasionally refer to themselves as
'peasants'. Many Fulbe have told me that 'today we are all peasants'.

As I pointed out in chapter 3, de Bruijn & van Dijk argue rightly that
being 'pastoralist' or 'cultivator' is a matter of self-definition.

In practice in most regions in the Sahel and Sudan most people combine live¬
stock keeping and cereal cultivation to some extent. Even if we find so-called
'pure pastoralists' they are intimately connected to the cultivating parts of the
population for they always need to obtain cereals to supplement their diet, (de
Bruijn & van Dijk 1995:19)

In this line of thought, any 'pure pastoralist' could hardly be said to exist. La¬
bels such as 'pastoralists' and 'nomads' abound in both academic writings and
government reports. However, while "[pjastoralism designates a form of pro¬
duction in which the material existence and the social reproduction of a human
group are organised around the appropriation, exploitation and circulation of
herds. [...] nomadism applies to a mode of residence and occupation of space
that is based on mobility" (Raynaut & Lavigne Delville 1997:113). The dis¬
tinction is important to maintain, but it should not obscure the fact that locally
pastoralism and nomadism are closely associated by many people. In fact, the
Fulbe are often referred to as perpetual migrants.

But to describe the livelihoods of Fulbe livestock keeping and crop
growers in the Comoe Province, I find that Kintz's definition of agro-
pastoralism seems to be appropriate. Agro-pastoralism is to be defined as ani¬
mal husbandry practised jointly with agriculture, that is, by the same people on
the same global territories (Kintz 1982:212). I find this definition sufficiently
general to include different variations, though specific enough to exclude ani¬
mal husbandry as a punctual production beside agriculture to describe the land-
use of the Karaboro agriculturalists. My use of label 'agro-pastoralists' con¬
ceptualises pastoralism as the principal activity for economic and social pro¬
duction and reproduction supplemented by agriculture.136 The agro-pastoralism
practised by most Fulbe in the Comoe Province is what has been called 'agro-
pastoralisme de securite' (Bonfiglioli 1990).

Fulbe agro-pastoralists keep livestock. Cattle are the most important, but
they also keep sheep and goats. Both men and women own cattle, but the men

136 This definition of agro-pastoralism seems to differ slightly from what Brandstrom, Hultin & Lind-
strom label 'agro-pastoral societies' in East Africa. These are "societies where agriculture constitutes
the subsistence base but combines with livestock keeping in such a way that the latter is a necessary
condition for the maintenance and reproduction of the socio-economic system" (Brandstrom et al.
1979:8).
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Figure 7: Farmer youth. Fulbe agro-pastoralists often employ Karaboro
youth to carry out tasks for them, e.g. to make bricks for a new house.

do the herding. They have the decision-making power in everything connected to
herding. Sheep may be raised by both men and women. In Djalakoro, women do
not possess sheep, but they raise goats. But the sale of milk and other dairy prod¬
ucts is Fulbe women's activity par excellence. They walk between compounds,
villages and markets to sell dairy products. As I will discuss in chapter 9, Fulbe
women often continue to sell milk even when disputes occur.

People also grow food for subsistence in fields located close to the com¬
pound. Main crops are maize and white sorghum. These fields normally do not
exceed more than a few hectares and tend to be smaller than those farmed by
most agriculturalists. However, the use of cattle manure helps to fertilise them.
For a cattle-keeping Fulbe family, food coverage is not always sufficient for the
whole year. Thus they also need to buy cereals to complement food. But many
Fulbe men farm themselves using the little hoe. It is particularly the labouring
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with the big hoe (daba) for which they tend to hire people. In contrast to the
farming groups in general and Karaboro farmers in particular, Fulbe women do
not participate in agricultural work. Fulbe men and even hired labour—often
Karaboro youth—carry out farming.

In Djalakoro, some younger Fulbe men are involved in a rice growing
management scheme. The scheme has been set up by the Burkinabe govern¬
ment with financial support from Canada. It represents an interesting phe¬
nomenon, because individuals from different groups residing in the neighbour¬
hood (e.g. Tiefo, Karaboro, Fulbe) have acquired parcels of land for growing
rice. Hence people grow rice on parcels of land that are intermixingly distrib¬
uted to any producer rather than according to ethnic and community bounda¬
ries.

Transhumance is practised by Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe
Province. The farm and settlement are located in the 'home area'. According to
Stenning's description of 'semi-sedentary Fulani communities' the 'home area'
often "lies at the point in the transhumance cycle most convenient for the trans¬
fer of labour from pastoral to agricultural activities, especially farm clearance
and harvesting" (Stenning 1959:7). However, contrary to 'semi-nomadism',
which is characterised by "the fully mobile livestock production systems
gradually associated with some form of crop production", in transhumance
"trek routes are shorter, while part of the population is sedentary and engaged
in crop cultivation" (van den Brink et al. 1995:382-3). Transhumance involves
the split household and herd. Diallo reports from the northern Ivory Coast that
the management of a large herd requires its division into a herd of milk cows
and a bush herd. Whereas the milk herd is kept closely to the settlement and
produces milk for family consumption and sale, herders follow the herds graz¬
ing in the bush (Diallo 1995:39).

In the Comoe Province transhumance is generally practised in a North-
South direction. In the dry season (January-May) herds move to the south of the
province, or even into the Ivory Coast. The Mangodara Department receives
Fulbe cattle herds during this period. A milk herd nevertheless remains in the
Fulbe camp. Yet, when the farming season starts (May-June) Fulbe herds move
back to the camp, where most people stay throughout the year, i.e. women, eld¬
ers and children. It is only the herders that follow the cattle. In fact, even two
brothers (of the same mother) may share work. Whereas the younger follows
the herd during the dry season, the elder brother remains at the camp.

Over a large time span of more than a few years, seasonal mobility is,
however, not completely cyclic in this transhumance. The continuous move¬
ment of the Fulbe agro-pastoralists from Boobola toward the south is recognis¬
able even at the end of the 20th century. At the beginning of the 1990s, tran¬
shumance movements of many Fulbe followed a north-west/south-east patterns
in the Comoe Province (Hagberg 1990). After the harvests (December-
January), Fulbe herders left the camp to move with cattle to the area of Mango¬
dara. They remained there until the first rains (May-June) when they started to
move back to the camp, in which their families reside. The presence of animal
trypanosomiasis in the Mangodara area strained the herders to leave when the
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Figure 8: Fulbe youth. The young Fulbe men spend a long time herding the
cattle. When back in the village in the Sideradougou Department many spend
time not only in the Fulbe camp, but they also go to the Sideradougou market
and sometimes visit relatives elsewhere, for example in Banfora.

rains were about to begin. Only local cattle races, generally raised by the farm¬
ing populations, are trypano-tolerant. In 1990, I met a Fulbe man, who had lost
all his cattle because of this disease when he moved to settle in the Mangodara
Department. However, in 1996 many Fulbe groups with much zebu cattle—i.e.
the cattle raised by Fulbe agro-pastoralists, which are called Fulamisi in Dyula
by farmers—resided in Mangodara. The problem of trypanosomiasis has di¬
minished. Moreover, zebu cattle are often cross-bred with local cattle races.
The first generation of breeding (called worsooji in Fulfulde) is then used to
make a second breeding between worsooji and zebu (Diallo 1995:39). The sec¬
ond generation has a high milk yield in, and resembles the zebu, which is
"element constitutif de Fidentite peule dans la condition humide" (ibid.).

So Fulbe agro-pastoralists may have been settled in Samorogouan
(Kenedougou Province) or Dar Salami (Houet Province) about 30 years before
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arriving at a village in the Comoe Province which took place about 15 years
ago. Later they moved to the present settlement. Thus there is a 'sedentarised'
camp, which given the historical record is not likely to last in the long run. The
situation is more complicated by the outbreaks of violence in different depart¬
ments. It is sufficient to recall that many Fulbe left the Sideradougou Depart¬
ment after the violent conflict in 1986 (see also chapters 2 and 9).

The fact that household heads, elders, women and children remain in the
camp, and that married and unmarried sons, or hired herders, carry out tran-
shumance of cattle gives a certain autonomy to the young men. In adolescence,
Fulbe boys spend a great amount of time in the bush and have a more direct
relationship to the bush. Riesman argues that this is crucial for the development
of Fulbe personality. "It thus seems legitimate to conclude that FulBe society,
by placing a high value on the association of adolescent youths and their cattle,
is encouraging them to forge a more personal relationship with the bush, with
the 'unknown', and thereby establish themselves as independent individuals
able to meet their peers on an equal footing" (Riesman 1992:213). Male peer
relations are still important to Fulbe and complement the hierarchy within the
household and lineage (suudu baba).

Young Fulbe men carry out one of the highest valued activities in Fulbe
society, the one of herding cattle, but also challenge the foundation of the very
same society. In the Sideradougou Department, it is well-known that many
young Fulbe frequent local bars and drink beer and liquors. This is an unac¬

ceptable behaviour for Fulbe elders. It appears as if many young Fulbe drink up
to the age of 25 years, and then they diminish alcohol consumption. At the age
of 30, most abandon alcohol and spend more time praying. Even young men,
who spend much money and time drinking, say that they will abandon alcohol
when they become older. Similarly men who are between 30 and 40 years old
often recognise that they drank a lot when younger, but abandoned it later. A
young Fulbe man expressed this reasoning by the fact that "the young Fulbe
enjoy life, but they fear God".

What emerges is a handling of generational differences. Many elders
know perfectly well that their children drink, but officially they have never
seen them drunk. Young men would not dare to appear in front of their father
under the influence of alcohol. It is regarded as a lack of respect and self-
control. The 'association of adolescent youths and their cattle', in Riesman's
phrasing, could therefore seem to contradict core Fulbe principles. The auton¬
omy allows for a testing of limits for the adolescent boy, and simultaneously
confirms the socially and culturally admired cattle-herding. This expression of
autonomy is, however, not desirable in the eyes of the elders. An elder ex¬
pressed his concerns about contemporary society: "Today you cannot even
know your son. You can know yourself, but not others".

In the dominant agro-pastoral livelihoods practised in the Comoe
Province, the recruitment of both farming labour and herding labour is common.
In an article on hired herders in Fulbe pastoralism in the northern Ivory Coast,
Thomas Bassett points out that very little is known about hired herders and how
their employment influences herd management (Bassett 1994:147).
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Figure 9: Fulbe herder. Many young Fulbe men herd the cattle of the family,
i.e. cattle generally belonging to their father, mother and themselves. Others
(notably Jelgobe in the Comoe Province) become employed as salaried herd¬
ers. They then work for a Fulbe cattle-owner of another Fulbe group (e.g.
Boobolangobe). An intermediary category is composed of the Fulbe herders
who work for their distant relatives for whom they work but without any
rights vested in the herd.

The relationship between herd-owners and hired herders is critical in the Co¬
moe Province (see also chapter 9). The herder is accused of neglecting his du¬
ties in case of crop damage, but it is the owner of the cattle who must compen¬
sate the farmer. Repeated crop damage will inevitably lead to the end of the
herder's employment. The widespread presence of hired herders certainly needs
to be taken into account in analysing disputes and outbreaks of violence. Most
victims were herders in the killings that occurred in the Comoe Province in
1986 and 1995. Bassett demonstrates that in the context of herd management
"power struggles between herders and owners over the quality and control of
labor adversely affect herding practices" (Bassett 1994:149). I have, on several
occasions, encountered cattle-owners who do not dare to let a hired herder fol¬
low the cattle alone. Instead, their sons join both to acquire the skills and to
guarantee that cattle are not stolen.

Many hired herders in the Sideradougou Department do not originate
from Boobola. I have met many herders from Djibo, those Fulbe called Jel¬
gobe. They do not have any kind of common origin or kinship ties with their
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employer. Salaried herders are generally badly paid.1,7 Many with whom I
talked complained that they did not even receive the agreed salary. These herd¬
ers are not respected by cattle-owning Boobolangobe, because they do not pos¬
sess wealth (jawdi). The interaction of these herders with people belonging to
other ethnic groups in the area is difficult as most of them speak a poor Dyula,
if any at all. Fulbe who originate from the social setting so thickly described by
Paul Riesman,138 in which strong ideals of nobility, status and of avoiding
shame are crucial, have here become 'poor individuals', who depend on Fulbe
graziers. There has been a shift from servile labour to free labour, but "this
'free labor' is qualitatively different from servile labor in that the quasi-kinship
status of the latter is replaced by a 'stranger' status with little commitment and
obligation to his herd owner" (Bassett 1994:166-7).

Herders are accused by people from almost every side, i.e. farmers, gov¬
ernment officials, intellectuals, herd-owners etc. As most herders often origi¬
nate from other areas than Boobola, they thereby escape the shame of being as¬
sociated with servile labour. Thus the Jelgobe herders in the Comoe Province
are strangers not only to 'peoples of Banfora' (Banforakanw) but also to Fulbe
agro-pastoralists. Cattle enable the Fulbe to live as Fulbe (Riesman 1990b:327),
but the Jelgobe herders seem to be unable to build up their own herds. Whereas
many hired herders of Boobolangobe origin are young, i.e. 'children' (sukabe
in Fulfulde), a large number of Jelgobe are much older.139

Pasture and Water

Free access is the general principle for pasture. To graze in the bush is permit¬
ted to any one in the eyes of the Fulbe agro-pastoralists. The exception would
be to graze in a field not yet harvested. The bush is not anyone's property and
grazing is generally not restricted. Pastoral tenure is less strong than farming
tenure, because it never entails such a direct and marked land appropriation as
the possession of a field (Kintz 1982:217). Pastoral organisation is generally
based on mobility. In areas where ecological conditions allow for a co¬
existence of agriculture and pastoralism, land encroachment for farming often
threatens pastoral production. Claims for exclusive rights to land are associated
with land-use of sedentary farmers.

Even the more 'sedentarised' pastoralists of the southern Sahel who practise
restricted seasonal movements within zones of 30 to 50 kilometres, will typi¬
cally not claim exclusive property rights to their potential grazing area. Linea¬
ges' management rights constitute property regimes that are not directly exclu¬
sive in terms of territory: they define priority access rights to water and pasture.
The management right of lineage, however, needs to be asserted or 'activated'
by the digging of wells, the erection of camps, and actual grazing, (van den
Brink et al. 1995:385)

137 There are different 'contracts' established between herders and herd-owners; one is that the herder
gets 5,000 FCFA (50 FF) each month and food, another that the herder is employed for a six month
period and gets, except food, a bull after six months and rudimentary clothing (shirt, trousers, shoes).38

(Riesman 1974; Riesman 1984; Riesman 1990a; Riesman 1990b; Riesman 1992).
139 I have met Jelgobe herders who are about 50 years old.
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This describes well the nature of property rights among the Fulbe agro-
pastoralists in the Comoe Province. Water, and to a lesser extent pasture, are
not entirely open to all, but rights define priority of access rights. Riesman re¬
ports from Djibo that "pastureland is not considered to be anyone's property,
wells do belong to the individuals who dug them, and the owners have a uni¬
versally recognized right to forbid outsiders to water their cattle" (Riesman
1990b:326). The ownership of wells could be seen as a social factor contribut¬
ing to prevent environmental degradation from overgrazing (ibid.).

Access to water was a critical issue in the Barani chieftancy. The dig¬
ging of a well (kolon) was a major political act, which formed part of strategies
to appropriate space or affect it (Diallo 1993:75). There were also references to
the poisoning of wells in Barani. Certain local traditions hold that poisoning of
wells was a cause for the Bwa farmers to abandon the village (ibid.:92). The
maintenance of wells was often the task of Rimaibe (enfranchised captives),
but because the well belonged to the chief of Barani it was rather like a com¬
mon capital (Benoit 1978:41).

Yet, property rights are only granted to wells that have been dug by a
person. There are not many wells of this kind used for watering cattle among
the Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe Province. In villages where there are
vegetable gardens during dry season, it is not uncommon to hear about cattle
destroying vegetables and quarrels over access to water. In Djalakoro, access to
water around the Fulbe camp is not restricted. Cattle are watered in at least four
water-courses and wet areas. Two of them do not dry up during dry season. Ac¬
cess to these four sites are open to anyone. A young man told me that one year,
all these sites dried up: "We were thus forced to water all cattle from the water
pump".

The water pump in Djalakoro has been constructed by the Sideradougou
Agro-pastoral Management Scheme. The water is mainly used for domestic
consumption, but the construction even allows for watering animals. Today the
head of the Fulbe camp is regarded as the owner or, at least, responsible for it.
Some of his children even told me that his name is written in the cement foun¬
dation of the water pump. But the inscription does not mention the head of the
Fulbe camp, but goes "Dialakoro Peulh, 332/1, FED/PHVC3, 16/11/1990".
This inscription apparently refers to an administrative description140, and these
Fulbe informants do not read and write French. It could be a simple misunder¬
standing, but I think that this 'misunderstanding' may tell us something signifi¬
cant on access to and control over water. To get access to the pump, a stranger
must address himself to the leader: "El Hadj is as the village chief here, and if
you come from elsewhere, you ask El Hadj, and he informs his neighbours".
Certainly, this 'property' of a water pump in the eyes of relatives and neigh¬
bours gives status, but it also implies a financial burden for El Hadj. To be
'responsible' for the water pump implies that the person is expected to cover a
large part of the costs involved to repair the pump when spoiled. The supervi-

140 FED stands for Fonds Europeen de Developpement, and PHVC seems to correspond to Projet Hyd-
rauliques Villageoises de la Comoe. In addition, the date of construction is marked (16 November
1990).
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sion and maintenance of the pump—conceived of as modern—is largely carried
by the head of the camp.

This contrasts the 'neutrality' of administrative wells, suggested by
many authors. In a recent review of pastoralism, it is pointed out that bore holes
and irrigation schemes often "promote overcrowding by both farmers and herd¬
ers, leading to inter-pastoralist as well as farmers-vs-pastoralist competition
and conflict" (Fratkin 1997:242). Similarly, Charles Lane argues that develop¬
ment interventions tend to break down effective customary land tenure ar¬
rangements. "Whereas before customary rights' holders controlled access to
water, today 'public' water points are accessible to all" (Lane 1998:9). How¬
ever, Benoit noted in his study of the Fulbe in Boobola the positive aspect of
public wells that are 'neutral'.

Les puits pastoraux administratifs sont bien accueillis car ils sont neutres sur le
plan de la relation entre les individus. Ils ne contribuent pas a personnaliser
l'espace qu'ils desservent, alors que le puits creuse par un Peul lui 'appartient'
dans une certaine mesure, pla$ant les autres dans une position de dependance,
ce qui peut etre un obstacle a la relation directe homme/nature. (Benoit
1978:41)

Contrary to what Benoit and other authors suggest, the ethnography in the Side-
radougou Department demonstrates that water pumps and public wells cannot
be adequately described as indiscriminately open to all or 'neutral'. Instead,
administrative wells and pumps are locally appropriated. Fortunately, I would
add, because the appropriation of such infrastructure seems to guarantee some
kind of maintenance. Maybe this example is an exception, because the Agro-
pastoral Management Scheme has been extremely sensitive to issues of conflict
after 1986 (see chapter 8) and the local appropriation has been strongly pro¬
moted in villages. In Tomodjan, Djalakoro and elsewhere there are explicit
rules for the use and maintenance of the water pump. In any case, this ethno¬
graphic observation would then suggest that if the pumps are personalised, they
enter into village politics. It is more likely that such pumps become subject to
local rules of behaviour and of socio-political use and abuse.

Socio-political Leadership
Access to and control over scarce resources are central in shaping Fulbe socio¬
political leadership. Such leadership may be termed in French (e.g. president
du groupement d'eleveurs), in Dyula (e.g. nyefemogo) or in Fulfulde (e.g.
kaananke). In this section I shall begin by discussing the politics of everyday
life in villages and pursue toward regional socio-political leadership among the
Fulbe in Bobo-Dioulasso.

There are Fulbe camps in the majority of the villages, though sometimes
only composed of one or two compounds throughout the Comoe Province.
Even though they have received the permission to settle and farm there by the
Masters of the Earth, Fulbe agro-pastoralists are rarely spatially integrated in
the host-village and reside in areas apart from the village centre. A common
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explanation is that they avoid crop damage by settling in the 'bush'. An even
more obvious point is that land for farming and grazing is more likely to be
available in the 'bush'.

Fulbe camps belong administratively to the host-village of farmers. In
the Sideradougou Department, there are only two villages in which Fulbe hold
the position as the Village Administrative Representative (in the villages of
Dalan and Goue-Goue). Rural extension services normally work with Fulbe
agro-pastoralists in separate groups (groupement d'eleveurs) through which
cattle-raising issues—e.g. vaccination, infrastructure—are dealt with. Even in
cases where agriculturalists possess important herds, they generally do not tend
to be members of the group. Thus it could be argued that most often the label
groupement d'eleveurs in reality refers to a Fulbe organisation. Two exceptions
were nevertheless noted in the villages surveyed in 1990. In Loumana and Ba-
guera villages, Senufo farmers are members of the groupement d'eleveurs
(Hagberg 1990:63). In this specific area, the Senufo had 'learnt' how to herd
cattle instead of depending upon hired Fulbe herders.

The Fulbe agro-pastoralists belong administratively to the host-village,
but depend ritually upon the Masters of the Earth. But what about internal
Fulbe politics? Do elders in various villages represent anything more than the
fact of being elders? There is a need to explore local Fulbe traditions of socio¬
political leadership in the Comoe Province.

Daniele Kintz identifies three fundamental concepts of traditional Fulbe
political organisation: jooro, arDo and laamiDo (Kintz 1985:93). These con¬
cepts define three official roles that Fulbe have maintained in the execution of
political power within their different communities. Jooro and arDo are gener¬
ally not associated in the same entity, either they are the only tenants of power
or they depend upon a laamiDo (that is, a traditional head of a state) thus situ¬
ated on a superior level (ibid.:93-94). Whereas jooro is undoubtedly associated
to a territory of the group and its residence, the arDo is, on the contrary, linked
to the moving, of which he is the motor, the leader (ibid.:98). Historically, the
chief of Barani had the title kaananke, which originates from the verb ka-
nankaade, to command (Diallo 1993:156). It was with the wave of Islamic re¬
vival in the 19th century that the Barani chief took the title amiiru, which means
the commander of believers (ibid.).

In villages, Fulbe leadership is represented by the head of the Fulbe
camp, who corresponds to village chief. The village (wuro in Fulfulde) is de¬
fined as the inhabited territory. The Fulbe camp may be located in the bush
(ladde in Fulfulde), but it is the presence of women and the organisation around
them that renders it a village (Riesman 1974:39-40). There is no Fulbe Master
of the Earth, but they nevertheless recognise this institution of autochthonous
farmers to settle and farm. In the Sideradougou Department, the head of a
Fulbe camp may not himself authorise people to settle, but often he acts as an
intermediary between Master of the Earth and Fulbe newcomers. However, my
impression is that Fulbe leadership is not formally established, but is rather
based on respect. For instance, when I asked Fulbe informants about the title
and/or specific functions of the head of a camp the answers were neither clear-
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cut nor self-evident. Instead, they could say that so and so is an elder and there¬
fore he is respected. The only term I encountered at several times among the
Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Sideradougou Department was kaananke, but
neither jooro nor arDo seems to be used.

El Hadj is an elder rather than a chief. He is old and he is in front of us, nye-
femogo.

The Dyula expression nyefemogo means literally 'people in front of', and is
employed by all groups. It refers to informal leaders rather than formal chiefs.
Yet, the authority of the first Fulbe is, at least in recent settlements, recognised
by newcomers, whether from Boobola or elsewhere. While an elder among the
firstcomers is generally recognised as nyefemogo, the imam is 'he who knows
the Koran'.

Fulbe leadership in villages is often linked to the authority of firstcom¬
ers. However, the relations between Boobolangobe and other Fulbe—notably
those referred to as Fulbemossi by the Boobolangobe—is a sensible issue. The
term Fulbemossi is clearly ascribed by others or used in interaction with others;
it includes a number of different Fulbe groups. Tensions prevail between those
two Fulbe groups in the Comoe Province; both groups are likely to be present
in most villages.

The leader of all Fulbe of the department resides in Sideradougou. His
title is Kaanankefulbe. Currently (1996), he is a Fulbemossi, who originates
from Koudougou in the Boulkiemde Province.

I am the representative. It is the people that have chosen me for this role. I have
not gone to school, but they have chosen me to be the representative for the
Fulbe [...] There are all types of problems to be solved: crop damage, quarrels
over women, deaths etc.

Some Fulbe informants questioned, however, the legitimacy of this Fulbe leader
in the Sideradougou Department. They argued that he had not been nominated.
One informant referred to other strong Fulbe personalities in the Sideradougou
Department, some of which are Boobolangobe and reside in the area since a long
time back. In his opinion, these would be better suited to represent all Fulbe in the
Sideradougou Department.

State administration does not officially recognise ethnic groupings. Yet,
there is an informal recognition of leaders of different ethnic groups of the de¬
partment. These leaders attend meetings at the office of the prefet and are ex¬
pected to 'pass the message' to their respective group. Fulbe leadership is a matter
of internal conflict, not only at the departmental level, but also at the levels of
Province (Banfora) and region (Bobo-Dioulasso).

The political struggle between Boobolangobe and Fulbemossi is taking
place in organisations, village committees etc. The Fulbe chieftancy in Bobo-
Dioulasso was, for instance, hotly debated in 1996. The coronation of a new tradi¬
tional chief was to take place in May 1996, but was suspended (Le Pays 1167, 14
June 1996). A Boobolangobe elder (El Hadj) connected to traditional chieftaincy
(Sidibe) was to be nominated as Chefdes Peul in Bobo-Dioulasso. However, the
ceremony was quashed by other Fulbe, who supported another candidate, who is,
according to the newspaper Le Pays, the president for all Fulbe in Bobo-Dioulasso
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since a long time. For the Sidibe, the coronation of a Boobolangobe chief would
constitute a way to regain political power in Bobo-Dioulasso. The coronation of
the Boobolangobe elder as Chefdes Peul in Bobo-Dioulasso later took place, but
as a Fulbe intellectual told me: '9a a chauffe a Bobo'.

The chieftancy of Sidibe in Bobo-Dioulasso was founded prior to coloni¬
sation; it was, according to the Boobolangobe elder, already installed when Tieba
Traore of Kenedougou kingdom (Sikasso) arrived (app. 1880). Traditionally,
there were two Fulbe chieftancies in Bobo-Dioulasso: the Sangare and the Sidibe.
They originated from the chieftancies of Dokuyi and Barani in Boobola. With the
arrival of the French, nothing changed and, as the Boobolangobe elder told me,
"the chieftancy stayed all the time in our family".

In villages, I discussed questions related to leadership at provincial and re¬
gional levels. There the other candidate is often recognised as the Fulbe chief in
Bobo-Dioulasso, but the Boobolangobe elder is the chief of the Sidibe. This Fulbe
leader is a retired Magistrate at the Regional Tribune in Bobo-Dioulasso. He has
played an important role in court cases in which Fulbe individuals are involved.
He is also president of the organisation Walde Fulbe. This is a cultural organisa¬
tion struggling for the Fulbe. Yet Walde Fulbe seeks to avoid treating conflicts
between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and various farmers: "We do not want to make an
ethnic affair of it, and therefore we have created Syndicat des Eleveurs".

The trade union for graziers in the western Burkina (Syndicat des eleveurs
de I'Ouest du Burkina) is an organisation which has existed for decades, but
which, apparently, did not function satisfactorily. Since the mid-1990s, it has be¬
come a main actor both in internal Fulbe politics as well as in dispute settlement in
villages. The trade union is not based on ethnicity, but in practice it is often seen as
a Fulbe organisation. The point is, according to some of its leaders, to combat cor¬
ruption as a way for graziers to 'solve' their 'problems'. Instead, the leaders argue,
Fulbe agro-pastoralists have rights which have to be acknowledged. However,
even in this organisation, there is a competition between Boobolangobe and Ful-
bemossi. A Boobolangobe leader once told me:

There are two types of Fulbe here. First, those who are graziers. Second, those
who are merchants, butchers and state functionaries. People from Barani are
true graziers, but the Fulbemossi have come as functionaries. They have
adapted themselves to modem life. For the Fulbe from Barani, it is only cattle-
rearing.

The struggle between Boobolangobe and Fulbemossi about the Fulbe leadership
in Bobo-Dioulasso articulates a more general ethnic revival in Burkina Faso. Tra¬
ditional socio-political structures were suppressed during the Revolution from
1983 and beyond, but today—by means of multi-party elections and a free press—
they experience a revival. These structures were already used by colonial and
post-colonial administrations for collecting taxes and controlling people. Some
Boobolangobe intellectuals suggested for example that the house associated with
the Barani chieftancy should be rebuilt and reconstructed. This proposal was,
however, not accepted by many Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in villages. They
argued that they did not want to return to the former system of paying taxes
through Barani.
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There is also an analogy between the Fulbemossi, who are accused of tak¬
ing the power among the Fulbe in the 'country' of the Bobo, and the Mossi, who
are accused of political domination and non-respect of autochthonous structures
in farming communities in the region. Fulbe socio-political leadership grounds its
legitimacy in tradition and history. Although this legitimacy is important, it may
also be counterproductive. The role played by the Sidibe chiefs as intermediaries
for colonial and post-colonial administrations undermined their legitimacy as
Chef des peul. Today, other qualities than those legitimised by tradition are re¬

quired. To have a Chefdes peul who is simultaneously a retired Magistrate clearly
reflects some of the contemporary problems to which the Fulbe agro-pastoralists
are confronted.

Summary
As Fulbe is one of the largest ethnic groups of West Africa and conceived as being
different to other groups, local Fulbe traditions nevertheless present high varia¬
tions in terms of production systems, religious traditions and political hierarchy.
Any attempt to state something general about Fulbe is a risky enterprise. In this
ethnographic description of the Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in the Comoe
Province, four main points need to be recalled.

Firstly, the ideal moral code of conduct of the Fulbe (pulaaku) is central to
Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe Province. The use of slave (fori) idioms by
Fulbe to label various groups of farmers should not be over-interpreted. To name
someone jon is often a way of recognising intimacy through joking relationship,
as, for instance, between Fulbe and Bobo. However, slave idioms are associated
with paganism and agriculture and the use of these idioms when referring to dis¬
pute settlement reveals keys to Fulbe behaviour and how this is perceived by
farmers.

Secondly, migration is central to Fulbe society, especially among those
who are agro-pastoralists. Even in the fall of the 20th century, Fulbe migrations are
continuous though not strictly cyclic. Migration is a response to problems of vari¬
ous orders, e.g. lack of pasture, frequency of diseases, conflicts. Fulbe movements
in the Comoe Province demonstrate a remarkable continuity.

Thirdly, to Fulbe socio-political leadership in the Comoe Province is to a
large extent linked to issues of access to and control over resources. Whereas
pasture is open to all, the control over water has been critical throughout history,
and still continues to be.

Fourthly, there are strong internal tensions within Fulbe society, especially
with respect to socio-political leadership. The main cleavage is between Boobo-
langobe and Fulbemossi. This cleavage is not only expressed in terms of regional
interest in Burkina Faso (Bobo-Dioulasso versus Ouagadougou) but also in terms
of personal and professional qualities and requirements of important Fulbe lead¬
ers of today (El Hadj versus Magistrate).
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7. Policy and Practice of
Local Government Officials

In this chapter I shall explore the roles, functions and perceptions of local gov¬
ernment officials as a specific social category. Government officials have often
been absent in ethnographic accounts of rural communities, despite the fact that
even in apparently remote villages far off from the main roads, their actions (or
lack of actions) influence people's lives. Today, every individual in the world
belongs, at least formally, to a nation-state. Government officials represent a
specific social category, because they are affiliated to the nation-state both
through citizenship and employment. Thus they occupy a particular position of
in-between. Here the main purpose is to analyse the involvement of local gov¬
ernment officials in dispute settlement between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and
groups of agriculturalists, mainly Karaboro. Firstly, I shall approach local gov¬
ernment officials as agents of in-between by drawing on anthropological ap¬
proaches to planning and development. The social identity of these officials is
explored with reference to the Sideradougou Department in the Comoe Prov¬
ince. Secondly, 1 shall analyse dilemmas to be dealt with by local government
officials through procedures of dispute settlement related to crop and/or animal
damage. How are notions 'justice' and 'peace' handled by government officials
in a situation dominated by tensions between different groups of people?

Policy and Politics
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the anthropology of devel¬
opment organisations. The main reason seems to be that development has be¬
come a main force in shaping the relations between developers and those-to-be-
developed (Dahl & Hjort 1984; Dahl & Rabo 1992; Escobar 1991; Grillo &
Stirrat 1997; Hobart 1993a; Olivier de Sardan 1995). The relationship between
these two categories is, in Hobart's words, "constituted by the developers'
knowledge and categories" (Hobart 1993b:2). Today development has become
an almost universal discourse, linking the world economically and politically,
even though development is a particularly abstract and ambiguous concept. It is
by no means "neutral or value-free but rather, because of its nature as a moral
imperative, is part and parcel of a world-wide order of ranking and power"
(Rabo 1992:2). Interpretations of, and meanings attributed to development vary
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across contexts, actors, situations and so forth. Often development is not de¬
fined but taken as such, which further stresses its ambiguous, and hence sym¬
bolically strong, nature. Here I use development in a descriptive sense, follow¬
ing the definition suggested by Jean-Pierre Olivier de Sardan. Development is
the sum of social processes induced by voluntary operations for transforming a
social milieu. These operations are undertaken through institutions or actors
external to this milieu, but they seek to mobilise this milieu, because the opera¬
tions are based on an attempt to graft resources and/or techniques and/or
knowing (Olivier de Sardan 1995:7). This definition has the important implica¬
tion that whether development works or not, is positive or negative, it does ex¬
ist in a descriptive sense.

To understand how 'development' takes shape in specific local contexts
it is necessary to reflect upon the 'bureaucratic culture' of development organi¬
sations. This culture demonstrates many similarities across the world in terms
of organisational set-up, approaches and rhetoric. Development is a kind of
planning, an institution which itself possesses certain particular characteristics.
In his thorough analysis of the major 20th century institution of national devel¬
opment planning, A.F. Robertson (1984:3) focuses 'the unity of development
planning' and explores institutional common factors. Development planners are

approached as research subjects in order to highlight the political encounter
between 'people' and 'the state'. Populism appears to be the ambiguous ideo¬
logical framework of planners. For instance, planners often conceive of local
community to be characterised as harmonious, homogeneous and of continuity.
Yet, continuity is, for instance, a very ambivalent image, "although we live in
an era urgently committed to ideas of change, the virtues of social continuity
embodied in the notion of the timeless village seem very appealing" (Robertson
1984:147). For planners, 'tradition' then provides a normative structure, ex¬
pressed in different ways (e.g. politically or ritually), but it constitutes the fun¬
damental obstacle to 'modernisation'. In the same vein, Olivier de Sardan re¬

gards populism as a certain kind of social rapport (ideological, moral, scien¬
tific, political) that intellectuals maintain at least symbolically with the people.
Populism in social sciences limits itself to questions related to the production of
knowledge, but development further includes action-oriented populism (Olivier
de Sardan 1995:98).

Populism may be central to development planners, but the mastery of
development discourse varies between different actors operating in
'development'. This is due to a wide number of factors such as organisational
hierarchy, level of education, gender, personal assets and status.141 Catch-words
used by central planners tend nevertheless to trickle-down rapidly to local gov¬
ernment officials and project staff implementing development projects. Skilful
use of this discourse is often observed among personnel, whose ministry re¬
ceives important funding through external aid. Discourses of development gen-

141
Here I follow the use of discourse of Ralph Grillo (who, in turn, is inspired by Michel Foucault).

Discourse includes both language and what is represented through language. "A discourse (e.g. of de¬
velopment) identifies appropriate and legitimate ways of practising development as well as speaking
and thinking about it" (Grillo 1997:12).
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erally vary in different contexts. Local government officials could not merely
be understood as planners, but first of all as implementing agents. They are
those who should practically translate both the form and contents of the
Plan/Project/Policy into specific actions.

It could still be argued that anthropological studies have not sufficiently
recognised the importance of government employees (e.g. agriculture extension
workers) "in spite of their position as links between the authorities and national
policies on the one hand, and the rural population on the other" (Hedlund
1984:226). If and when they have been included, they have merely been con¬
ceptualised as 'outsiders' to the local setting. Hans Hedlund's study of an ex¬
tension worker in Zambia is an exception. The extension workers were often
young, implying low social status, a fact which they compensated by showing
"in their work as well as their leisure, that they were not a part of the local
community but were connected to an urban centre and an urban way of life
through their links with their respective ministries" (ibid.:232). However, from
a ministerial point of view, these individuals were placed at the bottom of hier¬
archies. In one of his earlier articles on administrators' impact and role in pas¬
toral development, Robert Chambers argues that this group of actors is an im¬
portant but 'neglected factor'.

When things go wrong, administrators blame pastoralists for being ignorant
and stupid; and social scientists hasten to explain how the behaviour of pastor¬
alists is rational, an able adaptation to a hostile environment. Social scientists
then transfer the blame, in private conversation if not in public discussion or
writing, to the administrators themselves, finding their behaviour ignorant and
stupid in turn. That the behaviour of the administrators may be rational, an
able adaptation to a different sort of hostile environment, may not be investi¬
gated. (Chambers 1979:84-85, emphasis mine)

Chamber's use of the term 'administrators' refers to field government staff
working in pastoral areas at regional, provincial, district or sub-district levels.
In her study of a producers co-operative in Ethiopia, Eva Poluha deals with
three categories of actors—planners, local administrators and peasants—as
constituting one interdependent whole in which local administrators "depend
for their existence as mediators on the planners, who give them their positions
and control their careers, and on the peasants who make it possible for them to
realize their own roles" (Poluha 1989:185). The terms 'administrators' or 'local
administrators' seem to coincide with my use of the term 'local government of¬
ficials'. The latter term has nevertheless the advantage of including people who
are not administrators, but still work for the government at the local level. Any
government employed field staff, based in a given village, is here included in
the category of local government officials. In Dyula, all government staff are
generally referred to as fama mogo, i.e. people of the government. In French,
the term fonctionnaires dominates. As a starting point such an inclusive defini¬
tion is useful, because it emphasises the locally based government official, but
this fact should not hide differentiation within this social category.

Government officials are expected to remain loyal to the administration,
which could be described as a bureaucratic organisation "founded on wage la¬
bour and on the career possibilities of the employees" (Ahrne 1990:43). Locally
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based officials are formally mandated to apply national legislation and promote
centrally defined policies. In reality, however, local applications of the law or
policy often differ considerably from the way it was conceived in the central
ministry (von Benda-Beckmann 1993b). Similarly, the implementation of a
Plan/Project/Policy tends to be more or less far from the project description.
Indeed, diversion of the Plan/Project/Policy is characteristic for the planning
process. Legislation and policy are supposed to be locally applied by govern¬
ment officials, but in the course from the minister's office to the village exten¬
sion worker, these are received and interpreted—in one word appropriated—by
a number of actors.

With respect to the dispute settlement process in the Comoe Province,
there are two fundamental reasons to investigate the use of national policy in
local politics. Firstly, policy defines what should be done in a case of crop
damage and/or wounded animals, according to which the agricultural extension
officer, the prefet and the veterinary surgeon have, each of them, specific roles
to play. They have normally received instructions on how to proceed in such
situations, e.g. how to measure damages and to establish administrative dossi¬
ers. Yet, they have not necessarily received instructions relevant to all cases and
hence policy is also implemented according to what the individual government
official thinks is the procedure. For instance, the Land and Tenure Reorganisa¬
tion142 has been a government decree since the mid-1980s, but often there is no
copy of this legal document in different decentralised government offices in
departments, or even in provincial offices of various line ministries. Similarly,
in department offices, forest legislation is merely implemented with reference
to individual foresters' perception, memory and interpretation of it rather than
to actual paragraphs. Government officials may, of course, even intentionally
ignore the policy and exploit their relative authority for personal gains, whether
financial, political or symbolic. Thus, they intervene as agents in a social field,
shaped by contradictory interests, structures and actions. Policy, or perhaps
better the interpretation of what policy is about, enters the realm of local poli¬
tics.

Secondly, in everyday talks many local government officials often com¬
plain that people in Ouagadougou—i.e. their superiors in ministerial hierar¬
chy—do not know anything about field realities, and are 'too theoretical'. They
are said to formulate documents, peppered with the latest catch-words of de¬
velopment jargon, but they are far from actual work done by government offi¬
cials working in departments. This common reference to the ignorance of peo¬
ple in Ouagadougou about field realities puts the finger on the process of ap¬
propriation involved. Hobart argues that "while planners tend to work with ide¬
alized, timeless and depersonalized versions of an imagined world which is to
be regulated, local people are often aware of the personal, particular nature of
the specification of policy or law in practice" (Hobart 1993b: 16-17). Local
government officials are situated between planners and local people and their
core task is, at least officially, to fit a given policy into the context of a specific

142
Reorganisation Agraire et Fonciere (RAF).
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local setting. But even in the process of local appropriation of a specific policy,
development discourse dominates among government officials in Burkina Faso.
The mastery of this discourse increases the higher up in state hierarchy the in¬
dividual is situated. A government official in the Sideradougou Department
told me resignedly, "chaque annee il y a de nouveaux termes, de nouvelles con¬
ceptions de developpement rural".

Development discourse is a language of power, and reflects policies
formulated far beyond the local level. It mirrors the relationship between
'developers' and 'those-to-be-developed', usually regarded as hierarchical by
both parties (Hobart 1993b). Even policies emphasising 'participatory devel¬
opment' do not necessarily consider locally legitimate structures. Free member¬
ship for any farmer more than 18 years old may for example be contradictory to
a conception based on the authority of a family head composed of several
households, as Evariste Poda shows in his study of village co-operatives in the
Bougouriba Province in Burkina Faso (Poda 1993).

Development discourse coexists, however, with other discourses, no¬
tably the official national discourse. This national discourse may fall within at
least two different frames: 1) the discourse originating from French colonial
administration; and 2) the revolutionary national discourse, stemming from the
1980s, which has been replaced by democratisation discourse in the 1990s.
Often the two frames of official national discourse overlap, but sometimes they
do not. The first frame of official, national discourse is present in Burkinabe
administration and is strongly connected to the French language. Legislation
originates from French jurisdiction, although there has been a conscious strug¬
gle to adapt legislation to Burkinabe realities (Blanc et al. 1991). This is the
language of state administration. Ideally, it represents a sense continuity
throughout different political periods of Burkina Faso.

The second frame within which official national discourse may be lo¬
cated is the use of language and power in the event commonly referred to as the
Revolution, i.e. the coup d'Etat led by Captain Thomas Sankara in August
1983 (Dubuch 1985; Labazee 1989). Revolutionary discourse, which was dif¬
fused by media and especially radio and television, was accompanied by a
wave of slogans and expressions. Individual and geographical names were
modified in the framework of being 'authentic', new styles of dressing were
'authorised', the national anthem and flag were changed and a stereotyped lan¬
guage was used (Dubuch 1985:46). Even a new country name, Burkina Faso,
was adopted to replace the ancient Haute-Volta. Dubuch points out that humour
was a way of appropriating this revolutionary language. Expressions were often
modified and jokingly used in private, and even in public, in restricted
groups.143 The way these jokes were spread certainly reflects a society used to a
certain form of freedom of expression, but the jokes also represent irony, cri¬
tique, disillusion, and even a kind of opposition (ibid.:50). At the beginning of
the 1990s, the revolutionary language gave way to discourses of democracy. It

143 The national slogan until 1997 was La Patrie ou La Mort, Nous Vaincrons. It was modified in a
number of ways: la patrie ou I'amour, la patrie ou la mort... nous verrons and a partir de la mort...
nous verrons (Dubuch 1985:49).
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is the frame in which the official, national discourse is located today (Otayek et
al. 1996b). But humour is continuously a way of appropriating national politi¬
cal language. Modifications of political slogans are common both in press—
notably the satirical weekly Journal du Jeudi—and in everyday conversations.
The dominant national discourse can therefore be said to be appropriated
through jokes.

Here it is sufficient to note the prevalence of a specific national dis¬
course, possible to distinguish from development discourse. All government
officials need, at least to some extent, to manage these different discourses. It
becomes particularly apparent in studying local government officials in their
position as actors implementing policy. A concrete example in forest policy il¬
lustrates this altering of two distinct discourses, both of which are linked to de¬
velopment and state administration. The Ministry of Environment is responsi¬
ble for implementing forest policy in Burkina Faso. Forest legislation originates
from French colonial administration. Since the Sahelian droughts in the 1970s,
the Ministry has received large funding from Western donors—e.g. Nether¬
lands, Sweden and Germany—as well as from multilateral agencies within the
UN system. In the 1970s and the 1980s, community forestry projects were de¬
signed to address interrelated problems of environmental degradation and rural
poverty. Village plantations were encouraged and low energy wood stoves
promoted to face problems related to desertification. Experiences of these proj¬
ects as well as general trends among development organisations and national
ministries led, in the late 1980s and 1990s, to a greater emphasis on natural re¬
source management rather than on forestry per se, attempting to identify areas
where actions of protecting the environment, of meeting people's needs and
empowering local communities would intersect (Borrini 1991; Hagberg et al.
1995). 'Participatory development' became a hot issue on the agenda.

However, another discourse prevails to protect forest reserves from en¬
croachment. According to forest legislation, foresters are mandated both to im¬
plement a forest legislation as paramilitary forest guards and to play the role of
development facilitators through a participatory approach. These contradictory
mandates are the forester's baton and carrot (Yameogo 1994). Foresters are re¬
garded as key persons in so-called participatory management of forest reserves,
but are simultaneously expected to control illegal forest use and fine villagers
breaking the rules (Hagberg 1995a; Hagberg et al. 1996).

Foresters have thus contradictory roles in the tasks they should carry out.
Therefore different discourses prevail in respect of context and setting. Most
development projects favour the role as facilitators, but patrolling and other
activities linked to foresters' status as a paramilitary corps are dominant in
contexts outside the development setting. While the former is largely supported
by external funding, the latter depends upon national budget. When discussing
with donors the paramilitary role of foresters is played down, whereas the fa¬
cilitating role is stressed. In a context of only foresters, guarding and patrolling
duties are therefore more likely to be expressed. In 1991 I discussed with a for¬
ester, with whom I worked in the Forestry Office in Banfora, the potentials to
undertake participatory management in a forest reserve we were visiting to-
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gether. The discussion was not linked to any specific development project to
come, but rather to a concern of what was to be done by Burkinabe state ad¬
ministration with extremely limited financial resources allocated to preserve
forest reserves. I asked why the Ministry of Environment could not allow vil¬
lagers to hunt according to a limited quota of game within the reserve rather
than to promote a total hunting ban, which has never been respected anyway.
The forester, in turn, argued that my proposal would only be possible if there
would be a development project behind. Otherwise he, as the forester responsi¬
ble for the reserve, would be accused of not doing his job or being bribed. The
reason would be that it is legally forbidden to hunt in forest reserves. A devel¬
opment project could nevertheless overcome this legal constraint. In this case,
the dominance of the development discourse would only be possible if it was
expected to be followed by aid money; otherwise, paramilitary controlling was

• i 144the only option.
This altering of discourses is possibly valid for government officials in

many so-called developing countries. But there is a need to identify some im¬
portant characteristics of government officials in Burkina Faso. Otayek et al.
point out that although Burkina is not preserved from corruption and nepotism
like other African patrimonial regimes, predation of state resources remains
circumscribed within 'acceptable limits'. Hence, "les elites burkinabe ont sou-
vent eu un rapport a la Chose publique marque par une certaine retenue qui a
epargne au pays la deroute economico-financiere" (Otayek et al. 1996a: 19). It
lies far outside the scope of this study to analyse the functioning of state ad¬
ministration in general, but it is important to note that in Burkina Faso govern¬
ment officials are regularly paid. Contrary to many other African countries,
government employees have always been paid at the end of the month. A
popular saying among officials is that the government has to pay people regu¬
larly, otherwise it cannot stay in power. In the coups d'Etat of 1966 and 1980,
trade unions played important political roles. Trade unions among government
employees are regarded as full-scale political actors. In fact, this perceived
power of trade unions is a constituent part of the self-image expressed by many
government officials.

Local government officials are both 'messengers' and 'messages'
(Hedlund 1984). They are individuals of various origin, who are mandated to
work in the locality for some years. Thus they become members of it. To ap¬
proach local government officials as 'messengers' and 'messages' provides a
point of departure for understanding the roles they play in dispute settlement
between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and various groups of agriculturalists in the
Comoe Province. Firstly, local government officials are 'messengers' in the
sense that they represent the government and its intentions. In contrast to the
majority of rural inhabitants, they are French-speaking and educated at least to
secondary level. Local government officials are able to present dominant dis-

144
Interestingly in 1996, a project funded by the Global Environment Fund was started in this forest

reserve in the Comoe Province; its main objective was institute a new approach to preserve bio¬
diversity in West Africa, emphasising the community management and sustainable use of the fauna.
Thus the development discourse has become dominating as it was followed by concrete funding.
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courses (i.e. development and/or national discourse). Often they alter between
these discourses. They are messengers carrying information about legal, ad¬
ministrative and financial affairs. They are fama mogo, people of the govern¬
ment, or, as the French term goes, les fonctionnaires de I'Etat.

Secondly, local government officials are also 'messages' in their ad¬
herence to an urban ideology, representing tubabubaara, i.e. the work of the
white men. Although many originate from rural or semi-urban communities,
they are messages of progress, of development. In dispute settlement they are
messages about definitions of what the conflict is about. The social categories
involved in disputes are officially referred to as graziers and farmers, leaving
out ethnic dimensions. Many groups rear cattle, but the Fulbe ethnic group is
intimately associated with the term eleveur, grazier. All actors involved in the
local setting know that the graziers are Fulbe, but in their official definition of
disputing parties local government officials are messages of how to understand
disputes. In informal contexts—e.g. bars and market places—those officials
may, however, employ ethnic labels. Exceptionally, the term Peul (the French
label for designing Fulbe) is found in documents, but the general rule is the
professional cum economic categorisation of disputing parties.

Continuity and Discontinuity in Sideradougou
Government officials in the Sideradougou Department amount to nearly 50
people, mostly men. The department, which covers 33 officially recognised
villages, depends administratively on the High-Commissioner of the Comoe
Province, who resides in Banfora. Geographically, government officials in
Sideradougou reside relatively far from the provincial centre (65 km), but close
to rural producers. In fact, many of them have fields themselves on which they
mainly grow food crops and some of them rear cattle. They have an impact on
the local community both as officials and as individuals settled there for a lim¬
ited period. Frequent transfers diminish their integration in local settings, but as
their explicit mandate is to work for the development of the locality, they are
still involved in local politics. The term 'local government officials' seems to
translate this position of in-between. They are modern nomads, though less de¬
pendent on rains and pasture than on decisions taken higher up in their respec¬
tive bureaucratic hierarchy.

At the head of the Sideradougou Department is the prefet145, adminis¬
tratively belonging to the Ministry of Territorial Administration. Since the
creation of the Subdivision of Sideradougou in 1954, this administrative and
geographical unit has, up to 1996, had 31 administrative chiefs.146 This means
that the average time-span for each one is slightly more than 16 months! Any
government official may be transferred to another post in state administration;
the higher up in hierarchy the more likely it is that he will be transferred. In the

145
Dyula-speaking inhabitants often refer to the prefet as the Commander, kommandance, reflecting the

colonial vocabulary Commandant de Cercle.
146 A new prefet (the 32nd) arrived in late 1997.
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democratisation process of the 1990s, the strong political connotation of the
prefet during the Revolution—as the department's chief is currently called—is
officially weakened in favour of a clearer administrative authority. In practice,
however, the prefet is often expected to support the political party of the gov¬
ernment (Congres pour la Democratie et le Progres, CDP).

The prefet is superior to all other government officials serving in the de¬
partment and any outside mission is expected to render him a courtesy visit on
arrival. Each service—i.e. the common label for decentralised offices of differ¬
ent line ministries—has its own chief, who administratively responds to the
prefet. The prefet is hence in contact with all different chefs de service, who are
expected to collaborate and be present at various manifestations such as the in¬
auguration of new infrastructure, festivities, development projects etc. If a chef
de service is leaving the department for any reason, he needs a mission order to
be signed by the prefet.

There is an informal hierarchy among the services within the depart¬
ment. Important chefs de service are the heads of the gendarmerie and the po¬
lice respectively, as they are responsible for the security. In Sideradougou, there
are, for instance, seven gendarmes, covering the vast Sideradougou, Ouo and
Mangodara departments. The director of the newly started college in Sidera¬
dougou is another dignity in the hierarchy among government officials. There
is also a medical centre, headed by a medic (infirmier de I'Etat), as well as an
official working for Social Action. The Ministry of Agriculture and Animal
Resources has two offices in Sideradougou, the Agriculture office with two of¬
ficials and Animal Husbandry office with two veterinary surgeons. The Agri¬
culture office has also a number of extension workers living in villages outside
the centre. However, this informal hierarchy between different ser\'ices also
depends upon access to external funding; those which host development proj¬
ects are likely to be envied in the local setting. The Agro-pastoral Management
Scheme, which has been supported by the European Development Fund since
the 1970s, is for example located at the Animal Husbandry office in Sideradou¬
gou.

Government officials working in different departments are supposed to
work through actors at the lowest administrative level, i.e. the villages. Today,
there is a Village Administrative Representative elected in each village, but in
everyday terms he is still called delegue by most villagers. The term delegue
refers to the title imposed during the Revolution.147 In fact, this is the ancient
village chief institution promoted by French colonial administration with the
important difference that since the 1980s he is not financially compensated by
state administration. Although the roles and functions of today's village chief
have undergone crucial transformations, in almost every village I have visited,
he belongs to the family of the Master of the Earth.

These officials or functionaries (closer to the French fonctionnaires) re¬
siding in departments such as Sideradougou not only carry messages of the

147
As already discussed in chapters 2 and 4, the contemporary village head was called the Delegate of

the Committee for the Defence of the Revolution 1983-87, the Delegate of the Revolutionary Commit¬
tee 1987-91 and since 1991 the Village Administrative Representative.
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government's intentions, but are also definitely messages themselves. The be¬
haviour and habits of these officials often come to represent a perceived urban
ideology and style of life. The power and wealth attributed to them by their
Ministry, e.g. an aid-funded project, or the lack of such power and wealth make
local government officials into messages themselves. For instance, the forester
who worked in Sideradougou around 1990 did not have an office nor a motor¬
bike to do the work. Today, no forester is residing in Sideradougou; this also
carries a message of lack of power.

Many government officials do not originate from the Comoe Province,
especially those in a position of office head (chef de service). They are re¬
garded as 'strangers' (duna) and, indeed, many do belong to global Mossi soci¬
ety, representing the largest ethnic group of Burkina Faso.148 A general opinion
held in western Burkina Faso about the Mossi is that they have long arms, bras
longues, signifying that they have easy access to the state administration, both
as employees and as citizens.149 In disputes related to crop damage, it is not
rare that government officials of Mossi origin consider that the violence in¬
volved is specific to the Comoe Province. On several occasions, I have heard
officials state that "ce n'est pas comme 9a chez nous". This implies that 'people
of Banfora' do not like 'strangers'.

Despite the dominance of Mossi among government employees, it
would be erroneous to assume that local government officials first and fore¬
most represent a Mossi identity. Instead, they tend to uphold an identity proper
to this social category. To become a government employee is highly valued by
people for several reasons, not the least economically. A rural household hav¬
ing a son in state administration is regarded as a concrete asset. Once during a
discussion with some old men in a village in central Burkina Faso about poli¬
tics, they told me how unlucky they were for not having sons within state ad¬
ministration; the old villagers saw this as an explanation of why the village did
not develop.

The identity of government officials is linked to status; often they pres¬
ent themselves as 'intellectuals', echoing the former colonial label evolues (see
chapter 1) Flowever, this emic notion of intellectuals does not only include
government officials. Today many people with high school and university
studies are working within the private sector or are unemployed.150 Politicians
are also a kind of intellectuals intervening in the local setting, although many of
them uphold former employment in state administration.
148

Many government officials originate from the central and northern plateau of Burkina Faso and are
descendants of inhabitants of Moose (Mossi) kingdoms (Izard 1985). In general, they are referred to as
Mossi—although the inhabitants of a Mossi state never were only composed of Mossi—that is, the
noble strata nakombse, and officials of precolonial states and their descendants. Instead commoners
often had nakombse patronyms and state officials included people of mixed origin: strangers or enfran¬
chised slaves, who for various reasons had become associated to aristocrats (Zahan 1967).
149

Mossi are said to be overrepresented among government employees. Whether this may be proved by
statistics lies far beyond the scope of this study, but it should nevertheless be underlined that Mossi
populations are estimated to represent 50% of the country's total population.50 In villages, even the person who has completed primary school may consider him/herself to be the
'intellectual of the village'. In 1990 a young man completely destroyed an interview situation I have
planned with a group of old men in a village in his attempt to intervene and explain how things were in
the village: "These illiterate villagers are ignorant, they do not understand anything". After a while,
however, the young boy was insulted by an old man, who stood up and walked away in anger.
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Figure 10: La Prefecture. The office of the prefet—la prefecture—in Sidera-
dougou is an administrative building erected in the 1950s. The Departmental
Court holds its session behind the main entrance with the doors open to any
outsider.

1 would therefore argue that the dominant discourse of intellectuals is hence to
a large extent shaped by strong bonds to state administration; it is the local ver¬
sion of the national development discourse. Yet, instead of talking about the
emergence of a national identity, it is more appropriate to explore the social
identity which may be described as la culture des fonctionnaires. In using the
case of the Sideradougou Department, I describe five principal characteristics
of this social identity: 1) the Office; 2) the Language; 3) the Boundaries; 4) the
Alliances; and 5) the Housewives.

The Office
The office is the principal setting for interaction with local people. The case of
the prefef s office {prefecture) is certainly the most clear-cut, but the descrip¬
tion is partly valid for other services as well. The prefecture of Sideradougou is
a building constructed in the 1950s when the administrative subdivision was
created. It comprises two buildings: the office building hosting the prefef s of¬
fice and that of his secretary, as well as administrative archives, some of which
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were destroyed by termites; and the residence building where the prefet and his
family reside.

The office could be seen as a symbol for the state and modern civilisa¬
tion. It is located at some distance from the village, reflecting the colonial idea
of the commander governing at distance. During working hours, the office is
frequented by a wide range of people asking for specific services such as the
issue of birth certificates and other administrative documents, sessions of De¬
partmental Court, cases of disagreements for various reasons, e.g. crop damage.

The residence of the prefet is also to a large extent used for public mat¬
ters; it is not uncommon that cases of divorce and matrimonial compensation
are discussed at length in the shadow under the Neem-trees in front of it. Fam¬
ily disputes may be settled there, and the official administrative dossier is then
only established when the parties enter the office to sign, to pay or whatever
official action. The use of the residence could, of course, open up for bribing,
but this is not necessarily the case. Instead, it would be more appropriate to un¬
derstand its role for office matters as an intermediate space between the official
state administration, embodied in the office and local politics. The kind of in¬
teraction prevailing in front of the residence is often expressed as "He went to
see the prefet..."151

The Language
The prevalence of a culture of functionaries is also reflected in the use of lan¬
guage. All officials speak French, which is the official language. Some speak
Dyula, the lingua franca of the region, but many do not, at least not on their
arrival in the region. Dyula may nonetheless be accepted as the language em¬
ployed by people coming to the Office, but all documents are written in French.
Hence, even a Dyula-speaking government official has to translate what has
been said into French, which is a language that most people, and especially ru¬
ral producers, neither talk nor read nor write. Most sessions of the Departmen¬
tal Court are held in Dyula, but notes are taken in French by the court's secre¬
tary.

The problem of language further emphasises the position of government
officials as strangers.152 The French language is also used when government
officials wish to communicate on matters between themselves. In everyday
conversation between officials in Sideradougou, e.g. in bars, the Fulbe are of¬
ten referred to as les palestiniens (Palestinians), because they are seen as
'people without land'. The veterinary surgeon may be questioned by other col¬
leagues 'what about your Palestinians' whilst a group of Fulbe youths are sit¬
ting next to them. The use of the term 'Palestinians' illustrates a kind of secret
language used among government officials. But the 'secrecy' of this coded lan-

151 The expression used in both French and Dyula is On s'est vu and An nyogo ye, literally 'we saw
each other', which has two different meanings: 1) that the persons did see each other more descriptive¬
ly; and 2) that the persons met and discussed a specific topic.1

An interesting topic is the interaction between Dyula and French, and the process of translation in¬
volved in various discourses.
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guage is relative. Once a Fulbe informant with rudimentary understanding in
French commented this to me. "They think that we do not understand what they
say, but often 1 do".

The Boundaries

Being a government official is a continuous transgressing and maintaining of
boundaries. Frequent transfers from one department and/or province to another
discourage durable contacts and integration into social life of the department.
The identity as government official, to some extent detached from the local
setting, is thereby favoured. However, the idea that government officials should
be integrated in village life is rhetorically strong, but reveals an ambiguity. It is
repeatedly stressed that officials should work for the best of the population, for
'development' to come and that this is only possible by interacting with this
same population. But if the integration goes too far it is assumed that the indi¬
vidual official will be able to build up a personal power base, get bribed and
develop other loyalties than those with the state administration. Thus govern¬
ment officials are transferred after a few years. Similarly, a prefet told me that
after three years it is impossible to maintain authority towards the population,
because one tends to become too greatly involved in social life.

Government officials maintain and transgress boundaries in their social
position in local settings, but within the group of government officials there is
still a watchfulness. People never know for sure with whom s/he is interacting.
A police man may for example fine someone with contacts high up in the hier¬
archy and later get problems in his career advancement. In a case of miscon¬
duct of a government official, leading to reports to his/her hierarchical superi¬
ors, mutual accusations often include a mixture of mobilising relations in state
administration and in local politics.

Boundaries are further maintained between central and local government
officials. Centrally based functionaries tend to refer to their colleagues working
in departments to be fonctionnaires de brousse. This expression signifies that
government officials working in the bush are both incapable and unwilling to
do their jobs, but they benefit from cheap prices on most agricultural products.

The Alliances

As the life of most government officials is dominated by continuous transfers
from one duty-station to another, it is part of the deal, or better contract, with
the government that they will leave one day. These processes of integration and
detachment put local government officials in an unclear position. Although a
culture of functionaries is made up of boundaries, there is a need to establish
alliances with key individuals, or brokers, in the local setting. These persons
may be 'sons' or much more rarely, 'daughters' of the village, who have ac¬
quired an influential position in local politics. They speak French and may have
been to school for some years. In Sideradougou some of these key individuals
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uphold a traditional legitimacy through kinship, e.g. belonging to the family of
a Master of the Earth. Others have gained influence through the Revolution of

. 153
1983, by means of the Comite pour la Defense de la Revolution (CDR). The
'sons of the village' are, however, distinguished from traditional authorities in
the village, because they are brokers between 'people' and 'the state'. They are
well-informed men and often serve as guides when specific missions and visits
are to be carried out.

These individuals, who are not officially recognised by any administra¬
tive structure, are ensuring continuity in situations where discontinuity is ap¬
parent. Prefets are transferred to another department after a year or two. Other
heads of departmental offices normally do not stay more than three years. The
continuity of the power acquired by the 'sons of the village' is permanently
threatened by the arrival of a new prefet or other government official, because
these newcomers may choose other advisors. The individual 'son of the village'
may therefore rapidly lose influence.

The crucial position of these 'sons of the village' is particularly impor¬
tant in times of social crisis. At least these are moments when their use of

power becomes evident (see also chapter 8). Administratively, they have no
formal position and cannot act in the name of the state administration, but they
are mediators, who possess critical information. Even in the official adminis¬
trative exercise, they therefore influence on decisions through their mediation.

In addition, the 'sons of the village' confirm the 'culture of functionar¬
ies'. They speak, at least rudimentarily, the language (French) and are well
aware of how problems should be termed within the state administration (e.g.
degat, divagation, sensibilisation). For instance, in local settings people refer to
Fulbe agro-pastoralists as peul or fida, thereby stressing ethnicity. In official
state discourse they employ the term eleveurs (graziers).

The Housewives

The 'culture of functionaries' includes a different gendered division of labour
compared to that prevailing in the local setting. Most often, government offi¬
cials are men, especially on high posts.154 In Sideradougou in 1996, there was
one woman working for the Ministry of Social Action and another for the
Ministry of Animal Husbandry. The secretary at the prefecture is a woman em¬
ployed by the municipality. However, the overwhelming majority are men:
prefets, gendarmes, extension workers, teachers etc. With respect to work, the
wives of these male government officials represent to some extent an urban
ideology of housewives as they do not accomplish many of the tasks rural
women carry out. They do domestic tasks at home, but generally neither farm
land nor raise animals.

153 The CDR was a political structure imposed in every village, department and province of the country
from 1983 and onwards (Savonnet-Guyot 1986).
154 It is not, however, uncommon to find women on high posts in Burkina Faso, but they are still few in
number.
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In 1996 I witnessed the creation of two women's associations, Associa¬
tion des Femmes des Gendarmes de Sideradougou and Les Soeurs Unies. The
first concerned the wives of gendarmes (at that time seven at duty-station) and
the second is an organisation for the wives of all government officials in Side¬
radougou. Both these voluntary organisations organised festivities such as
football and volleyball matches, the symbolic planting of trees and a dancing
evening (soiree dansante). The objectives of the associations include the
strengthening of all women in the Sideradougou Department in general and
their members in particular. The point is that these organisations confirm the
prevalence of a functionaries' culture. The wives do important work in social
gatherings, but often they do not refer to their tasks as work: "je suis a la mai-
son seulement, je ne fais rien".155 Instead, the men's work is rewarded by the
state, and in urban settings men are supposed to provide the wives with na-

songo (relish money) every day.
In sum, the 'culture of functionaries' is a social identity forged by the

interplay between state administration on the one hand, and local politics and
social life on the other. It is constituted by maintaining and crossing boundaries
in the local setting. Both practically and symbolically this social identity is ex¬
pressed in the key relationship between government officials and 'sons of the
village'. This becomes particularly important in cases of dispute settlement as
attention is drawn to the interaction between state administration and local so¬

cio-political structures.

Coping with Damages and Dilemmas
Local government officials are dealing with dilemmas that are grounded in law
and policy propositions of the government, the consequences of which are
sharpened in local settings. They should pursue procedures of dispute settle¬
ment in order to cope with damage and decide on compensation to the ag¬
grieved party. According to many government officials in the Comoe Province,
there are, however, specific problems related to the procedures. To overcome
some of these problems, government officials need to modify law and policy to
local settings. The relationship between government officials and 'sons of the
village' is then critical as it provides continuity where discontinuity is apparent.

In 1961, the newly independent state adopted a law to regulate straying
of domestic animals (Law 40/61 /AN, 25 July 1961). Since then, this law has
had a large impact on how to handle cases of crop damage caused by domestic
animals. Article 1 clearly states that when domestic animals—i.e. cattle, sheep,
goats, pigs, horses or donkeys—are found straying or grazing farm parcels,
belonging to others, the owners or herders of these animals are liable to penalty
sanctions, in correspondence to the damage caused. According to this law, the

155
The fact that these women argue that they do not work does not necessarily say much about how

they perceive their tasks. Domestic work is a female task and to carry it out is part of being woman.
Yet, I would still argue that these wives, stating that they do not do anything are reproducing a view on
work which dominates in the 'culture of functionaries'.
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straying of domestic animals is permanently forbidden (Article 2). Moreover,
grazing and passage of animals are forbidden permanently on farmed land with
permanent crops and temporarily (between 15 May and 31 January) on parcels
with annual crops (Article 3). In short, by this law straying—or 'divagation' as
I prefer to call it following French terminology—of domestic animals was de¬
fined as illegal and seen as a main problem to be dealt with. Once I asked a re¬
tired African administrator, who worked for French colonial administration and
also after Independence (1960), how they handled cases of crop damage and
divagation before the 1961 law. He answered immediately:

There was not any problem with divagation. The herder was whipped if there
was a case of divagation. The herders were only children. But there was no
law.

This statement indicates that before the 1961 law, divagation was defined as a
problem of bad conduct of the herder, but the owner of domestic animals was
not held for prime responsibility. The 1961 law hence established the responsi¬
bility of the owner. The herder may be accused of neglecting his duties in case
of crop damage, but it is the owner of domestic animals who must pay.

Apart from this significant shift of emphasis in state administration,
there has been another major change in cases of divagation brought to the Side-
radougou Department since the 1960s. The 23 proceedings156 dealing with
animals causing damage between 1962 and 1965 almost exclusively concern
animals belonging to individuals of the ethnic groups of the region. The most
frequent patronyms figuring in the proceedings are Yao, Ouattara, Toure and
Traore. Those are people originating from the Comoe Province, e.g. Karaboro,
Tiefo and Dyula. Only two cases involved Fulbe, i.e. one Fulbe cattle-owner
(Sidibe) and one Fulbe sheep-owner (Barry). Furthermore, the owners of ani¬
mals causing damage remained unknown in four of the 23 cases. Although 15
of the 23 cases involved cattle, sheep (3) and goats (5) had caused damage in
the remaining cases (35%). Apparently, in the 1960s cases of divagation did not
involve Fulbe cattle more than exceptionally. Instead divagation was merely a
problem to be dealt with among people originating from the region (Tiefo,
Dyula and Karaboro). There were simply not many Fulbe in Sideradougou
during that period, apparently because of the presence of the cattle disease
animal trypanosomes. However, as I described in chapter 6, Fulbe groups al¬
ready resided in the area around Bobo-Dioulasso (e.g. Sidibe in Kotedougou).

Today, Fulbe agro-pastoralists are concerned by almost all cases of diva¬
gation in the Sideradougou Department. The overwhelming majority of crop
damage reported to the prefet is caused by neither by sheep nor goat, but by
cattle. Furthermore, the government policy against divagation was strengthened
by President Thomas Sankara's launching of three combats in 1985, i.e. to
combat so-called anarchistic wood-cutting, divagation and bush fire.

156 The term proceeding is here used to describe proces-verbal, which is a kind of report or record of
evidence of main importance to legislation. The government official is expected to write a proceeding
to be submitted to his or her superiors. The proceeding is particularly important for those officials that
have a legal mandate to control and sanction, e.g. gendarmes, police agents, prefet, foresters.
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Most cases of crop damage and divagation were solved, and are still
solved directly between the cattle-owner and the field-owner. As neighbours
and perhaps even friends, they reconcile themselves, including the payment in
money or in kind to compensate the field-owner. In other words, social rela¬
tions prevailing between the parties overcome the potential dispute (see chapter
9). Many cases of crop damage therefore never come to the prefef s knowledge.
This way of avoiding dispute is called reglement a 1'amiable in French legal
terminology, signifying to settle a difference out of court. It may or may not in¬
volve compensation to the party suffering from damage. During my field-work
in 1996, government officials-—particularly the prefets—advised people to
solve 'problems' themselves instead of bringing them to state administration.
At the same time, it is recommended that even minor crop damage and/or
wounded animals should be measured by the agriculture extension worker and
the veterinary surgeon respectively. If the damage is measured, the difference
may be settled out of court, but the case may also be reintroduced into court if
payment is delayed.

The administrative procedure starts when the farmer addresses him¬
self157 to the prefet, either directly or by passing through the Village Adminis¬
trative Representative. The farmer complaining about crop damage is asked
whether he may identify the cattle-owner or not. Perhaps he knows, or says
something like "I have followed the tracks to the enclosure of so and so...".
The farmer is asked to pay 200 FCFA, which is an administrative fee required
for the establishment of a proceeding of a damaging fact, called constat in
French. The prefet then sends a requisition to the Agriculture office demanding
its chief to select someone to be sent out to the site and evaluate the damage.
The Village Administrative Representative, the field-owner and the cattle-
owner participate in the constat carried out by the agriculture extension worker.
In the Sideradougou Department, gendarmes or police agents also participate to
ensure the security, because tensions between disputing parties may be strained.
The Veterinary surgeon takes part of the constat only if animals have been
wounded or killed. In fact, it is not uncommon that farmers hit animals entering
the field or shoot at them, wounding or, at worst, killing animals. Such situa¬
tions often lead to long and complicated processes, in which the farmer may
eventually find himself as the losing party.

The constat implies that the Agriculture Extension Worker estimates the
damage by counting the stalks destroyed and those spared within a surface of
10 m2, which is to be extrapolated to the entire field.158 He then establishes the
proceeding to be signed by disputing parties. The farmer (field-owner), who
first brought the case to the prefet carries the costs for the transport of all peo¬
ple, until the case is settled. The total costs for transport, crop damage and
straying taxes will be calculated to be paid by the cattle-owner if it is found that

157
In the overwhelming majority of cases, the field-owners as well as the graziers are men.

158 In fieldwork that I have carried out in the Sanguie Province in central Burkina Faso Agriculture Ex¬
tension Workers estimate roughly crop damage by sight, a vue d'oeil.
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his cattle have caused crop damage.159 Later, the parties are convened to the
prefet, who exposes the outcome of the proceeding. If the parties accept the
outcome, the dispute is solved. The cattle-owner is generally given a one-
month-delay for payment, but delayed cases lead to frustrations. As I have al¬
ready indicated, the case becomes more complicated if the farmer has wounded
animals, because then he has caused damage to the wealth of cattle-owner.

Apart from the formal, technical aspects of this administrative proce¬
dure, cases of crop damage brought to state administration are subject to nego¬
tiation. Although the procedure is dressed in a legal language of adjudication, it
is negotiation that dominates in practice. Any instance of this formalised pro¬
cedure provides opportunities. This is not a problem per se, but as 'negotiation'
is often interpreted by other actors as corruption, it easily becomes a problem in
dispute settlement.

Throughout my field-works in the Comoe Province, four frequent clus¬
ters of problems relate to the administrative procedure of compensation: 1) to
identify the cattle-owner; 2) to evaluate damage; 3) to enforce payment; and 4)
accusations of corruption. Firstly, farmers often complain about the difficulty
of identifying to whom the cattle belong, especially as crop damage generally
occurs at night. They may follow cattle tracks, but the cattle-owner may deny
that his cattle have caused the damage. It therefore becomes quite hard to prove
the origin of the cattle. Sometimes farmers argue that the herder seeks to let the
herd cross the tracks of another herd to be able to escape. Karaboro agricul¬
turalists often feel they are cheated by the cattle-owner. This may explain their
eagerness of 'making justice' themselves if they have a chance to encounter
cattle causing damage. There is also a frustration linked to the economic assets
of Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Owning cattle is a prestigious sign of wealth both to
agro-pastoralists and agriculturalists.

Secondly, there is much debate concerning the measuring of damage of
both crops and cattle. Farmers often complain that compensation for crop dam¬
age does not correspond to actual work invested, as it is based on current prices
on local market. A government official strongly supportive to the farmers'
cause told me that many officials do not consider la sueur du paysan—i.e. the
sufferings of the peasant—but only the results of the work. This, he argued,
was not fair, because farmers suffer from growing crops but are only compen¬
sated to local market price levels, i.e. the cost of substituting the damage
caused by the cattle. In short, the logic of this reasoning demonstrates the frus¬
trations revealed by many Karaboro agriculturalists.

In 1996, the head of the Agriculture Office in Sideradougou admitted that
the methods for estimating crop damage are not very reliable. It is easier to meas¬
ure damage to crops already harvested, e.g. stocked on the fringe of the field, than
to measure in the growing field. But, according to him, it is socially impossible to
wait for the harvest as the malice between the disputing parties would increase.

159 The straying tax is 250 FCFA/head of cattle in the Sideradougou Department, but it seems that rates
applied for this tax vary from one province to another.
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Some agriculturalists also object the way animal damage is estimated. If
a cow is killed, not only is the meat value evaluated, but also its expected off¬
spring, i.e. calves. In a specific case I followed, cattle had caused crop damage.
A group of agriculturalists captured the animals and brought them to an enclo¬
sure. This would force the cattle-owner to present himself, because otherwise
he would lose his cattle. The cattle remained in the enclosure for three days.
However, one animal had been wounded and had later to be slaughtered by the
Veterinary surgeon. The agriculturalists contested that they were responsible for
this. The Departmental Court judged that the farmer had to pay 80,000 FCFA to
the cattle-owner for the loss of the animal and the cattle-owner 43,500 FCFA to
the farmer for the crop damage. Thus the farmer was the net losing party, but he
still contested that he was responsible for wounding the animal. "Even if we
use the jo [fetish] to find out who is responsible, I will agree". He then threat¬
ened the Court for what he thought was an unfair judgement. Yet, he was im¬
mediately warned by one of its assessors (who is a 'son of the village' belong¬
ing to the family of the Masters of the Earth) to pay within one month. I do not
know whether the farmer ever paid to the cattle-owner or not, but it did not
seem likely that he would.

Thirdly, there is a problem of delayed payments, frequent among both
farmers and cattle-owners. The decision taken by the prefet is not respected, and
sometimes people just do not show up to settle cases of crop and animal damage.
Delayed payments certainly create frustrations and contribute to increase tensions
between the parties. The prefet does not possess the legal competence to enforce
the court's judgement. To become a strict judicial case, the dispute has to be trans¬
ferred to the Regional Tribune in Bobo-Dioulasso. To bring a case to Bobo-
Dioulasso nonetheless means that the individual must have enough money for his
stay there. In general, even in cases of non-payment, the parties (most often the
field-owner) tend to drop the case at departmental level.

Fourthly, accusations of corruption among local government officials are
often expressed by farmers. They conceive of Fulbe agro-pastoralists as rich
and able to sell off some cattle to get money to bribe government officials.
Fulbe, in turn, consider that nobody is working for their cause nor understand
their problems. Once a Fulbe cattle-owner said to me, "All the government is
supporting the farmers, and only God is supporting the Fulbe". For Fulbe agro-
pastoralists, the government is supporting the farmers' cause, because the gov¬
ernment is Haabe (Black Africans).

The issue of corruption and accusations of corruption is extremely diffi¬
cult to deal with for two reasons. Bribing is an activity not spoken of by most
people involved, but often assumed. However, external actors supportive to the
farmers' cause sometimes accuse Fulbe agro-pastoralists for boasting about
having bribed. But to define what is bribe and not is a tricky issue. When does
a gift move from a gesture of respect and kindness toward an act of corruption?
In short, corruption is culturally constructed; it depends on the context and the
situation as well as the interpretation made by the actors involved. In dispute
settlement between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agriculturalists, mere
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accusations of corruption are important as they reflect doubts, often resented by
farmers, about the administrative procedures.

These four clusters of problems could perhaps be understood as mere
technicalities to be solved. However, all these procedures of dispute settlement
carried out by state administration prevail in a context of tensions, in the
shadow of violent conflict. In December 1986 and February 1995, violent
clashes occurred, leading to the death of 5-10 people, most of them Fulbe. In ad¬
dition, threats of violence have occurred several times during this time-span. Al¬
though crop damage takes place in fields of most agricultural groups, the
Karaboro are those in the Comoe Province who have taken up fire-arms to perse¬
cute and ultimately kill Fulbe. Violence and threats of violence are present in all
considerations made by government officials. Hence the individual government
official cannot only act in accordance to his own vision or interest, but needs to
take the maintenance of social peace into account. A gendarme clearly expressed
this when he told me that "we are sitting on a powder-magazine". In other words,
any spark could rapidly escalate into violence.

To address some of the problems involved in coping with damage, the De¬
partmental Court was reinstalled in the Comoe Province in 1995. This court has
existed in one from or another since the French colonial administration, when it
was called Tribunal indigene. In the 1980s the court was headed by a president,
who was independent of the administration. In fact, during 1983-87, courts
working at different levels were particularly linked to the Revolution. Govern¬
ment officials were often accused and sanctioned for corruption or for not doing
their job. Sessions of the Revolutionary Popular Tribunes in Bobo-Dioulasso and
Ouagadougou were broadcasted all over the national territory. The Departmental
Court—during this period called Tribunal Populaire Departemental—was, at
least officially, composed of elected members. It was headed by a president con¬
nected to the local 'popular structures', i.e. the Revolution's political organisa¬
tion.

Today the court is headed by the prefet. It includes four assessors, who are
important personalities in the department. The court is composed of Village
chiefs, Masters of the Earth or more generally 'sons of the village'. At present,
these assessors are nomi nated by the prefet. They are thus not elected any longer.

In this form, the Departmental Court in Sideradougou has been functioning
since October 1995, but, legally, it has an unclear status. In fact, the court has no
judiciary power. If a dispute turns into a criminal case, the dossier is transferred to
the Regional Tribune in Bobo-Dioulasso. Although it has been strongly recom¬
mended to set up such a legal body in order to formalise dispute settlement, the
Departmental Court functions within a legal vacuum. The prefets with whom I
have discussed the issue consider that the court helps them in dispute settlement,
and to maintain social peace. But the court stands powerless when the parties ref¬
use to accept the judgement. Moreover, being headed by the prefet, the court is to¬
day not in any sense independent from state administration, but rather fully inte¬
grated into it.

The Departmental Court could be seen as a local solution to immediate
problems. There is no time to wait for the law to be adopted, which would clarify
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its role and function. Instead, social peace is thought to be best promoted by rapid
administrative treatment. However, local government officials have neither the
power nor the legal competence to settle criminal cases such as violent conflicts.
The Departmental Court is presided by the prefet, hence denying any notions of
independent legal system at the local level. Instead, the current organisation there¬
fore echoes the colonial Commandant de Cercle, because the exercise of state
functions and that of the legal control are vested in the same government official.

Decentralisation is rhetorically strong and officially promoted by the
Burkinabe government, but it also demonstrates dilemmas in the functioning of
the state. Local government officials arc forced to cope with these dilemmas and
many also exploit them to their own interests. There is first of all a lack of re¬
sources (and hence personnel) to assign a legally competent and independent offi¬
cial of the Ministry of Justice in every department of the country. In 1996 even the
provincial court (Court d'Appel) in Banfora did not function. The mixing up of
legal and administrative functions is a related dilemma even in an ideal type of
situation, where government officials are committed to their jobs and bribing is
minimal. This is particularly problematic in dispute settlement between Fulbe
agro-pastoralists and groups of agriculturalists, because government officials
may be regarded as part of the conflict. In the outbreaks of violence in Sideradou-
gou in 1986 and Mangodara in 1995, government officials were accused for hav¬
ing acted in a way that led to bloodshed (see chapter 8). They could therefore
hardly be seen as standing outside violent conflicts.

The dilemmas to be dealt with by government officials may be exploited to
their own favour, ignored (which is, however, a way of dealing with it) or settled
more or less arbitrarily. Whatever types of actions they choose, I would argue that
dealing with dilemmas are at the core of the practice of local government officials.
It is both important to bring justice and to maintain social peace in the local com¬
munity. It is a balancing of frustrations, demands and struggles which is at stake.
Should justice or reconciliation be put at the fore?

This dealing with dilemmas clearly demonstrates that law is not only an in¬
strument for enforcing rules, but also interacts with other normative orders, e.g.
the idea of social peace and forgiveness. The relationship between local govern¬
ment officials and 'sons of the village' articulates different normative orders and
melt them together. Government officials recognise, on the one hand, a certain po¬
sition and influence to the 'sons of the village' in defining and intervening in par¬
ticular disputes. If one party refuses to attend the Departmental Court, a 'son of the
village' may for example be asked to join the gendarmerie in bringing the person
to Sideradougou. The 'sons of the village' modify, on the other hand, local politics
to fit into the national legal discourse, thereby confirming the legitimacy of state
administration. The 'Fula' (Fulbe) become 'graziers' and the 'Karaboro'
'peasants' to fit into the state administration.

Together, local government officials and 'sons of the village' create and
recreate the specific system of meaning, that I here label the 'culture of function¬
aries'. They are acting within a social space between 'people' and 'the state'. In
this social space, the agency of the individual government official appears to be
crucial. A committed official may be successful in making justice and building
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peace, whereas another one may worsen or even fuel conflicts. In any case, they
must deal with the dilemma of balancing justice and peace. Government officials
have to pay due attention both to sentiments and demands of justice and injustice,
often expressed as rights, and to mobilisation of social relations in order to restore
peace. In this endeavour, the alliance that they establish and maintain with indi¬
viduals within the category of social brokers which I here call 'sons of the village'
is of utmost importance.

Summary
In this chapter I have approached local government officials as a specific social
category in dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists. It describes situations in which administrative procedures of imple¬
menting policy and coping with damage work more or less smoothly. The chapter
has explored perceptions of disputes revealed by these officials. To sum up, four
points need to be recalled.

Firstly, local government officials are both 'messengers' and 'messages' of
the government and of an urban ideology, but also agents exploiting this social
space for their own interests, whether political, symbolic, financial or social. This
social space of in-between 'people' and 'the state' is shaped both by state admin¬
istrative structures and by the agency of the individual government official.

Secondly, continuity is ensured through their alliances with 'sons of the
village', whose legitimacy tends to be grounded in traditional chieftancy, political
activism and personal dynamism. In their role as brokers, these 'sons of the vil¬
lage' confirm the 'culture of functionaries'. They speak the language (French)
with due consideration to politico-administrative concepts (e.g. degat, divaga¬
tion, sensibilisation).

Thirdly, when coping with damage there are a number of roles played by
local government officials. They are balancing frustrations, demands, struggles
and interests (including their own) to favour justice as defined by state admini¬
stration on the one hand, and to maintain social peace as perceived by actors in the
local setting on the other. Local government officials are confronting situations, in
which they are expected to act. Although the quest for decentralisation is rhetori¬
cally strong in Burkina Faso, they neither have the resources nor the competence
to implement many policy propositions. Central bureaucrats tend to regard local
government officials as fonctionnaires de brousse. They are seen as people who
are incapable and unwilling of doing their jobs and who benefit from cheap prices
of agricultural products.

Finally, I have shown that the practice of local government officials could
be regarded as "an able adaptation to a hostile environment". It is not sufficient to
focus only on violent conflict situations as I will do in the next chapter. It appears
as important to understand how local government officials' everyday dealing with
dilemmas influences dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and
Fulbe agro-pastoralists.
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8. Outbreaks of Violence

After the preceding four chapters of ethnographic account of the principal so¬
cial categories of actors involved in dispute settlement I shall here change the
perspective and focus on two outbreaks of violence in the Comoe Province. I
shall first describe the Sideradougou violent conflict in December 1986 on the
basis of a large number of interviews. The conflict led to the death of at least
six men, and I shall attempt to reconstruct the past through the present. I will
discuss contradicting versions, but dwell particularly upon crisis management
and the struggle back to normal life. Then I shall describe the Mangodara vio¬
lent conflict which occurred in February 1995. Yet, the Mangodara conflict will
here be referred to as a comparison in order to throw light on the Sideradougou
conflict. Finally, I shall pursue through the analysis of different functions, in¬
stitutions and actions involved in managing crisis in Sideradougou and Mango¬
dara. In the end of the chapter important linkages between the two violent con¬
flicts will be explored.

Sideradougou Conflict in December 1986
In a widely cited article, written 30 years ago, on extended-case method and
situational analysis, van Velsen emphasises the prevalence of conflicting norms
in any society.160 For the researcher it is therefore important to get "different
accounts and interpretations of disputes or other particular events from a vari¬
ety of people rather than to search for the right account or interpretation of
these events" (van Velsen 1979:147). The 'total context' of dispute cases
should be recorded 'situationally', and the actors should be specified.161 The
term 'case method' has particularly been used for the study of law cases, as it
implies "the study of some delimited class of social events of which the field-
worker can observe a large number of instances" (Pelto & Pelto 1986:208).
Most important is, however, that the fieldworker using the case method has to
be "careful to identify all times and places in which the given social event
regularly occurs" (ibid.).

160 The methods of situational analysis and extended case method were especially developed by the so-
called Manchester School under the guidance of Max Gluckman (see Werbner 1984).161

The description of such a 'total context' appears, at best, Utopian as even the most intricate and thick
description of a given case is subject to a necessary selection of data and/or accounts.
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The importance of identifying 'all times and places' becomes particu¬
larly evident when the fieldworker has not been able to observe central events
in a given conflict. I was not present during any of the violent conflicts narrated
here. Moreover, the distance that separates the different narrators (i.e. my in¬
formants) and the outbreaks of violence (Sideradougou and Mangodara) is ob¬
vious in this study. While the Sideradougou violent conflict is distant in time,
the Mangodara violent conflict is distant in space. Both events are, in short,
somewhat distant to most narrators. Various accounts must therefore be han¬
dled with much care. This presents a two-fold methodological problem: 1) how
to collect accounts of what happened long ago, and 2) how to select the actors
whose accounts are to be considered. Here my task is to focus on comments on
events in order to transcend "the limitations of a time-bound and locality-bound
fieldwork project" (Moore 1994:365). The point would then merely be to locate
the conflict as well as the crisis management in the centre of analysis, because
"following the parties to conflicts defines another mode of generating a multi-
sited terrain in ethnographic research" (Marcus 1995:110). In this vein, I share
Sally Falk Moore's view that "the enormous usefulness of events and com¬
mentaries on events as sources of 'current history' can scarcely be overstated"
(Moore 1994:366).

Here I have addressed the two-fold methodological problem (of collec¬
tion and selection of accounts) by focusing on actors still residing and acting in
the Sideradougou Department rather than on all those involved in the violent
conflict. Two of the principal disputants—one Karaboro agriculturalists and
one Fulbe agro-pastoralists—have therefore not been included as they have
moved out of the area. This is justified by the focus on dispute settlement and
conflict management rather than on the actual conflict.

Interpretations of events and attempts to restore social peace are here
more relevant than the establishment of versions of all actors involved. Ac¬
counts of informants who were not in Sideradougou at the time of the conflict,
but who, today, are important actors in the local setting may also be relevant.
The ways by which they refer to a conflict therefore may be regarded as locally
established 'social facts', which are significant to actors' perceptions and be¬
haviours, even ten years later. Interpretations of what happened are critical for
any actor involved today. It is not primarily a question of looking at different
sides of the coin as there is no 'true' account, but rather to describe accounts
and analyse how they are employed in local discourses and everyday life. In
this section I make an account, which is made up of 'bits and pieces' of differ¬
ent versions of the Sideradougou conflict. I identify points, where these ver¬
sions differ, assuming that they could reveal significant information of the nar¬
rator and his/her context. Yet, even when accounts seem similar, different ac¬

tors may emphasise events, actions and interventions differently.162

162 For ethical reasons, I have preferred to protect the anonymity of the principal actors involved in the
violent conflict as well as all my informants.
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Map 8: Comoe Province, the Sideradougou and Mangodara conflicts.

The site of origin of the 'Sideradougou conflict' in 1986 is Noumousso, a small
village located on the National road 11 between Degue-Degue and Sideradou¬
gou (see Map 8).163 It is a Tiefo village originally inhabited by blacksmiths
(numu), which the village's name also suggests. An event occurred 3 December
1986, which could be regarded as the spark that set off the violent conflict.
Three women arrived at the homestead of a Karaboro farmer in Noumousso.

They had gone to provide themselves with water, and told him that they had
seen cattle in his (more or less) harvested field. A son of the Karaboro farmer
was there, and he took his father's firearm and went to check. The son—then
about 20 years old—left and found a Fulbe herder close to the field. The herder
had a can in his hand to be used to fetch drinking water (whether he also had
the herding stick is not clear). The young Karaboro told him that they had not

163 The term 'Sideradougou conflict' (Sideradougou kele) is most often used by external actors. For
people in Sideradougou, the outbreaks of violence described here are referred to as 'Noumousso con¬
flict'. I have chosen to use the more widespread 'Sideradougou conflict', because violence rapidly ca¬
me to involve the entire area.
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finished the harvest and asked the Fulbe herder why he had allowed cattle to
enter the field. The young Karaboro and the Fulbe herder (who was young too)
started to argue. After some instants the argument developed into a quarrel. In
the heat of the quarrel the young Karaboro shot the Fulbe herder, who fell and
probably died immediately.

So far, there are some intriguing differences in the versions 1 have re¬
corded. Firstly, the question whether the field was harvested or not is a hot is¬
sue. According to some Fulbe informants, there were only a few stalks that re¬
mained in the field. Karaboro informants argue on the other hand that the har¬
vesting of the field was not yet finished.164 Secondly, the question whether the
killing was intentional or not is unclear. A Karaboro informant told me that the
young man had recently left the army. He had already heard from his father
about recurrent incidents of crop damage caused by Fulbe cattle. The young
Karaboro therefore took his father's gun and went to check the field. He found
cattle in the field. He wanted to chase them, but the Fulbe herder, in turn, tried
to hit him with his herding stick. When the Karaboro tried to defend himself
from the stick with his firearm, he shot the herder by accident. The bullet hit
the Fulbe herder, who fell down. However, according to several other versions
the herder was killed intentionally by the young man. He went there with a
loaded firearm and threatened the herder.

After having killed the Fulbe herder, the young Karaboro man went
home, at least according to one version, without knowing if the herder was
alive or not. He then went to the Gendarmerie in Sideradougou and declared
what had happened. Another version is that the father of the young Karaboro
went to the Gendarmerie in Sideradougou. The father was then imprisoned by
the gendarmes, who immediately sent out agents to the site. Another account
holds that the Gendarmerie was informed that a serious event had taken place
in Noumousso by an elder blacksmith (numu) in the village, who, at that time,
was a leading figure of the Revolution's 'popular structures' in the area.165
When the gendarmes arrived at Noumousso, they first went to see this man. He
told the gendarmes that there had been a shooting in the field of the Karaboro.
Anyway, when the gendarmes came to the site, there were many Fulbe around
the well and the dead man lay close to it. The gendarmes arrested the young
Karaboro, who had killed the Fulbe herder. He is reported to have been de¬
fending himself by arguing that he did not know that the firearm was loaded.
The gendarmes also arrested his father, who, according to this version, had
gone to the Sideradougou market and was not in his homestead when the inci¬
dent occurred.

The gendarmes made a search of the Karaboro homestead to find the
firearm. After the return of the gendarmes to Sideradougou, some individuals
collaborating with the gendarmes as security delegates within the popular
structures remained in the Karaboro homestead to protect women and children
as well as property. Another version holds, however, that the elder blacksmith

164 The crops grown in the field were millet and/or sesame.
165 As discussed in the preceding chapter, the term 'popular structures' refers to the Comite pour la
Defense de la Revolution.
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contacted the gendarmes after having witnessed how Fulbe started to assemble.
Fulbe argued that they could not abandon the remains of the Fulbe herder to the
Karaboro, but wanted to bury him themselves. A source even holds that a
leading Fulbe man had decided at a meeting that they should kill the Karaboro
farmer (the father) and extinguish his whole family and even all his livestock.
Hence when the gendarmes arrived at Noumousso, they took the father of the
young Karaboro to the Gendarmerie of Sideradougou for his personal security,
but his family was guarded by security delegates. Another group of security
delegates remained by the corpse of the herder in the field until the morning.

The burial took place the following morning. A number of Fulbe had as¬
sembled to assist the inhumation of the herder. Yet, when they were gathering
beside the grave, the gendarmes came to the site in the company of an Agri¬
culture Extension Worker and the father of the young Karaboro. The reason
was that they had come to measure the crop damage (to carry out the constat).
But the Fulbe crowd saw this as a mere provocation: the father of the man who
had killed the Fulbe herder returned just after burial ceremonies. After a short
argument between a Fulbe leader and the gendarmes, a cry was heard. The
Fulbe crowd answered it by running towards the site from which the cry came.
The Karaboro tried to escape, but many Fulbe started to pursue him. They soon
succeeded in trapping the Karaboro. They wounded the Karaboro farmer seri¬
ously by punches and some accounts hold that they also used axes. The
Karaboro was bleeding when he was found after a short while by the gen¬
darmes and security delegates. They transported him back to Sideradougou, but
before arriving at the dispensary, the Karaboro farmer was dead.

This event requires comments on various versions. Firstly, it is far from
clear who decided to release the Karaboro farmer and bring him to the field.
According to one version the Agriculture Extension Worker had argued that it
was impossible to carry out the constat if the field-owner was absent. Hence
the Agriculture Extension Worker and the Karaboro farmer went to the site to¬
gether with the gendarmes. Another version holds that the Karaboro himself
requested to participate. Secondly, another aspect concerns the person who had
cried to mobilise the Fulbe crowd. An account holds that it was the Fulbe
leader (D) who screamed a war cry. Others hold that it was impossible to see
who did what. The situation rapidly escalated into general pandemonium.

Later the remains of the Karaboro farmer were brought to the home of
the retired army officer of Karaboro origin (A) living in the centre of Sidera¬
dougou. The gendarmes asked him if the burial would take place in Sideradou¬
gou, but A said that it was going to take place at Noumousso. During the
course of the day, many Karaboro came to participate at the burial.

The following morning, the Karaboro assembled in order to go to the
Gendarmerie and ask them to liberate the son of the dead Karaboro farmer.
Members of Turka and Dogosse communities were also reported to have joined
the Karaboro. But gendarmes and army units had come to Sideradougou from
Banfora and Bobo-Dioulasso. The chief commander wanted to go to Nou¬
mousso to present his condolences to the family of the Karaboro. A large group
of Karaboro followed him. Yet, when the chief commander realised that such a
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large crowd would be gathered and at worst provoke a new quarrel, the gen¬
darmes returned to Sideradougou. Instead, they went to the home of A to pres¬
ent their condolences more generally to the Karaboro community. Many people
were gathered. Some security agents of 'popular structures' remained at the
courtyard's entry of A's home.

Suddenly a Fulbe man came walking along along the main road that
passed in front of the courtyard. The security delegates ordered him to return
from where he came, but the Fulbe man refused and insisted to pass through.
People in the crowd started to scream. According to one version the Fulbe had
a machete hidden inside his clothes (he wore a boubou). Many Karaboro there¬
fore felt aggressed. All arms of Karaboro had been gathered in a small building
in A's courtyard, but, at this moment, people forced the lock open, entered and
took their arms. Many Karaboro left A's home with their loaded firearms. They
started to attack and shoot at Fulbe anywhere in the village. An informant told
me that it was like a war in Sideradougou. At least two or three Fulbe died
during the following hours. The Fulbe man, who, through his insistence on
passing in front of A's courtyard, had provoked the general outbreak of vio¬
lence and killing, was nonetheless covered by security guards and could safely
leave Sideradougou. The violent conflict escalated rapidly and spread to the
entire area.

These events which apparently expanded into general outbreaks of vio¬
lence require some comments. Firstly, the accounts differ on one important
point. The difference relates to whether the Fulbe man, who wanted to pass in
front of A's house, was armed or not. A security guard told me that he did not
see any firearm, but a Karaboro informant argued that he was armed. Accord¬
ing to this Karaboro informant, the Fulbe man entering the crowd was seen as a
provocation.

At the moment when we were receiving these persons [gendarmesl, there was
a Fulbe who entered in the crowd. He had a coupe-coupe [machete] in his hand
and a gun in his pocket.

The Fulbe [man] entered like that and was armed, but the Karaboro were not
armed. The Karaboro thus broke up the door to the house where the arms were
stocked, took the arms and started to shoot. Two or three people died.

Secondly, it is striking that the outbreaks of violence escalated when the gen¬
darmes were presenting their condolences to the family of the deceased.166 Se¬
curity delegates did not succeed in hindering from breaking out.

As a consequence of these events, the war (kele in Dyula) broke out in
Sideradougou. It was on Friday 5 December 1986. As a man told me, "It was
like a war, between Fulbe and Karaboro it was even more than a war". But, ac¬

cording to one informant, 'the army' attempted to take the command of the
village. "People from Bobo-Dioulasso [the gendarmes, the police, the army]
filled the whole village". Around 11 o'clock the same day, one informant saw
two Fulbe men close to the Mosque, not far from the Office for Animal Hus-

166 A related question is, however, why the gendarmes deemed necessary to present their condolences
only to the Karaboro family and did not plan to do the same for the Fulbe, who had also lost a member
of their community.
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bandry. In the preceding hours, this informant had rapidly been nominated to
ensure security in that specific area. But before he and his collaborators had
been able to stop the Fulbe men and protect them at the Office for Animal
Husbandry, a Karaboro from a small village outside Sideradougou shot at the
two Fulbe. One bullet hit one of them, who died immediately; the bullet had hit
his head. In small villages, there were also other Fulbe who were killed or
wounded.

In sum, the number of persons killed in the conflict appears to have
amounted to at least seven:

The Karaboro field-owner, killed 4 December 1986 at Noumousso

The Fulbe herder, killed 3 December 1986 at Noumousso

A young Fulbe, killed 5 December 1986 in Sideradougou
A Fulbe from Degue-Degue, killed 5 December in Sideradougou
A Fulbe, whose skeleton was found 13 February 1987
A Fulbe herder, killed 6 December 1986 in Tiefora

A Fulbe herder, killed 6 December 1986 in Tiefora

Assault and battery—in French legal language labelled coups et blessures vo-
lontaires—were also recorded as well as damages on property. Cattle were left
alone when Fulbe herders fled for their lives. This in turn increased crop dam¬
age. Many accounts hold that animals were killed and the meat consumed by
Karaboro rebels. Indeed this reveals a complicated problem. Herds that had
been abandoned by herders caused considerable crop damage, which, in turn,
increased the anger of farmers. When herders came back to take control of their
herd again, they accused farmers of having wounded or killed cattle, further
worsening the relations between the groups. For instance, a Fulbe, who escaped
the warlike situation at the beginning of December 1986, returned some days
later and found that one animal was missing. The cadaver of the animal was
found in the bush. The Fulbe accused his neighbour of having killed the ani¬
mal.

There are two points to be raised in this context. Firstly, when the out¬
breaks of violence escalated from the incident in front of A's courtyard, it
spread rapidly among Karaboro throughout the entire region. The networks
maintained by Karaboro farmers in their moving back and forth (as discussed
in chapter 5) could explain the rapid spreading of violence. The defunct
Karaboro had relatives in Karaborola, who were soon informed about his death.
They came and participated at his burial. In Tiefora, there was a revolt on 6
December 1986 in which two Fulbe herders were killed. This revolt followed
as a direct consequence of the Sideradougou conflict.

But why such outbreaks of violence? A Karaboro man gave the follow¬
ing explanation, which I would argue is the most common reason given by
Karaboro to explain violence and killings. "We had noticed since a certain time
that each time there was a dispute opposing a farmer and a herder, the latter
remained unpunished by local authorities [i.e. government officials, my note] in
spite of his error". Hence the government was accused of not having rigorously
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dealt with several disputes, and the one escalating into a bloodshed may be re¬
garded as the last straw breaking the camel's back. The Noumousso events,
leading to the death of the Fulbe herder, and later the death of the Karaboro
farmer, could be understood as fitting into a general feeling among Karaboro
fanners. The difference from earlier incidents was that here it led to the death
of two people. A Dyula elder commented upon the events at Noumousso: "The
way of children and the way of adults are not the same. So he [the son of the
Karaboro field-owner] took the firearm and went to the field".

Secondly, despite its violent character, the conflict did not escalate into a

widespread killing, at least in terms of number of killed, nor did the killing last
for many days. Incidents occurred for a long time, but they did not develop into
new bloodshed. In this context the role played by the Karaboro elder (A) must
be mentioned. In the heat of violence, the Commander, the Karaboro elder (A)
and some security guards started to travel across the Sideradougou Department.
The goal was to persuade Karaboro 'rebels' to stop killing and to calm them.
According to one security guard, this drive across the Department lasted for
five days and nights.

At this moment, nothing worked without A. People did not accept to lay down
their fire-arms, but were calmed down when they saw that A. was together
with us. Even curfew was installed and two markets were suspended.

Army units took the Sideradougou Department in their hands. Later this excep¬
tional rule was even administratively reflected as the new prefet, who was
nominated in March 1987, was a captain of the Gendarmerie. However, ac¬
cording to several informants there were many problems and tensions in the
area for a long time. A 'son of the village' (see chapter 7) told me that there
were cases of vengeance everywhere. "As rancour rankled the mind of every¬
one, for the smallest thing, there were quarrels".

The intervention of military and paramilitary corps seems to have been
efficient to gain control of the warlike situation at the beginning of December
1986. A 'refugee camp' was urgently established at the Gendarmerie in Sidera¬
dougou, in which Fulbe could hide. Others took refuge elsewhere. Two Fulbe
informants told me that they were in Sideradougou to participate in a meeting
on the very day when the 'war' broke out. Fortunately, they were able to hide
themselves in a Dyula family, but it was not until a couple of days later that
they could return to their village. It appears as if the Karaboro 'rebels' soon
turned their immediate anger and shooting against Fulbe towards 'the army'.
According to one informant, a large group of Karaboro walked on Saturday 6
December 1986 towards the Gendarmerie, where both army units and Fulbe
'refugees' were gathered and where a machine-gun had been placed. But fortu¬
nately, with respect to possible human losses, they stopped at the market-place,
a hundred meters in front of the gun and dispersed.

There is a risk to exaggerate the implication of different actors in such a
warlike scenario that I attempt to reconstruct. Most informants expressed them¬
selves about the conflicting parties in general, stereotyped labels, e.g.
Karaboro, Fulbe. However, far from all people who identify themselves with
these labels were involved in the conflict. In small villages, people often found
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ways of avoiding violence to spread. A Karaboro man in a small village com¬
mented upon the conflict.

We, we did not say anything. We only followed at distance. We were guarding
and could not leave the compound as this quarrel could fall over us. Here cer¬
tain people left to see what happened at the spot. We informed the Fulbe, who
live here and advised them to stay close to us in order to be in security, to avoid
that they would be surprised by someone.

This statement could, of course, be seen as a favourable description of the in¬
formant's own actions, but throughout the field-work 1 have come across many
accounts that stress the localised aspect of the conflict. People witness that in
villages and hamlets in the Sideradougou Department, neighbourhood played
an important role to counterbalance the violent conflict. A Village Administra¬
tive Representative went for example to the neighbouring Fulbe camp to in¬
form them about the violence and to advise them to stay and herd cattle. The
village remained peaceful throughout the conflict.

There is an inherent problem in the reconstruction of a conflict, as the
description postulates—in one way or another—a beginning and an end. This is
even expressed in many accounts, holding that "the conflict was finished..."
and reconciliatory actions could be undertaken. However, an informant stated
that although the violent conflict ended, Karaboro were still angry. Hence, as
the description of the Mangodara conflict will demonstrate, there are many
linkages between these two violent conflicts as well as other conflicts, occur¬
ring elsewhere in the region but which are interpreted locally (see also chapter
2). Comments on such events are rapidly spread and heard throughout the re¬
gion, and thereby used in handling disputes and problems to which the individ¬
ual or social group is confronted.

Mangodara Conflict in February 1995
As for the 'Sideradougou conflict', attempts to define the origin of the
'Mangodara conflict' reveal the narrator's view of the conflict itself. To define
the cause of a conflict is an intrinsic problem. Although I try to be explicit on
the diversity of accounts, the very action of synthesising accounts of extremely
complicated social processes encounters a specific methodological problem.
According to a common version held by farmers, the origin of the Mangodara
conflict must be located in recurrent crop damage and polluted water-courses
caused by Fulbe cattle without any compensation, nor any kind of punishment
enforced by local government officials. Yet a Fulbe version suggests that all
started with a water problem. The Karaboro farmers refused Fulbe agro-
pastoralists to water their cattle in a watercourse south-east of Mangodara vil¬
lage, the centre of the department with the same name. In this section I address
this methodological problem in a somewhat different manner, compared to my
description of the Sideradougou conflict. As I have not been carrying out inten¬
sive field-research in the department since 1991 (except for a brief field-visit in
1996 during which I interviewed some central socio-political actors), my de-
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scription is above all a comparison with the ethnographic account of the Side-
radougou conflict.167

The principal conflict area was a number of villages located east and
south-east of Mangodara village.168 These villages are connected to one another
by tracks. Although the area is situated in Komono 'country', these villages
have a strong concentration of Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists. A version holds that while Karaboro farmers were thrashing the
millet in a field nearby, Fulbe herders brought their herds towards an important
watercourse (called Ubri) in the area. Some animals detached themselves from
the herd and went to drink water at a site where the farmers had managed to
fetch water for human domestic consumption. The site is said to have been
lightly damaged. Therefore Karaboro farmers physically maintained both herd¬
ers and their animals, thereby ensuring that they would be able to confront the
cattle-owners and enforce compensation. But a Fulbe girl nevertheless suc¬
ceeded in escaping and ran to the Fulbe camp and reported about the incident.
A delegation of Karaboro farmers went to the homestead of the Village Ad¬
ministrative Representative, who belongs to the Komono ethnic group. The
goal was to inform him and to discuss through his mediation with the Fulbe
agro-pastoralists.

In the meantime and after having been informed about what had hap¬
pened by the girl, a group of Fulbe men, two of whom were armed with fire¬
arms, ran towards the water-course. Before arriving they encountered the
Karaboro delegation. Together both groups went to the Karaboro compound,
from where they should go together and measure the damage. But the Karaboro
(who were far more numerous than the Fulbe) asked the Fulbe to hand over
their firearms before inspecting the damage. After discussion the Fulbe gave
their firearms to the Karaboro farmers. One of these firearms was loaded. In the

succeeding moments, however, all Fulbe (except for an elder) escaped and ran
away. The Karaboro brought the remaining Fulbe elder to inspect the damage
and then they allowed him to leave. They told the Fulbe elder that the firearms
would be deposited at the Police Office in Mangodara.

So far, there are a number of dissimilarities in the versions narrated.
Firstly, Fulbe informants with whom I have discussed do not mention that cattle
caused any damage to the site where farmers fetch water for human domestic
consumption, but hold that a Karaboro woman screamed when she saw Fulbe
herders coming. Only after this, the Fulbe girl and herder ran home and re¬
ported what had happened. Her elder brothers thought that thieves were trying
to steal cattle and therefore brought firearms with them. Secondly, when Fulbe
were asked to hand over the guns to the Village Administrative Representative,
they realised that "the peasants were going to betray them and they fled to
home", as a Fulbe informant expressed it.

All versions I have recorded confirm that the firearms that the Karaboro
farmers took from the two Fulbe men were later deposited at the Police Office

167 As I have already indicated sociologist Jean-Bernard Ouedraogo focuses explicitly on the
'Mangodara conflict' in his recently published study on violences and communities (Ouedraogo 1997).
168 Some of the villages are Tiebata, Nerekorosso, Numukiedougou and Gbinkiedougou.
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in Mangodara. There also seems to have been attempts (though unsuccessful)
to settle the dispute on friendly terms. A meeting was fixed for the next morn¬
ing; the measurement of damage would then be carried out in the presence of,
inter alia, the Police commissary, the Village Administrative Representative,
and the disputing Fulbe and Karaboro individuals. Yet, according to various
accounts, the Village Administrative Representative did not turn up on the fol¬
lowing morning, and therefore the commissary said that the measurement could
not take place in his absence. A new meeting was convened on 10 February
1995, but given the succeeding events it never took place.

Another quarrel occurred at Noumoukiedougou, a village located 10 km
east-wards of Mangodara 8 February 1995. When moving towards the water¬
course, herders crossed a ground-nut field (some argue that only leaves and
stems remained there) and a burnt out field to be farmed next season. The
Karaboro farmer sought to chase the animals in order to hinder them from de¬
stroying his ridges. The Fulbe herders appear to have said that there was noth¬
ing left to harvest there and they started to argue. The argument became rapidly
heated, and the herders struck the Karaboro farmer down to the ground and
took his firearm. This weapon was later deposited at the Police Office. But in
the same evening, Karaboro farmers went out shooting at Fulbe cattle. They
followed the traces of cattle to shoot. One Fulbe herder was wounded. The

commissary at the Police Office in Mangodara was informed and went to
Karaboro hamlets, where he is said to have found an important quantity of
fresh meat of cattle and sheep, but no people. The commissary returned to
Mangodara and a group of Karaboro farmers (between 10 and 40 persons) were

waiting for him at the Police Office. On his arrival, he asked the Karaboro if
they thought that what they had done was normal. A young Karaboro169 an¬
swered that this was normal practice and that they would do it again if neces¬
sary, because the Fulbe were angering them. At these words, the commissary
ordered his agents to take the young Karaboro man into arrest, even though
other Karaboro opposed this. However, the other Karaboro went down-town in
Mangodara, where they had left their arms (notably firearms, axes and ma¬
chetes). They then returned to the Police Office and threatened the police
agents. As the Karaboro were numerous, the commissary is reported to have
been afraid. He released the prisoner and fled away himself. After this release,
the group of Karaboro went out beating up Fulbe and their cattle wherever they
found them (from the Mangodara market-place to hamlets and camps in a large
part of the zone east of Mangodara). A Fulbe man told me that after that the
Karaboro 'rebels' shot at the Fulbe, who happened to be at the market-place,
they entered into the bush and shot at "all that moved and was Fulbe". A group
of Komono elders, who are the autochthonous population and hence the Mas¬
ters of the Earth in Mangodara, described how they got to know what was go¬
ing on.

We were here [in the centre of Mangodara] and it was a market day. We heard
that there was a shot at the market-place. We ran asking what was going on,

169 The young Karaboro man was the son of a man who was later referred to as the leader of Karaboro
'rebels' (B).
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and we got informed that it was a conflict [kele, war] between the Fulbe and
the Karaboro.

When the commissary had escaped and the outbreaks of violence started, the
prefet of the Mangodara Department appears to have left for Banfora, more
than 100 km away. He informed the Police and Gendarmerie there, who then
arrived in Mangodara on 9 February 1995 just before sunset (about 18 o'clock).
As was the case in Sideradougou in 1986, the gendarmes took control over the
Mangodara village and started investigations. According to a Fulbe man, "the
gendarmes arrived when we had started to gather the dead corpses".

It is difficult to establish any detailed reconstruction of these events as
they are still extremely sensitive. The main difference between the two con¬
flicts described in this chapter is the presence of independent news-papers, as
part of the democratisation process, taking place in Burkina Faso since the be¬
ginning of the 1990s. The Mangodara conflict provoked public debates in me¬
dia. These events were reported internationally by Radio France Internationale
(RFI). In Burkina Faso, the independent newspaper L'Observateur Paalga
wrote about these events. The journalist argued that Fulbe graziers had been
victims of aggression by Karaboro farmers, leading to violent confrontations.
These confrontations have led to human losses, i.e. four dead, seven wounded
and three missing.

L'operation menee par la brigade de gendarmerie de Banfora nous permet au-
jourd'hui de constater l'ampleur des degats ou, en plus des morts, des blesses
et des portes disparus, des animaux ont ete abattus, §a et la. [... ] Au calme pre-
caire qui regne dans la region, une patrouille est organisee en vue de parvenir a
un desarmement total des differents protagonistes. (L'Observateur Paalga 15
February 1995:18)

In another article, the retired Magistrate and the president of the Fulbe cultural
organisation Walde Fulbe, Seyni Diallo, gave his version of what happened in
Mangodara. Diallo states that it is a problem of genocide, "il s'agit d'un
probleme grave de genocide que d'aucuns s'obstinent a banaliser comme
d'habitude sous 1'aspect d'un fait divers entre agriculteurs et eleveurs"
(L'Observateur Paalga 22 February 1995:7). According to him, the conflict
should not be regarded as one prevailing between two different, conflicting
livelihoods, but between different peoples. After having enlisted and published
the names of all those who had been killed in the conflict (only Fulbe), Diallo
noted that those who are suspected to be responsible for the killings and dam¬
ages have been imprisoned in Banfora. Yet, according to the same source,
Karaboro communities threatened to attack Fulbe of the entire region.

Comme nous pouvons le constater, il n'y a eu ni degat de champ, ni affronte-
ment entre eleveurs et agriculteurs. [...] En outre, il n y a pas eu
d'affrontement car toutes les victimes sont peulh et ont ete surprises soit en
brousse, soit sur la route ou dans le marche. (L'Observateur Paalga 22 Febru¬
ary 1995:7)

It is important to note the way Seyni Diallo redefines what the conflict was
about. It was not a confrontation, as all victims were Fulbe, but rather an attack
on a people, an ethnic group. He employs the term 'genocide' to describe the
situation.
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Another, but very different interpretation of the conflict was delivered
by two leaders of a local political party called UDESCO170, Christian Kone and
Ousmane Kone. They argue that the main conflict cause is the Land and Tenure
Reorganisation (RAF). This law gives strangers the possibility to neglect the
inalienable right of the autochthonous population to the land of the ancestors.
Furthermore, the conflict was also due to corruption; Fulbe disrespect the peas¬
ants and thus prefer to bribe the government officials. Kone & Kone therefore
argue that the acts committed by their 'parents' (generally understood as rela¬
tives in Burkinabe French) are understandable.

Ainsi, nos parents ballotes la plupart du temps dans d'interminables va-et-
vient, quand ils sont en prise avec les eleveurs, finissent par s'exasperer et
choisissent la solution que nous deplorons tous aujourd'hui, c'est-a-dire la voie
de fait donnant la mort. (L'Observateur Paalga 29 March 1995:12)

There is a difference in interpretations rather than in factual descriptions of the
events between Kone & Kone on the one hand, and Diallo on the other. Kone
& Kone do not defend the violence acted out by the group of Karaboro 'rebels',
but try to explain the background of it. While Diallo Seyni brings in 'genocide'
and emphasises the ethnic dimension of the conflict, Kone & Kone put the eve¬
ryday behaviour of both government officials and Fulbe at the centre of analy¬
sis. Instead of talking about ethnic dimensions of the conflict, they rather con¬
ceive the lack of consideration granted to the autochthonous groups. According
to them, Fulbe herders regularly passed closely to the field of the farmer and if
possible they did not hesitate to allow cattle grazing in the field. After harvest
they even turned to the small huts where the millet was stocked and gave it to
their animals (L'Observateur Paalga 29 March 1995:12). Rhetorically Kone &
Kone further ask how a poor farmer, who is cleaning, tilling, weeding and har¬
vesting manually, could see his efforts undermined in such conditions?

As I shall discuss in the coming chapters, these opposing arguments,
which are defended by various actors, may be detected in ways by which con¬
flicts are handled. There is, on one hand, a concern, mostly felt by Fulbe, that
only Fulbe are victims in conflicts. Those defending the cause of Karaboro, on
the other hand, do not question that killings had taken place, but rather bring
the supposedly bad conduct of the herders into the debate.

Managing and Reconciling Crisis
To pursue the analysis I shall here discuss these two outbreaks of violence in a
comparative perspective. There are some triggering linkages between them that
need to be systematically explored. Firstly, questions related to community
leadership, mobilisation as well as traditional mediators, such as blacksmiths
and Masters of the Earth, will be analysed. Secondly, actions undertaken by
government officials and how these actions are perceived by different actors
will be scrutinised.

170 Union pour le Developpement Economique, Sociale et Culturelle de la Comoe.
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Community Leadership and Mobilisation

Leadership is in the core of understanding these outbreaks of violence and their
aftermath. Karaboro communities have strongly decentralised socio-political
structures in which individual actors may play an important part (see also
chapter 5). This individualism is articulated in both violent conflicts. Key
Karaboro actors gained prestige in their own group as people who did not fear
to 'make justice' themselves. The retired army officer of Karaboro origin (A)
has been mentioned as an elder in Sideradougou. He advised the Karaboro not
to use violence in 1986. When the Mangodara conflict broke out in 1995, there
was an imminent danger that it would spread all over Karaboro villages.
Karaboro farmers in Sideradougou were also ready to launch the conflict, but,
again, the intervention of A seems to have calmed down the situation.

There are Karaboro 'rebels', who have shown themselves capable to
'chase' even governmental authorities, such as the Police Commissary in
Mangodara. A leading Karaboro man (B), deeply involved in the violent
conflict in 1995, is known throughout the entire region for his refusal to accept
Fulbe as well as the government. This bravery, as it is perceived by many
Karaboro men, made him at least to some extent a hero in Karaboro society. He
was imprisoned by gendarmes and brought to Banfora. Later he was jailed in
the notorious prison Bolomakote in Bobo-Dioulasso. According to many
informants, this led to a mobilisation of resources in Karaboro communities
and also a high political involvement in the aftermath of the conflict. Even a
minister originating from the region is, according to various local accounts,
said to have intervened for his cause. After about six months in prison, B and
others were released, although still accused of the killings. B was nonetheless
able to return to his home in a small village outside Mangodara; this fact upset
many Fulbe.

Fulbe socio-political leadership is more hierarchically organised,
although in the Comoe Province Fulbe agro-pastoralists are, as the Karaboro
farmers, people living 'in the bush' (see chapters 5 and 6). Fulbe leaders in
Sideradougou and Bobo-Dioulasso respectively have a certain influence. In the
days following the Mangodara violent conflict there was a Fulbe mobilisation
of resources to support families of the victims materially. Moreover, there was
an attempt to engage a lawyer to fight for the Fulbe cause in court, but this was
dropped. Many Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in villages seem to have preferred
to re-establish peaceful relations with their neighbours. But it should be
underlined that in Fulbe communities, conflicts generated a high political
involvement, mainly through the actions undertaken by organisations such as
Walde Fulbe and Syndicat des eleveurs. Similarly, in 1986, a Fulbe delegation
went to Bobo-Dioulasso to inform Fulbe leaders there.

Questions dealing with leadership also include mediators, such as the
blacksmith and the Master of the Earth. It is astonishing to note the absence of
traditional socio-political institutions for conflict resolution in these outbreaks
of violence. Here I therefore reflect upon the function of the blacksmith
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(,numu)111, and then link it to that of the Master of the Earth in these two
conflicts.

In a Mande cultural context, the blacksmith has particular functions in
mediating, healing and restoring harmony. In a study of blacksmiths in Mali,
McNaughton points at their multiple roles. "The heat of smiths is more often
directed toward different ends, for in all of their roles they attempt to create or
maintain harmony and balance for their communities" (McNaughton 1988:71).
The idea of creating harmony and balance becomes evident in analysing the
smiths' roles in conflict resolution.

As mediators and advisers they are available to monitor social intercourse, to
contain the heat generated by disagreements and to cool it. At times, they must
even absorb the aggression of an individual who remains disgruntled and
wishes retaliation instead of harmony and so resorts to sorcery. (McNaughton
1988:72)

Blacksmiths are regarded as being politically neutral, a crucial criteria which
qualifies them for mediation. Together with peoples of other nyamakala (the
social group of artists and other occupationally defined specialists among
Mande-speaking peoples, see also chapter 2), blacksmiths see themselves and
are considered by others as belonging to a separate race or ethnic group (sia),
but who living with Mande and are indelibly incorporated into Mande life
(McNaughton 1988:3).

The general perception of blacksmiths in the Comoe Province comes
close to this description of a larger Mande cultural context, but they have not
been able to accomplish any mediating function in the Sideradougou and
Mangodara conflicts. A blacksmith in a village told me that he had mediated in
some disputes between farmers and graziers. He had succeeded in avoiding the
disputes to escalate. In other cases, however, the disputing parties did not
accept his quest to forgive (sabari in Dyula). In the Sideradougou conflict,
which started at Noumousso, the dispute rapidly developed into a large conflict,
in which not one single person could mediate:

The conflict (kele) had involved all people of the area (jamana, 'country'), the
force was too big, how could one quest [people] to forgive? Nobody would
consider you as a person.

A man of blacksmith origin played an important role in the Sideradougou con¬
flict, but at that time he was also part of the Revolution's 'popular structures'.
Thus he was both of blacksmith origin and within these popular structures. But
it is difficult to establish in what capacity he acted, and in what capacity his ac¬
tions were understood. Anyway, this man resided at Noumousso and tried to
hinder Fulbe vengeance after the killing of the herder. Later when the outbreaks
of violence began (as a consequence of the episode in front of A's courtyard)
his home further became a refuge for many Fulbe.

171 The Dyula term to describe this socio-professional group of people is numu. The use of the term
blacksmith does not give appropriate attention to the multiple roles of this endogamic group; the numu
are, among other things, craftsmen, rainmakers, diviners, healers, circumcisers (McNaughton 1988).
For the sake of simplicity, however, I prefer to use the term blacksmith, yet including all multiple
roles.
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The Karaboro wanted to kill me as I had guarded hundreds of Fulbe in my
home to protect them from the killings. The Karaboro were angry and they
wanted to kill me. I ran to Sideradougou asking for help. And 12 militaries
came and guarded my home for seven days.

But the Karaboro never attacked the home of this man, because, at least ac¬

cording to himself 'they knew who I am'. By this he expressed that he is skilled
to handle firearms. This statement certainly reflects a conscious self-
presentation, but the point is that apparently he did not see that his blacksmith
origin was crucial to the behaviour of the Karaboro.

Curiously, two villages of blacksmiths have been the scene of outbreaks
of violence. The immediate cause of the Sideradougou conflict sprang from an
event at Noumousso (literally the home of the blacksmith). Similarly an epi¬
sode leading to the general outbreaks of violence in Mangodara was the quarrel
taking place at Noumoukiedougou, signifying the village of the blacksmith.

The number of blacksmiths that the conflict found in Mangodara was impor¬
tant. But the Karaboro do not want that. If we, the blacksmiths, supplicate the
Fulbe, they accept, but the Karaboro refuse our quest to forgive. They do not
consider us. Goa advises us to say the truth, but the Karaboro are disobedient,
they refuse clearly. Government people who are here, they know that the
Karaboro refuse.

Although villages of blacksmiths had been involved, this should not necessarily
be regarded as linked to the conflicts. Instead, it appears to have been a coinci¬
dence, but illustrates clearly that blacksmiths did not play a specific role in
these conflicts. Some of them made serious efforts to hinder bloodshed and
calm people's minds.

A way to explain this lack of mediating function is the existence of jok¬
ing relationship (sinankuya) between Fulbe and blacksmiths (see also chapter
2). These groups maintain a specific relationship to each other, which is a kind
of kinship alliance (cf. the French parente a plaisanterie). The political neu¬
trality of the blacksmiths is thereby questioned. A Karaboro man explicitly ex¬
pressed this point of view. "The blacksmith and the Fulbe joke together and
therefore blacksmiths cannot mediate, because they are regarded as slaves of
the Fulbe".172

Blacksmiths are renowned for conflict resolution, but, in general, if
bloodshed takes place reconciliation involves the Master of the Earth
(idugukolotigi) rather than the blacksmith. When blood is spilled on the earth,
the fertility and well-being of the entire community is at stake. Sacrifices are
then required to restore balance and harmony. The lack of consideration of
Master of the Earth in conflicts has already been mentioned. However, it seems
important to deepen the discussion about the Master of the Earth. This institu¬
tion represents a central condition for farming, but was disregarded in both
violent conflicts. Traditionally, the way of solving conflicts would require that
the parties (in this case the Karaboro and the Fulbe) presented the case to the
Master of the Earth. The reason for this is that he is the host (Jatigi) for both of
them. When bloodshed has occurred land must be purified through sacrifices

172 The use of the term slave (jon) should not be taken literally, however, but is rather the idiom used in
joking relationship.
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and spirits of the earth supplicated. Thus after the conflicts different Masters of
the Earth had to carry out sacrifices in order to restore balance with the spirits
of the earth and the ancestors. But the Tiefo Masters of the Earth did not in¬
volve any of the conflicting parties in these sacrifices (see chapter 4). They ar¬
gued that if they did, it would confirm that land does not belong to the Tiefo

173
any longer. The Komono Master of the Earth in the Mangodara area, also
deplored the present disregard of their status.

Formerly the Master of the Earth [dugukolotigi] and the blacksmith [numu\
worked together. The blacksmith asked the Master of the Earth for permission
to extract iron from the earth. Formerly if someone killed a wild animal, its
neck was given to the Master of the Earth. Formerly if there was a dispute,
those who were quarrelling went to see the blacksmith, who, in turn, went to
the Master of the Earth. The latter established the fine to be paid. The parties in
dispute gave fine to the blacksmith, who transferred them to Master of the
Earth. If anyone refused the fine, the blacksmith had something that he could
do, and the person would die. Neither the Master of the Earth, nor the black¬
smith is respected in today's conflicts.

To end the discussion of leadership and community mobilisation, there is a
need to nuance the view according to which all Karaboro and Fulbe were in
conflict. Even in this social crisis, people in villages of the Mangodara
Department tried to avoid that the conflict would propagate into their area. A
Karaboro elder whom I know quite well resides in a small village in the
Mangodara Department. When he was informed about the violence in 1995, he
went to Mangodara, and tried to intervene and calm the situation. In both
villages where I worked in the Sideradougou Department, there were Karaboro
farmers, who acted to protect their Fulbe neighbours. Hence loyalty along
ethnic lines did not necessarily lead to a general attack on Fulbe everywhere in
the area. Neighbourhood diminished tensions in villages and mobilised other
loyalties than those of ethnicity. There were nevertheless Karaboro farmers
from these villages, who went to Sideradougou and took part in the conflict.
But the violent conflict never broke out in their own villages.

Neighbourhood could also be a conflict cause. Tensions were in both
cases linked to the fact that Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists live in the bush, a coexistence with strained tensions. A Komono
informant expressed his view on this coexistence. "Fulbe are people with
whom one could not be neighbour"174, signifying that they do not behave
properly toward their neighbours (see also chapter 9).

State Administration and Local Government Officials
The involvement of state administration is important in both violent conflicts,
but of different significance according to the perspective the narrator is likely
to adopt. It is an understatement that government officials did not play the

173
In the Mangodara conflict in 1995, the Karaboro and Fulbe were asked to contribute to sacrifices

which took place after the killings: three cattle, one he-goat, one red cock and one white cock. While
the cattle were destined to the king (masa) in Gansou, the he-goat and cocks were sacrificed by the
Master of the Earth.
174 Fula ti mogo siginyogo ye.
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ideal, politically neutral role. The ethnographic account rather points to a deep
and personalised involvement of specific local government officials in critical
stages of the conflict.

In Sideradougou, the gendarmes and the agriculture extension worker
brought, firstly, the Karaboro field-owner to the site and allowed him to
participate in the measurement of crop damage. Even though it is not
established whether the Karaboro himself demanded to participate or not, the
gendarmes could certainly have refused such a request. It is, secondly,
impossible to speculate about what would have happened in front of A's
courtyard, if the commander had not gone there to present his condolences. But
it is undeniable that the outbreaks of violence escalated in Sideradougou in the
very presence of gendarmes and security delegates, both representing politico-
administrative authority of the state. In the following hours, Karaboro appear to
have turned their anger from the Fulbe to 'the army'. This indicates the anger
felt against representatives of the state.

In Mangodara, the commissary of the police was a central actor in the
foreplay of the conflict. Karaboro farmers saw postponed meetings as the
evidence of Fulbe corruption. A politician in Banfora frankly stated that state
administration constitutes the problem. "Ce sont eux qui ont mis le feu aux
poudres".

The intervention of military and paramilitary units was crucial in
handling the warlike situation, but it could also be understood as the winner's
version of a series of apparently contradictory events. Despite the fact that this
version stresses the critical role played by A, it is striking that it approaches the
'solution' to the conflict as something brought in by actors external to the
Sideradougou Department. To hinder the burning crisis prevailing in the
department, 'people from Banfora and Bobo-Dioulasso' came and reinstalled
order. In the Mangodara Department, there is a similar pattern as 'the army'
took control over the area. Those 'people from Banfora' were regarded as
somewhat external to the conflict. In many accounts external intervention is
described in a way that overshadows actions undertaken by local actors.
However, the interface between local and regional levels is clearly detected in
the handling of these violent conflicts. In particular, this observation seems to
be valid for locally based government officials; their legitimacy was challenged
both in 1986 and in 1995.

There is an 'unofficial truth' about the difference between the
Gendarmerie and the Police. According to most people, the gendarmes are
feared as the most tough among paramilitary corps. In general, they are said to
be less corrupted than policemen. If a person has trouble with the Gendarmerie,
it is less likely that he will be able to solve it through bribes. Policemen are
renowned to be much easier to bribe; problems brought there may thus be
subject to a negotiation. But in the conflicts described here neither the
Gendarmerie nor the Police was seen as politically neutral.

When the outbreaks of violence had been halted, the victims rescued and
the main perpetrators of killings arrested, a number of initiatives were
undertaken by government officials. In the Sideradougou Department, a curfew
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was imposed and the commander crossed the department together with the
leading Karaboro elder (A). In the Mangodara Department, gendarmes and
army units took the area into their hands, while the local policemen had totally
lost legitimacy.

In the following months, key government officials were simply
transferred and replaced by men of confidence within their respective
ministerial body. Sensitisation tours were organised by different regional
ministerial bodies. In Mangodara in 1995, politically influential personalities
and organisations also went to the department. The Syndicat des eleveurs
became engaged to support Fulbe agro-pastoralists in general and victims in
particular. As already mentioned a minister originating from the Comoe
Province went there, which, according to the interpretations of most
informants, led to the (at least temporary) release of those accused of the
killings. Similarly, those accused of killings in Sideradougou in 1986 were also
released after some time.

In both violent conflicts, no judgements have been passed by the
regional Tribunal in Bobo-Dioulasso. Most people believe that there will not be
any. An informant at the Tribunal confirmed that "le dossier de Mangodara a
ete compromis", signifying that no judgement would be made.175 Moreover,
many government officials in Mangodara and Sideradougou claim that there
should not be any judgement in the respective cases. Otherwise social peace is
not likely to be maintained. Thus, even the Sideradougou dossier of 1986
appears to have been struck somewhere in the judiciary system. This fact is
strongly criticised by organisations supporting the Fulbe cause.

The lack of judgement for those involved in the two conflicts reveals
another contradiction. While the Karaboro denounce local government officials
for supporting the Fulbe in cases of crop damage, the Fulbe criticise the
government for having compromised the dossiers, thereby rendering justice
(here according to state law, La Justice) impossible. Both groups claim justice,
but as I shall elaborate in chapter 10, on different grounds and according to
different contexts.

In the aftermath of the conflict, much debate has concentrated on the
need for development actions. Access to water is regarded as a conflict cause
by many, leading to competition thus hard coexistence, in dry season. Absence
of cattle tracks and of pasture are also, according to this view, regarded as main
conflict causes. This is particularly the official government perspective.

Another aspect is linked to ethnicity. The two violent conflicts
demonstrate important similarities: 1) quarrel about grazing a field and/or
damaging a water point; 2) actions of paramilitary corps (police, gendarmes)
worsening the situation; 3) 'war' breaking out among Karaboro during which
any Fulbe becomes a target; and 4) taking over of the village by 'the army', i.e.
gendarmes and army units from Banfora and Bobo-Dioulasso. Ethnic
dimensions need to be understood in the comparison between Sideradougou

175 One of the imprisoned Karaboro 'rebels' is reported to have said that "if they see that there are no
quarrels, they will liberate us. That is what they told us at the Justice [i.e. the Regional Tribune]"
(Ouedraogo 1997:43, translation mine).
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and Mangodara conflicts. In fact, some Karaboro farmers, who were deeply
involved in the Mangodara conflict are said to have been engaged in the
Sideradougou conflict in 1986. A version holds that the conflict cause should
be located in old rancour of the 1986 conflict.

I have heard the name of B. It is the same man, who caused the Sideradougou
conflict and killed a young innocent man, who came from the bush with his
sheep. It is the same B, who had revolted [again], thereby creating the conflict
in Mangodara. When he caused the Sideradougou conflict, he was not pun¬
ished. That is why he could go away and start again in Mangodara.

Difficulties occurred in Mangodara, because some Karaboro of Sideradougou
had moved there after the conflict they caused here. It is the same Karaboro,
but not the same Fulbe. The Karaboro is called B, and he lived outside Sidera¬
dougou. He is the one that provoked everything. All the three that were ar¬
rested lived in Sideradougou [in 1986] before moving to Mangodara.

These accounts provided by two different informants stress the interrelated na¬
ture of the two violent conflicts. They further raise the issue of individual ac¬
tors. The agency of these few individuals would then be crucial for our under¬
standing of the two conflicts. Damages of crops and water points are burning
issues of each violent conflict, but the main cause is related to the rancour ex¬

perienced by these key individuals. But this does not explain why other
Karaboro followed them. A local government official gave an explanation to
this.

People are fed up with problems of graziers. For certain people, the act com¬
mitted by B. is to salute. People have even requested his liberation at a meet¬
ing. I have heard that he hates the Fulbe. Here [in Mangodara] his acts are ap¬
preciated. He has dared to avenge, thus he is admired and is a kind of hero.

It is possible to identify Karaboro leaders, who had an impact on the conflicts.
While the Karaboro elder A is respected and, to some extent, recognised by
government officials, leaders such as B and other 'rebels' are admired by many
Karaboro, who identify themselves with their actions. But those leaders are
regarded as threats by government officials.

Fulbe leadership was mobilised in Sideradougou in 1986. It seems as if
the Fulbe leader D played an instrumental role in the events that led to the
death of the Karaboro field-owner at Noumousso. Some versions hold that he
screamed the war cry to the Fulbe crowd. But apart from these events, Fulbe
leaders were not involved in the heat of the outbreaks of violence, but rather in
the aftermath. One could argue that Fulbe were attacked by Karaboro 'rebels',
and the Fulbe attitude during the outbreaks of violence puzzles many local
actors. Why did not Fulbe defend themselves when attacked by Karaboro
rebels? A Tiefo informant said that it was as if the Fulbe were not real men. "If

anyone comes to my home and treats me like that, I would not let him kill me".
Although many Fulbe seem to have had weapons at home, they did not defend
themselves. They sought refuge in the 'refugee camp' at the Gendarmerie.176
Except the Karaboro farmer killed by the Fulbe crowd at Noumousso, all
victims in the conflicts were Fulbe. Two possible hypotheses could be

176 Some Fulbe had taken a certain medicine (Jura) in order to be protected against bullets.
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identified to understand the Fulbe attitude: 1) it reflects a helplessness of a

group of people being attacked by surprise anywhere in the bush; and 2) it is a
conscious action of not using violence.

Summary
In this chapter I have made an ethnographic account of the outbreaks of violence
in Sideradougou and Mangodara. Four main points need to be recalled.

Firstly, the different versions include variations on specific details, e.g.
whether the Fulbe man was armed or not when he wanted to walk in front of A's

courtyard, and who decided to bring the Karaboro farmer to the field for the con¬
stat. However, ways by which critical events of conflict are narrated show a re¬
markable degree of resemblance. This demonstrates that 'social facts' in the vio¬
lent conflicts do not necessarily need to be disputed, but rather the meanings at¬
tributed to these facts.

Secondly, the issue of leadership is of utmost importance in the two violent
conflicts, but legitimacy is shifting from preventing violence to reconciliation and
crisis management. Traditional authorities such as Masters of the Earth and black¬
smiths were not involved in mediating conflicts, but the former carried out im¬
portant sacrifices to purify land, to supplicate spirits of the earth and ancestors
when the violence had ceased. Blacksmiths did not mediate in conflicts, although
a blacksmith elder participated actively in Sideradougou. But his involvement ap¬
pears to be more due to his position within the Revolution's popular structures
than to his blacksmith origin, or as I discuss in the final chapter the legitimacy re¬
sided in the combination of both the modern and traditional positions.

Thirdly, government impact on conflicts is obvious and far from the ideal
of neutrality. Actions undertaken by government officials are merely part of con¬
flicts. For Karaboro, postponed meetings by government officials came to repre¬
sent corruption, while Fulbe regard La Justice as supporting Karaboro 'rebels',
due to the fact that no judgements have been made.

Fourthly, a limited number of key actors were central in the two violent
conflicts. Some Karaboro 'rebels' were, in fact, deeply involved in both conflicts.
In addition, the influence of the Karaboro elder A was critical in Sideradougou in
1986 to calm and 'cool' down Karaboro 'rebels'. When the conflict escalated in

Mangodara, A's intervention hindered the conflict from spreading to Sideradou¬
gou. Among all social categories involved in the conflicts, some key actors—such
as the commissary, the commander, the Fulbe leader D, the Karaboro 'rebel'—
dominate.

13 Between peace andjustice
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9. Social Relations in Conflict
and Cooperation

In this chapter I shall move a step further and analyse key social relations in
dispute settlement between Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the
Sideradougou Department. The point is to explore these relations as resources
for handling conflict. Firstly, key social relations involved in dispute settlement
will be described. A central relation is that between the host (jatigi) and the
stranger (duna); it provides efficient means to integrate latecomers. A key rela¬
tion is also that between herders and herd-owners. Fulbe herders are engaged to
herd cattle belonging to both Karaboro and Fulbe. Another important social
relation is that of neighbourhood. People living side by side establish social
relations that may or may not favour settlement of disputes out of court. The
gender dimension is important to neighbourhood. Women more than men tend
to be those who uphold social interaction even in times of crisis. Relations with
key actors in state administration may further be critical to the way by which
dispute is settled. Secondly, I shall approach ideas of how righteous relations
are maintained and recreated. Here 1 shall explore how social relations may be
linked to ideas about peace and forgiveness and the practical implications in
farmer-pastoralist relationships.

The analytical framework within which local dispute settlement between
Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists is located is that of
'relations' on the one hand and 'rights' on the other. To reiterate, I analyse the
dispute settlement as a social field of relations and rights. Relations are not op¬
posed to rights—social relations represent notions of the ideal behaviour in
specific situations—except on a discursive level. Relations are commonly re¬
ferred to in local idioms of dispute settlement. Perceptions of how different so¬
cial relations should be constituted may be summarised in the Dyula expression
mogoya b'a ra\ one must be social with people and thus maintain righteous re¬
lations. The recognition of righteous relations defines how peace is to be
maintained in the local setting. Government officials often talk about the im¬
portance of peace, la paix sociale. Many informants referred to the need to
maintain peace, expressed in the symbolically loaded here in Dyula. Rights are
used in dispute settlement to refer to notions of justice. Here rights not only re¬
fer to what a person is assumed to claim in court, but also what the person per¬
ceives to be his or her right according to other criteria. A specific social rela¬
tion implies rights and duties to those involved.
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Relations and rights summarise two distinct conceptions of how to han¬
dle conflict, and correspond to peace and justice respectively. Relations are to
rights as peace is to justice. While I shall look into relations and notions of
peace in this chapter, I shall focus on rights and notions of justice in chapter 10.
These two chapters therefore constitute an analytical whole, because the means
by which disputes are handled balance 'between peace and justice'.

Key Social Relations in Dispute Settlement
Most disagreements and cases of crop damage are settled without the knowl¬
edge of the state administration. Throughout the preceding chapters of this
study, I have described different procedures for settling dispute and managing
crisis. I have also described internal socio-political dynamics of the four main
social categories of actors involved, and analysed two violent conflicts. In these
outbreaks of violence, the original disputes spark off and rapidly escalate into
violence. These are situations when, as one government official put it, "le mal
est deja consomme". Here I shall deal with key social relations in dispute set¬
tlement. A central question is what happens when people do not bring the dis¬
pute to the state administration. How are cases of crop damage handled peace¬
fully between neighbours and friends? What roles play key social relations with
government officials? And how are such relations perceived? To begin to ap¬
proach these questions I shall begin by describing how a typical case of crop
damage between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists is settled
out of court in the villages.

Most cases begin when Fulbe cattle enter or are prone to enter a field
not yet harvested. The Fulbe herder has not been able to hinder crop damage in
time. The field-owner and his male agnates are informed by people who have
witnessed the crop damage. If they are able to identify the herder or the cattle,
they inform the Fulbe herd-owner. But if they only witness the end-result of
crop damage (e.g. it has occurred during the night) without identifying neither
cattle nor herder, the field-owner and his agnates pursue the tracks of the cattle.
In case they are able to follow the cattle tracks to a specific Fulbe herd-owner,
they present the 'problem' to him. If the field-owner and his agnates are not
able to identify the cattle that have caused crop damage, their chances to get
any kind of compensation are poor. However, if a field-owner and a herd-
owner decide to settle the disagreement out of court, people follow a con¬
sciously informal procedure in which the number of people is kept to a mini¬
mum. In fact, only the field-owner and the herd-owner should be present with
the p ssible participation of one or two agnates of each of them. The essential
point is to avoid a gathering of people. Too many people and too much talking
(kuma) are considered to be dangerous.

If both the field-owner and the herd-owner agree upon the fact that the
cattle of the latter have destroyed crops in the field of the former, a negotiation
starts. If the field-owner insists to be compensated—which is far from always
the case—a negotiation starts. They try to estimate the damage in money, and to
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reach an agreement. The field-owner starts to claim a sum; this first bid is
nearly always rejected by the herd-owner, who, in turn, suggests a counter-bid.
The negotiation then continues until the parties have reached an agreement and
the 'problem' is solved. To take an example that I recorded during fieldwork,
the first bid of the field-owner was 75,000 FCFA (750 FF). He argued that a
large part of his harvest was spoiled. This first bid of the field-owner was
matched by the herd-owner, who suggested the sum of 25,000 FCFA. The herd-
owner said that the damage was much less; only a few stalks remained in the
field. The negotiation started. In the end, they agreed that the sum of 35,000
FCFA was to be paid by the herd-owner to the field-owner. Agreement was
thereby reached.

This is the common procedure to settle cases of crop damage. In both
Tomodjan and Djalakoro, Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists were
satisfied that they had never brought a case to the government (jama). Instead,
they try to settle 'problems' themselves, i.e. within the village as neighbours
and friends. In this procedure of settling a disagreement 'out of court'—what is
called reglement a 1'amiable in French legal language—all is not necessarily
well and happy, but the point is that people prefer to reach an agreement on
their own. Too many people and too much talking are then avoided. In this
chapter, it will nonetheless be evident that the outcome of this negotiation is
ideologically referred to as relations. People need to reach an agreement for
future co-habitation. In practice, both the field-owner and the herd-owner look
for their rights, and calculate on how to reach the best possible agreement.

The following discussion will highlight the ideology and practice in key
social relations in dispute settlement. But an implicit methodological problem
needs to be recognised. How should one proceed to select key social relations?
When a specific social relation is engaged, maintained and appreciated mutu¬
ally by all actors, there is little reason to talk about it. The relation is lived by
the social actors rather than reflected upon. It does not pose any specific con¬
cern, and its importance could easily be overlooked both by the outside ob¬
server as well as the actors involved. I have already demonstrated in chapter 8
that such relations can be critical in times of social crisis, but in times of peace
they are most often taken for granted. My selection of key social relations is
based on data obtained through three main sources, i.e. direct observation in
villages, interviews on inter-ethnic relations with key-informants, and reading
of comparative ethnographic literature. The use of these three sources provides
an opportunity to move analytically between times of 'peace' (here) and of
'conflict' (kele) respectively. Thus I shall first explore the ideal social relation
and then how it is acted out in practice.

Host and Stranger
The host-stranger relation is a central integrating factor in rural farming com¬
munities on the West African savanna. It provides a way to integrate strangers
into the community. In the Comoe Province, the 'host' (jatigi) is ultimately the
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Master of the Earth (dugukolotigi), but in practice, however, the host may be a
stranger (duna) himself. Any Mossi farmer that arrives at a village is likely to
address himself to the first Mossi settled in the village, who in turn has to ad¬
dress his host to obtain a piece of land for the newcomer to farm. Once settled,
the host still keeps a moral responsibility for 'his' stranger. In case of problems,
the host is expected to act on the behalf of the stranger.

Entire villages are sometimes located on land belonging to a Master of
the Earth, who may reside quite far away, sometimes beyond 50 km. But there
are still ritual obligations to be fulfilled by the Master of the Earth. The exam¬
ple of the Koflande village in the Mangodara Department could illustrate this
point. The village was founded in the 1940s by a Karaboro originating from
Tiefora, but he received the permission to settle and farm from the Masters of
the Earth in Tomikorosso (3 km south of Mangodara). The descendants (of the
Karaboro) claim that they still inform the Komono Master of the Earth in
Tomikorosso when a stranger settles. The village chief in Koflande said that he
has the right to authorise newcomers to settle, but that he must inform the
Master of the Earth in Tomikorosso. But the Masters of the Earth in Tomik¬
orosso said in turn that they had not been 'informed' since long ago.177 There is
thus a struggle over land rights which is expressed in practice, but cannot be
defended ideologically.

The host-stranger relation is dynamic, and although it changes over
time, it provides a model for a specific relation. In the Sideradougou Depart¬
ment, both the Karaboro agriculturalists and the Fulbe agro-pastoralists are
strangers to the Tiefo hosts. They have received the permission to settle from
the Tiefo Masters of the Earth. The villages in which they live today were for¬
merly regarded as hamlets in the bush. Today these hamlets have become ad¬
ministratively independent villages. Ritually, however, they maintain important
bonds with the Tiefo Masters of the Earth. In the Degue-Degue village, there is
one Master of the Earth, who is responsible for the entire area. He is said to be
the overall Master of the Earth, but he is also the head of a specific Tiefo de¬
scent group. Ritually, he has the overall responsibility for land, but in practice
most agnatic descendants of different Tiefo descent groups are hosts, i.e. Mas¬
ters of the Earth of their ancestors' land. A Karaboro man in Djalakoro stated
clearly that there are several Masters of the Earth. "If you want a place [to set¬
tle and farm], you have to address the Master of the Earth concerned [of the
specific site]".

The dual situation of independent villages, on the one hand, and of ritual
dependence, on the other, is also reflected in toponymic practice. Many villages
in the Comoe Province carry two names, one in the local language (e.g. Gouin,
Turka) and another in Dyula. For example, whereas Tiefo hosts call the villages
'Djalakoro' and 'Tomodjan' respectively, Karaboro residents refer to Djalakoro

177
Here to 'inform' means that he sends the chicken for the sacrifices to the Masters of the Earth in

Tomikorosso. According to the latter, however, they had not received any chicken to sacrifice from
Koflande for a long time.
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as 'Sudengue' and to Tomodjan as 'Kapoturon'.178 Those villages that formerly
were hamlets 'in the bush' and currently administratively independent villages
appear to have been founded in the first half of the 20th century. A Tiefo Master
of the Earth claimed that prior to the arrival of Karaboro farmers, another
power arrived, and that was the power of the White people (tubabu ka fanga).

This new power arrived and when their reign started, they installed the Village
Chiefs. After the settlement [of the White people], the Dogossie arrived. [...]
Then the Karaboro arrived one by one, at that moment the power of the Village
Chiefs was spoiled. [...] The big wave of Karaboro came after that the forced
labour was spoiled [i.e. 1946, my note].

In both Djalakoro and Tomodjan, Karaboro farmers are firstcomers among the
people who actually reside on village land; in consequence, they occupy the
modern village chief office. But they still recognise the authority of the Masters
of the Earth in Degue-Degue. They bring chickens for sacrifices to the spirits
of the Earth. For the Fulbe agro-pastoralists, who arrived after the Karaboro
farmers, the situation seems to be different. They respect the authority of the
Tiefo hosts, but the Karaboro are not seen as their hosts. The Fulbe address a

Tiefo host directly to ask him to settle on his land. Most Fulbe appear to bring a
chicken for each season, but they never participate in sacrifices. A Tiefo Master
of the Earth in Sideradougou nonetheless told me that Fulbe do not bring
chickens to sacrifice when they settle. "Between the Fulbe and the Tiefo there
is joking relationship [sinankuya]. Thus we do not oblige them to give the ritual
gift".

Both Karaboro and Fulbe recognise that they depend ritually upon the
Tiefo. Yet it is rather an ideology adhered to than a matter of practical implica¬
tion in everyday life. According to this ideology, if crop damage caused by cat¬
tle occurs, the field-owner should refer himself to his host, then to the Village
Chief, who in turn should inform the Master of the Earth. The field-owner and
the cattle-owner would then be forced to find an agreement in front of 'their'
(common) host. Formerly, compensation was more often made in nature
(cereal) rather than with money. Despite the ideology of submission to the host,
things are sorted out quite differently today. A local politician from the Prov¬
ince supportiing the cause of the farmers argued that "today they jump the tra¬
ditional basis, and the farmer refers himself to the state administration". Farm¬
ers and graziers no longer engage the Masters of the Earth in dispute settle¬
ment, but address the state administration directly. This means that currently the
host-stranger relation is not efficient to handle disputes. Both cases of violent
conflict described in chapter 8 support this view.

However, the degradation of legitimacy of the Masters of the Earth
should not be seen as a unilinear process with implicit evolutionary assump¬
tions, but linked to the social and political environment of the Revolution in the
1980s. This is quite clear to Tiefo Masters of the Earth.

When the Revolution started, they [the government, my note] called all Mas¬
ters of the Earth to inform them that land did not belong to anyone any longer.

178 Fulbe agro-pastoralists also seem to use Dyula toponyms for villages in the Sideradougou Depart¬
ment.
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All the Tiefo Masters of the Earth saw that this was the case, so they refused to
carry out the sacrifices to land, because they had said that land belongs to the
state. Thus at this moment, people came to farm, some circulated in the bush
without asking permission to farm the land. And this led to problems. Some
people died in the bush and [the reason was that] they had penetrated places
where nobody should go [i.e. sacred groves, forbidden sites].

People thus settled without asking the permission to farm. According to one
Tiefo Master of the Earth, the Tiefo did not say anything about it, but "the
Earth worked by itself'. This fact much grieved the Tiefo Masters of the Earth,
and the Earth was almost spoiled. No rituals were carried out any longer, be¬
cause land was said to belong to the state. This meant that all land was expro¬
priated by the state without any compensation whatsoever. In practice, people
continued to farm and graze as before. But the authority of the Masters of the
Earth was eroded during the 1980s. Today, however, the situation has changed
radically. State representatives have informed the Masters of the Earth to take
up their responsibilities and carry out sacrifices again.

The Revolution is finished. Land has gone back to the Masters of the Earth and
all will carry out sacrifices to their land. I myself, I will do for me [sacrifices]
this year [1996], Since more than five years, I have not done them.

The changing nature of authority and power granted to Tiefo Masters of the
Earth clearly urges for the necessity to analyse the socio-political and historical
shaping of land-holding rather than assuming any evolutionary notion so pow¬
erful in development discourse. What we witness here is a dynamic process of
power relations rather than a simple return to the past. People are extremely
concerned with issues related to land, not the least government officials who
want to farm a piece of land for food production. They ask the Master of the
Earth for permission to farm and bring the required chickens to sacrifice. Gov¬
ernment officials conform thereby to the host-stranger relation of the local set¬
ting. This could of course be understood as a mere displaying of respect in or¬
der to gain access to land. But the fact that the government through its local of¬
ficials today is ready to recognise, at least partially, the authority of the Masters
of the Earth is important. It provides legitimacy to the host-stranger relation as
a model for action. This is a general phenomenon in large parts of Burkina
Faso and, as Faure reports, even in cases of commercial farming. Entrepreneurs
in agro-business tend to treat tenure socially, because it is essential to maintain
good relations in the village, especially to the ritual authorities (Faure
1996:179).

A government official pointed out that this new recognition of Masters
of the Earth is exploited by some of them. Some Masters of the Earth have
'understood' what land entails to its owner. A named Master of the Earth was

described as an 'enlightened land-owner', who had understood the power that
land may give and who exploited it maximally. Although the partial recognition
of them does not mean that issues related to dispute settlement are solved, the
revived authority granted to Masters of the Earth still is an important change. It
renders a reinforced significance to the host-stranger relation. A Tiefo Master
of the Earth said:
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Both groups [Karaboro et Fulbe] are strangers and they have come to ask resi¬
dence from us, the hosts. And if they do not want to see each other, you see
that this will spoil the place. And if it is spoiled, that is not good. But I think
they are on their way to understand now, and if God wants, the situation will be
more peaceful.

Herd-owner and Herder

A quite different kind of relation is that between the herd-owner and the herder.
It could simply be described as a relation between the employer and his em¬
ployee, but it also conforms to local models for what is seen as a righteous re¬
lation. This relation is loaded with symbolic value, especially for the Fulbe.
There are two types of herders. Firstly, the herders that belong to the family of
herd-owners, i.e. the sons or at least those young men classified as 'children'.
Secondly, the herders that are salaried and employed by a herd-owner without
any kin bonds to the latter. As described in chapter 6, it is not unusual that a
single herd-owner benefits from the services of both types of herders. The
'children' participate to ensure protection of the cattle and to acquire herding
skills and the salaried herders follow the herd and provide the experience.

Both Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agriculturalists may possess
cattle herds. Both groups often employ Fulbe herders, and both are suspicious
toward them. This suspicion is expressed in different idioms. Material condi¬
tions (salary and food) do not differ considerably with one important exception:
Fulbe herders who work for Karaboro have access to milk, but those who work
for Fulbe have not. Here I shall begin by describing the relations between the
Fulbe herd-owner and herder relation, and then Karaboro herd-owner and
herder.

In Fulbe communities in the Sideradougou Department, many Fulbe
herders originate from Djibo in the northern Burkina Faso. Bassett argues that
in the northern Ivory Coast the hired herder is classed as 'stranger' rather than
as 'servile labour' and identified as quasi-kin (Bassett 1994:166-167). From the
perspective of herd-owners, "salaried herders are prone to carelessness, theft,
duplicity, slander, sabotage, and aggression" (ibid.: 168). Short-term commit¬
ments have increased for salaried herders. Today a recurrent practice is the em¬
ployment of herders for six-months.179 The herder works during six months,
and then recieves a bull at the end of the contract period. Bernadet reports from
the sous-prefecture of Nielle in the northern Ivory Coast that in the dry season
69.5 % of all herders are salaried and 30.5 % are relatives, children or allied to
the head of the camp (Bernadet 1984:98). In the rainy season, salaried herders
increase with 6 %, but, simultaneously, the total number of herders diminishes
(ibid.). The use of salaried herders is frequent in the Sideradougou Department,
although I did not make any quantitative survey. But according to many Fulbe
agro-pastoralists, people combine salaried herders with 'family herders'
(children). For the Fulbe herd-owners salaried herders are regarded as 'poor
people' to whom little respect is granted.

179 In Dyula this contract is called misidendenbaga kalo worn (literally herder six months).
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Fulbe herd-owners often accuse herders for not taking their task seri¬
ously. They do not look after cattle properly. Crop damage occurs, and herders
thereby create problems for their employers. Sometimes crop damage is said to
be done purposely. The herder is either thought to bring the herd into the field
in order to fatten the cattle, or he wants to create 'problems' for the Fulbe herd-
owner. As the Fulbe herder is a stranger, social control is less likely to be an
incentive to effective herd management. Bassett reports that "|h]erd owners are
particularly concerned that salaried herders will jeopardize their already fragile
relationship with their Senufo hosts" (Bassett 1994:169). Many Fulbe infor¬
mants argued that herders in the Sideradougou Department do not cause crop
damage purposely, but that this is the case in the Ivory Coast. It is not possible
here to evaluate these claims, but they certainly reflect the 'received wisdom'
that problems and bad behaviour are taking place elsewhere and far from the
local setting. It always seems to be 'other herders' and 'elsewhere'. I have dis¬
cussed this issue in private with some of my closest Fulbe friends, but they
claimed that they had never heard about herders, who purposely bring cattle to
graze not-yet-harvested fields in the Comoe Province. Righteous relations are
what dominate in the local setting. One Fulbe informant nevertheless said that
it may be true, because not all people have the same character.

Most agricultural groups, however, accuse Fulbe herders for trespassing
fields, and that cattle even graze crops harvested and stocked next to the field.
An incident was narrated by a Karaboro informant:

I found the herder in front of my field. I told him to pay attention, but he said
the cattle would not enter. I had hardly left when he let the cattle enter and de¬
stroyed my sorghum. I went to see the Fulbe [herd-owner], but he denied that it
was his cattle [that had destroyed the crops]. Thus I dropped the case because I
had not been able to catch any cattle in the field. If you do not catch the cattle
and bring them to his camp, the Fulbe will never admit [their fault].

The two different narratives (of Fulbe herd-owners and Karaboro field-owners)
with respect to purposely caused crop damage are totally opposed. But if one
focuses on the narrative of herders rather than that of herd-owners another per¬

spective emerges. I recorded several cases where the herders complained of not
having been paid by the herd-owner. They are in a subordinate position and
easy to accuse. But herders may also lack incentives for better herding prac¬
tices.

Some herders fear they will be forced to pay for the damages themselves or
lose their job if they repeatedly cause crop damage. Such penalties are obvious
incentives for herders to flee a crop damage site rather than own up to their
culpability. The fact that their job is temporary, and that in the long run they
have little stake in maintaining friendly ties with farming communities also in¬
fluences their decision to flee. (Bassett 1994:160-161)

Bernadet reports from the northern Ivory Coast that herders employed by Fulbe
agro-pastoralists are worse paid than those working for Senufo.
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Figure 11: Manure. Ideally cattle manure fields after harvest which is profit¬
able to both cattle and field. However, Karaboro farmers are not likely to ask
Fulbe agro-pastoralists to let their cattle graze on fields, because if crop
damage later occurs they consider that they have then 'asked' for problems
themselves.

Cette situation des bouviers salaries des Peuls est tout a fait malsaine car elle
incite certains d'entre eux a profiter de la transhumance de saison seche et de
la divagation des taurins des agriculteurs des regions gu'ils traversent pour en
distraire quelques-uns a leur profit, a verser dans la delinquance en perpetrant
des vols et en se livrant a diverses exactions. (Bernadet 1984:104)

Karaboro agriculturalists also employ Fulbe herders. The salary varies, but one
common agreement seems to be the following monthly compensation: 5,000
FCFA as salary180, 1,000 FCFA as relish money, and three tines of maize. In
addition, if the herder is married, his wife has the right to milk. Another Fulbe
herder told me that he gained 5,000 FCFA and milk. I do not have any figures
on this, but a salary of 5,000 FCFA and milk rights seem to be the generally ac¬
cepted level of monthly compensation. In Tomodjan I witnessed on several oc¬
casions how the wife of the Fulbe herder, who was employed by my Karaboro
hosts, came to sell milk in the compound of the Karaboro that owned the herd.

Fulbe herders employed by Karaboro constitute an extremely interesting
social category. They are Fulbe who live in a position between Karaboro agri¬
culturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Sometimes they even live in the com-

180
5,000 FCFA corresponds to 50 FF.
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pound of their employers. Many herders do not speak Dyula, and have there¬
fore obvious problems of communicating with their non-Fulbe employers and
other people of the region. But these herders are still frequent in Fulbe camps.
They could thus be potential actors of in-between, but they are placed on the
lowest social rank, and therefore not respected by either group.

Neighbourhood and Friendship
In the attempt to identify key social relations in dispute settlement, there is a
need to consider neighbourhood and friendship ties between Fulbe agro-

pastoralists and Karaboro agriculturalists. It would be erroneous to assume that
because of distinct ethnicities, religious belongings and socio-cultural value
systems, people of Fulbe and Karaboro ethnic groups do not maintain friend¬
ship relations. Such relations exist aside or instead of those of antagonistic
character. In socio-political agitated contexts, relations of friendship and neigh¬
bourhood are likely to be played down and therefore overlooked by outside ob¬
servers. A Karaboro leader expressed the seasonal character of disagreements.
"In dry season, we are friends. It is during rainy season that the herders put us
into discord".

In different Fulbe and Karaboro communities, I have been able to ob¬
serve everyday expressions of a wide range of inter-ethnic relations. Neigh¬
bourhood relations are important to local dispute settlement in villages of the
Sideradougou Department. In the heat of the Sideradougou conflict in 1986,
Karaboro 'rebels' attacked any Fulbe encountered, even outside the depart¬
mental centre. But neighbourhood relations seem to have diminished violence.
A Karaboro farmer went to his Fulbe neighbours in the heat of the violent con¬
flict and asked them to remain in their homestead and look after the cattle. An¬
other case is that of the old man of blacksmith origin who made available his
compound to Fulbe 'refugees' during the heat of the conflict in December
1986. Membership of the local setting was thus used to protect Fulbe neigh¬
bours from Karaboro 'rebels'.

Neighbourhood is also seen as the cause of conflicts. People of these
two communities are then perceived as too different to be able to co-reside.
Both are living in the bush far away from the village. Farmers often complain
that Fulbe do not respect other people, that they do not give a damn about any¬
one else. There is an expression that the Fulbe are not people to have as neigh-

181hours. The meaning of this expression is that Fulbe are not social, and do not
respect basic codes of conduct. I have heard numerous stories about Fulbe who
live together with farmers for ten years or so, only to leave one day with the
farmers' cattle and disappear for good. Fulbe are seen as traitors182 or as double
faced. "If you see a Fulbe, and if you do not see him twice, you have not seen
the Fulbe yet".181 This Dyula expression summarises the notion that you will

181 Fula ti mogo siginyogo ye.
182 Fula ye janfanti ye.
183 N'i fula ye, n'i m'a filanan ye i ma fula yefolo.
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never know for sure who the Fulbe really is. Moreover, I have often been ad¬
vised by many people when they have realised that I work with the Fulbe to be
very suspicious, because, the argument goes, you can never trust the Fulbe, they
are false. People often say that le Peul est un faux type.

But most Fulbe and Karaboro residing in rural villages in the Sidera-
dougou and Mangodara departments do not fight against each other, but main¬
tain bonds of friendship and neighbourship. They are, in short, maintaining so¬
cial relations of conflict and cooperation. There is thus an interdependence
between Fulbe and Karaboro in specific villages. Fulbe women may even be
seen as 'go-betweens'. They walk around between farmers' compounds to sell
milk and communicate thereby the interdependence. Even if there are disputes,
Fulbe women appear to carry out this activity. A Fulbe woman expressed this
clearly.

The conflict between husbands cannot mix up our relations with Karaboro
women. We continue to go to sell milk at their place. When they have money,
they buy milk, but if not they will tell you to come back another day. If there
has been a conflict between the husbands, when selling milk their women, who
are on good terms, may talk about it. We tell them to talk to their husbands to
finish tne conflict. Because concordance is better than conflict.

However, rural women do not seem to be involved in the more public domains
of dispute settlement between Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. In
these disputes, problems of crop damage, of wounded and/or killed animals,
and of competition around a water-course are at stake. These are male, public
domains, in which women generally have little to say. Fulbe women may own
cattle, but decisions concerning herding are taken by men (brothers, or the hus¬
band if the wife's cattle have joined his herd). Similarly, few cases of crop
damage that I have recorded seem to occur on Karaboro women's fields. Only
one case of crop damage to be dealt with by the Departmental Court 1995-1996
had a female field-owner. In these public domains of crop damage and similar
problems, women do not seem to be involved in the dispute, and, in conse¬
quence, they are not publicly involved in the settlement. A group of Fulbe
women expressed this clearly:

We the women we have nothing in it [the conflict]. When the cattle of our hus¬
bands enter the fields of Karaboro, they settle [it] between them.

Aside these public domains of dispute settlement, Fulbe and Karaboro rural
women still are 'go-betweens' who may or may not favour good relations be¬
tween their husbands. A Fulbe woman pointed out that "if we go to sell milk,
they [Karaboro women] treat us as friends and we do not suspect anything. It is
only when we come home that we get to know about an incident [i.e. crop
damage]". A Karaboro woman expressed herself in a similar manner, "Those
Fulbe that come regularly and sell milk become our siblings [badenma]. It is
the habit that becomes the sisterhood [badenya, i.e. children of the same
mother]".
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Figure 12: Milking. Access to and marketing of milk is an activity reserved
for Fulbe women. They walk between compounds and villages to sell milk
and thereby maintain social relations even in times ofconflict.

The Karaboro women with whom I discussed the issue found that ideally
women should intervene to cool down the dispute between a farmer and a cattle
owner. "We should advise them [the men] to finish the disagreement and come
to terms". But in practice, women do not seem to play a central role in dispute
settlement, because it is not—as some women pointed out—the women's busi¬
ness. If there is a simple disagreement, which is not due to crop damage or
similar problems, women may get involved. A Karaboro woman stated that
"we the women do not like conflicts".

So even though disputes related to crop damage are common in villages,
people continue to interact and trade across the boundaries of Karaboro and
Fulbe groups. During my fieldwork in 1996, many Karaboro women came to
the Fulbe camp to buy chickens to be used for sacrifices. As my Fulbe host
possessed a lot of chickens, these women went to him to buy chickens to be
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Figure 13: Neighbours. In most villages Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists interact daily as neighbours and perhaps friends. This
Karaboro man is processing the palm leaves of the palm-tree (Borassus
Aethiopum) to use them to tie a roof of grass. A young Fulbe boy stays in
the background and observes him.

sacrificed. One day a Karaboro woman wanted to buy a red cock, but my host
did not possess any. When he asked why a white chicken could not do as well,
the Karaboro woman replied that "new fetishes have come".184 Despite the op¬
posed vision of the cult to spirits of the earth and ancestors, Fulbe Muslims
provide Karaboro neighbours with the chickens to be sacrificed. And they
know that the chickens are used for that purpose.

Fulbe are known to be rich, and I observed many people coming and
asking for money. A Karaboro man came and asked for money to buy fuel for
his motor-bike so that he would be able to go and visit his parents-in-law in

184
Jo kura lo nana.
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Tiefora. Most often these interactions occur in Dyula, which is the 'second'
language of both persons. Similarly, my Karaboro hosts in Tomodjan have fre¬
quent visits from young Fulbe agro-pastoralists to their compound. They have a
small village shop where they often sell cigarettes to young Fulbe men. These
young men have acquired language skills, and according to my Karaboro hosts,
they speak the Karaboro language quite well.

The village water pump is another locus of interaction in rural villages.
Karaboro and Fulbe women meet and queue to get water for domestic con¬
sumption. Different rules are applied in villages. In Tomodjan the women have
to take off their bathing slippers (the most commonly used shoes), but that is
not the case in Djalakoro. There is always someone who is 'responsible' for the
water-pump. In the villages of Djalakoro and Tomodjan, these pumps were
constructed by European Community Funding through the Agro-pastoral Man¬
agement Scheme (see chapters 2 and 10). As a consequence of the conflict in
1986, the project was very conscious not to fuel tensions between Fulbe and
Karaboro. In Djalakoro there are therefore two water-pumps, one for the Fulbe,
the other for the Karaboro. However, people of the other ethnic groups are not
excluded from using either pumps, but each pump is located in the neighbour¬
hood of one of the ethnic settlements.

The relations between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agricul¬
turalists living in villages also include a religious dimension. The Fulbe are
Muslims and any Fulbe must, ideally, perform the five daily prayers. Fulbe
identity is very much linked to that of pious Muslims. Marabouts (Mory in
Dyula) are frequent visitors in Fulbe camps. Many old Fulbe men have made
the pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj), which represents an important elevation of
status. Fulbe agro-pastoralists often pray together with other Fulbe (e.g. herd¬
ers) in the village, but also with Dyula and people of other ethnic groups in
Sideradougou. Many Fulbe nonetheless refuse to pray with Karaboro, even
though these may be converts to Islam. A Fulbe elder argued that "the
Karaboro are only Muslims by name, they do not pray, they have not dropped
the fetishes". Another Fulbe elder held that Karaboro men only change their
names to get a job when they migrate to the Ivory Coast. Thus Fulbe do not be¬
lieve that Karaboro have dropped the worship of fetishes (jo son).

Common to all the interactions described here is that people collaborate
and communicate as neighbours. Given the fact that most field-work was con¬
ducted in peaceful villages—i.e. villages which have not experienced violent
conflicts—I have mostly observed positive aspects of neighbourhood myself.
But outbreaks of violence between Fulbe and Karaboro in 1986 and 1995 (see
chapter 8) started up in a disagreement between neighbours. To be neighbours
is also to live in a relation of a potential conflict. To be neighbours is therefore
to tolerate those who live close to you. A Tiefo Master of the Earth argued that
the problems of co-existence need to be resolved by legitimate leadership.

Both groups like to live in the bush. On the Karaboro side, we are on our way
of trying to find a representative [leader] now. Because we have said that if
crop damage occurs, that is, the conflict is coming, we go to their representa¬
tive.
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Figure 14: Water pump. The water pump is a locus of interaction between
Fulbe and Karaboro women. In some areas of the Sideradougou Department
these pumps have become an important infrastructure that reduces disputes,
because both Fulbe and Karaboro communities have 'their' water pumps.

The relationship between the two groups is here thought to depend upon the
presence of legitimate leadership. The groups involved need to be mutually
identifiable and regarded as entities of the same order. The social ingenuity of
this Tiefo Master of the Earth is that although the Karaboro do not have a tra¬
ditional socio-political leadership beyond the village level, the retired army of¬
ficer of the French Army (see chapters 5 and 8) has become the 'representative'
for the Karaboro in the Sideradougou Department.
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Relations with Key Government Officials
Local government officials are agents who act in the space between local po¬
litical culture and the state administration. They uphold a social identity that I
have labelled 'la culture des fonctionnaires' (see chapter 7). The level of suc¬
cess of an individual official seems to depend upon the alliances that he (most
government officials are men) may establish with the social category of brokers
that I call 'sons of the village'.

For people involved in a dispute, the social relations maintained with
key government officials play a central role in at least two ways. Firstly, most
individuals would welcome good relations with government officials so that
they may arranger I'affaire, that is, to solve the problem to the benefit of the
individual and/or group. In any problem with the state administration, people
are likely to address kinsmen/women, acquaintances and so forth. In the For¬
estry Office in Banfora, I observed the continuous stream of visitors who asked
for and wanted to 'see' this or that forester (kin, friend etc.) to 'arrange' a
problem, even if this problem was far outside his official duties. This way of
'arranging an affair' is not seen as problematic per se, especially if the oppos¬
ing party is the state itself. To some extent, these are the rules of the game in
the local setting. Most people would at least think of benefiting from relations
to solve a problem. Such 'arranging' does not necessarily involve any money,
but is seen as a way of helping a relative by mobilising one's own relations.
When the opposing party is not the state, but another person who resides in the
local setting, the case is much more sensible. To ask a government official 'to
arrange an affair' then becomes highly politicised and far more problematic.

Secondly, as relations are recognised as important for solving the prob¬
lem, people accuse government officials for not treating a dispute adequately;
they do not trancher I'affaire fairly. Farmers often accuse Fulbe agro-
pastoralists of bribing the prefet or other local government officials. Local
'intellectuals' (see chapters 1 and 7) who are supportive to the farmers' cause
often accuse Fulbe of corruption. A politician in Banfora argued that through¬
out the line there are attempts of corruption, because in any step or sequence of
the disputing process corruption is potentially involved. Farmers, and in par¬
ticular the external actors who support them, even accuse Fulbe of bribing de¬
liberately rather than compensating the field-owner. The Fulbe herd-owner is
said to pay a good deal of money to these officials, but nothing or just a small
amount to compensate the farmer. This is done by the Fulbe, according to these
informants, as a way to demonstrate to the farmer that he is nobody, that he is a
poor man.

Such accusations of corruption are serious. Mere accusations are inter¬
esting to reflect upon, because 'corruption' is culturally constructed. Corrup¬
tion could even be seen as a social relation loaded with ambiguities. "To re¬
ceive or offer money or other resources in return for facilitating a legal process
is strictly against the law, but those involved would usually deny that they are

acting illegally" (Harris 1996:10). In the two violent conflicts described in
chapter 8, farmers' accusations of corruption led to the degrading of the legiti-
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macy of local government officials, i.e. the Gendarmerie in Sideradougou and
the Police in Mangodara. They acted as they did, according to many Karaboro
farmers, because they had been bribed by Fulbe herd-owners. This degrading of
legitimacy was definitely a main factor in the violent escalation of both con¬
flicts. Local government officials were seen as serving the interests of the
Fulbe agro-pastoralists. For this reason the Karaboro agriculturalists were furi¬
ous and frustrated, and turned to the use of firearms.

But what is called 'corruption' by Karaboro farmers may not even be
conceptualised as such by Fulbe agro-pastoralists. They see, instead, that the
government is essentially composed of Haabe (sing. Kaado), that is, Black Af¬
ricans. A common explanation to this is that Fulbe do not send their children to
school. A Fulbe elder told me that "we sent the children of our slaves to school,
but today we are delayed". By definition, Fulbe perceive themselves in an infe¬
rior position to the state administration, because the government is Haabe and
will therefore always support the cause of Haabe. The only way for Fulbe to get
the government to support them is to give something to government officials.
This, they claim, would bring justice to the administrative procedures.

Somewhat different to the Fulbe perspective is the one that blames state
administration for supporting the 'weak' Fulbe. A government official origi¬
nating from the Bobo-Dioulasso region argued, "the administration has a ten¬
dency to protect the weakest. The Fulbe do not possess land, but their herds
walk". This expression makes allusion to a commonly used argument that
farmers tend to advance in dispute settlement. If crop damage occurs, it is not,
the argument goes, because the fields are walking, but because herds are. Herds
are by definition those who cause crop damage, and the Fulbe those to be
blamed. That fields may be cleared on cattle tracks—a common problem ac¬
cording to Fulbe agro-pastoralists—is completely ignored by the reference to
herds that roam.

But the ambiguous attitude of government officials vis-a-vis Fulbe agro-
pastoralists is also possible to observe in national development discourse. The
government tends to support the farmers politically. Most government officials
are of non-Fulbe origin, and therefore support a farmer perspective. In March
1997 a Fulbe intellectual pointed out that 'the Fulbe cause' could not be taken
into account before the parliamentary elections in May the same year. Eco¬
nomically, the Fulbe agro-pastoralists are, however, extremely important for the
country's export income. The government has economic reasons to create fa¬
vourable conditions for cattle production, thus pastoralism.

'Corruption' is culturally constructed, and to some extent the Fulbe gen¬
erosity may be misread as attempts to bribe. Gifts—of chickens, eggs, milk—
are common when someone visits a Fulbe camp. Even when taking into ac¬
count the generally widespread notion of hospitality in Burkina Faso, Fulbe
agro-pastoralists tend to be very generous. On some occasions when the person
did not have an appropriate gift available, I have even received money to buy a
chicken in their name. This Fulbe ethos of making gifts was once clearly stated
by a Fulbe friend, "we the Fulbe make gifts because we are like that". Yet, such
generosity of Fulbe agro-pastoralists could not only be seen as reflecting the
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Fulbe ethos pulaaku (see chapter 6), but also a conscious strategy to get the
'Haabe government' to 'see' their problems.

Righteous Relations, Relative Rights
The issue of social relations involved in dispute settlement boils down to dif¬
ferent perceptions of how these relations are constituted, maintained and nego¬
tiated. Specific codes of conduct prevail in specific relations. There are implicit
or explicit rules of how to act within the frame of a given relation. Relations
may be regarded as righteous in the sense that there is a proper and morally es¬
teemed way to maintain them. Righteous relations provide models for action.
To enter a specific relation, say that of host-stranger, as a stranger (duna) is to
accept not only explicit rules—e.g. not to farm beyond this or that site, to bring
chickens for sacrifice—but also to implicit codes of conduct, e.g. to respect and
conform to the authority of the host. But to be the host (jatigi) of a stranger is
to assume the responsibility for the stranger's behaviour in the village. The
rights and duties embedded in the host-stranger relation provide a common
frame of reference. In specific situations, however, practice may differ consid¬
erably.

There are at least two levels of analysis with respect to key social rela¬
tions in dispute settlement in the Comoe Province. Firstly, there is the ideologi¬
cal level where people refer to a framework for proper social relations. This is
the level of principles and ideas of how actors should behave and understand
certain relations. However, principles may be manipulated to define a specific
relation. Sally Falk Moore has pointed out that ideology often is piecemeal and
inconsistent.

The fact is that when we speak of the ideology of a group of persons, or of a
society or some part of it, we are speaking of it as a whole. But usually, in ac¬
tion, in particular situations, only pieces of ideology are invoked. Since ideol¬
ogy is used this way—piecemeal—inconsistencies are not necessarily apparent,
as they might be when put together in an analysis. (Moore 1983:52)

Here ideology is therefore not to be taken as a consistent whole, but as 'bits and
pieces' of a dominant discourse.

Secondly, there is also a praxis oriented level, on which people may ma¬

nipulate, abuse or deliberately ignore righteous relations. On this level of mun¬
dane everyday life, actions that nobody would dare to defend ideologically are
regularly undertaken. People may also choose to break rules within the com¬
mon frame of reference in order to provoke a disagreement. Farmers are often
accused of growing vegetables around water-holes. A government official once
told me that this is a kind of 'sabotage' by the farmers that make it impossible
for the herders to do their work properly.

Both these levels are hence interrelated and to illustrate this, I shall first
examine the specific notions of peace and forgiveness. Such notions are of ut¬
most importance in the Comoe Province. I shall then link these notions theo¬
retically to anthropological analyses of dispute settlement.
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Peace and Forgiveness
The Dyula term for peace is here, which is used in a wide range of situations
and contexts. According to the Bambara-French Dictionary, here refers to
peace, luck and felicity (Dumestre 1985:723). When greeting a person, one
asks for example: here sira?, i.e. have you passed the night in peace? And the
person replies: here doron!, i.e. [there is]only peace! Here summarises that so¬
cial relations between people should be peaceful and prosperous. But here is
also used to define what peace is and what it is not, i.e. war, conflict [kele]. To
urge for peace could therefore be a way for male elders to impose their vision
of moral behaviour and righteous relations in opposition to heated sentiments
of the youth. 'Peace' could thereby be linked to the quest to be forgiven, sa-
bari. Many Fulbe agro-pastoralists try to handle disputes by asking to be for¬
given, sabari. This Dyula word of Arabic origin exemplifies a main cultural
divide, because in violent conflicts sabari has not been accepted by the
Karaboro 'rebels'. Karaboro agriculturalists accuse Fulbe agro-pastoralists for
wanting to fool them when they ask to be forgiven. A Karaboro woman stated:

If it is a simple quarrel, we could make intervening a blacksmith (numu) to
cool it down. But if there is crop damage in field, they [the Fulbe] bring a lot of
cattle and destroy your field. After they go and look for a blacksmith to ask for
forgiveness {sabari). Are they going to give you to eat in dry season? If it is
simply bad comprehension [i.e. a simple quarrel not one involving crop dam¬
age, my note], you may accept, however.

Notions of here and sabari are central in how different social categories per¬
ceive conflict. To forgive is indeed a noble act, which elevates the status of the
'forgiver'. But to be asked to forgive can also be ambiguous to the 'forgiver'.
There is a risk of being manipulated by those who address him. Fulbe agro-
pastoralist may ask to be forgiven for crop damage, because they know that
they have a lot to gain from that. A Karaboro farmer may forgive once or twice,
but he recognises that if he continues to forgive he will lose his subsistence.

Different points of view are manifested on the implications of sabari. A
commonly held opinion is that if a person accepts to forgive, s/he cannot get
any money. To forgive is to re-establish the social relation, and money will
spoil the relation. "If people forgive each other, no money should be paid. But
if one pays, that means that one is not forgiven". Some Karaboro farmers ad¬
vanced this view-point in discussions of the notions of sabari, but others said
that they could accept to forgive, but also wanted to be financially compen¬
sated.

The kind of social relations described in this chapter may be used as re¬
sources both in conflict and cooperation. In specific disputes, such social rela¬
tions may be crucial for peaceful settlement. When violence broke out and that
killings threatened to spread over the entire area, social relations between
Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists were rapidly deteriorating. To be
neighbours was highly ambigous during the outbreaks of violence (see also
chapter 8). People died and losses of animal and other property were important,
but I would still argue that the central question must rather be why the conflicts
did not escalate than why they broke out in the first place.
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A central feature in the kind of social relations described here is the ab¬
sence of a third party with decision-making power. The social processes in¬
volved are thus those linked to what Gulliver calls negotiation, because "a fun¬
damental characteristic of negotiation is the absence of a third-party decision¬
maker" (Gulliver 1979:3). Among local government officials in Burkina Faso,
there is a common expression that il faut trancher 1'affaire, which implies that
the case needs to be settled by a an authoritative third party. This third party is
assumed to be neutral, but comes from outside the actual dispute. Hence ideol¬
ogy postulates that there are neutral third parties to intervene in, and decide
what to do in disputes. But if the third party is the state administration, state
agents have been far from neutral, even though this is ideologically defended.
But this does not necessarily refer to a degradation of the legitimacy of the state
in general, but of the legitimacy of local government officials. In the social re¬
lations described here, there is no authoritative third party involvement, and
outsiders to the local setting (the village) are less likely to consider these social
relations. But they are still very important for maintaining and restoring peace.
More than often there is no negotiation in the sense of an overt meeting of dis¬
puting parties, because in these contexts negotiation is rather the manipulation
and redefinition of specific social relations. The specific social relations are not
egalitarian, but most often hierarchical. Even neighbours may be hierarchically
organised, e.g. firstcomer versus latecomer.

Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Sideradou-
gou Department reside 'in the bush1 (see chapters 5 and 6). They are kongo-
mogo ('people of the bush'), who find themselves on an equal footing vis-a-vis
important socio-political structures. Both groups are strangers to the Tiefo
Masters of the Earth. Although the Karaboro arrived prior to the Fulbe, they
have both been allowed to settle and farm land by an outside third-party (the
Masters of the Earth), whose decision-making power diminished considerably
with the Revolution in 1983. Both groups are furthermore subordinated the po¬
litico-administrative power of the Burkinabe state. In some villages, a Karaboro
or Fulbe man holds the modern village chief title of Village Administrative
Representative. However, in villages where there exist firstcomers of another
ethnic group—e.g. Tiefo, Dogossie and Komono—these tend to uphold this po¬
sition, even if only a single compound remains in the village.

But to live 'in the bush' poses the problem of socio-political leadership.
Karaboro communities are strongly decentralised and many farmers do not
want too much talking (kuma). The principal leader who has emerged among
Karaboro farmers since the 1980s is the retired Adjutant of the French Army
residing in Sideradougou. Fulbe communities in the Sideradougou Department
also display a problem related to leadership. There is a continuous struggle
between Fulbe from the region (Boobolangobe) and those originating from the
central and northern parts of Burkina Faso (Fulbemossi). This struggle was
manifested in Bobo-Dioulasso in 1996 when two different leaders aspired to
become Chef des peul there. There were, on the one hand, the Boobolangobe
chief (the descendant of the ancient chief of Sidibe in Bobo-Dioulasso) and the
retired Magistrate (the head of the Fulbe cultural organisation Walde Fulbe) on
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the other. Whereas the legitimacy of the former leader is grounded on tradition,
the latter has his legitimacy through his professional status and its connected
relations.

Social relations are involved in the problem of finding out whose cattle
caused crop damage, and to some extent who the people are that have wounded
or killed animals. On an ideological level, the debate turns around the bad be¬
haviour of Fulbe herders. But herders are badly paid, and have no incentive to
manage the herd properly. Bassett reports from the northern Ivory Coast that
"[t]he most dramatic manifestation of careless herding is the widespread prob¬
lem of crop damage" (Bassett 1994:149). If crop damage on a field owned by a
Karaboro is caused by cattle of another Karaboro, they settle the problem out of
court. A Village Administrative Representative of the Karaboro group ex¬
plained, "If the cattle belong to Karaboro, either we forgive (sabari) and leave
it, or we pay a certain sum. But if the cattle belong to a Fulbe, I make the
evaluation and ask him to pay". Goats owned by farmers may, in turn, cause

crop damage to Fulbe farms. Bernadet reports that Senufo farmers' small rumi¬
nants cause damage to Fulbe farms in the northern Ivory Coast. Fulbe presence
is only tolerated without any particular right granted to them, because Fulbe are
victims to crop damage caused by goats and sheep owned by Senufo (Bernadet
1984:36).

Lack of compensation for crop damage is a main factor in disputes and
outbreaks of violence focused in this study. Farmers often complain that they
rarely get compensated. In the Katiali village in the northern Ivory Coast, com¬

pensation was so poor that "in almost three-quarters of the cases, farmers received
no compensation" (Bassett 1994:158). In a previous article, Bassett argues that
"the principal 'counter-risk' to peasant-herder tensions (compensation) has be¬
come a major cause of the conflict because damages are not paid to victims"
(Bassett 1988:466).

In all fieldwork contexts within which I have worked in the Comoe

Province, farmers have argued that the poor rate of compensation in cases of
crop damage is the single most important problem in their relation to Fulbe
agro-pastoralists. In her recent PhD-thesis, which provides an otherwise highly
simplified analysis of farmer-herder conflict in Cameroon, Camilla
Harshbarger points to the lack of compensation and its consequences. In fact,
"by not fully compensating the farmer, the grazier is not held accountable for
the act of his cattle trespassing onto farms. Therefore, the grazier is creating the
conditions to permit recurring damages" (Flarshbarger 1995:160). But
Harshbarger's analysis displays serious short-comings, e.g. she seems to ignore
the impact of herder and herd-owner relations on herding practices.

A consequence of crop damage and poor rates of compensation is that
farmers tend to avoid establishing manure contracts with Fulbe agro-
pastoralists. Although their fields may benefit from cattle droppings, they pre¬
fer not to engage actively in such arrangements. A Karaboro informant summa¬
rised a common viewpoint.

We never ask Fulbe to come with their cattle to graze the stalks. It is the Fulbe
who come and ask us. If it pleases us we leave them grazing, otherwise we ref-
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use. If you ask a Fulbe to come with his cattle and graze the field, the cattle
will not sleep and leave droppings there. If the Fulbe do not come and ask us,
we will never ask them. If it is our cattle, we guide them to the field. We do not
want to ask the Fulbe to come, because if the cattle spoil something [i.e.
crops], you have searched for it yourself. We do not want to have difficulties
with the Fulbe. In any case, the Fulbe cause crop damage, they themselves will
enter the field with their cattle.

There are some interesting points to be highlighted in this quotation. Firstly, the
farmer underlined the high significance of how the specific relation with the
Fulbe needs to be handled. The farmer would never ask a Fulbe to bring his
cattle; the Fulbe must be the one asking a favour, thus placing himself in an in¬
ferior situation vis-a-vis the farmer. Secondly, the farmer recognised the value
of letting cattle enter the field, which is practically manifested in that he guides
his own cattle to the fields. But he purposely avoided getting this input from
Fulbe cattle to increase the fertility of the field. Facilitating access for the Fulbe
to his field, would diminish his own control over the field and its crops. Many
disputes emerge when the farmers say that they had not finished the harvest,
and herders argue that almost nothing remained in the field. Thirdly, there is a
strong concern to avoid difficulties, i.e. arguments with the Fulbe. The farmer
dislikes too much talking (kuma). 'Too much talking' is commonly referred to
as bad in the area. Linguistically, the French word paroles, and the Dyula word
kuma are normally used to describe talking.185 Kuma could be linked to notions
of here (peace) and sabari (forgive), because 'too much talking' endangers
what is regarded as righteous relations. The Fulbe and the Karaboro accuse
each other for engendering 'too much talking'.

Key social relations on the community level are extremely important to
understand conflicts, not only in local village politics but also in the interaction
with national or regional scale processes. In this interface, social relations are
continuously created, maintained and broken. But 'rights' rather than
'relations' come to the fore in public debates and discourses. Rights are likely
to be articulated in public on regional and national levels of dispute settlement.
These rights are ideologically claimed in press and in political statements made
in public. Relations belong to the practical sphere of how to 'arrange an affair'.
Relations are therefore played down at regional and national levels. But this is
a matter of ideology and practice, because it is well-known that social relations
are important even in high level politics.

In local communities where many people could at least theoretically up¬
hold face-to-face relations, it is considered as proper, moral behaviour to keep
relations in the forefront. Relations are ideologically put at the forefront within
the local community, e.g. host-stranger, neighbours and friends etc. In practice,
however, people look for their rights as firstcomers, farmers or Burkinabe citi¬
zens. Relations are therefore endangered by the claiming of rights. Farmers
may be ready to forgive crop damage if the Fulbe display the proper attitude,
i.e. that of remorse and humility. But if the Fulbe demonstrate superiority and
arrogance, farmers become furious. Fulbe often accuse farmers of exaggerated

185 Kuma may be translated both as the verb to 'talk', and as the nouns 'speech' and 'discussion'
(Dumestre 1988:982), and, in certain contexts as an 'argument' between two persons.
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claims for compensation of crop damage. In 1996 many Fulbe told me that in a
village in the Sideradougou Department, Karaboro agriculturalists first exag¬
gerated their claims for compensation and then kept herders as captives until
the cattle-owners had paid up. These agriculturalists had thus turned their backs
to maintaining social relations with Fulbe to defend what they perceived to be
their rights.

Summary
In this chapter I have approached key social relations involved in dispute settle¬
ment in order to demonstrate their importance. These social relations are often
overlooked by most actors in times of crisis. Four main points need to be recalled.

Firstly, the key social relations examined here—i.e. host-stranger, herder-
herd-owner, neighbours and friends as well as relations with government offi¬
cials—have strong socio-cultural connotations in local settings. These relations
are based upon hierarchical principles of rights and duties, and are actively shap¬
ing local conceptions of righteous relations. However, in practice these relations
may be manipulated and played out quite instrumentally by different actors.

Secondly, the fact that these key social relations are based on hierarchy
seems to be of utmost importance. The egalitarian nature of the politico-
administrative relations between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and Karaboro agricul¬
turalists living in villages in the bush means that they are on equal footing, mainly
because both are strangers to the Tiefo Masters of the Earth. But as they tend to
'jump the traditional basis', the authority of Masters of the Earth is, at least im¬
plicitly, challenged.

Thirdly, notions of 'peace' and 'forgiveness' are central in key social rela¬
tions. Yet, there is a resistance among Karaboro farmers to accept the quest ar¬
ticulated by Fulbe to forgive them, because some argue that to forgive is not to ac¬

cept money for compensation. Others accept to forgive, but still claim money.
Moreover, peace and forgiveness could be employed ideologically in order to ma¬
nipulate. In practice, however, lack of compensation and forgiveness has implied
that arrangements of cattle manuring farmers' fields are not favoured by Karaboro
farmers.

Fourthly, throughout this chapter I have demonstrated that in villages
righteous relations are defended ideologically. Relations are important for the
maintenance of peace, prosperity and hence fertility of the village. Rights are
played down ideologically. In practice, rights are looked into, e.g. the right of a
Karaboro farmer to settle other farmers on the land he farms. In the next chapter
the claiming of rights is contextualised and I shall explore how they are mani¬
fested in dispute settlement. I shall show that while relations are important even at
regional and national levels, they are not publicly referred to.
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10. Mobilisation of Rights
through Organisational Structures

In this chapter I shall focus on notions of 'rights' and 'justice' in dispute set¬
tlement and relate them to organisational structures for national intervention
and ethnic mobilisation. These notions boil down to a reflection of the mean¬

ings of justice. Firstly, processes of regional and national intervention and local
appropriation will be analysed. I shall explore principally interfaces in which
official policy, informal networks and local politics interact. Here dispute set¬
tlement between farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists is talked about in a lan¬
guage of rights. I shall therefore analyse the discourse of rights in relation to 1)
the Land and Tenure Reorganisation (RAF), 2) the Hunting organisation
(.donsoton), and 3) the Trade Union for Graziers (Syndicat des Eleveurs). Sec¬
ondly, contrasting meanings of justice will be identified in the ethnographic ac¬
count of these three organisational structures for socio-political mobilisation.
To analyse the political shaping of dispute settlement in the Comoe Province I
shall pursue my use of the analytical framework of a social field of relations
and rights.

National Intervention and Local Appropriation
To approach national intervention not only in terms of official policy, but also
in the interaction with informal networks and local politics may appear to be a
risky and somewhat speculative enterprise. It is indeed extremely difficult to
identify and estimate the relative importance of socio-political networks which
transgress localities, societal levels and other boundaries. Yet, I have chosen to
concentrate on linkages to dispute settlement as a means by which to analyse
these socio-political networks. Dispute settlement between Karaboro agricul¬
turalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists involves networks and politics far away
from the specific dispute about a border of a sorghum field. But this inclusive
approach of regional and national socio-political structures should not diminish
analytical clarity. Therefore, I shall attempt to find the appropriate balance be¬
tween what may be called the 'Burkinabe political culture' and the specific so¬
cio-political intricacies of dispute settlement.
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'Le Burkina appartient a tout le monde'
The Land and Tenure Reorganisation (RAF) is a common reference in the local
politics in the Sideradougou Department. The RAF forms the legal foundation
for the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme, or the Sideradougou Project. This
scheme was introduced by the state administration through the Ministry of Ag¬
riculture and Animal Resources (see chapter 4). The RAF is closely connected
with the Revolution according to most local actors.186 But despite the RAF's
statement that all land belongs to the state, it is not implemented in rural areas,
outside what is administratively defined as the 'urban' centre of the Sideradou¬
gou Department.187 I would therefore argue that to most rural people the RAF
represents a general idea, more than a specific system of regulations. The dif¬
ferent articles included in the RAF are not necessarily known to local actors—
in fact, few in Sideradougou, including government officials, seem to have read
the law themselves—but the RAF is first and foremost interpreted by local
people on the basis of statements made by government officials. The expres¬
sion 'Le Burkina appartient a tout le monde'—i.e. Burkina belongs to every¬

body—is widely disputed in the Sideradougou Department. It is used by gov¬
ernment officials to stress that there must be a place for all Burkinabe citizens,
even those who come from elsewhere (notably Mossi and Fulbe). Many local
farmers find that this expression challenges the right of firstcomers. But few
informants, including government officials, seem to question whether or not the
expression 'Burkina belongs to everybody' actually summarises different arti¬
cles of the RAF. Although it could be argued that few people in any nation
state—except for lawyers—are likely to be familiar with the law, this expres¬
sion represents a phenomenon of particular significance. It translates the idea
that the state has the right to control the way that landed resources are man¬
aged.

State intervention is often justified by references to land degradation and
conflict. Accordingly, the land-use of local herders and farmers is frequently
described as exploitation irrationnelle and their settlements as occupation an-

archique. In development discourse, the underlying assumption tends to be to
increase state control over the use of landed resources. Swift argues, for in¬
stance, that "[djesertification justified increasing control by natural resource
bureaucracies" (Swift 1996:87). In this vein, discourse of land degradation and
conflict trickles down to local settings, and becomes subject to local interpreta¬
tions and is thereby appropriated. Similarly, the RAF has been conceptualised
nationally, but is differently interpreted in local settings. In the following I
therefore discuss three examples of local interpretations of the RAF through the
expression 'Le Burkina appartient a tout le monde'.

186 The legal decision to create the Agro-pastoral Scheme was taken jointly by the High-Commissioners
of the Comoe and Houet Provinces in June 1988.
187 In general, the RAF is merely applied in specific 'pilot villages' supported by international aid. The¬
se villages are included in the Land Management Programme (Gestion des terroirs), which to a large
extent are supported by international donors such as the World Bank and the UNDP. In 1990-91 I visi¬
ted a 'pilot village', Diassaga in the Kenedougou Province, on several occasions. It was apparent that
most rural development oriented missions were directed to this village by local government officials in
the provincial capital of Orodara.
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The first example is an event that was narrated to me by a man belong¬
ing to the social category of 'sons of the village' (see chapter 7). This man (P)
was heavily engaged in reconciling the parties during the violent conflict in
1986. In the heat of the violent conflict, P was driving around by car in the
Tiefora Department (the neighbouring department to Sideradougou) together
with the head of the Gendarmerie from Bobo-Dioulasso. The purpose was to
calm down the feelings of Karaboro farmers in villages. They met a group of
Karaboro men and started to discuss with them. The head of the Gendarmerie
stated that "Burkina is Burkina"188 in order to point out that the Burkinabe law
should be applied even in this department. A Karaboro man then answered,
"Burkina is Burkina, but Tiefora is Tiefora".189 This statement is heavily loaded
with undertones, and catches the essence of many Karaboro farmers' reluctance
to recognise the RAF. At one level, it communicates the firm intention of re¬
jecting imposed state law in Tiefora. The norms of Tiefora or any other village
in Karaborola contradict overtly state law, especially because it was stated in
front of a powerful representative of the state. The perceived bravery of the
Karaboro man conforms moreover to the kind of individual socio-political
leadership so common in Karaboro communities. At another level, the state¬
ment expresses that in Tiefora things should be done according to the way of
the Karaboro, not to that of the state administration. The Karaboro men com¬

municate the perceived right of the Karaboro to do what they want in 'their
country' (o ka jamana), that is, in Karaborola (Kaye kulo in Karaboro). The
statement "Burkina is Burkina, but Tiefora is Tiefora" thus carries central
'Karaboro' notions of rights.

But such rights are differently perceived outside Karaborola. Accord¬
ingly, the Sideradougou and Mangodara violent conflicts analysed in this study
did not occur in Karaborola, but in Tiefo and Komono 'countries'. There
Karaboro farmers cannot claim any similar right to do what they want. A young
Fulbe man once pointed out to me that there are no Fulbe agro-pastoralists re¬

siding in Karaborola, except in Tiefora village, which is the centre of the de¬
partment. "The only Fulbe you encounter in the bush [of the Karaboro] are
herders employed by the Karaboro". This man also claimed that no Mossi have
settled in Karaborola either, "there is no Mossi between Banfora and Nou-
mousso". The point raised here is that in Karaborola no important community
of any other ethnic group resides, a fact which this young Fulbe saw as an ex¬
pression of the reluctance towards strangers. An obvious down-to-earth objec¬
tion is that Karaborola is densely populated and that most Karaboro farmers
have left the area to farm elsewhere. There is simply no 'place' (i.e. arable
land) for newcomers, even if this young Fulbe probably exaggerates the non¬
existence of Mossi in Karaborola. Yet I would argue that violent conflicts be¬
tween Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists of the kind that occurred in
Sideradougou in 1986 and in Mangodara in 1995 are not likely to take place in
Karaborola. The Karaboro are not residing in their own 'country' (Jamana), and

188 Burkina ye Burkina ye.
189 Burkina ye Burkina ye, nga Tiefora ye Tiefora ye.
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are not Masters of the Earth.190 In Sideradougou and Mangodara they cannot
possibly claim to be firstcomers. In the absence of a legitimate right—that of
firstcomers—Karaboro farmers living in the bush rather tend to defend their
rights as farmers exposed to crop damage. In Karaborola Karaboro farmers
claim rights as firstcomers, as well as those granted through colonial legacy
(Karaborola canton).

The second example of local interpretations of the RAF is linked to the
Agro-pastoral Management Scheme, commonly called the Sideradougou proj¬
ect. In general, when discussing the RAF in offices in Ouagadougou or Bobo-
Dioulasso, one easily gets the impression of a widespread reform that involves
the entire national territory, rural as well as urban areas. In some areas specific
activities have been carried out to implement the RAF; the Agro-pastoral Man¬
agement Scheme is such an area. Yet, although the delimitation of sub-zones
within the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme was physically done in the field
at the beginning of the 1990s, people have not adjusted their farming and
herding practices to the new tenure regime. Instead, there is an ongoing
'colonisation' of these zones by both migrant and autochthonous farmers
(Barry 1996:18). Barry further argues that the distance between the state ad¬
ministration, the technical services and the rural producers has increased since
the violent conflict in 1986. Today Fulbe agro-pastoralists do not hesitate to
denounce the complicity of the state administration in the agricultural
'colonisation' of pastoral zones (ibid.). A veterinary surgeon in Sideradougou
said that the scheme had not been put into practice because of lack of funds for
carrying out the delimitation. There was no project money left in his ministry
for further development activities.

Discontinuity of development projects is common. Projects tend to have
short-term perspectives (e.g. three years), but become rapidly arenas for com¬
peting local norms and interests. The Sideradougou project has been criticised
for favouring Fulbe agro-pastoralists at the expense of farmers (Barry 1996;
Hagberg & Berte 1991). A government official who served in Sideradougou at
the time of the violent conflict told me that the project only concerned its own
project staff but none of the Agriculture Extension Workers.

Not even the people of Sideradougou were involved. They did not know in
what direction the project moved. The Masters of the Earth were not involved.

This statement reflects a commonly held view of the RAF, the Revolution and
the Scheme. It also reveals envy, because (as in most small localities) rumour
and jealousy are important aspects of social life. Autochthonous farmers main¬
tain an attitude of reserve to the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme. This is
due to the fact that they have not been sufficiently involved. Barry reports that
today there is a refusal among many people to redistribute land for herding or
to give land to farming or herding migrants (Barry 1996:30), but unfortunately
he does not substantiate this statement with any concrete data.

190 The killings in Tiefora (i.e. in Karaborola) in 1986 were tragic consequences following the sprea¬
ding of the conflict over the region after the outbreaks of the violent conflict in Sideradougou.
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To local farmers, the RAF as articulated in the shape of the Agro-
pastoral Management Scheme represents a top-down imposition made by the
government, but its consequences are variably understood. Most autochthonous
farmers perceive that strangers are those who benefit from the RAF. Whereas
the expression 'Le Burkina appartient a tout le monde' has come to represent
locally the general notion of belonging to the Burkinabe nation-state, the RAF
is generally disliked in Sideradougou.1Q1

The third example demonstrates how local interpretations of
'justice' are intertwined with state law. Fulbe informants repeatedly revealed
the frustrations they experienced (see chapter 7), because no judgement has
been handed down after the two violent conflicts. Local government officials
tend to agree with the idea that no judgement should be made. They argue that
social peace is fragile, and a judgement would only fuel new outbreaks of vio¬
lence. One government official state this clearly:

After the conflict [in 1986], certain administrative measures were taken. But in
legal terms, nothing should happen. In fact, there will be no sanctions.

Another government official argued that there will not, and should not, be any
judgement. To promote peace, the argument goes, there should not be any
judgement at all. Social peace must be maintained. But this also recalls the
gendarme who said that "we are sitting on a powder-magazine" (see also
chapter 7).

Behind this plea for peace, however, is the idea that to maintain peace
people need to forgive rather than to claim rights. In other words, social rela¬
tions should come to the fore and rights should be played down. But this way
of reasoning is increasingly challenged from different camps. Here the vague
category of intellectuals (les intellectuels) play a crucial role. People of this so¬
cial category are often closely attached to the state administration, but when
they claim rights, they act from a platform of other loyalties. People are en¬
gaged in political parties and organisations (e.g. Syndicat des Eleveurs), work
with media, especially journalists writing for independent news-papers. Others
use their influence for supporting specific contenders in court or government
affairs. In the two organisations discussed in the following sections, the social
category of intellectuals is of utmost importance.

Claiming Fulbe Rights
The revival of the trade union of graziers in western Burkina Faso (Syndicat
des Eleveurs) since 1994 has introduced a specific dimension both to local
Fulbe politics (see chapter 6) and to dispute settlement. The Syndicat des
Eleveurs advocates a more outspoken attitude to defend herding interests rather
than to 'arrange an affair'. The organisation is based on the occupational crite¬
ria and for the benefit of any grazier, but is first and foremost perceived as a
Fulbe organisation. A Fulbe man, who is active in the organisation, narrated an

191 As discussed elsewhere (notably chapter 4), the RAF has been modified on several occasions toward
a larger recognition of Masters of the Earth, whose rights thereby have been strengthened.
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event which illustrates this ambiguity. At the organisation's congress, there was
a need to identify in what language to communicate.

I suggested that we should use Fulfulde, Dyula and French, and not only Ful-
fulde. [...] Even at the top, this notion of an organisation for the Fulbe re¬
mains. But we worked to include other ethnic groups in the board. [...] In the
texts [i.e. the internal rules of the organisation], there is no discrimination, but
in the facts.

The office of Syndicat des Eleveurs in Bobo-Dioulasso is located in the trade
unions' building Bourse du Travail in front of the municipality. There is a per¬
manent flow of people and information in the small office, which is in fact only
one room with a couple of tables. The organisation intervenes in different cases
both at the Regional Tribunal, i.e. La Justice, or in villages located anywhere in
the Bobo-Dioulasso region (the Comoe, Kenedougou, Houet and Leraba Prov¬
inces).

The organisation is, however, strongly criticised both by many govern¬
ment officials and by intellectuals supportive of the farmers' cause. The main
reason appears to be that its leaders claim Fulbe rights. Instead of trying to
'arrange an affair'—i.e. mobilising relations to settle specific disputes—they
position themselves in relation to state law. They carry out missions in villages
that experience disputes, and on these occasions, they support their members in
dispute settlement. The organisation thus acts at different levels: nationally, re¬
gionally, provincially, and locally. It has representatives in some departments
(e.g. the Mangodara Department).

The most important public occasion on which the Syndicat des Eleveurs
claimed the rights of graziers was when President Blaise Compaore of Burkina
Faso came to Banfora in 1995. The speech, which in fact was a letter addressed
to the president, was given by one of its members. The general situation for
animal husbandry was recalled. Four violent conflicts resulting in several
deaths were also mentioned: Sideradougou 1986, Lobi country 1987, Samoro-
gouan and Sikorola 1994 and Mangodara 1995.

Monsieur le President, force est de constater que la Comoe est incontestable-
ment un foyer de conflits constants entre eleveurs et agriculteurs, nous savons
pouvoir compter sur la magnanimite de votre Excellence pour une intervention
legale adequate dans cette zone en vue d'y apaiser et assainir le climat social.
(Letter from the General Secretary of Syndicat des Eleveurs de I'Ouest Burkina
15 April 1995)

In addition to this general phrasing, the organisation formulated some specific
grievances. It requested that the state legal process follows its course in the
Mangodara conflict, and that those having initiated and perpetrated this conflict
should be judged and punished according to facts. Compensation should be
paid to victims, those injured, and relatives of those who had been killed.

The speech of the Syndicat des Eleveurs to the President was badly re¬
ceived by local people supportive to the farmers' cause. Intellectuals supporting
the farmers strongly criticised the attitude of the organisation. A local politician
in Banfora said:

The Syndicat des Eleveurs poisons the situation. The Syndicat should educate
its members and then defend the interests of the graziers. But the Syndicat is
directed by intellectuals. That is what is serious. [...] The Syndicat wants to
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make the graziers understand that they have the right to graze the cattle on
fields. In fact, the representatives [i.e. leaders] of the Syndicat enrich them¬
selves from this situation. They get money from graziers. The Syndicat is based
in Bobo, and led by retired Magistrates and Veterinary surgeons. Instead of un¬
derstanding the case, the representatives rush at the legal level, even with cor¬
ruption.

The central point raised here is that intellectuals leading the organisation are
fuelling tensions in villages more than reconciling parties. They claim, accord¬
ing to this politician, even the right to graze on farmers' fields.

Understandably, Fulbe representatives challenge such statements. Intel¬
lectuals involved in the Syndicat argue for their part that Fulbe graziers should
not be forced to pay money if they are not in error. The situation of the hunting
organisation was, for instance, raised in the letter addressed to the president.

Dans la Comoe, nous deplorons l'attitude du groupe de chasseurs qui
s'organisent et se substituent en 'justiciers', apprehendant et 'rangonnant' aes
citoyens qui seraient plus ou moins suspecte par eux. (Letter from Secretaire
General du Syndicat des Eleveurs de l'Ouest Burkina 15 April 1995)

In March 1995, graziers were arrested and forced by the hunting organisation to
pay 150,000 FCFA and 225,000 FCFA respectively (ibid.).

In villages, exaggerated claims for compensation made by the farmers
are often mentioned by Fulbe agro-pastoralists to be a problem. They may ac¬
cept that their cattle have caused crop damage and pay for it, even if only a few
stalks remained in the field. The farmers are accused of demanding too much
compensation, and in some villages they have become even more militant.
They keep the herder and the cattle until money is paid. According to a Fulbe
perspective, farmers claim compensation and the cattle-owner is forced to pay
in order to maintain peace. If he refuses to pay, the dispute is likely to escalate.

The Syndicat requests graziers' rights to have the case tried objectively,
and that they should not be forced to pay exaggerated sums to farmers. How¬
ever, a Fulbe intellectual told me that to put the rights in the forefront is not al¬
ways supported by Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in villages, because "the Fulbe
like the easiness". It is easier to pay money and get rid of the problem. In other
words, they prefer to mobilise social relations of neighbourhood, rather than to
claim rights. In the aftermath of the Mangodara conflict in 1995, the Syndicat
tried to raise funds in Fulbe communities to be able to hire an advocate to pur¬
sue the legal dossiers in court. Although Fulbe communities in rural Comoe
raised funds to support the victims' families, many were not ready to engage an
advocate.

The leadership of the organisation has been highly disputed, partly
manifested in the competition between Boobolangobe and Fulbemossi. There
may be a difference in the kind of leadership which is promoted by respective
group, but this is a sensible issue and partly outside the scope of this study. A
Fulbe intellectual (Boobolangobe) once said that Fulbe in Bobo-Dioulasso
should not be led by a Fulbemossi. But a leader is, however, not only evaluated
in terms of his traditional legitimacy but also of his socio-political networks.
Both among Boobolangobe and Fulbemossi, leaders appear to have important
connections to top-level politicians, but it is difficult to establish the relative
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importance of these connections in specific cases. Rumours circulate intensely
about leaders' connections to different politicians and ministers. A Fulbe leader
originates from the same village as a top-level politician. Critics take for
granted that he uses this common locality as a political resource. Yet, although I
have recorded many statements on such connections, it would be a methodo¬
logical mistake to take such information at face vale. Such information could
not be treated as more 'true' than other, even though it favours conspiracy theo¬
ries among antagonists.

To sum up, the Syndicat is an organisation that defends the rights of gra¬
ziers. It is highly controversial among intellectuals supportive of the farmers'
cause. The membership of the organisation is based on occupational status, but
the growing importance of the Syndicat also reflects the process of ethnifica-
tion in the 1990s.

Defending Bambaraya
Recent expansion of the hunting organisation (donsoton) raises questions in
connection to its ambiguous appearance manifested in two names, Kondoro for
its traditional and Benkadi for its modern aspects. In chapter 5 I have related
this expansion to the emergence of a recent Karaboro leadership. It is also im¬
portant to remember that initiation frames the socio-political purpose of the or¬
ganisation. In this section I shall rather analyse the donsoton from outside and
see it as a vehicle for defending Bambaraya, i.e. the way of Bambara or Pa¬
ganism.

The hunting organisation responds to a deeply felt need of fighting
against theft in rural areas. The organisation transgresses the Ivorian and Mal-
ian borders and collaborates with brother-organisations there. The prevalence
of hunting organisations playing a protective role against banditry has also been
reported from the northern Ivory Coast (Bassett 1994; Diallo 1995). Doubts
expressed about the competence and honesty of government officials have im¬
plied that disputes between peasants and graziers are settled locally with the
help of hunters (Diallo 1995:40). Cattle thefts are regarded as the most impor¬
tant problem by the hunting organisation, and have contributed to raise farmer-
Fulbe graziers tensions. Senufo claim that prior to the arrival of Fulbe and their
hired herders, there were no cattle thefts (Bassett 1988:467). In 1996, many
people in the Comoe Province referred to the hunting organisations in the Ivory
Coast. Banditry was described as the principal problem in villages, especially
cattle thefts. Most informants accused salaried Fulbe herders of committing
cattle thefts. The inability of the state administration to deal with banditry in
rural areas has definitely contributed to the expansion of hunting organisations.
In the Ivory Coast, hunters collaborate with the state administration and protect
transport-cars (taxis brousse) from attacks.

A police official said about the hunting organisation in the Comoe
Province that it was a good thing, but that it is not legally competent to judge
people. "If they [the hunters] respect the texts, there is no problem". Many
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farmers recognise that banditry has diminished thanks to the hunting organisa¬
tion. But the organisation is simultaneously feared, especially by Fulbe. It is
treated with suspicion and ambivalence by government officials.

The hunting organisation in the Comoe Province is led by a traditional
hunter (donso) in Dakoro.192 The organisation poses central dilemmas to the
politics of the state in the Comoe Province. It raises questions concerning no¬
tions of justice in a socio-political realm located on the margins of the Burki-
nabe state, but with strong connections with top-level politicians in this same
state. In the following pages I shall discuss the hunting organisation from three
different angles. Firstly, the hunting organisation raises the problem of local
legitimacy versus central strategies, here exemplified by hunters participation
in an environmental protection programme as well as the census of fire-arms in
1996. Secondly, the organisation provides the frame for a socio-political
movement of becoming Bambara, i.e. to turn paganism into a positive criteria.
Thirdly, the hunting organisation challenges central notions of justice as de¬
fined by state law. To defend Bambaraya provides a means by which something
significant is articulated about politics in the Comoe Province.

The first point to be discussed deals with the problem of legitimacy. Ac¬
cording to the basic definition of any state, it should have the monopoly of
violence. The 'armed forces' are perceived to stand ultimately under the control
of national legislation and its representative bodies.193 But the ambiguous char¬
acter of the hunting organisation challenges the monopoly of violence of the
state. The president of the organisation embodies the ambiguous character.

Within the discourse on 'participatory development', the Ministry of
Environment has chosen to work directly with the hunting organisation in the
Global Environment Fund supported programme Participatory Management of
Natural Resources and the Fauna (GEPRENAF) in the Comoe Province.194 The
president of the hunting organisation travelled around the Province and also
informed the organisation in the Ivory Coast that, firstly, the GEPRENAF in¬
tervenes in the border zone between the two countries (in Diefoula and Logo-
niegue forest reserves), and that, secondly, the hunters should not allow poach¬
ers to enter the area. In fact, the hunting organisation appears to have been in¬
strumental to diminish poaching. A forester said that formerly the relation be¬
tween the hunting organisation and the Forestry office was "dog and cat, but
today it is dog and dog". His point was to stress that today foresters and hunters
work together.

The state administration nevertheless hesitates of how to handle this or¬

ganisation. The organisation has not yet been officially recognised by the state.
The constitutive assembly of the organisation Benkadi took place on 5 April

192 Since the Decentralisation in 1996 (in practice since 1997), Dakoro belongs to the new Leraba Pro¬
vince. Today (1998) the president of the Comoe Province is a Karaboro hunter {donso) in Tengrela, a
village about 10 kilometres west of Banfora. The traditional hunter in Dakoro remains president of the
Leraba Province. However, I here discuss the hunting organisation as it was organised in 1996.
193

However, Franz von Benda-Beckmann points out that if the right is based on the monopoly of legi¬
timate violence, there would not be a pluralism of monopolies. "Mais nous admettons tous qu'il n'y a
jamais de monopole, mais simplement des revendications ou des affirmations de monopole" (von Ben¬
da-Beckmann 1993a:50).
194 Gestion Participative des Ressources Naturelles et de la Faune.
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1996 in Dakoro. A first version of the rules of the organisation (the modern as¬
pects) was nevertheless rejected by the state administration, due to the fact that
the organisation was said to provide 'protection' to any citizen (farmer, trader,
grazier), and not only to its members. A government official told me that the
organisation should not substitute the Police. The state administration therefore
hesitated, because no-one wanted to be deemed responsible for having recog¬
nised an organisation that, at worst, could develop into an armed militia.

The official recognition of the hunting organisation is not necessarily
more than a formal procedure. A police official confirmed in June 1996 that the
official agreement of the organisation had been delivered on provincial level.
The police official thus believed that the hunting organisation was officially
recognised by the state administration. My interpretation is that locally the or¬
ganisation had already been recognised in practice by government officials. It
had become legitimate by means of the GEPRENAF and the census of arms.195

Several sources report that the number of arms has increased dramati¬
cally in the Province. Often firearms enter illegally. A well-informed govern¬
ment official said that many firearms enter from Ghana. The Ministry of Envi¬
ronment and Water carried out a census of firearms in the Comoe Province in
1996. Attempts have been made to control the circuit. The Forestry Office
chose to conduct the census trough the hunting organisation. Instead of closing
the eyes and pretending that illegal firearms did not exist, it was better to le¬
galise ownership of fire-arms and make the hunters move toward the Forestry
Office. The rationale was to gain control over the hunting organisation by gov¬
ernmental technical services.

The results from the census reveal an ambiguous image somewhat diffi¬
cult to interpret. The departments in which Karaboro and different Senufo
groups dominate numerically demonstrate high figures, e.g. Mangodara 201
firearms, Tiefora 347 firearms, Sideradougou 223 fire-arms, Foumana 191 fire¬
arms, and Sindou 237 firearms.196 However, I have not been able to obtain the
figures for some departments, e.g. the Dakoro and Niankorodougou Depart¬
ments. The problem of interpretation is that in departments where the hunting
organisation appears to be very dynamic, the figures of firearms are high and
the question is to what extent these high figures are linked to the active partici¬
pation of hunters in the census. Those departments may well coincide with real
figures, because many organised hunters live there.197 The financial contribu¬
tion to be made by different departmental groups of hunters to the overall
hunting organisation was established at the constitutive assembly in 1996.
While four departments were charged to pay 100,000 FCFA to the provincial
hunting organisation Benkadi (Dakoro, Sindou, Tiefora and Sideradougou) oth¬
ers should contribute less. Put together, the high rates of hunters and firearms in
these departments confirm the dynamic character of the hunting organisation.

195 When I made a short field-visit in February 1998, key informants told me that the hunting organisa¬
tion was not yet recognised by the state administration and that the High-Commissioner had transmitted
the dossier to his superiors in Ouagadougou.
196

Figures communicated by the Forestry office in Banfora in 1996.
The interests of the individual hunter to register the firearms was that the census provided an op¬

portunity to get the official permission to carry firearms.
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The state administration has thus profitably used the hunters and their networks
and influenced both to fight against poachers (GEPRENAF) and to carry out
census of firearms, but these joint actions have equally provided the hunting
organisation with a socio-political legitimacy.

The second point to ponder upon regarding the hunting organisation is
its 'mystical aspect', as a government official put it. Whereas Benkadi (the
modern aspect) is open to anyone who accepts the internal rules of the organi¬
sation, Kondoro is only open to those who are accepted by a senior donso
(traditional hunter) and who will undergo initiation. In this sense the hunting
organisation (donsoton) favours the emergence of a stronger identity as Bam-
bara or Pagan. It follows the way of the hunters, and gives the impression of
being an ethnic organisation. The overwhelming majority is composed of those
classified as 'Senufo peoples', recalling the relationship between Pagan Senufo
farmers and Muslim Dyula traders (Launay 1982). Becoming Bambara not only
serves as a model of specific socio-political relationships but also provides a
model for action. The president of the organisation consciously uses this model,
arguing that "we started from the origin of donsoycT.

Whereas a Muslim Dyula identity is usually employed to get a job or
other advantages, Bambaraya represents the profound, and often oppressed
identity of local farmers.198 To borrow from Amselle (1990:186), I would argue
that people are Bambara, first settlers or Pagan in relation to Muslims or Dyula
conquerors. Yet, in the case of the hunting organisation, Bambaraya is cele¬
brated as a virtue, and an authentic source. It essentialises local culture as

Bambaraya, and opposes it to Muslim culture. To become a true member of
donsoton, the individual must be initiated. But it is hard to conceive initiation
for Fulbe or Dyula Muslims. Thus, in practice Muslims are excluded, and can¬
not join the organisation. By emphasising Bambaraya, the organisation demon¬
strates a strong ethnic exclusion, because it is mostly composed of the vague
category of 'Senufo peoples'.

The strong ethnic character of the hunting organisation is criticised both
from the inside and the outside. The local president in the Sideradougou De¬
partment, who is an ancient Tiefo hunter, argued that he has become president
only 'by name'.199 He questioned why hunters of today are dressed in hunting
dress everyday.

They [young men] carry the hunting dress as a sign of adolescence, bravery
[cameliya]. Formerly, if someone carried this dress, there was something going
on in the bush. [...] Today they carry it to frighten, to intimidate people.

The local president argued that today the hunting organisation is the problem of
the Karaboro (Karaboroko), but "the Karaboro cannot make anything good".
Hence the hunting organisation has become a problem of the Karaboro due to
recent politics rather than being grounded in any traditional attachment. The

198
Young Karaboro men who go to the Ivory Coast often use a Muslim name. For instance, all men in

the compound where I stayed had Muslims names in addition to the Karaboro names. Although I did
not make any systematic survey, the general impression was that few Karaboro living 'in the bush' pray
regularly.
19

During my field-visit in February 1998, I learned that this Tiefo hunter was no longer president in
the Sideradougou Department. Instead, the vice president—a Karaboro farmer—has become president.
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local president in the Sideradougou Department rejected the ethnic character of
the organisation.

We were born to find that there were hunters among the Europeans, the Fulbe
etc. Those who want to become hunters they confine themselves to someone [a
donso] so that he teaches them how to become [hunter]. Others have it in the
lineage [buruiu]. All people may become hunter, there is no ethnic group [sia]
that may not become hunters.

Similarly, ethnologist Youssouf Cisse describes in his early article on Malinke
hunters that since the ascendance of the Mali empire of Sunjata in the 13th
century, the politico-military organisation of hunters is given a status, which
excludes "toute notion de tribu, de classe et de caste" (Cisse 1964:176). In¬
stead, the children of Sanene and Kontron—the common cult of the hunters—
are neither Malinke, Bambara, Senufo, Bobo, Fulbe, White nor Black
(ibid.: 178).

In the Comoe Province, however, the hunting organisation could be in¬
terpreted as an attempt to gather different groups of people and reinforce the
identity as 'peasants' or 'Bambara'. It gathers around a common cult and
shared interests. In this vein, the organisation could be seen as a response to the
dilemma of a decentralised socio-political structure of these rural communities
and the importance of defending rights in contemporary Burkinabe political
culture.

This relates directly to the third point to discuss with respect to the
hunting organisation, that is, the politics of ethnicity in a regional and national
political context. Many informants reported that politicians frequently render
visits to the president of the hunting organisation in Dakoro. When they need
support for rallying campaigns, the position of the president and his organisa¬
tion is deemed to be of utmost importance. Hunters often participate in official
ceremonies, e.g. the inauguration of a development project or the visit of the
President. Hunters give status and prestige to the organisers. Jonckers reports
from her study of the Minyanka in Mali that the power of the hunting societies
goes beyond the village level, "des autorites administratives s'entourent de
chasseurs renommes. Tel commandant de Cercle, tel commissaire de police voit
son prestige accru s'il est bon chasseur" (Jonckers 1987:42). A well-informed
man in Bobo-Dioulasso said that "the hunting organisation has a political sup¬
port. These people [those of the Comoe Province] are very wackes [i.e. strong
in using magical powers]".

A top level politician in Burkina Faso, who originates from the Comoe
Province, is said to be member of the hunting organisation. He often performs
in the hunting dress at official manifestations. He is widely appreciated for
fighting for the western Burkina nationally. Critics argue that he was actively
involved in the aftermath after the Mangodara violent conflict in 1995. People
say that he went to Mangodara and promised that those Karaboro retained in
prison should be released. Left aside whether this politician was involved or
not, after about six months in prison these Karaboro 'rebels' were released. Ac¬
cording to the language of state law, the release of the prisoners appears to have
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been possible as the court set them on 'preliminary liberty'. Locally, however, it
was interpreted quite differently. A Fulbe agro-pastoralist in Mangodara said:

what frightens us is that if someone makes bad to another, even before the
judgement, we get to know that this law sets these people free. Without any
judgement, we have seen these people return. Our people have been killed, we
have lost them forever, as well as our cattle, motor-bikes and our things. We
are here as losers, but with all this, they do not leave us in peace.

A well-informed man in Bobo-Dioulasso argued that the named national politi¬
cian only had met the autochthonous farming population in Mangodara, and not
the Fulbe agro-pastoralists. This meeting had compromised the legal dossier.
Other informants provided similar accounts. It should be noted, however, that
these informants did not actually participate at the meeting. Their accounts
merely reflect local interpretations of what happened instead of eye-witness ac¬
counts (which do not necessarily need to be more 'true').

To sum up, all accounts and comments on events boil down to the con¬
clusion that notions of 'justice' of the Karaboro farmers actively involved in
the hunting organisation differ significantly from that of state law, or at least
the way state law is locally implemented. State law and local normative orders
constitute different logics. Comments made from the point of view of one logic
with respect to another logic are likely to reveal something significant about the
way the relationship between state law and other normative orders is shaped.
State law and local normative orders are mutually constituent in the sense that
both logics are articulated in specific disputes (or cases). But this should not
obscure the power relations that are involved. Local interpretations of state law
are crucial for understanding the ways by which local normative orders are
shaped. Similarly, comments on tradition and local institutions influence the
means by which state law is implemented. The hunting organisation is a case at
stake. However, hunters put themselves in the place of Justice when they
'arrest' Fulbe herders and accuse them of thefts. Although the leaders of the
hunting organisation insist that they 'work together with the armed forces', the
organisation's dependence on these 'armed forces' is highly relative. The state
administration has chosen to make 'the hunters come toward us'. It is better to

incorporate them into a movement that is possible to control than to let them
get marginalised.

Meanings ofJustice
In this section the ethnographic accounts of the RAF, the Syndicat des Eleveurs
and the hunting organisation (Donsoton) will be brought into the analytical
framework of relations and rights. In particular, contrasting notions of 'justice'
are approached. I have demonstrated the importance of social relations in dis¬
pute settlement in chapter 9. These relations may be used 'to cool' the disputes.
The disputing parties thus choose to drop the dispute thanks to the social rela¬
tions that bind them together.
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However, it is worth recalling that disputes are often not settled at all.
The underlying conflict of interests may remain (despite an official agreement)
and become articulated in specific disputes years later. In the study of land-use
and conflict, this is not extraordinary per se, but the interesting point is the
linkage between notions of 'peace' and notions of 'justice'. Elizabeth Colson
points out that negotiation and adjudication can settle particular claims, but
have much less success in convincing contenders that they are in the wrong.

However much disputes and their settlement are conducted in a rhetoric of
community values appealing to something like communitas, what people learn
from them is much more pragmatic information: the limits of community tol¬
erance for different kinds of behaviour under a variety of circumstances, an ap¬
preciation of how particular individuals respond to provocation, and some
mapping of the changing alliances that form the basis for daily interaction.
(Colson 1995:80)

Colson's emphasis on the 'limits of community tolerance' as well as 'mapping
of the changing alliances' raises key issues for dispute settlement. Although the
parties have reached an agreement of how to leave the dispute behind, they may
still feel to have been treated unjustly. A farmer may accept to diminish com¬
pensation, not because he thinks that his claims are not fair, but because he pre¬
fers to acquire some money and maintain a good relation with the cattle-owner.
The latter may from time to time provide the farmer with money when he is in
need. Similarly, a Fulbe agro-pastoralist may find that crop damage is inevita¬
ble if the farmers grow crops around a water-course. Although he compensates
the farmer, he may find that he has been unfairly treated.

Notions of 'justice' are central to dispute settlement between Karaboro
agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. It could of course be argued that the
term 'justice' should be reserved for state law, because it is ideologically
loaded and intertwined with state legal language. The French term La Justice
has clear connotations even for non-French speaking people in Burkina Faso.
For the inhabitants of Djelgodji (Djibo in northern Burkina Faso), the term La
Justice does not signify an idea of moral Tightness or the quest for the reason,
but simply the mobile brigade of the Gendarmerie Nationale (Riesman
1974:36). However, although the term justice has strong connotations to state
law, it would be inadequate to exclude other notions of justice, located outside
state legal realm. Thus I find it appropriate to deepen the reflection of different
meanings of justice in a more encompassing sense.

Terms such as community or popular justice have been used to grasp
non-state forms of justice. Merry points out that popular justice occupies an
intermediate space between state law and non-state forms of ordering. "This
space between state law and indigenous ordering is a contested space, in which
state law and indigenous law struggle to establish control" (Merry 1992b: 170).
In a recent special issue of the Journal of Legal Pluralism and Unofficial Law
(36/1996), the term popular justice is employed. The communitarian tradition
of justice, or popular justice "embraces an ideology and assumption set which
promise a quality of justice and a range of related practical benefits that cannot
be achieved or are difficult to achieve through the more conventional, formal
justice apparatus of the State" (Depew 1996:23). The distinctive quality of
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popular justice "is of a social rather than a strictly legal nature" (ibid.). How¬
ever, a problem with a term like 'popular justice' is that it "wears many hats
and has become a catch-all phrase to denote anything not of the formal, adver¬
sarial criminal justice system" (LaPrairie 1996:1). There is thus a need to con-
textualise the use of the term 'popular justice'. My attempt is therefore to ap¬
proach notions of justice in the ethnography of dispute settlement in the Comoe
Province through two different angles. Firstly, I shall discuss socio-political or¬
ganisation and legitimacy with respect to the RAF, the Syndicat des Eleveurs
and the hunting organisation. In particular, the ambiguous membership of these
three organisational structures and how the respective leadership attempts to
speak on behalf of a collectivity will be focused. Secondly, I shall start out
from principles and practices to reflect upon different meanings of justice ar¬
ticulated in dispute settlement.

Membership and Leadership in Organisational Structures
In the first part of this chapter I have described three specific examples of or¬
ganisational structures of national intervention and ethnic/local mobilisation in
dispute settlement. The Land and Tenure Reorganisation (RAF) was first ana¬

lysed in the way it is interpreted locally, expressed in the phrase 'Burkina be¬
longs to everybody'. Secondly, the Syndicat des Eleveurs was related to public
discourse of claiming Fulbe rights. Finally, the hunting organisation (donsoton)
was analysed as both ideological and practical expressions of defending Bam-
baraya.

In this section I shall compare these organisational structures, because
the RAF as well as the two organisations raise two interrelated questions with
respect to dispute settlement between farmers and agro-pastoralists. The first
question is to what extent the two organisations are mutually identifiable and
regarded as entities of the same order, and explores local representations of the
RAF. The second question analyses the local leadership in charge of negotia¬
tion, and discusses whether the different leaderships are regarded as legitimate,
and to whom. One could object, however, that while the Syndicat and the Don¬
soton represent interest organisations for the respective social category, the
RAF is a law and therefore of another organisational order. There is indeed a
structural difference between the RAF on the one hand, and the two organisa¬
tions on the other, but I find it useful to look at them as organisational struc¬
tures which are articulated in local settings. Common to all three is the variable
and ambiguous criteria for belonging (membership) and the struggle to speak
on behalf of a collectivity (leadership).

The first aspect is the ambiguous criteria for belonging. The RAF ad¬
dresses the issue of land and the right of Burkinabe citizens to get a piece of
land to farm. Locally, it has often been interpreted and used as a tool for getting
access to land without the permission of the Master of the Earth. Graziers'
rights to cattle tracks and grazing land is stated in the RAF, but locally this is
only evident in the case of the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme through
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which 'development' is to come. Yet, while the right to land has continuously
been granted by the Master of the Earth, access to grazing land is—at least to¬
day—not regulated by this institution.

In the 1980s, the RAF officially treated all people—even the Masters of
Earth—in the village simply as Burkinabe citizens. The political discourse at
that time held the traditional leaders to be 'feudal'. In the heat of the outbreaks
of violence in 1986, the Karaboro men in Tiefora questioned the criteria for
belonging defined by the RAF by stating that "Burkina is Burkina, but Tiefora
is Tiefora". The Karaboro men thereby rejected the imposed state law in
Tiefora, in 'their country'. In the 1990s the Masters of the Earth are given some
recognition, but the fact that 'Burkina belongs to everybody' is locally seen as
the profound intention of the RAF.

The Syndicat has chosen to define membership on the basis of economic
occupation. Although people of Fulbe origin dominate the organisation, other
people join the organisation as well. A Fulbe agro-pastoralist that I met in the
Mangodara Department experienced problems of emphasising the occupational
criteria for the organisation.

We agree upon the talking [kuma\, but not in terms of work. Because if one
talks about graziers, all graziers are included. But we have seen that our cattle
are deprived of water, and that their cattle may drink. Our cattle are deprived of
the remaining stalks on fields, but their cattle are left grazing without any
comments. This is the situation.

To promote the interests of graziers rather than those of Fulbe ethnic category
is controversial in the core of the Syndicat. Some Fulbe leaders even use the
term 'genocide' when referring to violent conflicts, because all victims were
Fulbe in Mangodara in 1995 (see chapter 8). A Fulbe intellectual recognised
the dilemma to struggle for graziers on the one hand, and to claim Fulbe rights
on the other. But he argued that ethnic questions could not be reduced to those
of a trade-union. "We have to take the risk of encompassing more people than
only the Fulbe".

The hunting organisation (Donsoton) is based on a dual membership
criteria: the traditional Donsoton to which one must be initiated (the cult of
Kondoro) and the modern Benkadi to which one must pay 1,000 FCFA to be¬
come a member. Both represent aspects of the hunting organisation. The crite¬
ria for membership was nonetheless questioned by a traditional Tiefo hunter
(donso), "it is a women's organisation, [...] not a men's organisation". This
statement questions the fact that other people than traditional hunters (donso)
now may join the organisation. Traditionally the hunting dress should only be
carried by donso. But, according to this donso, today the hunting dress is car¬
ried by Karaboro youth, who have not even killed a rabbit.

According to Article 2, Benkadi is open to any hunter of at least 18 years
old, who resides in the Comoe Province, and who is entitled with a hunting
permission (permis de chasse) and has manifested the desire of joining the or¬
ganisation. However, the president in Dakoro emphasised the sacred aspect of
the organisation. In practice, membership is therefore radically circumscribed.
Fulbe may pay 1,000 FCFA and become simple members. But they cannot be-
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come donso, because "we do not shoot at their dog". The president thus explic¬
itly refused to initiate Fulbe to the cult of Kondoro.

The second aspect is the aspirations of all three organisational structures
to speak on behalf of a collectivity. The RAF takes the issue of the right of
Burkinabe citizens to get access to land, irrespectively of birth, status and
wealth. A government official originating from the Bobo-Dioulasso region
pointed out that:

the administration has a tendency to protect the weakest. [...] That is why one
speaks about the agrarian reform [i.e. the RAF].

A local politician expressed himself even more radically. According to him, the
RAF is a means for Mossi (the majority ethnic group) to conquer the area, be¬
cause all migrants have heard that land belongs to the state. This solution to
conflicts is that 'people in Ouagadougou' have to change their mentality of
conquerors. This local politician thereby made allusion to the fact that tradi¬
tional Mossi kingdoms have been expansionist states: "Fulbe graziers are ma¬
nipulated [by the people in Ouagadougou]". In short, these two informants ar¬
gue more or less explicitly that the RAF serves the interests of Mossi. In local
interpretations, it gives strangers the right to settle without the permission of
the autochthonous population. The RAF could then be perceived as a project
for the Mossi majority, who dominate in national politics and thereby use the
RAF to 'colonise' western Burkina.

The Syndicat is speaking on behalf of the collectivity of graziers, but is
locally perceived as a Fulbe organisation. Flowever, the legitimacy is some¬
times questioned in practice. Many Fulbe agro-pastoralists residing in villages
seem to prefer to 'arrange the affair' through Kaanankefulbe, the chief of the
Fulbe in Bobo-Dioulasso. The president of the Syndicat recognised that this is a
problem. "If the graziers themselves take the Syndicat in their hands, they will
have much more success". Flowever, the struggle for Fulbe chieftancy in the
Bobo-Dioulasso region between Boobolangobe and Fulbemossi is not neces¬
sarily reflected in specific disputes. Even Boobolangobe graziers may prefer to
act through the Fulbe leader of Fulbemossi origin. The retired Magistrate may
be regarded as a better option than the traditional chief, whose legitimacy is
merely grounded on tradition.

The hunting organisation (Donsoton) is to some extent speaking on the
behalf of the collectivity of farmers, but are first and foremost acting in 'their
name' and serving their immediate interests. However, people supportive to the
farmers' cause may also be hesitant to the organisation. The local politician
who accused the RAF for serving the Mossi interests, did not support the
hunting organisation. "I see a militia emerge. I disapprove it. I do not like vio¬
lence. The republican state should have an army". Others argue that the hunting
organisation has been efficient to fight against banditry. It collaborates rather
than compete with the 'armed forces'.

An influential Fulbe agro-pastoralist in the Sideradougou Department
criticised the hunting organisation for its biased membership.

If a hunting organisation should be created, all ethnic groups must be part of it.
An organisation starts, but if it only gathers agriculturalists, that is not good, or
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if it only gathers graziers, that is not good either. No graziers are part of the
hunting organisation that has been created in the region. They are playing be¬
low [o bi munu munu na duguma duguma, appr. they turn on the ground, that
is, they are conspiring].

This man further argued that hunters replace the La Justice. Hence the region is
not good any longer. "If you come and pass in front of my courtyard and I do
not like you, I kill you and say that you were a thief. Could you, who is dead
speak any longer?".

The hunting organisation grieves other than Fulbe in the Sideradougou
Department. There is no Tiefo in this organisation, except the traditional Tiefo
hunter, who criticised the organisation strongly for being a women organisa¬
tion. A Tiefo Master of the Earth said that all know that Tiefo are hunters

(donso).
We do not want to destroy the organisation, but they have to start again from
the beginning and meet the hosts [i.e. Tiefo], And then that the hosts become
members of it and granted with responsibilities.

Common to both the Syndicat and the Donsoton is the references made to tra¬
dition. Yet, the nature and shaping of tradition differ significantly between the
organisations. Whereas the hunting organisation is based on the sacred and is
composed of traditional donso, the Syndicat is an entirely modern phenomenon
in organisational structure. But the power struggle between Boobolangobe and
Fulbemossi over the commanding of Bobo-Dioulasso is possible to detect even
in the Syndicat. The hunting organisation has a dual identity, clearly manifested
in its two names: Benkadi and Kondoro. This is not only an issue of legitimacy
among their supporters, but also among their antagonists. A Fulbe intellectual
argued that "the precolonial hunting organisation was behind the fall of
Samory. [...] The Senoufo of Kenedougou took the name of the Malian
[precolonial] Kenedougou. And behind Sikasso, we have Wassoulou". The
RAF emphasises modernity. Locally, however, the RAF is often perceived as a
Mossi project to get access to land. It thus manifests a certain historical conti¬
nuity of Mossi kingdoms based on the relationship between people of the earth
and people of power (Izard 1985; Zahan 1967).

To sum up, in all three organisational structures there is an emphasis on
'rights' rather than on 'relations'. In the RAF, the right is to be granted to those
who farm land and/or graze land. The Syndicat argues that graziers should not
be forced to pay money, but to be granted rights by the government. The hunt¬
ing organisation stands for the right of local farmers to defend themselves
against thieves. Actors external to the local setting are nevertheless not only
struggling for the right of their respective group, but could also be regarded as
socio-political entrepreneurs. Whereas external actors are likely to have vested
interests—whether economic, political or symbolic—in dispute settlement, lo¬
cal government officials remain, at least officially, reluctant to deal with dis¬
putes and suggest that disputing parties settle the dispute out of court. Lack of
resources and fear for violent conflicts reduce the willingness of becoming in¬
volved in dispute settlement.
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Justice and Rights
Discourses of 'justice' and 'rights' dominate in debates among actors external
to the local setting—here simply called external actors—who are based on pro¬
vincial, regional or national levels but intervene in local dispute settlement.
These debates are instrumental to the politics of difference. Specific disputes
are shaped by debates on rights and vice versa. People from the Syndicat des
Eleveurs travel regularly to villages where there are problems to support the
graziers. Similarly, a specific dispute in a village is used by them to demon¬
strate what they perceive as injustice and incorporate it in their struggle for
their members' rights. A specific dispute thereby becomes a precedent of ne¬
gotiation.

The three organisational structures described here relate to different no¬
tions of justice and rights. However, they share the underlying assumption that
people living in local communities are incapable and badly suited to settle dis¬
putes themselves. Each dispute must be adjudicated by a third party. This is ex¬
pressed as il faut trancher /'affaire.200 Otherwise, the argument goes, the right
of the party which the external actor supports is not likely to be granted.

To structure the analysis of justice and rights in dispute settlement be¬
tween agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists, I find that Gulliver makes a
very important observation in reference to his distinction between negotiation
and adjudication. Whereas adjudication is norm/rule using and focuses on past
behaviour, negotiation is norm/rule making and concentrates on future behav¬
iour (Gulliver 1979:15). The point is then that negotiation is an attempt to es¬
tablish rules and codes of conduct between the parties, but adjudication judges
past behaviour.

In adjudication, there is more likely to be concern for values and a definition of
disputes in terms of values, an emphasis on the application of norms, and a
concern for all-or-nothing decisions, for acts (rather than actors) and past be¬
havior, and for less multiplex relationships (Gulliver 1979:21).

In adjudication, values are forwarded rather than interests, or at least, the inter¬
ests are verbally dressed in terms of values. Adjudication is "essentially char¬
acterized by the fact that decision-making and the outcome of the issues in dis¬
pute are controlled by a third party exercising some degree of accepted author¬
ity" (Gulliver 1979:20-21). But a third party with 'accepted authority' is not
necessarily what we observe in dispute settlement in the Comoe Province. Ex¬
ternal actors aspire to have the right to intervene in disputes, at best to trancher
I'affaire, but this is the outcome of negotiation. Hence the distinction between
negotiation and adjudication halts when confronted to external actors in this
specific ethnographic context, but I find comfort in the fact Gulliver presents
his model with "a prudence characteristic of Gulliver's cautious adventures in
theorizing" (Moore 1995:12). Thus I keep the distinction between negotiation
and adjudication because it is still 'good to think with'.

The ethnographic account of the RAF, the Syndicat des Eleveurs and the
hunting organisation (Donsoton) demonstrates that discourses of justice and

200 A similar expression is also used in Dyula: ka kiti tige (lit. to cut a decision).
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rights in dispute settlement are as much attempts to define the dispute at stake
and parties involved and to defend the perceived rights of the party one sup¬
ports, as to fight for a socio-political platform to claim rights on behalf of a
collectivity. Hence dispute settlement is a social field in which actors external
to the local setting aspire to intervene. In the following I discuss, firstly, the
dispute definition and the rights that are claimed in relation to each definition,
and, secondly, external actors' relationship to the state administration.

The struggle for definitions of disputes and disputing parties was one
principal point of departure for this study. Two local politicians with whom I
discussed the problem of definition argued that "l'ethnie n'a rien la-dedans,
mais c'est l'acte que les uns et les autres posent". They claimed that people of
the Comoe Province often are accused (at a national level) of being racists, re-

gionalists and ethnicists, but that this is not true. Instead, one of them rhetori¬
cally asked why the Fulbe pose problems. All other ethnic groups try to see the
Master of the Earth, but not the Fulbe. The politician specified that the Fulbe
do not ask the permission to stay while grazing cattle in an area, but recognised
that they ask permission to farm if they settle.

Formerly, even transhumant graziers passed to see the Canton Chief. Today,
when there are problems, one says that graziers settle without asking for the
advice and permission of anybody. It is the proliferation of land property.

The central issue raised by these politicians is that the Fulbe do not respect the
'normal procedures'. This gives the farmers the right to react against Fulbe ex¬
actions. Fulbe have no rights any longer due to their misconduct. This attitude
toward the Fulbe is also reflected in expressions such 'the Fulbe is a traitor'.201
Disputes are caused by Fulbe graziers, the argument goes, and farmers only de¬
fend themselves and their subsistence.

A Karaboro intellectual stated that if relations are bad between the agri¬
culturalist and grazier, the state administration is contacted. If the agricultural¬
ist is not compensated, he brings his firearm to the field. He shoots at the cattle,
and then at the herder: "Voila le conflit arrive". According to this man, the con¬
flict is caused by the bad behaviour of Fulbe and the state administration rather
than by the competition for resources. The state administration is furthermore
implicated, because they treat complaining farmers unjustly. However, the lack
of judgement by the Regional Tribunal in Bobo-Dioulasso is not regarded as a
problem. A local politician put this quite clearly,

Je prefere qu'il n'y ait pas de jugements [des conflits de Sideradougou et Man-
godara]. Si l'Etat continue sa politique, si le systeme d'ethnification continue,
on ne veut pas cette justice.

The Syndicat des Eleveurs officially promotes economic categorisation of dis¬
puting parties, but some members find this counter-productive, simply because
the Fulbe are those targeted in violent conflicts. 'Only God supports the Fulbe',
as a Fulbe elder put it. This contradiction needs to be handled by different
Fulbe actors. A Fulbe intellectual said that certainly some people act badly, and
that some herders purposely cause crop damage, but rights should still be

201 Fula ye janfanti ye.
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granted to Fulbe. They have come and settled, but are still after generations de¬
fined as strangers. In Sideradougou, some local government officials refer to
Fulbe as Palestinians, i.e. people without land. In this vein, Fulbe need the sup¬

port from the state administration to be granted rights over water, pasture and
farm-land. A Fulbe intellectual said that "we want the law to be applied".

Some Fulbe accuse farmers of not allowing them to stay more than a
few years at each place. They have to leave, because farmers want to obtain ac¬
cess to the land that has been fertilised by the droppings of cattle. Fulbe agro-

pastoralists argue that their right to land is weak. But to claim rights for Fulbe
agro-pastoralists is highly controversial. Leaders of the Syndicat were for ex¬
ample accused by a local politician of enriching themselves through disputes.

The second point to discuss in this section is the external actors1 ambig-
ous relationships to the state administration. Throughout this study I have
treated the state administration as one but specific socio-political configuration
among others. Ideally, the state is a body of organisational structures, but em¬

pirically the bodily metaphor halts. According to various local interpretations,
the state is simultaneously the sum of the parts (both inherently contradictory
and complementary) and the representation of power, force ifanga). Hence, the
Burkinabe state is far from being a homogeneous entity, but is represented to
local people through different 'services' as well as individual government offi¬
cials. The RAF is, in turn, interpreted by every single official according to what
he thinks is its intention or how he consciously manipulates it.

External actors are often in an ambiguous position vis-a-vis government
officials. In many cases the people that I have referred to as intellectuals or as
external actors are also employed by the state administration. A local politician
who, in 1996, accused the state administration of having worsened the situation
by the means of the RAF upheld, in the early 1990s, a high politico-
administrative post in the Province. Other intellectuals criticising the state ad¬
ministration have also direct attachment to the same administration through
employment. This is nothing extraordinary per se, but emphasises strongly that
much public discourse revolves around the state administration. The most evi¬
dent consequence is that state legitimacy is not generally questioned in violent
conflicts. Instead it is the legitimacy of local government officials and their
abilities to settle disputes which are questioned.

In the ethnic relations between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists, Mossi farmers constitute a category of 'others' to both groups.
More than any other ethnic group in Burkina Faso, the Mossi are locally seen
as holders of political power. In most rural communities in the Sideradougou
and Mangodara Departments, there are Mossi farmers who reside. In Sidera¬
dougou, the Mossi are ethnically represented by a Naba, i.e. the title for the
political chief of the Mossi. In general, Mossi farmers are badly perceived by
local farmers (e.g. Karaboro), but they are in a way 'untouchable'. In contrast
to Fulbe agro-pastoralists, the Mossi farmers are strangers but demographically
too numerous and politically too important. They are not explicitly targeted in
outbreaks of violence against strangers. They are criticised, but feared for their
'long arms' into the state administration.
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Local interpretations of the RAF serve Mossi farmers' interests, because
it ensures access to land. 'Burkina belongs to everybody' has come to mean
that access to land is open to all. The RAF seems to fit quite well into Gul¬
liver's definition of adjudication. In official state discourse, the RAF is empha¬
sising the rights (or values) of a national belonging. It is conceptualised as to
grant the right to land primarily to those who farm it. However, the interests of
the Mossi majority to get access to land are played down within this discourse.
The RAF thus promotes rights rather than relations. But in muted discourse,
relations are central to translate these rights in practice. A government official
brings a younger brother from his home-village to his duty-station in the Co-
moe Province. This brother gets a piece of land to farm and to settle in the
Sideradougou Department. Access to land is facilitated by the relations main¬
tained by the elder brother. The RAF is therefore not the only enabling factor
for Mossi migration toward western Burkina. Faure reports that in the 1990s, it
rather organises itself in the form of a Muslim network. These Muslim commu¬
nities (of tidjanya faith) invest the forests of Kenedougou and Bougouriba
Provinces (Faure 1996:173).

For Fulbe agro-pastoralists, the government is Haabe, i.e. composed of
Black Africans, and therefore not likely to serve Fulbe interests. This is clear at
the level of principles. The main programme to implement the RAF is the Land
Management Programme (Programme de Gestion des Terroirs). Yet, the ap-
proche terroir implemented in many Sahelian countries have been criticised,
because "notions of space, limits and control that are at the heart of the concept
of terroir are implicitly those associated with sedentary populations living in
stable village settings" (Painter et al. 1994:450). At the more practical level,
however, Fulbe agro-pastoralists may be supported by individual government
officials. These officials may then be accused of having been bribed by Fulbe.
It is very difficult to substantiate such accusations, but it should be noted that
accusations may also serve farmers' interests. Such accusations may be a way
to obscure farmers' actions to the detriment of Fulbe agro-pastoralists, e.g.
farming close to cattle tracks.

But the economic interests vested in Fulbe agro-pastoralists go beyond
those of individual government officials. Diallo reports from the northern Ivory
Coast that while the state and urban interests (government officials, deputies,
developers, etc.) are interested in Fulbe presence for various reasons, a peasant
majority is increasingly embarrassed by this presence (Diallo 1995:42). Simi¬
larly, urban people often invest in cattle in Burkina Faso, which they confine to
Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Economic interests in Fulbe presence among external
actors may therefore not be limited to potential corruption, but coincide with
important individual interests to invest in cattle.

Currently, Fulbe agro-pastoralists' claim for rights are also motivated by
a regional movement of Fulbe returning from the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Benin or
Togo (Sanon 1996:4). They return to their country of origin—in this case
Burkina Faso—due to lack of pastoral space, or because they are chased by
these states after conflicts with local farmers (ibid.). A Fulbe agro-pastoralist
narrated his personal experience of being chased.
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We have come here [Mangodara], because the diseases are finished [i.e. animal
trypanosomiasis recently eradicated]. Here there is grass. We left the Ivory
Coast, because the Ivorians told us that the 'contract' has finished. Thus we
were obliged to leave. [...] If it will heat here, we will go to the Ivory Coast or
to Ghana. If people do not agree with us, we will go to Ghana. [...] Cattle are
wealth for the country. We did not stay in the Ivory Coast, because they treated
us like strangers [boyorojan, lit. those coming from far away]. But here they
also diminish us [o ban dogoya, i.e. do not respect us].

In the scenario of Fulbe agro-pastoralists returning from the Ivory Coast, the
expression 'Burkina belongs to everybody' takes on a new dimension. Burkina
Faso is their country of origin in the eyes of the Ivorians. There they could
claim the right to land, not in the Ivory Coast. But when they come back, Fulbe
agro-pastoralists have difficulties in settling in strained socio-political envi¬
ronments.

Summary
In this chapter I have analysed existing linkages between national intervention
and local appropriation through three specific organisational structures: the
Land and Tenure Reorganisation (RAF), the Syndicat des Eleveurs and the
hunting organisation (Donsoton). The main point discussed is that rights are
expressed and interpreted through these forms in dispute settlement between
Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Five specific points need
to be recalled.

Firstly, these three organisational structures of 'intervention' in dispute
settlement claim rights on behalf of a collectivity. But the criteria for belonging
are ambiguous to all three. Consequently, issues of membership, legitimacy and
representativity are located in the core of the politics of national intervention
and local appropriation. The RAF is defined to concern all Burkinabe citizens,
but serves particularly the interests of Mossi farmers migrating towards the
western Burkina. The Syndicat struggles officially for the rights of graziers, but
is internally as well as externally to a large extent perceived as a Fulbe organi¬
sation. The hunting organisation has a dual membership; whereas Benkadi is
open to all, the sacred dimension of the organisation gathers around the com¬
mon cult Kondoro.

Secondly, the analysis of notions of rights and justice demonstrates that
state law and local administrative orders are mutually constituted, that is, both
are locally constituted by the very interaction. In the Sideradougou Department,
state law such as the RAF is subject to local interpretations, which rapidly be¬
come more important than actual texts. The expression 'Burkina belongs to
everybody' summarises the idea of a national identity of Burkinabe citizens
with respect to land-use, but is used in radically different way by different ac¬
tors and for specific purposes. While autochthonous farmers challenge it and
argue that the local normative order dominates in their 'country', Fulbe agro-
pastoralists returning from the Ivory Coast perceive that they originate from
Burkina and have the right to stay there.
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Thirdly, all three organisational structures position themselves in the
frame of modernity and tradition. Hence, no-one could be situated entirely out¬
side neither modernity nor tradition. While the hunting organisation emphasises
the 'sacred aspects', the organisation also conforms to the state administration.
The Syndicat is shaped in the form of a modern trade-union with a well-defined
interest-group, but contesting claims to power are often grounded on tradition.
The RAF is a modern project, but locally perceived to serve primarily the inter¬
ests of Mossi farming expansion. It therefore resonates to history and continu¬
ity of Mossi kingdoms.

Fourthly, Mossi farmers residing in the Comoe Province constitute a

category of 'others' both for Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists.
They are strangers who are criticised, but feared. The reason is that they are
demographically too numerous and pull too much political weight in Burkinabe
national politics. They thus remain 'untouchable'.

Finally, in chapter 9 I argued that relations are ideologically important
for the maintenance of peace and prosperity in villages, but in practice, how¬
ever, rights are defended. In this chapter I have on the contrary suggested that
rights provide an ideological justification for external actors to defend a dis¬
puting party. In practice, relations are, however, important, but are played down
in public discourse. I find that Gulliver's distinction between negotiation and
adjudication applies sufficiently well to 'the social field of relations and rights'.
In adjudication there is a concern for values, acts and past behaviour, but nego¬
tiation deals with interests, actors and future behaviour.
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11. Between Peace and Justice

This study has been about dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists
and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe Province in Burkina Faso. It has fo¬
cused on how different social actors—whether 'local1 or 'external1—handle

disputes related to landed resources, notably land and water. Dispute settlement
has been regarded as a social field in which different interpretations of events,
actions and conceptions interact. In this social field, codes and discourses re¬
volve around the two distinct notions of 'relations' and of 'rights'. Local dis¬
pute settlement has therefore been approached as a social field of relations and
rights. Relations in dispute settlement summarise notions of 'peace1; social re¬
lations are mobilised to promote peace, to forgive and thereby making future
co-habitation possible. Rights summarise, in turn, notions of 'justice'. People
then tend to claim their rights to attend what they perceive as justice. The point
is no longer to maintain social peace but to make justice. But both relations and
rights relate—though differently—to power and legitimacy.

My main argument throughout the study is that these disputes prevail in
an environment strained by mobilising key social relations on the one hand and
by claiming rights on the other. Hence disputes are located between peace and
justice. Methodologically this has required a conscious focus on inter-group
relations in general, and on principles and practices among four main catego¬
ries of actors—Masters of the Earth, Karaboro farmers, Fulbe agro-pastoralists
and local government officials. Observations and interviews have been carried
out in the different fieldwork contexts within which I have worked in order to

understand the ways in which principles and practices are articulated in specific
situations and settings: from everyday social relations in villages via depart¬
mental organisational structures such as the Departmental Court and the hunt¬
ing organisation to national policies and politics. I would argue that this meth¬
odology has made it possible to move back and forth between the perspectives
of various local and external actors. It has helped me to focus not only on the
boundaries that separate people, but also on the bonds that link them together.

In this concluding chapter I shall first summarise the findings of the
study and then reflect upon how the study of dispute settlement between
Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists may contribute to the un¬
derstanding of the social processes of peace, conflict and justice.
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Legitimacy of the State and the Sacred
It could be generally argued that relations between agriculturalists and pastor-
alists are not given once for all, but, to quote Blench, "a nexus of interrelated
factors combine to determine relations in each situation" (Blench 1984:55). In
this study the relations between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists living in the Sideradougou Department are multifaceted, situational
and contextual. In local idioms these relations have often been described as

particularly conflictual, when the outbreaks of violence in the Sideradougou
Department in 1986 and in the Mangodara Department in 1995 are taken into
account. If put into a broader West African context, however, local dispute set¬
tlement in the Comoe Province emerges as fairly successful. Even though out¬
breaks of violence have occurred and people have been killed, the violent con¬
flict has successfully been 'cooled' after a few days of armed confrontation.
Some kind of peace, or at least the absence of violence, has thus been restored
locally.

The handling of violent conflicts has been the outcome of the interaction
between categories of external and local actors. The intervention of army units,
originating from Banfora and Bobo-Dioulasso, was important to stop violence,
but military intervention did not solve the conflict. Army units merely used the
legitimate violence of the state to hinder further violent confrontations. But the
outside intervention still had to rely on important local actors and the socio¬
political structures within which they are located. A retired army officer of
Karaboro origin emerged as a leader in the outbreaks of violence in 1986. This
man is still a highly respected political leader for Karaboro communities in the
Sideradougou Department, but he is not officially recognised by the state ad¬
ministration. For instance, a government official said that 'he is only an elder',
i.e. he is not a formal political leader. In February 1995 this Karaboro elder ap¬
pears to have acted in preventing the spreading of the violence from the Man¬
godara Department to the Sideradougou Department. Similarly, the social cate¬
gory of brokers—here called 'sons of the village'—participated actively in rec¬
onciling parties, even when legitimacy of local government officials was ques¬
tioned in the heat of violent conflicts. Hence important social forces were at
work in the local setting.

While external actors are more prone to advocate solutions to the con¬
flict of interests—i.e. the perceived conflict of interests between herders and
farmers—local actors attempt to settle specific disputes. External actors gain
legitimacy in claiming to defend the rights of one party and advocating justice.
They emphasise, at least ideologically, long-term solutions expressed in terms
like "le fond du probleme, c'est...". In practice, however, they rely as much as
any local actor upon social relations. Local actors 'live' the disputes and can
hardly concentrate on long-term solutions. They engage in the settlement of
specific disputes between two parties and seek to find a balance between peace
and justice.

Local government officials are actors in-between, between 'people' and
'the state'. They represent the state administration, but are simultaneously in-
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habitants of the local setting. Structurally, this could explain the importance of
individual government officials in dispute settlement. They could not apply
state law without taking into account what is locally perceived as peace and
justice. Rumours tend to circulate widely in the province about the performance
of individual officials, e.g. the prefet. If a given prefet gets ill, and eventually
dies, this is often locally interpreted as due to the prefers lack of respect to¬
ward socio-political structures in the local setting. He is then said to have been
killed by the wack (i.e. magical powers). Hence local socio-political structures
exercise some kind of control of the performance of government officials.

In public debates, however, only the intervention of external actors is
likely to be stressed. Key local actors are mobilised to manage social crisis and
restore peace, but such actions are often not acknowledged by external actors.
Instead, external actors tend to stress their own perceived power and legiti¬
macy. But how could we explain the power and the legitimacy of the key local
actors involved in dispute settlement?

Much public debate of dispute settlement revolves around rights and re¬
lations. The underlying yet not explicitly addressed question is whether rights
are to be associated with modernity and relations with tradition. To my mind
claiming and defending rights cannot be exclusively attached to modernity.
Claims for rights and justice can be made to combat banditry (the hunting or¬
ganisation), to ensure access to water and pasture (the Syndicat des Eleveurs)
or to promote the interests of firstcomers rather than latecomers (Master of the
Earth). Forces grounded on both tradition and modernity contribute to shape
dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists. Therefore, local mechanisms for containing conflict and restoring
peace cannot be appropriately understood as either traditional or modern. The
important point is one of local legitimacy; these mechanisms are locally legiti¬
mate according to at least some of key actors involved.

The power of key local actors is legitimate precisely because it is based
on both traditional and modern domains. The blacksmith living at Noumoussou
was at the same time representing the Revolution's popular structures in the
1980s. To determine whether this man was engaged in 'cooling' down the con¬
flict as a blacksmith or as a political representative of the Revolution would be
to miss the point. His legitimacy is built upon the combination of both posi¬
tions. Similarly, 'sons of the village' often combine multiple roles and thereby
become influential in politics. I would therefore suggest that socio-political le¬
gitimacy in local dispute settlement in the Comoe Province is based on the
combination of multiple roles. In fact, most politically influential persons in¬
volved in disputes base their legitimacy on at least two distinct attachments;
they are attached to local traditional structures and to state administration. But
the specific nature of these attachments and the meaning attributed to them
vary from one context to another and from one person to another.

A question that is related to socio-political legitimacy is how to identify
those locally embedded mechanisms that have proved relatively successful to
manage violent conflicts in the Comoe Province. And, as a consequence, what
does this study inform about peace-making between agriculturalists and pastor-
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alists more generally? Two interrelated factors appear to be at play. They are
linked to the state administration and to the sacredness of land.

The first factor promoting successful curbing violent conflict is that the
state administration is relatively well-functioning in Burkina Faso. Government
officials have always been paid at the end of the month. Many officials with
whom I have discussed the issue argue that the government would never re¬
main in power for a long time if state agents do not receive their salaries. They
often refer to the political upheavals of 1966 and 1980, which brought new re¬
gimes supported by trade-unions of different categories of state agents. This
fact diminishes predation of state resources. Burkinabe elites have remained
within what Otayek et al. call 'acceptable limits' in such predation (Otayek et
al. 1996a). Corruption has nevertheless increased during the 1990s. It is not
uncommon that people with an administrative dossier in a service are expected
to 'tip' the state agent as to facilitate administrative treatment.

The legitimacy of the state has not been directly questioned in the out¬
breaks of violence, but rather the exercise of power of individual government
officials. People within the state administration consciously try to
'individualise' disputes and draw attention to specific individuals in specific
disputes. The point is to play down ethnic classifications of disputing parties as
to avoid ethnification of disputes. This view-point is ideologically expressed in
the official discourse in government offices, but refuted in everyday practice.
The use of ethnic labels does not necessarily imply conflict, but the fact is that
the Fulbe are, however, perceived as 'different' by other groups in Burkina
Faso. Jokes about and with Fulbe are common in everyday life. Fulbe uphold
traditional joking relationship with certain ethnic groups, e.g. Bobo, numu
(blacksmith) and Tiefo. Today they have become increasingly involved in jok¬
ing relationships with most other ethnic groups in Burkina Faso. Almost any
non-Fulbe is likely to joke with the Fulbe. The joking relationship—or alliance
cathartique (Griaule 1948)—is therefore nothing once-for-all established, but
needs be located in a socio-political context.

The conclusion would then be that even today conflictual inter-ethnic
relations may turn into joking relationships.202 However, while this observation
seems to have some validity for the Fulbe, the Mossi ethnic group represents a
social category that is regarded as 'untouchable'. The Mossi are said to have
'long arms' reaching into the state administration. They also dominate in terms
of numbers (50% of the Burkinabe population) compared to the Fulbe. Hence,
'new' joking relationships are not likely to take shape between the Mossi and
other groups. There are, in fact, signs of increasing militant ethnic mobilisation
in the western Burkina Faso. The Mossi have, the argument goes, even more
than before 'mossified' the Burkinabe state administration. The combat against

202
Anthropologist Nayire Evariste Poda at Institut des Sciences des Societes in Ouagadougou first drew

my attention to the emergence of 'new' joking relationships between the Fulbe and most other ethnic
groups in Burkina Faso.
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the country's 'mossification' therefore calls for some reservation of the well-
functioning of the state administration.201

The second factor promoting successful curbing of violent conflict is
that land has continuously been regarded as sacred. Traditional institutions for
controlling land-use have regained authority after the Revolution. The Masters
of the Earth do not, however, represent a powerful political structure for dis¬
tributing land, but ensure first and foremost fertility and well-being of the
community. Masters of the Earth have primarily a symbolic and religious
authority, an authority which, however, may be used politically. A critical fea¬
ture of the violent conflicts analysed in this study is that land has remained sa¬
cred. Bloodshed threatened the sacredness of land, but harmony was restored
through sacrifices. The Masters of the Earth carried out purification rituals to
beg the Earth to forgive the bloodshed. The sacredness of land remained
through outbreaks of violence. Today the state administration has adjusted the
Land and Tenure Reorganisation (RAF) in that it gives a certain recognition to
the authority of Masters of the Earth.

Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists living in villages have
gained access to land through the Masters of the Earth. While the Karaboro
also carry out sacrifices to the spirits of the Earth, the Fulbe 'pay' for the sacri¬
fices but do not participate themselves. In this context, the critical aspect is that
sacrifices are carried out by the hosts in the name of the strangers. Therefore,
both Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists recognise the
authority of the Masters of the Earth and thereby confirm the sacredness of
land.

Civil Society and the Transgression
of the 'Acceptable'
The study of local dispute settlement between Karaboro agriculturalists and
Fulbe agro-pastoralists also raises questions of the dynamics of civil society. It
demonstrates that Burkinabe civil society—whose institutions have been de¬
scribed as trade-unions, traditional chieftancies, churches, Non-Governmental
Organisations and organisations' movement (Otayek et al. 1996a: 17)—has
been sufficiently strong to escape state attraction. To say the least, civil society
is a problematic analytical concept, but if it is used to include traditional and
kinship based institutions (e.g. chieftancies, clans), it may increase our under¬
standing of local dispute settlement. The main reason is that there are important
socio-political forces at play in the public space, in which local dispute settle¬
ment takes place. This public space is, however, situated both inside and out¬
side the state administration. Amselle points out that "civil society and seg¬

mentary society are not opposed to the state, but rather represent what is left of
the state when it has been forgotten" (Amselle 1993:25). The decentralised

203 The emergence of a 'conception independantiste' (Ouedraogo 1997:222) of a new supra-ethnic,
political community in Banfora could be situated in this context.
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character of Karaboro communities and, to some extent, of Fulbe communities
residing in the Comoe Province, has certainly diminished the attraction of the
Burkinabe state, but disputes are still public. Chris Hann ends his critical in¬
quiry of the contemporary ethnocentric bias of the civil society concept to out¬
line a positive agenda for political anthropology.

We may, for some limited purposes, wish to apply a core definition of civil so¬
ciety and use this for comparative analysis. But, instead of searching for the
replication of one particular western model around the world, we should also
be prepared to abandon this universal yardstick, and to understand civil society
to refer more loosely to the moral community, to the problems of accountabil¬
ity, trust and cooperation that all groups face. In this sense, all human commu¬
nities are concerned with establishing their own version of a civil society, or
civilisation. (Hann 1996:20)

To my mind the very important point is that the state is not—even in communi¬
ties with decentralised socio-political organisation—synonymous with the pub¬
lic. Just because the state is not there, it would be erroneous to conclude that
this excludes 'problems of accountability, trust and cooperation'. In Burkina
Faso there is indeed a public space which is neither totally attached to the state
nor only limited to kin and clan interests. The public space is merely inter¬
twined both with the state administration as well as with local socio-political
structures. It is thus not a situation of either-or, but rather the merging of both.
The civil society in this sense provides an important frame of reference in
Burkina Faso, because it defines what is 'acceptable' and not in people's be¬
haviour.

So, what is the nature and dynamics of civil society in the specific eth¬
nography of dispute settlement? How can we understand the public space in
which disputes are settled between Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-
pastoralists (people living 'in the bush')? What is today the Comoe Province
has since early colonial periods been described as inhabited by people living in
'acephalous' or 'anarchistic' societies. It appears important to reflect upon the
decentralised socio-political organisation of rural communities and their inte¬
gration into the post-colonial state of Burkina Faso. Karaboro communities
have been, and still are, described as a society without leadership. In one of the
few written attempts to describe Karaboro society, Hebert underlines that it is a
society without state, without chief, except for the Master of the Earth and the
Chief of Do or Dogo (initiation). In war the most brave Karaboro became the
war leader, but only during the hostilities (Hebert No date-a:2).

With French colonisation, the Dyula hegemony was strengthened; in
Karaborola the canton chief Mori Cire Ouattara reigned until 1917 (Dacher
1997a: 149). But despite the 'revalorisation' of local ethnic groups (Vassallucci
1988:89), the Karaboro in Karaborola were continuously 'commanded' by a
non-Karaboro. The first autochthonous canton chief was the notorious Kone

Nyagwan, a man originating from the neighbouring Gouin community. The
first and only Karaboro canton chief in Karaborola was Lalle Traore, who was
nominated in 1946.

The ethnographic account confirms the image of highly decentralised
Karaboro communities, but also demonstrates that Karaboro agriculturalists
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have been able to mobilise political support from different levels of Burkinabe
society. Their cause has been supported by top-level politicians. The Karaboro
farmers, and in particular their supporting external actors, have displayed a
sense of helplessness in face of the state administration. In public debates,
Karaboro communities are said to remain outside political influence contrary to
strangers (Mossi, Fulbe). In practice, however, Karaboro communities have
demonstrated a remarkable capacity to mobilise key relations to and resources
in the state administration. The most salient fact is that despite killings in Side-
radougou and Mangodara, no judgements have been made. The farmers ac¬
cused of being responsible for the killings soon returned to their villages.

Similarly, Fulbe communities (especially Boobolangobe residing in the
Comoe Province) recognise the head of the camp, but to a much less extent
leaders on higher levels of Burkinabe society. The Fulbe Chief in Bobo-
Dioulasso is not necessarily granted any specific legitimacy to exercise power,
but is expected to intervene to 'arrange' an affair on behalf of Fulbe individuals
in court, to act in ceremonies etc. Thus Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comoe
Province perceive that they stand without political support in the state admini¬
stration. The government is composed of Haabe (Black Africans). The Fulbe
represent themselves as powerless unless they maintain good relations with
specific government officials. But in practice Fulbe also demonstrate a strong
capacity to mobilise support from top-level politicians as well as formal organi¬
sations within civil society. Their displayed powerlessness is contrasted by an
ability to mobilise political and economic support in specific disputes.

However, what we observe in dispute settlement in the Comoe Province
is not merely a political run to gain in specific disputes. There is also a general
view of what is 'acceptable' to public opinion. If a person pushes a case too far,
he is likely to lose support even from his closest allies. People would say that
he is exaggerating. Both Karaboro and Fulbe communities occasionally trans¬
gress the boundaries of the acceptable, but most often people remain within
these boundaries. The right of Karaboro farmers to react against crop damage
was rapidly turned against themselves when killings escalated in the two vio¬
lent conflicts described in the study. The right of Fulbe agro-pastoralists to
graze their herds is undermined by recurrent crop damage, often accused of
being caused purposely by badly paid herders. In this vein, there is a moral di¬
mension to dispute settlement; no actors should transgress the limits of the
'acceptable'.

This idea of what is 'acceptable' is not only a question of propositions
about how to behave in the local setting. References are also made to conflicts
elsewhere in the world. Reporting of international media from Rwanda and Bu¬
rundi is locally interpreted. Many informants stated that "we do not want a
Rwandan situation, a civil war in Burkina Faso". A Fulbe 'son of the village'
told me when we met in February 1998 that he had heard on the radio that tra¬
ditional hunters fight against the army in Sierra Leone. This, he argued, proved
that people in the Comoe Province should combat the hunting organisation.

Dispute settlement in the Comoe Province is located between peace and
justice. War or conflict (kele) can be used as a threat, or it can break out in vio-
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lence. However, people in Burkina Faso have until now (1998) demonstrated a
tremendous capacity to 'cool' even escalating violent conflicts. The fact that
actors who transgress the limits of the 'acceptable' are likely to lose support
often prevents violence. It is a moral dimension—a code of conduct—within
which the conscious attempts to avoid civil war should be located.

One could object that such a moral dimension postulates a conservative
view of society according to which peace is best promoted by those in power,
and justice claimed by those lacking power. Conflicts of interests would then
be masked in the language of peace; to maintain peace would serve the inter¬
ests of firstcomers rather than latecomers, of men rather than women, and of
the wealthy rather than the poor. Justice would, in this line of thought, be
claimed merely by those who lack power, e.g. farmers suffering from recurrent
crop damage, salaried herders and migrants. The merits of this objection is that
it draws, once again, attention to the power and legitimacy involved in dispute
settlement. But in the ethnography of dispute settlement in the Comoe Prov¬
ince, the distinction between peace and justice do not in any sense exclude to
take processes of social change into account. I would, on the contrary, argue
that this distinction provides a framework for conceptualising social change.

In the beginning of this study I argued that the labelling of parties in¬
volved in conflict as well as the definitions of 'what the conflict is about' have

implications for how it is settled. Struggles over definitions of conflict—here in
the general sense as a struggle over values and claims to status, power and
scarce resources—provide a locus of analysis for understanding how different
social actors ('local' and 'external') perceive conflicts. Throughout the study I
have tried to present and analyse different definitions of 'what the conflict is
about' rather than to provide my own definition. The point has been to analyse
principles and practices among the main social actors in the local setting. Roger
Blench reports in his study of Fulbe pastoralism in sub-humid and humid con¬
ditions in Nigeria that the frequency of violent incidents between farmers and
pastoralists has increased in the 1980s and 1990s. There are a number of 'basic
causes' to this: 1) the movements of pastoralists into new areas where lan¬
guage, religion, culture and landholding differ; 2) the increased competition
among pastoralists for a shrinking stock of pasture; 3) the predominance of
farmers in local governments; 4) the collapse of the system of cattle tracks; and
5) the widespread availability of guns and other weapons (Blench 1994:208).
All these 'basic causes' may also be identified in disputes as well as in out¬
breaks of violence between Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the
Comoe Province.

My main point has been to understand local dispute settlement between
Karaboro farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists and therefore 'give voice' to
other actors than those external actors—more or less attached to the state ad¬
ministration—who dominate most public debates. External actors tend to have
the priority of defining the problem and of identifying the solution, but this
study demonstrates the importance of considering seriously the perspectives of
various local actors. Tiefo Masters of the Earth, the Karaboro agriculturalists,
Fulbe agro-pastoralists and local government officials are more or less strongly
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attached to the local setting, but none of them posses the power to define 'what
the conflict is about' for laws and policies. If taken into account at all, their
perspectives are likely to be formulated in the language of justice and rights by
external actors, who aspire to speak on behalf of a collectivity.

So I have argued that local dispute settlement needs to be approached
through the categories, definitions and perspectives of those actually involved
in disputes and violent conflicts. This is a conclusion that could be taken up by
national and international organisations as well in attempts to work for
'development' to come or to promote peace-making locally. It is my hope that
this study has provided sufficient arguments for the necessity of grounding de¬
velopment operations and peace-making on locally legitimate structures, but
without neglecting the interplay between local social practices and outside
forces even if it is just a question of the settlement of a specific dispute on the
border of a sorghum field.
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